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1. Introduction

This special issue focused on propagation models and inver-
sion approaches for subsurface and through-wall imaging.
There were 16 contributions that can be divided into the
following 3 clusters.

2. Contributions to Through-Wall Imaging

P. C. Chang et al. in their paper entitled “Model-corrected
microwave imaging through periodic wall structures” intro-
duced periodic layer Green’s functions to overcome dis-
tortions seen in microwave imaging through periodic wall
structures.

W. Zhang et al. in their paper entitled “Ultrawideband
impulse radar through-the-wall imaging with compressive
sensing” cast the problem of through-wall imaging in the
framework of compressive sensing in order to significantly
reduce the amount of data necessary to produce images.

M. Duman and A. C. Gurbuz in their paper entitled
“Performance analysis of compressive-sensing-based through-
the-wall imaging with effect of unknown parameters” investi-
gated the required number of samples to achieve the desired
resolution with compressive sensing methods.

S.-H. Tan et al. combined space-time signal processing
and time-reversal electromagnetics to address subsurface and
through-wall imaging in their paper entitled “An automatic
framework using space-time processing and TR-MUSIC for
subsurface and through-wall multi-target imaging.”

Y. Yu et al. presented a low-cost UWB radar in their paper
entitled “A compact UWB indoor and through-wall radar with
precise ranging and tracking.”

M. M. Riaz and A. Ghafoor in their paper entitled
“Through-wall image enhancement based on singular value
decomposition” proposed a scheme to discriminate target,
clutter, and noise subspaces based on the singular value
decomposition of the data matrix.

3. Contributions to Subsurface
Prospecting and RF Tomography

L. Di Donato et al. discussed the application of the linear
sampling method as an inverse scattering approach to
produce images of buried objects in the paper “An effective
method for borehole imaging of buried tunnels.”

L. Lo Monte et al. presented a new comprehensive for-
ward propagation model applicable to subsurface imaging
in their paper entitled “A comprehensive forward model for
imaging under irregular terrain using RF tomography.”

Y. Goykhman and M. Moghaddam developed a solution
to the inverse problem for a three-layered medium, useful
to represent a large class of natural subsurface structures,
in their paper entitled “Retrieval of parameters for three-
layer media with nonsmooth interfaces for subsurface remote
sensing.”

F. Soldovieri et al. investigated the effectiveness of a tom-
ographic approach in the interpretation of GPR data for
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archaeological prospecting in “Imaging of scarce archeological
remains using microwave tomographic depictions of ground
penetrating radar data.”

K. Takahashi et al. developed a technique to model and
assess the effectiveness of ground penetrating radars in the
presence of clutter in their paper entitled “Modeling of GPR
clutter caused by soil heterogeneity.”

The identification of shape and size of simple under-
ground objects, using training data and a decision tree
method, was discussed by N. R. Syambas in the paper “An
approach for predicting the shape and size of a buried basic
object on surface ground penetrating radar systems.”

4. Contribution to Direct and Inverse
Models for Remote Sensing

E. A. Marengo et al. explored the target position information
that can be extracted from scattering data in the context of
the scalar Helmholtz equation using a statistical framework
in the paper “Cramér-Rao bound study of multiple scattering
effects in target localization”.

Two useful contributions in propagation models were
given by Frezza et al. in “Line source scattering by buried per-
fectly-conducting circular cylinders” and Gennarelli and Ric-
cio in “Useful solutions for plane wave diffraction by dielectric
slabs and wedges.”

Finally, F. Soldovieri et al. discussed two methods in order
to monitor the presence of life signs in the paper “A feasibility
study for life signs monitoring via a continuous wave radar.”
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We present a feasibility study for life signs detection using a continuous-wave radar working in the band around 4 GHz. The
data-processing is carried out by using two different data processing approaches, which are compared about the possibility to
characterize the frequency behaviour of the breathing and heartbeat activity. The two approaches are used with the main aim to
show the possibility of monitoring the vital signs activity in an accurate and reliable way.

1. Introduction

The remote and contactless detection and monitoring of life
movements and signs as breathing and heartbeat activity is
a topic of increasing attention in many fields such as the
homeland defence and homeland security systems [1, 2];
the rescue of persons buried under rubble or under snow
[3–5]; the medical field for a contactless monitoring of the
conditions of patients [6]. Moreover, the use of noncontact
microwave-based transceivers has been recently proposed as
diagnostic tool in the biomedical field [4, 7, 8].

In this work, we propose a feasibility study of a life
signs detection and characterization system using a multifre-
quency radar. The measurements are processed by using two
different data-processing approaches, whose performance is
compared in terms of frequency characterization of breath-
ing and heartbeat activity.

The multifrequency bioradar with a quadrature receiver
has been designed at the Remote Sensing Laboratory, Bau-
man Moscow State Technical University with the aim to carry
out remote monitoring of movement activity, breathing, and
pulse of human heart [9].

The first data processing approach has been presented
in [10] and aims at providing frequency analysis of the life
signs activity by maximizing the scalar product of the Fourier

transform of the measured signal, accounting for the one
researched for displacement, and the signal given by a theo-
retical electromagnetic model. The second approach aims at
providing information not only about the frequency of life
signs but also at gaining information about the range of the
investigated target by getting range-frequency matrix. Sepa-
ration of respiration and heartbeat signals was made by
application of rejection filtration to corresponding line of
range-frequency matrix [9, 11].

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is devoted to
describe the multifrequency radar system and to give details
about the experiment considered later for the data proces-
sing. Section 3 gives the description of the first data-proces-
sing approach, whereas the second reconstruction approach
is presented in Section 4. The results of the experiment are
shown in Section 5 where a comparison between the two
data-processing approaches is discussed. Finally, conclusions
follow.

2. Experimental Setup and
Experiment Description

This section is devoted to give a brief description of the
multifrequency radar system as well as of the configuration
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Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental setup.

Table 1: Parameters of the radar system.

Number of frequencies 16

Sampling frequency
62.5 Hz

(time spacing 0.016 sec)

Operating frequency band 3.6–4.0 GHz

Distance space resolution 0.5 m

Dynamic range of the recording signals 60 dB

Recording signals band 0.03–5 Hz

Dimensions of antennas block 150 × 150 × 370 mm

deployed for the measurements and to provide details about
the acquisition of the two datasets processed in the sections
below.

A multifrequency radar designed at the Remote Sensing
Laboratory (Bauman Moscow State Technical University)
was used in the experiment [9, 11]. The radar has the main
technical parameters reported in Table 1. In particular, it
operates by emitting and collecting a field in a working
frequencies range from 3.6 GHz to 4 GHz and this entails a
spatial resolution, related to the operating frequency band,
approximately equal to 0.5 m.

Figure 1 is a photo of the experiment where the subject is
located in front of the radar system. In particular, the exper-
iment was carried out with a male of 20 years old, no bad
habits, and professional skier; the distance between antennas
and subject was 1 m. The experiment was divided into two
stages. During the first stage, monitoring of breathing and
pulse parameters at steady state was carried out, and it took
about 5 minutes. At the second stage a breath-holding test
was carried out. It gives a rough index of cardiopulmonary
reserve, measured by the length of time a person can hold
breath. The test is widely known in medicine and is used
for estimating fitness of the human body while training of
pilots, submariners, and divers. Each stage of the experiment
was carried out for several times for slightly different dis-
placement of examinee and bioradar in order to confirm the
possibility of multifrequency bioradar to estimate the range
by using the second data-processing approach.

3. The First Data Processing Approach

As said above, the problem at hand is concerned with the
detection of vital signs (breathing and heartbeat) and the

determination of their frequency for the case of human being
in free space.

To this end, we adopt a very simple model of the electro-
magnetic scattering of a vibrating metallic (perfectly electric
conducting) plate located in free space. The metallic plate is
located at a distance z0 from the antenna system, and accord-
ingly, its time-varying position is given as z(t) = z0 +
A sin(ωDt), where A is maximum displacement with respect
to the rest position z0, and ωD is the unknown Doppler fre-
quency. To compute the field reflected by the vibrating plate,
we exploit the hypothesis of quasistationarity: we “freeze”
the plate at each time t when it occupies the position ẑ and
compute the field as if it were stationary.

If we assume the electromagnetic field as a plane wave
with propagation direction along the z-axis, the field col-
lected by the antenna system is given as

ER = E0 exp
(−2 jk0(z0 + A sin(ωDt))

)

+ Eclut, (1)

where k0 = 2π/λ (being λ the wavelength in free space), and
Eclut is due to the static clutter in absence of the plate, that
is, it accounts for the scattering from static objects. Thus, the
problem at hand is stated as the estimation of the Doppler
frequency ωD starting from the knowledge of the reflected
field measured over a finite time interval [0,T].

The proposed reconstruction procedure is based on
three different steps. The first one is concerned with
removal/mitigation of the static clutter, that is, the Eclut term
in (1). The ideal clutter removal strategy would be based on
the difference between the actual signal and the one when
no vital signs are present (background signal). Since such a
background measurement is not available at all, the necessity
of alternative strategies arises. In this paper, the static clutter
removal is carried out by the following steps: first, we
compute the mean value Emean of the signal over the inter-
val domain [0, T]; then, we subtract Emean to the measured
one ER(t) to achieve ˜ER(t) = ER(t) − Emean. The subsequent
processing is then performed on ˜ER(t).

After a Fourier transform is performed on the resulting
signal so to compute the functionG(ωD) in Doppler domain.
First, we compute the Fourier transform of the model signal
exp(− j2k0A sin (ωDt)) as to obtain

Emodel(ωD) =
∫ T

o
exp
(−2 jk0A sin(ωDt)

)

exp
(− jωDt

)

dt

=
∫ T

0

∞
∑

n=−∞
J−n(2k0A) exp

(

jnωDt
)

exp
(− jωDt

)

dt

=
∞
∑

n=−∞
J−n(2k0A) sin c

[(

T

2

)

(ωD − nωD)
]

× exp
(

− j(ωD − nωD)
(

T

2

))

,

(2)

where we exploit the well-known Fourier expansion of the
term exp(− j2k0A sin(ωDt)), and Jn(•) denotes the Bessel
function of first kind and nth order. Therefore, the Fourier
transform Emodel(ωD) is made up of a train of sinc functions
centred at nωD.
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Finally, the unknown Doppler frequency ωD is deter-
mined as the quantity that maximizes the scalar product
between the modulus of the “measured” Fourier transform
|G(ωD)|2 and the modulus of the Fourier transform of the
model signal |Emodel(ωD)|2.

It is worth noting that in the above-outlined procedure
the maximum displacement D (see (2)) is still unknown. In
principle, such a quantity could be determined together with
the Doppler frequency to maximize the scalar product. In the
cases at hand, in order to make the determination procedure
fast to approach realistic cases, we assume an estimate of the
maximum displacement as A = 0.5 cm for the breathing and
A = 1 mm for the heartbeat.

4. The Second Data-Processing Approach

The second data-processing approach is designed with the
aim to gain information not only about the frequency behav-
ior of the life signs but even about the range of the inves-
tigated subject [9, 11]. The procedure can be summarized
according to the step below.

The first step allows to build the range-frequency matrix
[9]; this matrix contains all possible signal reflections includ-
ing ones from the motionless objects (MOs), located in dif-
ferent range cells. These objects are the cause of static clut-
ter. The suppression of signals from MO is carried out by
rejection of the matrix components for the approach zero
frequencies. The range-frequency matrix resulting from the
suppression of the zero or nearly zero frequencies is given in
the upper panel of Figure 2.

The separation between the breathing and heartbeat
signals is carried out next by using rejection of the frequency
components corresponding to breathing in the range-fre-
quency matrix, and the result is shown in the lower panel
of Figure 2.

Reconstruction of breathing and heartbeat signals is car-
ried out by applying inverse Fourier transform to the matrix
row corresponding to the distance to the examinee (1.5 m)
and evaluating its phase. Thus obtained signals correspond-
ing to range-frequency matrixes from Figure 2 are shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 points out in a clear way the good performances
of the approach in separating breathing and heartbeat sig-
nals.

5. Reconstruction Results

This section is devoted to present the two reconstruction
results for breathing/and heartbeat detection and charac-
terization starting from the measurements described in
Section 2. In particular, we show the processing results for
the datasets collected at the two stages of the experiment for
the illumination frequency equal to 3.6 GHz.

For the first stage of the experiment, there was a time
window of 304 sec. For this overall time window, we have
considered 19 time intervals made of 1024 time samples
(for a time interval equal to 16,3 sec), and for each of
these intervals, we have applied the two data-processing
approaches described in the above sections.
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Figure 2: Range-frequency matrix for the examinee at 1.5 m range:
(a) (upper) before breathing harmonics rejection; (b) (lower) after
breathing harmonics rejection.
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Figure 3: Reconstructed breathing (a) and heartbeat (b) signals of
the examinee corresponding to the range-frequency matrices from
Figure 2. The signal phase is normalized with respect to its maxi-
mum.

Figure 4 depicts the modulus of the signal and also the
19 time intervals analyzed in the monitoring are also pointed
out.

The results of the breathing activity monitoring for the
two approaches are depicted in Figure 5. Upper and lower
panels give the results of the processing achieved by the first
and second approachs, respectively.

A good agreement is observed between the results for
the two data-processing approaches; in particular, an almost
uniform breathing behaviour is observed with a frequency of
18 acts/min apart from few time intervals.

Figure 6 depicts the heartbeat analysis, upper and lower
panels give the results of the processing achieved by the first
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Figure 5: Comparison between the dataprocessing approaches
for the breathing activity monitoring: (a) first data-processing
approach; (b) seconddata-processing approach.

and second approachs, respectively. It can be seen that the
average frequency is about 80 beats per minute. In addition,
we can note a correlation between the time behavior of the
breathing and the one of the heart beat. As a matter of fact,
when the breathing frequency decreases, the heartbeat fre-
quency decreases too.

The second stage of the experiment is concerned with the
status of apnea so that only the heartbeat was characterised.
In this case, we considered an overall observation time of
56 sec divided in 7 time intervals made of 500 time samples
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Figure 6: Comparison between the data-processing approaches for
the heartbeat. (a) first dataprocessing approach; (b) second data-
processing approach.

(8 sec). Figure 7 depicts the modulus of the measured signal
in the 7 time intervals (time window ranging from 800 to
4300 samples).

The heartbeat frequency behaviour is shown in Figure 8
for the two data-processing approaches, and a very good
agreement is observed and it can be noted that the frequency
is almost uniform apart from the first two intervals. In parti-
cular for the first interval, the lower detected frequency is due
to the clearly depicted oscillation, almost at the end of the
first time interval, which cannot be associated to heartbeat
activity.

6. Conclusions

The paper has presented the feasibility study of an approach
based on a continuous wave radar for the life signs monitor-
ing. In particular, two different data approaches have been
exploited with similar performances, and it has been possible
to show the effectiveness of the overall system (hardware plus
software) as a reliable tool for a long-term monitoring of
breathing and heartbeat activity.

The future activities will address different topics toward
the use of the system in full operative conditions in order
to account for the obstacle between the radar system and
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Figure 7: Amplitude of the heartbeat signal. The time intervals used
in the monitoring are also pointed out.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the data-processing approaches for
the heartbeat activity: (a) (upper) first data-processing approach;
(b) (lower) second data-processing approach.

the target; to characterise target movements different from
the life signs; to analyse the radar signal, with the aim to
provide a stress level estimation.

The computational cost is suitable to make the processing
in a real time (i.e., in few seconds after the data collec-
tion) and complies with the necessities of the application

frame, which requires fastness of the operations, but more
important the reliability of the result. In this frame, we
consider both the processing approaches suitable for an
implementation in real systems. Furthermore, the cross-
validation between the two proposed approaches can miti-
gate the possible interpretation ambiguity arisen from the
use of a single technique.
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Imaging of tunnel networks under irregular terrain using RF tomography is generalized to include the possibility of magnetic
dipoles (i.e., electric loops) either as transmitting or receiving devices. Forward scattering models are presented, and a generalized
method for computing numerical dyadic Green’s functions is detailed. Explicit formulas for fast numerical implementation are
also presented. The paper is corroborated with numerical simulations aimed at validating formulas.

1. Introduction

This work extends the theory of RF tomography for
underground imaging of tunnels [1] under irregular terrains
[2] to include the possibility of using either electrically
small dipoles or loops as transmitters or receivers. Prior
derivations of RF tomography for underground imaging
[1–3] assumed only the use of electrically small dipoles.
Alas, in the frequency interval between 0.1 and 10 MHz,
which is appropriate for the application of imaging of
tunnels, electrically small dipoles exhibit very small radiation
efficiency [4]. Therefore, the novelty of this paper is the
extension of the forward scattering model of RF tomography
to include electrically small loops, such as multiturn ferrite
loaded coils, as either transmitters or receivers, because they
are generally more efficient.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives a
comprehensive linearized forward model used for RF tomog-
raphy for the electromagnetic field generated from both
electric and magnetic current sources; Section 3 describes a
method to obtain numerical Green’s functions based upon a
generalization of the method of moments; Section 4 shows

some relevant simulations, and Section 5 draws conclusions.
In Appendix, explicit formulas to compute the half-space
Green’s functions, their evaluation through integral over
cubic regions, and their implementation for fast processing
are provided.

2. Forward Model

2.1. Notations and Conventions. In this paper, the exp(−iωt)
time dependence of the fields is assumed. Bolded lower case
letters represent vectors, while bolded capital case letters
represent matrices. Underscored capital letters represent
dyadics. Circumflexed bold letters represent unit vectors. To
keep formulas succinct, expressions separated by a semicolon
represent two separate equations, for instance, the expression
Ab;c = (+;−)x corresponds to two separate equations: Ab =
+x and Ac = −x.

2.2. Mathematical Description of the Terrain. Consider the
three-dimensional geometry shown in Figure 1. The interface
between air and ground is not planar but its shape is assumed
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Figure 1: Sample geometry where a portion of irregular surface
is shown above the plane z = 0. An anomaly, represented by two
cylindrical structures, is located underground in the investigation
region D.

known. This information can be used to build a numerical
Green’s function that accounts for the terrain shape, leaving
only the underground targets as unknown of the problem.
The numerical Green’s function of the irregular terrain is
computed by applying a generalized method of moment
based on half-space Green’s functions, as described later. In
other words, the final aim is the reconstruction (in the case at
hand in terms of localization and shape estimation) and not
the shape of the interface air/soil. To do this appropriately, it
is convenient to solve an inverse problem where the buried
target is an anomaly with respect to a known background
scenario; in this context, the more a priori information is
available for the background scenario (e.g., the shape of the
interface), the better the target reconstruction will be. Hence,
the accurate computation of the effects of the irregular
surface (through the determination of the numerical Green’s
function) is pivotal to provide more reliable images of the
underground scene.

It is beneficial to express the electrical properties of the
irregular terrain as the superposition of two contributions.
The first contribution is associated with an ideal planar half-
space with an interface at z = 0, whose equivalent relative
dielectric permittivity is described by a scalar function H :
R3 → C, the half-space equivalent dielectric permittivity
function, defined as

H(r̃) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩εD +

iσD
(ωε0)

z̃ < 0,

1 z̃ > 0,
(1)

where ω = 2π f is the angular frequency, εD is the frequency-
independent background relative dielectric permittivity of
the ground, σD is the frequency-independent background
conductivity of the ground, and r̃ = x̃x̂ + ỹŷ + z̃ẑ is a position
vector used to describe the terrain. The second contribution
is a volumetric function Q : R3 → C with finite support,
denoted as the background contrast function, which represents
the deviation in dielectric permittivity and conductivity at
point r̃ between the actual values and the values expected

from the ideal half-space geometry H(r). The background
contrast function is mathematically described as

Q(r̃) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
εr(r̃)− εD +

i(σ(r̃)− σD)
(ωε0)

z̃ < 0,

εr(r̃)− 1 +
iσ(r̃)
(ωε0)

z̃ > 0,
(2)

where εr(r̃), σ(r̃) are the actual relative dielectric permittivity
and the actual conductivity of the terrain within the support
of Q. Note that H(r̃) + Q(r̃) returns the actual electrical
properties of the irregular terrain.

2.3. Investigation Domain. The targets (i.e., tunnels or voids)
are assumed to reside within the investigation domain
D, fully belonging to the lower medium. To ease the
mathematical derivation, the region D shall not include any
point in which the background contrast functionQ(r̃) differs
from zero. A point in region D shall be represented with a
separate position vector r = xx̂ + yŷ + zẑ.

For a target-free scenario, the background electrical
properties in D are fully described by the quantities εD, σD.
However, the presence of any subsurface structure creates
a deviation in dielectric permittivity and conductivity with
respect to the background. The actual relative dielectric per-
mittivity distribution εrO(r) and conductivity distribution
σO(r) inside the investigation domain D are the unknowns of
the inverse problem. The inverse problem is recast in terms
of an object contrast function V : R3 → C, which is more
physically related to the presence/absence of a target, defined
as

V(r) = εrO(r)− εD +
i(σO(r)− σD)

(ωε0)
. (3)

In fact, when V(r) /= 0, a dielectric or conducting
anomaly is present at location r.

2.4. Transmitters and Receivers. In the HF region, deployable
transmitters and receivers can be either electrically small
dipoles or loops: the radiation characteristic of these anten-
nas can be easily incorporated in the forward model, since
both electrically small dipoles and electrically small loops
can be modeled as Hertzian electric/magnetic dipoles. At
the particular n-th measurement of the field, the transmitter
is located at position ran and directed along the unit-norm
vector ân, while the receiver is located at position rbn and
direction b̂n. At the receiver side, the measured field is H if
the receiver is a magnetic dipole, or E if an electric dipole
acts as a receiver.

2.5. Derivation of the Forward Model. For a fixed frequency
f , the incident electric and magnetic fields observed at a
generic point r inside D due to elementary electric/magnetic
sources distributed arbitrarily above/below an irregular ter-
rain at locations r′ can be expressed in time-harmonic form
as [

E
H

]
(r) =

∫∫∫
D

⎡⎢⎣iωμ0GIrr
ee GIrr

em

GIrr
me iωε0GIrr

mm

⎤⎥⎦ · [ J
M

]
(r′)dr′. (4)
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In (4), GIrr
ee is the electric dyadic Green’s function due to an

electric source, GIrr
em is the electric dyadic Green’s function

due to a magnetic source, GIrr
me is the magnetic dyadic

Green’s function due to an electric source, and GIrr
mm is the

magnetic dyadic Green’s function due to a magnetic source.
Mathematically, these Green’s functions are the solutions of
the following differential equations, with the appropriate
radiation condition at infinity

∇×∇×GIrr
u (r, r′)− k2(r)GIrr

u (r, r′)

=
{

Iδ(r− r′) u = ee;mm

∇× Iδ(r− r′) u = em;me

(5)

and the wavenumber k(r) can be evaluated using

k(r) = ω

√
μ0

(
ε0εr(r,ω) +

iσ(r,ω)
(ωε0)

)
. (6)

Note that (4) is valid for any arbitrary distribution of k(r);
therefore, these Green’s functions represent the solutions of
(5) for the most general case.

The presence of a nonzero contrast function inside D
generates an equivalent current density equal to

JInc(r) = −iωε0V(r) ·
[

EInc(r) + ESca(r)
]

∼= −iωε0V(r) · EInc(r).
(7)

The approximation in (7) is called “Born Approximation”
[5], and it is generally valid when only a qualitative recon-
struction (in terms of presence, location, and geometry) of
the underground electrical properties is sought [6].

The approximated scattering integral equation for the
problem becomes

E
(

rbn
)
= iωμ0

∫∫∫
D

GIrr
ee

(
rbn, r

)
· Jeq(r)dr,

H
(

rbn
)
=
∫∫∫

D
GIrr
me

(
rbn, r

)
· Jeq(r)dr.

(8)

So far, the solutions of (5) are known in closed form only for
very limited distributions of k(r), such as the homogenous
space, half-space, or planarly layered media [5, 7]. The
general solution for any arbitrary distribution of k(r), such
as a half-space having irregular boundary, must be sought
numerically.

Combining (7) with (8), the contrast function V(r)
can be linearly related to the total (scalar) complex-valued
(phasor) electric field collected at the receiver due to a single
transmitter of length ln via the following relations.

(1) Tx electric dipole, Rx electric dipole

En
(

ran, ân, rbn, b̂n,ωn
)

= +iωnμ0k
2
0I
e
nln

×
∫∫∫

D
b̂Tn ·GIrr

ee

(
rbn, r

)
·GIrr

ee

(
r, ran

) · ânV(r)dr

+ iωnμ0I
e
nlnb̂Tn ·GIrr

ee

(
rbn, ran

)
· ân+b̂Tn · Z.

(9)

(2) Tx magnetic dipole, Rx magnetic dipole

Hn

(
ran, ân, rbn, b̂n,ωn

)
= −iωε0k

2
0nI

h
n ln

×
∫∫∫

D
b̂Tn ·GIrr

me

(
rbn, r

)
·GIrr

em

(
r, ran

) · ânV(r)dr

+ iωε0I
h
n lnb̂Tn ·GIrr

mm

(
rbn, ran

)
· ân+b̂Tn · Z.

(10)

(3) Tx electric dipole, Rx magnetic dipole

Hn

(
ran, ân, rbn, b̂n,ωn

)
= k2

0nI
e
nln

×
∫∫∫

D
b̂Tn ·GIrr

me

(
rbn, r

)
·GIrr

ee

(
r, ran

) · ânV(r)dr

+ Ienlnb̂Tm ·GIrr
me

(
rbn, ran

)
· ân + b̂Tn · Z.

(11)

(4) Tx magnetic dipole, Rx electric dipole

En
(

ran, ân, rbm, b̂m,ωn
)

= k2
0nI

h
n ln

×
∫∫∫

D
b̂Tn ·GIrr

ee

(
rbn, r

)
·GIrr

em

(
r, ran

) · ânV(r)dr

+ Ihn lnb̂Tn ·GIrr
em

(
rbn, ran

)
· ân + b̂Tn · Z.

(12)

These formulas represent the forward scattering model for
RF tomography, valid for any arbitrary distribution of the
background electrical properties. In (9)–(12), T denotes the
operation of transposition, and Z represents an (unknown)
error vector accounting for high-order Born series terms,
clutter, and noise. Because of the first-order Born approx-
imation, the validity of the reconstruction is limited to
low/moderate-contrast targets.

Discretization and inversion of the forward model can
be accomplished in several ways. In this work, the method
described in [2] will be followed and, due to limited space, it
will not be repeated here.

By using the principle of superposition, the general
Green’s functions in (9)–(12) can be separated into two
contributions:

GIrr
u (r, r′) = Gu(r, r′) + GS

u(r, r′), (13)

where u is one of ee; em;me;mm. The functions Gu(r, r′)
represent the Green’s function specific for the half-space
geometry (having planar interface at z = 0), whereas GS

u(r, r′)
represent the scattered contribution due to the presence
of the background contrast function Q defined in (2).
Analytical expressions of the half-space Green’s function
G(r, r′) do exist in several forms [5, 7–12]; however, in
Appendix, we propose better formulas that are explicit, easy
to be integrated, and computed with FFT, and having very
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few singularities (to improve numerical stability). To employ
RF tomography for the imaging of any irregular surface,
GS
u(r, r′) needs to be computed numerically, possibly in a fast

and efficient manner.

3. Numerical Green’s Functions

The application of RF tomography to imaging below
irregular terrain according to (9) requires the numerical
computation of the Green’s function of the problem, which is
discussed in this section. Since the topic is more general than
its application to RF tomography, the problem of finding the
value of the numerical Green’s function observed at point
r, due to a source located at r′, having wavenumber k0 is
described first.

The following sections extend the work proposed in [2],
which was itself a generalization of [1, 7–16], to the gen-
eral case of electric/magnetic sources and electric/magnetic
probes.

3.1. Method of Moments. The scattering integral equations
in vector form for the distributed dielectric anomaly Q(r)
can be easily derived from Maxwell’s equation and are stated
below

ES(r) = + k2
0

∫∫∫
D
Q(r̃)Gee(r, r̃) · ETot(r̃)dr̃, (14)

HS(r) = − iωε0

∫∫∫
D
Q(r̃)Gme(r, r̃) · ETot(r̃)dr̃. (15)

In this context, ES, HS are the scattered electric and magnetic
fields, and ETot is the total electric field. The next goal is to
generalize (14) and (15) to the case of Green’s functions. This
step is shown in [2], and accordingly we have for (14)

ES(r) = iωμ0GS
ee(r, r′) · â,

ETot(r̃) = iωμ0GTot
ee (r̃, r′) · â,

(16)

and for (15)

ETot(r̃) = GTot
em (r̃, r′) · â,

HS(r) = GS
me(r, r′) · â.

(17)

To generalize the result, the ·â operation is disregarded.
Substituting (16) in (14), the dyadic scattering integral
equation becomes

GS
ee(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gee(r, r̃) ·GTot

ee (r̃, r′)dr̃. (18)

Similarly,

GS
em(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gee(r, r̃) ·GTot

em (r̃, r′)dr̃,

GS
me(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gme(r, r̃) ·GTot

ee (r̃, r′)dr̃,

GS
mm(r, r′) = −

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gme(r, r̃) ·GTot

em (r̃, r′)dr̃.

(19)

In these formulas, R is the support of Q. Since

ETot(r̃) = EInc(r̃) + ES(r̃), (20)

and the incident electric field is

EInc(r̃) =
{
iωμ0Gee(r̃, r′) · â electric currents,

Gem(r̃, r′) · â magnetic currents,
(21)

we obtain that

GTot
ee;em(r̃, r′) = GS

ee;em(r̃, r′) + Gee;em(r̃, r′). (22)

Part of (18)-(19) can be computed analytically. Therefore,
the left-hand side of (18)-(19) is divided into two dyadic
functions: a known part

GK
ee(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gee(r, r̃) ·Gee(r̃, r′)dr̃, (23)

GK
me(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gme(r, r̃) ·Gee(r̃, r′)dr̃, (24)

GK
em(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gee(r, r̃) ·Gem(r̃, r′)dr̃, (25)

GK
mm(r, r′) = −

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gme(r, r̃) ·Gem(r̃, r′)dr̃, (26)

and an unknown part

GU
ee(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gee(r, r̃) ·GS

ee(r̃, r′)dr̃, (27)

GU
me(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gme(r, r̃) ·GS

ee(r̃, r′)dr̃, (28)

GU
em(r, r′) = k2

0

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gee(r, r̃) ·GS

em(r̃, r′)dr̃, (29)

GU
mm(r, r′) = −

∫∫∫
R
Q(r̃)Gme(r, r̃) ·GS

em(r̃, r′)dr̃. (30)

Retrieving GS(r̃, r′) from (27)–(30) is a hard task, so that
an approximation is needed. The computation is facilitated
by discretizing the region R in P small cubes (voxels),
representing an orthogonal basis expansion for Q. Each cube
p is centered at position r̃p, whose volume Rp is defined as

Rp =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
x̃p − Δ ≤ x̃ ≤ x̃p + Δ,

ỹp − Δ ≤ ỹ ≤ ỹp + Δ,

z̃p − Δ ≤ z̃ ≤ z̃p + Δ,

(31)

where Δ is the half length of the edge of elementary cube.
The dimension of the voxel is chosen so that Gu(r̃p, r′) and
GS
u(r̃p, r′) can be assumed constant within the boundaries of

the voxel itself. Theoretically, Rp could represent any kind of
orthogonal basis, such tetrahedral voxels; however, the choice
of “cubes” will be particularly useful for fast computation, as
shown later.
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Accordingly, (23) and (27) can be discretized in an
unknown part

GU
ee(r, r′) ∼= k2

0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

See
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

ee

(
r̃p, r′

)
,

GU
me(r, r′) ∼= k2

0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

Sme
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

ee

(
r̃p, r′

)
,

GU
em(r, r′) ∼= k2

0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

See
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

em

(
r̃p, r′

)
,

GU
mm(r, r′) ∼= −

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

Sme
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

em

(
r̃p, r′

)
,

(32)

and a known part

GK
ee(r, r′) ∼= k2

0

P∑
q=1

Q
(

r̃q
)

See
(

r, r̃q
)
·Gee

(
r̃q, r′

)
,

GK
me(r, r′) ∼= k2

0

P∑
q=1

Q
(

r̃q
)

Sme
(

r, r̃q
)
·Gee

(
r̃q, r′

)
,

GK
em(r, r′) ∼= k2

0

P∑
q=1

Q
(

r̃q
)

See
(

r, r̃q
)
·Gem

(
r̃q, r′

)
,

GK
mm(r, r′) ∼= −

P∑
q=1

Q
(

r̃q
)

Sme
(

r, r̃q
)
·Gem

(
r̃q, r′

)
,

(33)

where the index q is used for the same purpose of the index
p, but is distinguished to emphasize that the summations are
computed separately. In (32) and (33) the dyadic expression
S(r, r′) represents the integral of the half-space Green’s
function, performed over a cubic region having volume Rp,
centered along the source point r′, and computed at the
observation point r. The exact evaluation of this integral is
described in Appendix.

The integral equations (18)-(19) can be discretized as

GS
ee(r, r′)− k2

0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

See
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

ee

(
r̃p, r′

)
=GK

ee(r, r′),

(34)

GS
em(r, r′)− k2

0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

See
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

em

(
r̃p, r′

)
=GK

em(r, r′),

(35)

GS
me(r, r′)− k2

0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

Sme
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

ee

(
r̃p, r′

)
=GK

me(r, r′),

(36)

GS
mm(r, r′)+

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

Sme
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

em

(
r̃p, r′

)
=GK

mm(r, r′).

(37)

Only (34) and (35) can be solved directly. Equations (36) and
(37) will be computed after the previous two equations are
solved.

Consider (34) and (35), assuming σ = e;m, in these
equations, GS

eσ(r, r′) would be determined when the value of
GS
eσ(r̃p, r′) is known for any value of p. To find GS(r̃p, r′) for

all p, (34) or (35) are tested exactly at the locations r̃p, leading
to the following set of P equations:

GS
eσ

(
r̃p, r′

)
− k2

0

P∑
q=1

Q
(

r̃q
)

See
(

r̃p, r̃q
)
·GS

eσ

(
r̃q, r′

)

= GK
eσ

(
r̃p, r′

)
, p = 1, . . . ,P, σ = e;m.

(38)

Due to the dyadic nature of (38), 9P equations with 9P
unknowns can be defined, leading to the creation of the
following matrix equation:

Aeσxeσ = geσ, (39)

where,

Aeσ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I9×9 −Q11
eσ −Q12

eσ · · · −Q1P
eσ

−Q21
eσ I9×9 −Q22

eσ

...
. . .

−Q1P
eσ I9×9 −QPP

eσ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

Q
pq
eσ = k2

0Q
(

r̃q
)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I3×3S
pq
eσXX I3×3S

pq
eσXY I3×3S

pq
eσXZ

I3×3S
pq
eσYX I3×3S

pq
eσYY I3×3S

pq
eσYZ

I3×3S
pq
eσZX I3×3S

pq
eσZY I3×3S

pq
eσZZ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

xeσ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

GS
eσXX (r̃1, r′)

GS
eσXY (r̃1, r′)

...

GS
eσZZ

(
r̃q−1, r′

)
GS
eσXX

(
r̃q, r′

)
...

GS
eσZZ (r̃P , r′)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, geσ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

GK
eσXX (r̃1, r′)

GK
eσXY (r̃1, r′)

...

GK
eσZZ

(
r̃p−1, r′

)
GK
eσXX

(
r̃p, r′

)
...

GK
eσZZ (r̃P , r′)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(40)

By solving for xeσ, the knowledge of GS
eσ(r̃p, r′) for all p

follows. Direct substitution of this information into (38)
yields the full reconstruction of the scattering Green’s
function at any given point r, r′, that is,

GS
ee(r, r′)=GK

ee(r, r′)+k2
0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

See
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

ee

(
r̃p, r′

)
,

(41)

GS
em(r, r′)=GK

em(r, r′)+k2
0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

See
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

em

(
r̃p, r′

)
.

(42)
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The newly acquired knowledge of GS
eσ(r̃p, r′) is also

useful to determine the remaining types of scattering Green’s
functions

GS
me(r, r′) = GK

me(r, r′) + k2
0

P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

Sme
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

ee

(
r̃p, r′

)
,

(43)

GS
mm(r, r′) = GK

mm(r, r′)−
P∑
p=1

Q
(

r̃p
)

Sme
(

r, r̃p
)
·GS

em

(
r̃p, r′

)
.

(44)

The final numerical Green’s dyadic can be computed by
substituting (41), (42), (43), or (44) in (13). This procedure
of computing numerical Green’s functions can be interpreted
as a generalization of the works in [17–19] to the case of 3D
half-space geometry.

4. Simulations

A large-scale numerical simulation has been performed to
prove the validity of this novel method. The conditions of
the experiments are similar to the ones reported in [2].
Accordingly, a half-space geometry is considered and, to
simulate irregular terrain, a parallelepiped of size 32 × 32 ×
8 m with the same properties of the ground is placed on
top of the flat surface at the center of the scene (see [2]
Figure 2). Five transmitters and receivers are distributed
uniformly along a circle of radius 15 m, at 0.5 m above the
box, to avoid numerical instabilities. The target is an inverse-
L shaped tunnel of equal sides and radius 1 m, located at
depth of 10 m, as shown in Figure 2. The frequency range
is 3–6 MHz, at constant intervals of 0.5 MHz. The electrical
properties of the soil are chosen to be similar to dry rocks;
accordingly, the background dielectric permittivity is εD =
10 and the background dielectric conductivity is σD = 5 ×
10−4 S/m. To avoid the so-called “inverse-problem crime,”
the exact electric field at the receiver side has been computed
numerically using the finite difference time domain (FDTD)
code GPRMAX [20]. For the FDTD solver, the discretization
step is d = 0.25 m, and the box size containing the whole
scene is 150 m× 150 m× 120 m.

For each Tx-Rx-frequency combination, two simulations
were performed: one containing the target (i.e., the total
field) and one without (i.e., the background). The scattered
field in complex form can be obtained by subtracting these
two time-domain data sets, followed by an FFT (see [1] for
details).

To fill L, the algorithm proposed in this paper was
applied. The irregular surface (i.e., the flat surface with
the box on top) was discretized in cubes having Δ =
2 m, corresponding to P = 128, which is moderately
coarse but manageable in terms of memory allocation.
Better performances is expected using smaller Δ, but more
sophisticated and memory-saving algorithms required to fill
and invert A. For Δ = 2 m, the approximation (A.43) holds
true within an error less than 5% occurring only to the
cubes adjacent to the singularity; this value can be considered
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Figure 2: Tunnel shape at depth of −10 m.

satisfactory. The region of interest D is a horizontal slice
located at depth−10 m, discretized using a cubic mesh of half
size of δ = 1 m. The direct path was eliminated a priori since
its value was accurately estimated using (9)–(12). The data
is noiseless; however, discrepancies between the numerical
FDTD solver and the proposed MoM-based method can be
assumed as unknown perturbation of the measured field,
thus implicitly testing the robustness of our algorithm with
respect to disturbances.

The reconstruction has been performed using a modified
FISTA algorithm; details can be found in [2–16, 21].

Assuming electric dipoles as sources and receivers, the
reconstructed image of the belowground surface using the
proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The same irregular
geometry, parameters, and numerical algorithm are used
for the results in Figures 4–6; however, in Figure 4, electric
dipoles are used as Tx, and magnetic dipoles are used as
Rx, in Figure 5 magnetic dipoles are used as Tx, and electric
dipoles are used as Rx, and in Figure 6, both Tx and Rx are
magnetic dipoles. To reconstruct these images, all formulas
presented in this work had to be used. By induction, the
validity of these formulas has been verified.

5. Conclusions

In summary, a complete forward model for RF tomography
with applications to imaging under irregular terrains has
been presented. The novelties of this approach can be
summarized as follows.

(i) The method includes the possibility of using both
dipoles and loops as transmitters or receivers, at
arbitrary locations (either above or below surface)
and directions.

(ii) The model accurately accounts for the radiation
pattern of the antenna.

(iii) The model is derived from the vector wave equation,
thus preserving the vector nature of the E and H
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Figure 3: Reconstructed image: Tx Dipole and Rx Dipole.

fields, as well as accounting for changes of polariza-
tion.

(iv) The method fully accounts for the irregular shape of
the terrain.

(v) The method accurately describes scattering processes
occurring both in the near field and in the far field.

(vi) The method is intrinsically parallel, and most of the
computation can be done using FFT routines.

For completeness, limitations and challenges are reported as
well.

(i) The dimension of matrix A and vector GK grows
fast when the number of voxels in D or Q increases,
thus dramatically limiting the performance for highly
irregular terrains or large investigation domains.

(ii) The terrain is assumed flat after a certain distance
from the investigation domain; the model does not
account for leveled grounds.

(iii) The model assumes homogeneous electrical proper-
ties of the ground. Realistic soils are hardly homoge-
neous, and improved Green’s functions are desired.

(iv) The discretization process is performed using equal-
size cubes, to ease the integration of the Green’s
functions. Other basis functions that adequately
approximate the irregular shape of the terrain might
be used.

These challenges are currently under investigation.

Appendix

A. Half-Space Green’s Functions

Chew and Cui presented an approach to compute half-
space dyadic Green’s function based on vector wave functions
expressed in Cartesian form [7–12, 22–34] and several
manipulations to obtain less singular solutions. In this work,
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Figure 4: Reconstructed image: Tx Dipole and Rx Loop.
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their spirit is used to explicitly calculate the half-space dyadic
Green’s functions needed in RF tomography.

The half-space dyadic Green’s functions in terms of
electric and magnetic sources shall be defined as[

E
H

]
(r) =

∫∫∫
D

[
iωμ0Gee Gem

Gme iωε0Gmm

]
·
[

J
M

]
(r′)dr′. (A.1)

The actual expressions of the dyadic Green’s functions
depend upon the location of the observation and source
point; assuming that the source point r′ is at the layer β, and
the observation point r is at the layer α, the Green’s functions
are computed as

Gu(r, r′) =
{

GuS(r, r′) α /=β,

GuS(r, r′) + GuP(r, r′) α = β.
(A.2)

Physically, the subscript S represents the “secondary” field
contribution, accounting for either reflected or transmitted
fields through layers, while the subscript P represents the
“primary” field contribution, occurring only within the same
layer. The secondary contribution to the electric layered
Green’s function of electric type can be computed using the
following expression [12]:

G
αβ
eeS(r, r′) = (∇× ẑ)(∇′ × ẑ)g

αβ
TE(r, r′)

+
1
kα

(∇×∇× ẑ)(∇′ ×∇′ × ẑ)g
αβ
TM(r, r′).

(A.3)

In the above, k2
α = ω2μ0εα, and ∇′ implies that the curl

operator is applied to the primed variables. Equation (A.3) is

valid only for |z−z′| > 0. In (A.3), the g
αβ
TE and g

αβ
TM functions

represent the generalized Fresnel coefficients for the TE and
TM waves, respectively, expressed in spectral form. Explicitly,

g
αβ
TE(r, r′) = i

8π2

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kβz
(
k2
x + k2

y

) F
αβ
TEdkxdky ,

g
αβ
TM(r, r′) = i

8π2

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kβz
(
k2
x + k2

y

) F
αβ
TMdkxdky.

(A.4)

The functions F
αβ
TE; TM describe the z variation of (A.4) and

are solutions of the following differential equation [12]:⎡⎣ d

dz

1{
μ0; ε(z)

} d

dz
+

√
k2(z)− k2

x − k2
y{

μ0; ε(z)
}

⎤⎦FαβTE;TM

= δ(z, z′)
2i{

μ0; ε(z)
}√k2(z)− k2

x − k2
y.

(A.5)

Although the general solution of (A.5) is not trivial, four
simple expressions are obtained when the number of layers
is exactly two. For μ(r) = μ0, the magnetic layered Green’s
function of electric type can be easily computed from the
electric layered Green’s function of electric type as follows:

Gme(r, r′) = ∇×Gee(r, r′). (A.6)

The secondary contribution of the magnetic layered Green’s
function of magnetic type can be calculated by invoking
duality. Explicitly

GmmS(r, r′) = (∇× ẑ)(∇′ × ẑ)gTM(r, r′)

+
1
kβα

(∇×∇× ẑ)(∇′ ×∇′ × ẑ)gTE(r, r′),

(A.7)

and the half-space electric Green’s function of magnetic type
follows as

Gem(r, r′) = −ε−1
r (r)∇×Gmm(r, r′)εr(r′). (A.8)

When the source and observation points are in the same layer
β, the primary field contributions need to be added:

GeeP(r, r′) =
⎛⎝I +

1
k2
β

∇∇
⎞⎠ e+ikβ‖r−r′‖

4π‖r− r′‖ ,

GmmP(r, r′) = εr(r)

⎛⎝I +
1
k2
β

∇∇
⎞⎠ e+ikβ‖r−r′‖

4π‖r− r′‖ ,

GmeP(r, r′) = ∇× I
e+ikβ‖r−r′‖

4π‖r− r′‖ ,

GemP(r, r′) = −∇× I
e+ikβ‖r−r′‖

4π‖r− r′‖ .

(A.9)

By following the steps (A.3)–(A.9), the resulting Green’s
functions are still relatively singular, hence difficult to be
computed numerically. However, for the particular case of
half-space geometry, there exists a strategy to reduce the
singularity of the Green’s functions (and its integral over a
cubic region), so that their numerical computation become
fast and stable.

For half-space geometry, when the source and obser-
vation points belong to different layers, a straightforward
mathematical manipulation is sufficient to isolate and sim-
plify the singularities occurring in the expressions. Con-
versely, when source and observation points belong to the
same layer, the singularity reduction can be achieved by
rewriting the corresponding Green’s function as follows:

Gu(r, r′) = GuP(r, r′)−GC
uI(r, r′) + GuS(r, r′) + GF

uI(r, r′).
(A.10)

In the above, GC
uI is the closed-form expression of the

homogeneous Green’s function due to the image source:
its value can be calculated by substituting r′ = r′I in GuP ,
where r′I = x′x̂ + y′ŷ − z′ẑ is the location of the image
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source. The function GF
uI is the spectral representation of

the homogeneous Green’s function due to the image source:
the homogeneous spectral Green’s function can be calculated
from (A.3), (A.6), (A.7), and (A.8) as limit case that εβ → εα,
and substituting r′ = r′I . In (A.10), the quantity

GuL(r, r′) = GuS(r, r′) + GF
uI(r, r′) (A.11)

represents the Green’s function contribution due to the
superposition of the fields generated at the interface and the
fields due to the image source. Mathematically, GuL(r, r′) is
less singular than GuS(r, r′). Therefore, the expression

Gu(r, r′) = GuP(r, r′)−GC
uI(r, r′) + GuL(r, r′) (A.12)

is less singular than (A.2). Using multiple substitutions and
some tedious math, singular-free and simplified solutions
can be derived, as shown in the following subsections.

Here, the steps described in this appendix have been
performed, and the resulting equations have been simplified,
uniformed, and tested using a specifically designed version
of the freeware FDTD code GPRMAX [20] that accepts
magnetic dipoles as sources. Intermediate derivations are
omitted, but the final formulas are presented in explicit form,
ready to be implemented in routines.

For each Green’s function, the superscript αβ indicates
that the source point is on the layer β, and the observation
point is on the layer α; being a half-space problem, the two
possible layers are either “a” (air) or “e” (earth).

The following notations will be used:

k2
0 = ω2μ0ε0, k2

D = ω2μ0ε0εD + iωμ0σD,

ε̃D = k2
D

k2
0

,

kaz =
√
k2

0 − k2
x − k2

y , kez =
√
k2
D − k2

x − k2
y ,

C1 = kez − kaz
kez + ε̃Dkaz

, C2 = k2
0

kez + kaz
,

C3 = k2
D

kez + ε̃Dkaz
, C4 = ε̃Dkez + kaz

kez + ε̃Dkaz
,

r = ∥∥r− r′
∥∥ = √(x − x′)2 +

(
y − y′

)2 + (z − z′)2,

rI =
∥∥r− r′I

∥∥ = √(x − x′)2 +
(
y − y′

)2 + (z + z′)2.

(A.13)

A.1. Electric Green’s Function of Electric Type. The electric
Green’s function of electric type relates electric fields with

electric current sources in a half-space geometry, according
to (A.1). The homogeneous electric Green’s function of
electric type, both in air or earth, is

Ga;e
eeP(r, r′) = e+ik0,Dr

4πk2
0;D

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ga;e
PXX Ga;e

PXY Ga;e
PXZ

Ga;e
PYX Ga;e

PYY Ga;e
PYZ

Ga;e
PZX Ga;e

PZY Ga;e
PZZ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

Ga;e
PXX =

3x2

r5
− 3ix2k0;D

r4
− x2k2

0;D + 1

r3
+
ik0;D

r2
+
k2

0;D

r
,

Ga;e
PXY =

3xy
r5

− i3k0;Dxy

r4
− k2

0;Dxy

r3
,

Ga;e
PXZ =

3xz
r5

− i3k0;Dxz

r4
− k2

0;Dxz

r3
,

Ga;e
PYX =

3xy
r5

− i3k0;Dxy

r4
− k2

0;Dxy

r3
,

Ga;e
PYY =

3y2

r5
− 3iy2k0;D

r4
− y2k2

0;D + 1

r3
+
ik0;D

r2
+
k2

0;D

r
,

Ga;e
PYZ =

3yz
r5

− i3k0;Dyz

r4
− k2

0;Dyz

r3
,

Ga;e
PZX =

3xz
r5

− i3k0;Dxz

r4
− k2

0;Dxz

r3
,

Ga;e
PZY =

3yz
r5

− i3k0;Dyz

r4
− k2

0;Dyz

r3
,

Ga;e
PZZ =

3z2

r5
− 3iz2k0;D

r4
− z2k2

0;D + 1

r3
+
ik0;D

r2
+
k2

0;D

r
.

(A.14)

The homogeneous electric Green’s function of electric type
due to the image source is

Ga;e
eeI(r, r′) = Ga;e

eeP

(
r, r′I

)
. (A.15)

The electric half-space Green’s functions of electric type for
source and observation points both in the air (or in the earth)
can be written as follows:

Gaa;ee
ee (r, r′) = Ga;e

eeP(r, r′)−Ga;e
eeI(r, r′) + Gaa;ee

eeL (r, r′), (A.16)
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where

Gaa
eeL = i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kez + ε̃Dkaz

e+ikaz(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
aa

eeLdkxdky ,

G̃
aa

eeL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kazkez + k2

y −kxky −ε̃Dkxkaz
−kxky kazkez + k2

x −ε̃Dkykaz

−kxkez −kykez ε̃D
(
k2
x + k2

y

)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

Gee
eeL = i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
eikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kez + ε̃Dkaz

e−ikez(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
ee

eeLdkxdky ,

G̃
ee

eeL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

kazkez + k2
y −kxky +kxkez

ε̃D

−kxky kazkez + k2
x

+kykez
ε̃D

+kxkaz +kykaz

(
k2
x + k2

y

)
ε̃D

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

(A.17)

The electric half-space Green’s function of electric type for a
source point in the earth and observation point in the air is

Gae
ee = i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kez + ε̃Dkaz

e+i(kazz−kezz′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
ae

eedkxdky ,

G̃
ae

ee =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kazkez + k2

y −kxky −kxkaz
−kxky kazkez + k2

x −kykaz

−kxkez −kykez k2
x + k2

y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(A.18)

The electric half-space Green’s function of electric type for a
source point in the air and observation point in the earth is

Gea
ee = i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kez + ε̃Dkaz

e+i(kazz′−kezz)

4π2k2
0

G̃
ea

eedkxdky ,

G̃
ea

ee =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kazkez + k2

y −kxky +kxkez

−kxky kazkez + k2
x +kykez

+kxkaz +kykaz k2
x + k2

y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(A.19)

A.2. Magnetic Green’s Function of Electric Type. The magnetic
Green’s function of electric type relates magnetic field to
electric currents in a half-space geometry, according to (A.1).

The homogeneous magnetic Green’s function of electric
type for the air and earth cases is given

Ga;e
meP =

1− ik0;Dr

4πr3

⎡⎢⎣ 0 z − z′ y′ − y
z′ − z 0 x − x′
y − y′ x′ − x 0

⎤⎥⎦e+ik0;Dr .

(A.20)

The homogeneous magnetic Green’s function of electric type
for the air and earth cases due to the image source is given by

Ga;e
meI =

1− ik0;DrI
4πr3

I

⎡⎢⎣ 0 z + z′ y′ − y
−z − z′ 0 x − x′
y − y′ x′ − x 0

⎤⎥⎦e+ik0;DrI .

(A.21)

The air-air and earth-earth magnetic half-space Green’s
function of electric type can be written as follows:

Gaa;ee
me (r, r′) = Ga;e

meP(r, r′)−Ga;e
meI(r, r′) + Gaa;ee

meL (r, r′),
(A.22)

where

Gaa
meL =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

+ikaz(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
aa

meLdkxdky ,

G̃
aa

meL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
+kxkyC1 +k2

yC1 + C2kaz −C3ky

−k2
xC1 − C2kaz −kxkyC1 +C3kx

+C2ky −C2kx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

Gee
meL =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

−ikaz(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
ee

meLdkxdky ,

G̃
ee

meL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kxkyC1 −C2kez + k2

yC1 −C3

ε̃D
ky

+C2kez − k2
xC1 −kxkyC1 +

C3

ε̃D
kx

+C2ky −C2kx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(A.23)

The magnetic half-space Green’s function of electric type for
source point in the earth and observation point in the air is

Gae
me =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

+ikazz−ikezz′

4π2k2
0

G̃
ae

medkxdky ,

G̃
ae

me =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kxkyC1 k2

yC1 + C2kaz −C3

ε̃D
ky

−k2
xC1 − C2kaz −kxkyC1

C3

ε̃D
kx

C2ky −C2kx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(A.24)

The magnetic half-space Green’s function of electric type for
source point in the air and observation point in the earth is

Gea
me =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

+ikazz′−ikezz

4π2k2
0

G̃
ea

medkxdky ,

G̃
ea

me =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

kxkyC1 k2
yC1 − C2kez −C3ky

−k2
xC1 + C2kez −kxkyC1 C3kx

k2
0ky

kez + kaz
− k2

0kx
kez + kaz

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(A.25)
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A.3. Magnetic Green’s Function of Magnetic Type. The homo-
geneous magnetic Green’s function of magnetic type for the
air case and the earth case are both for the real and image
sources

Ga
mmP = Ga

eeP , Ga
mmI = Ga

eePI ,

Ge
mmP = ε̃DGe

eeP , Ge
mmI = ε̃DGe

eeI .
(A.26)

The magnetic half-space Green’s functions of magnetic type
for source and observation points both in air (or earth) are

Gaa;ee
mm = Ga;e

mmP −Ga;e
mmI + Gaa;ee

mmL, (A.27)

where

Gaa
mmL= i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
eikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kez + kaz

eikaz(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
aa

mmLdkxdky ,

G̃
aa

mmL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kazkez + k2

yC4 −kxkyC4 −kxkaz
−kxkyC4 kazkez + k2

xC4 −kykaz

−kxkez −kykez k2
x + k2

y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

Gee
mmL = i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
eikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kez + kaz

e−ikez(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
ee

mmLdkxdky ,

G̃
ee

mmL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kezkaz + k2

yC4 −kxkyC4 +kxkez

−kxkyC4 kezkaz + k2
xC4 +kykez

+kxkaz +kykaz k2
x + k2

y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(A.28)

The magnetic half-space Green’s function of magnetic type
for source point in the earth and observation point in the air
is

Gae
mm = i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
eikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kaz + kez

e+ikazz−ikezz′

4π2k2
0

G̃
ae

mmdkxdky ,

G̃
ae

mm =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kazkez + k2

yC4 −kxkyC4 −kxkaz
−kxkyC4 kazkez + k2

xC4 −kykaz

−kxkez −kykez k2
x + k2

y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(A.29)

The magnetic half-space Green’s function of magnetic type
for source point in the air and observation point in the earth
is

Gea
mm = i

∫∫ +∞

−∞
eikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)

kez + kaz

e+ikazz′−ikezz

4π2k2
0

G̃
ea

mmdkxdky ,

G̃
ea

mm =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kazkez + k2

yC4 −kxkyC4 +kxkez

−kxkyC4 kazkez + k2
xC4 +kykez

+kxkaz +kykaz k2
x + k2

y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(A.30)

A.4. Electric Green’s Function of Magnetic Type. The electric
Green’s function of magnetic type relates electric fields
with magnetic currents in a half-space geometry, according
to (A.1). The homogeneous electric Green’s function of
magnetic type is

Ga;e
emP =

ik0;Dr − 1
4πr3

⎡⎢⎣ 0 z − z′ y′ − y
z′ − z 0 x − x′
y − y′ x′ − x 0

⎤⎥⎦e+ik0;Dr . (A.31)

The homogeneous electric Green’s function of magnetic type
due to the image source is:

Ga;e
emI =

ik0;DrI − 1
4πr3

I

⎡⎢⎣ 0 z + z′ y′ − y
−z − z′ 0 x − x′
y − y′ x′ − x 0

⎤⎥⎦e+ik0;DrI .

(A.32)

The electric half-space Green’s functions of magnetic type for
source and observation points both in air (or in earth) are

Gaa;ee
em = Ga;e

emP −Ga;e
emI + Gaa;ee

emL , (A.33)

where

Gaa
emL =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
eikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

ikaz(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
aa

emLdkxdky ,

G̃
aa

emL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−kxkyC1 +k2

xC1 − C2kez +C2ky

−k2
yC1 + C2kez +kxkyC1 −C2kx

−C3ky +C3kx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

Gee
emL =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

−ikez(z+z′)

4π2k2
0

G̃
ee

emLdkxdky ,

G̃
ee

emL =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−kxkyC1 +k2
xC1 + C2kaz +C2ky

−k2
yC1 − C2kaz +kxkyC1 −C2kx

−C3

ε̃D
ky +

C3

ε̃D
kx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(A.34)

The electric half-space Green’s function of magnetic type for
source point in earth and observation point in air is

Gae
em =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

+ikazz−ikezz′

4π2k2
0

G̃
ae

emdkxdky ,

G̃
ae

em =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−kxkyC1 +k2

xC1 − C2kez +C2ky

−k2
yC1 + C2kez +kxkyC1 −C2kx

−C3ky +C3kx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(A.35)
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The electric half-space Green’s function of magnetic for
source point in air and observation point in earth is

Gea
em =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
e+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′) e

+ikazz′−ikezz

4π2k2
0

G̃
ea

emRdkxdky ,

G̃
ea

emR =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−kxkyC1 +k2
xC1 + C2kaz +C2ky

−k2
yC1 − C2kaz +kxkyC1 −C2kx

−C3

ε̃D
ky +

C3

ε̃D
kx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(A.36)

A.5. Integral of Green’s Functions. Formulas for the integral
of half-space Green’s functions along a cubic region are
provided. These formulas are necessary to compute the
functions Su(r, r′), whenever they appear in (34)–(37). The
integral of the half-space Green’s function is intentionally
expressed in a 2D spectral-like form, so that 2D FFT
algorithms are applicable. The intermediate steps to obtain
these formulas are omitted, although relevant citations have
been properly distributed throughout this subsection. The
integral to be computed is of the form

Svu(r, r′) =
∫ x′+Δ
x′−Δ

∫ y′+Δ

y′−Δ

∫ z′+Δ
z′−Δ

Gv
u(r, r′)dx′dy′dz′. (A.37)

This integral has a form that is independent from the type,
but depends upon the location of the source and observation
points.

The simplest cases are the air-earth and earth-air cases,
having, respectively, the following form:

Saeu (r, r′) = 8
4π2k2

0

∫∫ +∞

−∞
sin(kxΔ)

kx

sin
(
kyΔ

)
ky

sin(kezΔ)
kez

× G̃
ae

u e
+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)e+ikazz−ikezz′dkxdky ,

Seau (r, r′) = 8
4π2k2

0

∫∫ +∞

−∞
sin(kxΔ)

kx

sin
(
kyΔ

)
ky

sin(kazΔ)
kaz

× G̃
ea

u e
+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)e+ikazz′−ikezzdkxdky.

(A.38)

In these expressions, the only undetermined point can be
explicitly computed using De L’Hôpital rule

lim
kx;y;az;ez→ 0

sin
(
Δkx;y;az;ez

)
kx;y;az;ez

= Δ. (A.39)

When sources are both in air (or earth) the integration
becomes too difficult to be computed in an exact form, and
some approximations are needed. The general form is

Saa;ee
u = Sa;e

uP − Sa;e
uI + Saa;ee

uL . (A.40)

The spectral contribution is easily computed

SaauL =
8

4π2k2
0

∫∫ +∞

−∞
sin(kxΔ)

kx

sin
(
kyΔ

)
ky

sin(kazΔ)
kaz

× G̃
aa

u e
+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)e+ikaz(z+z′)dkxdky ,

(A.41)

SeeuL =
8

4π2k2
0

∫∫ +∞

−∞
sin(kxΔ)

kx

sin
(
kyΔ

)
ky

sin(kezΔ)
kez

× G̃
ee

uLe
+ikx(x−x′)+iky(y−y′)e−ikez(z+z′)dkxdky.

(A.42)

The integral of the homogeneous part has two main
problems.

(i) Formulas contain the r term which is difficult to
be integrated over a cubic region, but easier to be
integrated over a spherical region.

(ii) When r = r′, the integration contains a singular
point.

To address these issues, the work done by Gao and Torres-
Verdin [35] is helpful. Their main idea is that the integral
over a cubic region of the homogeneous Green’s function can
be approximated to the integral over a spherical region of the
homogeneous Green’s function, having volume equal to the
one of the cube. Using this approximation, one can show that
the primary field contribution is

Sa;e
uP(r, r′) =

(
sin
(
k0;Dψ

)
k0;Dψ

− cos
(
k0;Dψ

))

× 4πψ

k2
0;D

Ga;e
uP(r, r′) r′ /∈ cube,

(A.43)

where ψ = 2Δ(3/(4π))1/3.
Care is needed in applying this approximation, since its

validity fails for |r − r′| → 0. The range of validity is a
nonlinear function of both k and Δ. It is advised to test
the error of this approximation by comparing (A.43) with
a thorough numerical integration of the half-space Green’s
function over a cube including the singularity.

If r′ ∈ cube, then the integration is performed in a
volume that contains the source (i.e., the singular point). In
this case, the result obtained by Yaghjian in [36], together
with the duality theorem, shall be used, yielding

Sa;e
eeP(r, r′) = Sa;e

mmP(r, r′)

=
(

2
(
1− ik0;Dψ

)
e+ik0;Dψ − 3

3k2
0;D

)
I r′ ∈ cube,

Sa;e
emP(r, r′) = Sa;e

meP(r, r′) = 0 r′ ∈ cube.
(A.44)

Within the validity of the forward model, the image source
can be considered always outside of the region of integration;
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hence, the integral of the homogeneous Green’s function due
to the image source is simply

Sa;e
uI (r, r′) =

(
sin
(
k0;Dψ

)
k0;Dψ

− cos
(
k0;Dψ

))× 4πψ

k2
0;D

Ga;e
uP

(
r, r′I

)
.

(A.45)

A.6. Application to RF Tomography. In the procedure
described in [1, 2], it is generally unlikely that Green’s
functions need to be computed at sporadic points; in general,
Green’s functions need to be calculated along horizontal
layers, or the entire 3D space. To this aim, rather than
computing the double integration in kx, ky variables using
classical numerical solvers, a fast FFT-based method can be
used. Using 2D FFT, Green’s functions and their integral can
be computed along predetermined horizontal layers in “one
shot,” after properly filling the corresponding 2D Fourier
space.

More exactly, by keeping the variable z and r′ fixed, the
spectral part of the Green’s functions or their integral can be
recast in the following form:

P
(
x, y

) = F
(
x, y

)∣∣
z,r′ = FP − FI

+
∫∫ +∞

−∞
F̃L
(
kx, ky , z, x′, y′, z′

)
e+ikxx+ikyxdkxdky.

(A.46)

The generic dyadic function FP;I corresponds to either SP;I

or GP;I functions, and F̃Lcorresponds to either S̃L or G̃L

deprived from the term e+ikxx+ikyx.
Physically, this quantity represents the value of the dyadic

function computed at the horizontal plane z given that the
source is fixed. Numerically, each component of this integral
can be computed extremely fast by using 2D FFT. Note
that each component is also independent, so 9 FFT can be
executed in parallel. This particular function P shall be called
“Dyadic plane.” Similarly, by keeping the observation point
r and the variable z′ fixed, we obtain the following dyadic
plane:

P
(
x′, y′

) = F
(
x′, y′

)∣∣
z′,r

= FP − FI

+
∫∫ +∞

−∞
F̃
(
kx, ky , z′, x, y, z

)
e−ikxx

′−iky y′dkxdky.

(A.47)

Physically, this operation represents the computation of the
dyadic expression spanning all source points located at the
horizontal plane at height z′. Numerically, this can be easily
computed using 2D IFFT.

Due to the properties of Fourier integral, an important
symmetric property holds{

SI ;L:P ; GI ;L:P

}(
x, y, z, x′, y′, z′

)
=
{

SI ;L:P ; GI ;L:P

}(
0, 0, z, x′ − x, y′ − y, z′

)
=
{

SI ;L:P ; GI ;L:P

}(
x − x′, y − y′, z, 0, 0, z′

)
.

(A.48)

Hence,

FI ;L;P

(
x − x′, y − y′

)∣∣∣
z′,r0

= FI ;L;P

(
x, y

)∣∣∣
z′,r

,

FI ;L;P

(
x′ − x, y′ − y

)∣∣∣
z,r′0
= FI ;L;P

(
x′, y′

)∣∣∣
z,r′

,
(A.49)

where

r0 = (0, 0, z), r′0 = (0, 0, z′). (A.50)

These properties will be extremely useful for the fast compu-
tation of numerical Green’s functions in RF tomography. In
fact, to numerically compute the proposed forward model in
[2], only the following dyadic planes need to be computed

P1

(
x̃q, ỹq

)
= See

(
r̃p, r̃q

)∣∣∣
zp ,r̃q

,

P2

(
x, y

) = See
(

r, r̃p
)∣∣∣

z,r̃p
,

P3

(
x̃p, ỹp

)
=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

See
(

rbm, r̃p
)∣∣∣

zp ,rbm
Rx: dipole,

Sme
(

rbm, r̃p
)∣∣∣

zp ,rbm
Rx: loop,

P4

(
xan, yan

) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

Gee

(
r̃q, ran

)∣∣∣
z′,r̃q

Tx: Dipole,

Gem

(
r̃q, ran

)∣∣∣
z′,r̃q

Tx: loop,

P5

(
x, y

) = {Gee

(
r, ran

)
Tx: Dipole,

Gem

(
r, ran

)
Tx: loop,

P6

(
x, y

) = Gee

(
r̃q, r

)∣∣∣
z,r̃q

,

P7

(
x, y

) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

G
(

rbn, r
)∣∣∣

z,rbn
Rx: dipole,

G
(

rbn, r
)∣∣∣

z,rbn
Rx: loop,

P8

(
xan, yan

) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Gee

(
rbn, ran

)∣∣∣
zan,rbn

Tx: Dipole Rx: Dipole,

Gme

(
rbn, ran

)∣∣∣
zan,rbn

Tx: loop Rx: Dipole,

Gem

(
rbn, ran

)∣∣∣
zan,rbn

Tx : Dipole Rx: loop,

Gmm

(
rbn, ran

)∣∣∣
zan,rbn

Tx: loop Rx: loop.

(A.51)

By using the shifting property in (A.49), the computation
of the FFT or IFFT needs to be performed basically only
once per plane. All these P planes can be computed
independently and in parallel, thus dramatically accelerating
the computational time.
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We present an automatic framework combined space-time signal processing with Time Reversal electromagnetic (EM) inversion
for subsurface and through-wall multitarget imaging using electromagnetic waves. This framework is composed of a frequency-
wavenumber (FK) filter to suppress direct wave and medium bounce, a FK migration algorithm to automatically estimate the
number of targets and identify target regions, which can be used to reduce the computational complexity of the following imaging
algorithm, and a EM inversion algorithm using Time Reversal Multiple Signal Classification (TR-MUSIC) to reconstruct hidden
objects. The feasibility of the framework is demonstrated with simulated data generated by GPRMAX.

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic waves play a significant role in subsurface
and through-wall imaging (TWI) due to their strong pen-
etrability. In addition, systems based on electromagnetic
waves have a variety of practical applications including sur-
veillance and reconnaissance, rescue missions, search for
suspects and hostages, archaeological applications, and dem-
ining [1, 2].

In general, the remote sensing problems [3] contain the
following five main methodological issues: (1) hidden object
detection and localization; (2) medium material recogni-
tion; (3) hidden object size estimation; (4) hidden object
shape estimation; (5) hidden object material recognition.
One approach for the reconstruction of hidden objects is
represented by electromagnetic field inversion [4], and an
alternative is represented by techniques based on the pattern
recognition approach [5]. However, most of the research
activity has been focused on the hidden object detection
and localization issues, and the hidden object imaging is the
signification step. So many imaging algorithms have been
proposed in the past few years. In this paper, we will focus
on the hidden object detection and localization.

Previously, several effective imaging algorithms that take
into account the medium reflection, signal distortion, and
delay effects have been proposed, such as subspace based

method [2], nonlinear inverse scattering algorithms, and lin-
ear inverse scattering algorithms [6]. The nonlinear inverse
scattering algorithms can perform a quantitative reconstruc-
tion of the hidden targets, however, which are still limited to
implement in practical applications due to its iterative com-
putation thus making it very time-consuming [7]. Aiming
to this problem, the linear inverse scattering algorithms have
been proposed to implement the detection and imaging of
the hidden object. Linearized inversion schemes based on
diffraction tomography, which require much less computa-
tional efforts, are well suited for in practical applications
since they can be implemented with fast Fourier transform
[8]. However, these imaging algorithms have not described
the preprocessing step, nor have taken into account the
multiple targets scenario. To address the above problems, in
this paper, we would present the preprocessing techniques
and consider the multitarget scenario and we will adopt the
subspace-based method.

The detection and location of the hidden objects are
determined by applying inversion schemes to the scattering
data. Nevertheless, the quality of imaging largely depends
on a number of interference factors among the raw data
[9]. The major factors are (1) the antenna direct wave and
medium bounce; (2) the migration of targets information
due to medium roughness; (3) the diffracted wave on the
lithology mutations point of the radar profile. Therefore,
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there is a need to adopt some appropriate data processing
techniques to suppress the interference signal and enhance
the reflected wave from the target. However, this is a quite
challenging task because of the complicated EM scattering
phenomenon.

The scattering signal will overlap between the target
scattering signal and the antenna direct wave when the target
object is located in the shallow underground region or the
region near the building wall. In such circumstances, the
direct wave would have a great influence on the object
scattering signal. Therefore, this is a key step to suppress
direct wave. In order to solve this problem, many signal
processing approaches have been developed, and most of
them have a good effect. They include advanced approaches
for median filter, average filter [10], wavelet transform [11];
but their performance needs a large number of data or a
big computational cost. So we propose to apply a FK filter
approach to suppress the influence of the direct wave in this
paper. An FK filter is a 2-dimensional process in frequency-
Wavenumber domain and utilizes a relationship between the
velocity of the incidence along a spatial sampling line and the
slope of the spectrum in the frequency-wavenumber domain.
It will implement a separation of incident waves that arrive
from different directions by using this relationship [12].

Generally, the radar profile is different from geological
space because of some factors, such as wave propagation
characteristics, the choice of observation system, under-
ground structure, and radar wave recording mode. To
remove the influence of factors mentioned above, there is a
need to adopt migration methods for the purpose of hidden
objects location and imaging. At present, the migration
methods in data processing technology can be classified into
two main classes. The first one exploits the wave equation to
back-propagate the recorded wave field with the aim of
achieving migration imaging, such as FK migration [13–
15], Kirchhoff migration [16], and finite difference migration
[17]. The second class exploits the ray theory with the aim
of making the reflected wave automatically return to its true
spatial location.

In this paper, we present an automatic framework com-
bined space-time signal processing with Time Reversal elec-
tromagnetic (EM) inversion for subsurface and through-
wall multitarget imaging using electromagnetic waves. In
particular, at the beginning, a FK filter approach for filtering
out the direct wave from the raw data is used. The underlying
processing method with the aim of making the reflected
wave automatically returns to its true spatial location by FK
migration algorithm. Simultaneously automatically estimate
the number of targets and identify target regions, which
can be used to reduce the computational complexity of the
following imaging algorithm. Subsequently, the TR-MUSIC
method is applied for an efficient localization and imaging of
multiple hidden targets with a high resolution.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe the preprocessing method. Section 3 presents the
formulation of the TR-MUSIC algorithm based on the sub-
surface and through-wall imaging. Then, several examples
of multitarget localization and imaging are presented in
Section 4, and the conclusions are made in Section 5.

2. Preprocessing Technique Theory

2.1. FK Filter Algorithm. Frequency-wavenumber filter is
used to suppress interference waves in the frequency-wave-
number spectrum. The radar profile is a 2D signal and can
be represented as E(t, x), and the frequency spectrum of the
signal is

̂E(ω, kx) =
∫∫∞

−∞
E(t, x) exp

[− j(ωt + kxx)
]

dtdx, (1)

where x is the horizontal coordinate, t is the two-way travel
time along the depth direction, and kx is the wavenumber
vectors in the horizontal component. Then, use an FK filter
as

G(ω, kx) = ̂E(ω, kx) ·H(ω, kx), (2)

where H(ω, kx) is a transfer function of filter to be presented
in the following andG(ω, kx) is a filtered spectrum. By apply-
ing 2-D inverse Fourier transform to G(ω, kx), we can obtain
a time-spatial radar profile suppressing the interference wave
component as [12]:

g(t, x) = 1

(2π)2

∫∫∞

−∞
G(ω, kx) exp

[

j(ωt + kxx)
]

dωdkx. (3)

In general, the spectrum component of the direct wave
and medium bounce in the FK domain is distributed along
the frequency axis, spatial frequency kx = 0. In this paper,
the main interference waves of simulation data are the direct
wave and medium bounce, so the filter to be applied in the
FK domain is given by

H(ω, kx) =
{

0 (kx = 0)

1 (kx /= 0).
(4)

In the following sections, we present the FK migration
algorithm and describe the relative formulas of this method.

2.2. Frequency-Wavenumber Migration. FK migration algo-
rithm is used to make the object signal back to its true spatial
location and estimate the number of targets and identify tar-
get regions. The waves propagate at velocity v in the medium.
For practical scenario, we assume that the transmitter and the
corresponding receiver are collocated. While the waves travel
a two-leg path in reality, mathematically we could assume
that the waves travel only from the target to the receiver
at half velocity v/2. The relative formulas of FK migration
algorithm applied to the half velocity v/2 are listed as follows:

kz = 2ω
v

√

1− v2k2
x

4ω2
, (5)

B(kx, kz) = v

2
√

1 +
(

k2
x/k2

z

)

∧
E

(

kx,
vkz
2

√

√

√

1 +
k2
x

k2
z

)

, (6)

where v is the velocity of migration and kz is the wavenumber
vectors in the vertical component. At the outset, by applying
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2-D Fourier transform to E(t, x), we can obtain a frequency-
wavenumber spatial record data. And then, B(kx, kz) is
yielding through inserting (1) into the relation (6). Finally,
we obtain the inverse Fourier transform E(x, z, 0) of B(kx, kz)
by using (7). E(x, z, 0) is the reflection point migrated image:

E(x, z, 0)

= 1

(2π)2

∫∫∞

−∞
v

2
√

1 +
(

k2
x/kz

2
)

̂E

(

kx,
vkz
2

√

√

√

1 +
k2
x

k2
z

)

· exp
[

j(kxx + kzz)
]

dkxdkz

= 1

(2π)2

∫∫∞

−∞
B(kx, kz) exp

[

j(kxx + kzz)
]

dkxdkz.

(7)

3. Mathematical Formulation

3.1. Through-Wall Model. The geometry of the problem is
described in Figure 1. Multiple objects are hidden behind
a known homogeneous wall with dielectric permittivity εs,
electric conductivity σs, and thickness d. The first and third
layers are freespace with dielectric permittivity ε0, and the
magnetic permeability is the same everywhere and equal to
the one in free space μ0. We consider a 2-D geometry where
both the wall and the objects are assumed to be infinitely
long and invariant along the y direction. The transmitting
and receiving antennas are assumed to be ideal dipoles and
center at the same position Rant at a distance of zt in front
of the homogeneous wall located in the first layer medium,
where ant = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N , Rant = (Xant,Zant). A set of M
targets are located at position robj in an inaccessible region
behind the wall, for obj = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,M, robj = (xobj, zobj),
M < N .

TR-MUSIC algorithm exploits the multistatic response
matrix K in order to image the object and is given by [18]

K(ω) =
M
∑

obj=1

τobjgobj(ω)gTobj(ω), (8)

where τobj is the scattering strength of the obj-th target and
gobj(ω) is a vector associated with the layered medium Green

function of the obj-th target for the homogeneous wall and
is given by

gobj(ω)=
[

G
(

R1, robj,ω
)

,G
(

R2, robj,ω
)

, . . . ,G
(

RN , robj,ω
)]T

.

(9)

Due to reciprocity, Kji(ω) = Kij(ω), so that K is a N ×
N symmetric matrix. The multistatic response matrix K is
a function of the geometry and physics of wave propagation
between the antenna elements and the objects [19]. Where G
is the layered medium Green function, the spectrum form of
G can be written as [2]:

G
(

Rant, robj,ω
)

= j

4π

∫∞

−∞
dkxT(kx)

·
exp

(

jkx
(

Xant − xobj

)

+ jk1z

(

Zant − zobj

))

k1z
,

(10)

where T is the transmission coefficient of the wall

T(kx) =
(

1− Γ2
12

)

exp
(

jk2zd − jk1zd
)

1− Γ2
12 exp

(

j2k2zd
) ,

k1z(kx) =
√

k2
1 − k2

x ,

k2z(kx) =
√

k2
2 − k2

x ,

Γ12 = k1z − k2z

k1z + k2z
,

(11)

where k1, k2 are the wavenumbers in the freespace and in
the wall, respectively. kx is the horizontal component of the
wavenumber vector, and k1z, k2z are the vertical components

of the wavenumber vector, ̂k1 and ̂k2, respectively.
In order to efficiently solve (10), in this paper, the saddle

point method is employed for the asymptotic evaluation. Let

Φ(kx) = k2zd + kx
(

Xant − xobj

)

+ k1z

(

Zant − zobj − d
)

,

(12)

then the stationary phase point is given by

∂Φ(kx)
kx

=
(

Xant − xobj

)

− kx
k2z

d − kx
k1z

(

Zant − zobj − d
)

= 0.

(13)

The solution of the above equation is the stationary phase
point kx0. Assuming that Φ(kx) is a high oscillating function
and by employing the saddle point method, the layered
medium Green function can be derived as [18]:

G
(

Rant, robj,ω
)

= j

4
F(kx0) exp

(

jΦ(kx0)
)

√

2
π|Φ′′(kx0)| e

jπ/4,

(14)

where Φ′′ is the second derivative of Φ,

F(kx) = 1− Γ2
12

k1z
(

1− Γ2
12 exp

(

j2k2zd
)) . (15)
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As long as M < N , the N ×N multistatic response matrix
K is rank deficient. This characteristic of the response matrix
forms the basis for applying subspace-based signal pro-
cessing techniques, so that we exploit the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the response matrix, and is given
by

K(ω) = UΣVH , (16)

where the matrix Σ is diagonal matrix, in which diagonal
elements are nonnegative and known as singular values. U ,
V are N × N orthogonal matrices. Since K is rank deficient,
the space of the data is composed of signal subspace and null
subspace. In this paper, we assume that there is L nonzero
singular value of the response matrix, videlicet; the first L
columns of U correspond to the vector gobj(ω), while the
remaining N − L columns span the null subspace. Then, the
locations of the objects can be determined through the time-
reversal MUSIC pseudospectrum

ΨMUSIC(r) =
⎡

⎣

N
∑

p=L+1

∣

∣

∣

〈

g,up
〉∣

∣

∣

2

⎤

⎦

−1

, (17)

where 〈·〉 denotes the inner product and up is the pth
column vector of the matrix U . When r matches with the
true location of the target and it shows a peak at the target
location.

The mathematical formulation of the subsurface model
is presented in the following section, and it is noted that the
spectrum form of the Green function is changed.

3.2. Subsurface Model. The aim of this section is to describe
the mathematical formulation of the multitarget subsurface
imaging based on the through-wall imaging theory. The
planar interface z = 0 divides the space into two half spaces
(see Figure 2). The upper half space is air with dielectric
permittivity and magnetic permeability equal to ε0 and μ0,
respectively. The lower half space is homogeneous soil with
relative dielectric permittivity εb, magnetic permeability μ0,
and conductivity σb. The transceiver antenna is located in
the upper half space at a distance of D1 from the ground
surface with an interelement spacing D2, while the targets
are buried in the lower half space. In this section, we still
consider the 2-D structure where the objects are infinitely

long and invariant along the y direction. Furthermore, we
assume that the location of the targets and antennas based
on the subsurface imaging is the same as the through-wall
model.

In the mathematical formulation of the through-wall
imaging, we consider the Green function form of the three-
layered background medium (air-wall-air). In the following,
the Green function for the two-layered background medium
(air-soil) is applied for the subsurface imaging, so that the
spectrum form of the Green function can be rewritten as [20]

G
(

Rant, robj,ω
)

= − j

2π

×
∫∞

−∞
T(kx)

exp
(

− jkx
(

Xant−xobj

)

− jk2z

(

Zant−zobj

))

k1z + k2z
dkx,

(18)

where T(kx) is the transmission coefficient,

T(kx) = 2k1z

k1z + k2z
,

k1z(kx) =
√

k2
1 − k2

x , k2z(kx) =
√

k2
2 − k2

x ,

(19)

where k1, k2 are the wavenumbers in the freespace and in
the homogeneous soil, respectively. The same step, the saddle
point method is employed for an efficient evaluation of
the above integral equation, and the Green function can be
derived as

G
(

Rant, robj,ω
)

= −
√

j

2π|Φ′′(kx0)|F(kx0) exp
(− jΦ(kx0)

)

,

(20)

where kx0 is the stationary phase point,

Φ(kx) = kx
(

Xant − xobj

)

+ k2z

(

Zant − zobj

)

,

F(kx) = 2k1z

(k1z + k2z)
2 ,

(21)

where Φ′′ is the second derivative of Φ, and the other steps
are the same as previous through-wall mode.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, some numerical simulation results are
presented in order to show the effectiveness of the automatic
algorithm. The reference scenario and the measurement con-
figuration are the same as already defined in the preceding
section. The exact scattered field is computed in time domain
by means of the GPRMAX software, and a line source, which
radiates a Ricker wavelet with a central frequency equal to
1 GHz, is used.

4.1. Through-Wall Case. In order to show the effectiveness
of the automatic algorithm for through-wall radar imaging
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Figure 3: Preprocessing results of TWI. (a) Forward profile. (b) FK filtered result. (c) FK migration result.

(TWRI), a numerical result for the imaging of two targets
behind a homogeneous wall is presented in this section.
The measurement configuration for the system is shown in
Figure 1.

The radar system scans the region of interest along a line
parallel to the wall in x direction form −1 m to 1 m with a
step 0.02 m at a distance of 0.1 m from the front wall. The
dielectric constant, conductivity, and thickness of the wall are
εs = 4, σs = 0.01 S/m, and d = 0.2 m.

4.1.1. Preprocessing Results of Through-Wall Model. Figure
3(a) depicts the raw radar data in the presence of additive
Gaussian noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 40 dB
for two targets in the time domain. The first square object
has a relative dielectric permittivity of 9 and a conductivity of
0.05 S/m. And the second has a relative dielectric permittivity
of 12 and a conductivity of 0.05 S/m. The two square targets
whose sizes are 0.05 m by 0.05 m are centered at (−0.4 m,
−1.2 m) and (0.4 m, −0.9 m), respectively. Between about 0
and 1.2 ns, we can observe the multiple reflections occurring
in the antenna. These reflections interfere seriously in the

focus of the target reflections. Due to the transceiver closed
to the homogeneous wall, the direct wave and the front
wall echoes almost reach the transceiver simultaneously. At
around 4.3 ns, a second-order reflection between the antenna
and the homogeneous wall is visible. Then, the hyperbola
originating from the obj1 target appears at around 11.9 ns,
while the hyperbola of the obj2 target is appearing at about
8.9 ns.

In Figure 3(a), compared with the direct wave, the curves
presented by targets are relatively weak. Therefore, in order
to suppress the influences of the direct wave and medium
bounce, the FK filter method is applied for filtering out the
major antenna effects and the homogeneous wall surface
reflection. In Figure 3(b), the 2-D radar data after filtering
are presented in the time domain. We can see that the anten-
na direct wave is effectively removed and the targets reflected
waves are enhanced. The remaining oscillations visible in the
processed data are an artifact of the inverse Fourier transform
applied to data collected within a limited frequency range.

Figure 3(c) is the imaging result of the targets using
the proposed FK migration algorithm. From this figure, we
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Figure 4: Eigenvalues of the multistatic response matrix of through-wall imaging targets: (a) on the scattered data without migration; (b)
on the scattered data after migration.

could find that these objects are clearly identified and we
also can automatically estimate the number of targets, which
can be used to reduce the computational complexity of the
following imaging algorithm. Moreover, it can be seen that
the shape of the buried objects along the scanning axis is
distinguished. It would help us to extract the information
about the position, depth, and shape of the buried objects
from the processed data. After the preprocessing step, the
imaging results of the multitarget are shown in the next
section.

4.1.2. TR-MUSIC Reconstruction Results of Through-Wall
Model. In this section, we are devoted to presenting the
reconstruction results of the TR-MUSIC algorithm when
applied to the scattered field data achieved by the pro-
posed filtering procedure. In the simulations, images of
certain canonical targets are shown revealing their region
of localization. For reducing the computational complexity,
attention is restricted in a limited region, which is estimated
by the migration image. And then, we assume a 2-D geom-
etry where the wall is homogeneous medium and the model
ignores the multiple scattering between the targets.

In order to show the contribution of FK migration
algorithm, the next, we will show that the TR-MUSIC recon-
struction results utilize the scattered field data without and
with FK migration procedure, respectively. The first sets of
reconstructions are concerned with the eigenvalues of the
multistatic response matrix of two targets. Figure 4(a) plots
the eigenvalues of the multistatic response matrix for the two
targets without migration procedure. For the computation of
the TR-MUSIC pseudospectrum, the break point is chosen
as the fifth point where the other singular values drop
to zero. Figure 4(b) depicts the eigenvalues distribution of
the multistatic response matrix for the two targets after
migration procedure, and the break point is also chosen as
the fifth point. By using the eigenvectors corresponding to
the eigenvalues after the break point, the TR-MUSIC imaging

results of the two targets are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a)
shows the TR-MUSIC reconstruction image of the through-
wall model adopted directly on the scattered field data
without FK migration procedure. As it can be seen, the image
is not an accurate reconstruction of the two objects. By using
the scattered data after migration procedure, the imaging
result of the two objects is shown in Figure 5(b). From this
figure, we could see that the automatic framework is able to
locate and determine the extended targets.

4.2. Subsurface Imaging Case. This section is devoted to
present some numerical tests with the aim of confirming the
effectiveness and performance of the automatic algorithm as
applied to subsurface imaging problems. The measurement
configuration is taking into account the interface and the
losses in the soil (background medium). The soil has a
relative dielectric permittivity of 3 and a conductivity of
0.01 S/m, and we assume that the soil is homogeneous. With
respect to the through-wall model, the subsurface imaging
model is taking into account a two-layered background
medium. The measurement configuration for the system is
shown in Figure 2. The radar system scans the region of
interest along a line parallel to the air-soil interface in x
direction form −1 m to 1 m with a step 0.02 m at a distance
of 0.1 m from the air/soil interface.

4.2.1. Preprocessing Results of Subsurface Model. The 2-D raw
ground penetrating radar simulation data in the presence of
additive Gaussian noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
45 dB for the buried objects in the time domain is presented
in Figure 6(a). It can be seen that the multiple reflections
occurring in the antenna are appearing in between about
0 and 1.0 ns. These reflections distort the signal for later
times as well. At around 2.0 ns, the soil surface reflection is
visible. Then, the hyperbola originating from the obj1 target
appears at around 11.6 ns, while the hyperbola of the obj2
target is appearing at about 8.2 ns. The first square object
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Figure 5: Image obtained with the through-wall radar scattered field data by TR-MUSIC algorithm; colors represent the pseudospectrum
value: (a) on the scattered data without migration procedure; (b) on the scattered data after migration procedure.
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Figure 6: Preprocessing results of subsurface. (a) Forward profile. (b) FK filtered result. (c) FK migration result.
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Figure 7: Eigenvalues of the multistatic response matrix of subsurface imaging targets: (a) on the scattered data without migration; (b) on
the scattered data after migration.

has a relative dielectric permittivity of 8 and a conductivity
of 0.005 S/m. It is sized 0.05 m by 0.05 m, the abscissa of its
center is −0.5 m, and the depth of its center is −0.8 m, while
the second circular cylinder target with diameter 0.05 m is
centered at (0.5 m,−0.5 m). Its relative dielectric permittivity
and conductivity are 12 and 0.005 S/m, respectively. More-
over, it can be noted that, with respect to the antenna direct
wave, the buried objects reflected waves are relatively weak.
So there is a need to adopt some appropriate data processing
techniques to suppress the antenna direct wave and enhance
the reflected wave from the targets. In Figure 6(b), the 2-D
radar data after applying the FK filter method is presented
in the time domain. It can be noted that the antenna direct
wave is effectively removed and the targets reflected waves are
enhanced.

The FK migration image result of the two buried objects
is depicted in Figure 6(c). With respect to Figure 3(c), there
is a good effect of the reconstruction. From this figure, we
could find that the upper side and the lower edge of the
buried objects are rightly localized. Moreover, it can be seen
that the shape of the buried objects along the scanning axis
is distinguished. It would help us to extract the information
about the position, depth, and shape of the buried objects
from the processed data.

In the following section, we present the TR-MUSIC
reconstruction results by being applied to the scattered field
after the preprocessing procedure.

4.2.2. TR-MUSIC Reconstruction Results of Subsurface Model.
This section is devoted to illustrate the reconstruction results
by applying the migration data and without migration
data. The reconstructions are performed by the TR-MUSIC
algorithm applied to the subsurface model. The first step of
the reconstruction aims to choose a break point from the
eigenvalues of the multistatic response matrix of the two
buried targets. For the two buried objects in this simulation,
the singular values are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) plots

the eigenvalues of the multistatic response matrix for the
two buried targets without migration procedure. For the
computation of the TR-MUSIC pseudospectrum, the break
point is chosen as the sixth point where the other singular
values drop to zero. Figure 7(b) depicts the eigenvalues of
the multistatic response matrix for the two buried targets
after migration procedure, and the break point is also chosen
as the sixth point. Figure 8(a) shows the TR-MUSIC recon-
struction image of the subsurface model adopted directly on
the scattered field data without FK migration procedure. As
it can be seen, the image is not an accurate reconstruction
of the two buried objects. By using the scattered data after
migration procedure, the imaging result of the two buried
objects is shown in Figure 8(b). From this figure, we could see
that the automatic framework is able to locate and determine
the extended buried targets.

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented an automatic framework combined
space-time signal processing techniques with TR-MUSIC
algorithm for subsurface and through-wall multitarget imag-
ing using electromagnetic waves. The space-time signal pro-
cessing techniques include the FK filter method to suppress
the antenna direct wave and medium bounce, and then
the FK migration algorithm to automatically estimate the
number of targets and identify target regions, which can
be used to reduce the computational complexity of the fol-
lowing imaging algorithm. And finally, by employing the
null space of the multistatic response matrix, simultaneous
detection and localization of multiple targets can be achieved
by TR-MUSIC algorithm. The experimental results based
on simulated scattered field data show that the presented
automatic framework could obtain a good estimation of the
positions of the hidden targets, and TR-MUSIC imaging
algorithm is not an accurate reconstruction of the hidden
objects by applying the scattered field data without FK
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Figure 8: Image obtained with the GPR radar scattered field data by TR-MUSIC algorithm; colors represent the pseudospectrum value: (a)
on the scattered data without migration procedure; (b) on the scattered data after migration procedure.

migration procedure, so that the presented framework is an
effective algorithm for locating and determining the hidden
targets. However, the scenarios assume that the background
medium is homogeneous and it ignores the mutual inter-
actions among these hidden objects. Further research will
focus on improving the proposed algorithm to adapt to
the inhomogeneous background medium and the mutual
interactions scenario.
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Surface ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is one of the radar technology that is widely used in many applications. It is
nondestructive remote sensing method to detect underground buried objects. However, the output target is only hyperbolic
representation. This research develops a system to identify a buried object on surface GPR based on decision tree method. GPR
data of many basic objects (with circular, triangular, and rectangular cross-section) are classified and extracted to generate data
training model as a unique template for each type of basic object. The pattern of object under test will be known by comparing
its data with the training data using a decision tree method. A simple powerful algorithm to extract feature parameters of object
which is based on linear extrapolation is proposed. The result showed that tested buried basic objects can be correctly predicted
and the developed system works properly.

1. Introduction

Surface ground-penetrating radar (GPR) which has evolved
as popular technology for nondestructive testing method
has been widely used for the detection of underground
buried objects since 1980. The interesting applications are
for the detection of underground infrastructure [1] and the
landmine [2]. GPR transmits short pulses of high frequency
electromagnetic into the ground. These waves propagate
with a velocity that depends on the dielectric property
of medium. If the waves encounter a buried object with
different reactive indices, some of the waves are reflected
back and the receiver processes them to create a hyperbolic
image as the object representation. In order to create an
image, the GPR transmits electromagnetic pulses at a certain
frequency for a certain time slot and samples the responses
as an A-scan corresponding to a single position of the GPR.
By moving the GPR in x direction, a collection of these A-
scans called a B-scan which represent different GPR positions
are constructed. Then it is processed to become a hyperbolic
image. Ideally, the imaging process of GPR data is described
in Figure 1.

Automatic generation of hyperbolic image from B-scan
data has been widely reported using various methods and
techniques such as Hough transform [3, 4], statistical and
probability [5, 6], genetic algorithm [7], neural networks
[4, 8, 9], and the latest technique is compressive sensing [10].

Figure 2 shows the B-scan of GPR data for basic circular
and rectangular objects. From the image, it is hard to
recognize the shape of the object. Image of an object
generated by GPR is not corresponding to its geometrical
representation.

Regeneration of a geometric model is a much more
complex procedure and is not usually attempted [11].
However, because the output target is only a hyperbolic
representation, interpretation of a geometric buried object
is depends on operator’s expertise and experience.

Recent developments have shown that significant efforts
have been focused towards the extraction of meaningful
physical interpretation from GPR data. Researches on gener-
ating geometrical representation have been reported in [12–
14]. Unfortunately, these reports are based on diffraction
tomography or cross-hole GPR method, which is not
practical to drill holes and is time consuming [15].
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Figure 2: B-scan of GPR data for basic circular and rectangular objects.

This research tries to interpret geometrical representa-
tion from a B-scan of GPR data based on template matching.
The pattern of object under test will be interpreted by
comparing its data with the training data using a simple
decision tree method.

2. The Proposed System

Proposed system for identification [16] is shown in Figure 3.
Firstly an output GPR (a file∗a.out) is extracted to generate
reflected signal E(z) (V/m) as function of time (ns). The
difference of the output GPR format and the input format of
the C.45 [17] software tool, needs a program to convert those
formats. The program is based on Java called DataCreator,
NamesCreator, TstCreator, and AhCreator which generates a
file∗.data, a file∗.names, a file∗.tst, and file∗.ah, respectively.
The first two files are needed to generate the training data
and the last twofiles are needed to generate and to test the
test data.

The C.45 software tool needsa built-tree of training data
to predict a decision. Generation of built-tree can be done
after file∗.data and file∗.names have been generated. Values
of training data are calculated to determine entropy and gain
ratio for each attribute. Entropy is used to measure how
informative is a node in a tree, and gain ranks attribute to
build a decision tree of the training data.

Interpretation of a test data can be done after the file∗.tst
is generated. Using the built-tree, a tested data record that has

unknown attribute values can be classified by estimating the
probability of the various possible results.

Finally the ResultShower.jar program converts the output
decision of C.45 in text form to visual pattern form to show
the visual of the tested unknown object. These steps of the
process are summarized in algorithm 1.

As example on this experiment, training data consist
of 30 samples of three types (circular, triangular, and
rectangular) of object data. For each type object data has 10
different size samples (r: 7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, and
23). Each sample has 10180 attributes of the file∗.data, so the
training data has totally 305400 attributes. Figure 4 shows the
built-tree of the training data.

2.1. GPR Test Range Model. The model GPR test range is a
box with 3 meter length, 3 meter wide, and 2 meter high
(3 × 3 × 2 meter), containing a half full of sand. A 1 GHz
transmitter and receiver of GPR, which has 10 centimetre
fix distance and located 20 centimetre above the sand, moves
to x direction in 5 centimetre intervals until 1 meter length
(20 scan positions). In each interval, the pulse signal with
12 ns width is transmitted. The sand’s parameter relative
permittivity is 3.0, conductivity is 10−2 Siemens/meter, and
relative permeability is 1. A simple buried object (with three
types of patterns: circular, triangular, or rectangular cross-
section) is made from perfect conductor material and is lied
in the sand at 50 cm depth. Figure 5 shows the model of
simulation.
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Table 1: The test result based on algorithm number 1.

DUT
Sc no.

Sc no. 0 Sc no. 1 Sc no. 2 Sc no. 3 Sc no. 4 Sc no. 5 Sc no. 6 Sc no. 7

TRI 8 True True True True True True False True

TRI 9 True True True True True True False True

TRI 21 True True True True True True False True

TRI 22 True True True True True True False True

CIR 8 True True False False False False False False

CIR 9 True True False False False False False False

CIR 21 True True False False False False False False

CIR 22 True True False False False False False False

REC 8 True True False False True False False False

REC 9 True True False False True False False False

REC 21 True True False False True False True False

REC 22 True True False False True False True False
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Table 2: The test result based on algorithm number 2.

DUT
Sc no.

Sc no. 0 Sc no. 1 Sc no. 2 Sc no. 3 Sc no. 4 Sc no. 5 Sc no. 6 Sc no. 7

TRI 8 True True True True True True True True

TRI 9 True True True True True True True True

TRI 21 True True True True True True True True

TRI 22 True True True True True True True True

CIR 8 True True True True True True True True

CIR 9 True True True True True True True True

CIR 21 True True True True True True True True

CIR 22 True True True True True True True True

REC 8 True True True True True True True True

REC 9 True True True True True True True True

REC 21 True True True True True True True True

REC 22 True True True True True True True True
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Figure 5: GPR test range model.

Table 3: Correction factor for all scenarios.

Scenario no. 0 k = 1

Scenario no. 1 k = 1.06

Scenario no. 2 k = 0.9

Scenario no. 3 k = 0.95

Scenario no. 4 k = 0.8

Scenario no. 5 k = 1.13

Scenario no. 6 k = 0.85

Scenario no. 7 k = 1.2

For training purpose, 30 samples of three types (circular,
triangular, and rectangular) of object data are generated.
Each type of object data has 10 different size samples. Test
data consist of 12 samples of the three types of objects in
which each type has 4 different sample sizes.

Successful GPR modelling based on the finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) theory [18] has been reported by
many authors [19–22].

Giannopoulos [19] has developed GPR modelling facili-
ties called GprMax2D/3D ver. 2.0 which are used to generate
the GPR data. The output simulator can be a file∗b.out
and file∗a.out to represent hyperbolic image in binary file
and ASCII file, respectively. Sampling experiment by using
real GPR tool will be done in GPR test range ICTR-ITB
laboratory to validate and verify the GPR data simulator. An
example of input and output GPR data simulator is shown
in Figure 6. The research takes files∗a.out as input of the
proposed system to generate training data and tests data files.

2.2. Testing Scenarios. There are scenarios to cover both
the same environment test condition and the different
environment test condition. The test data for each scenario
consist of 12 samples of the three types of object in which
each type has 4 different sample sizes (r: 8, 9, 21, and 22).
The total samples test data for all scenarios are 96 samples.
These scenarios are as follows.

(1) Tested and training objects are in the same 50
centimetre depth condition.

(i) Scenario number 0. The sand and the tested
object have the same parameters as in the
training data (the sand: εr = 3, μr = 1, and the
object: perfect conductor). Tested and training
objects have the same environmental condition.

(ii) Scenario number 1. The sand has the same
parameter as in training data and the tested
object has different material (the sand: εr = 3,
μr = 1, and the object: fresh water, ρr = 81).

(iii) Scenario number 2. The tested object has the
same parameter as training data and the sand
has different permittivity (sand: εr = 4, μr = 1,
and the object: perfect conductor).

(iv) Scenario number 3. The sand medium and
the tested object have different parameters
compared to training data (sand: εr = 4, μr = 1,
and the object: fresh water, ρr = 81).
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#GprMax2D, Ver 1.5 Rev.2
#title: circular object model in sand
#iterations: 509
#DX: 0.01 metre #DY: 0.01 metre
#DT: 2.35865e−11 secs
#Number of traces: 20
#scan: 20 100 120 5 0 110 120 5 0 1.000000 1e+09 sine

TX at: 00105 00120, RX at : 00115 00120
TIME(NS) EZ(V/m) HX(A/m) HY(A/m)

Input: a circular object

#medium: 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 

sand

#domain: 3.0 2.0

#box: 0.0 0.0 3.0 1.0 sand

#cylinder: 1.5 0.4 0.1 pec

#scan: 20 1.0 1.2 0.05 0.0 1.1 1.2 

0.05 0.0 1.0 1.0e9 sine 

#title: circular object model  

#messages: y

Each file has 
10180 rows data 
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)
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Distance (cm)

#dx dy: 0.01 0.01

#time window: 12e−9

CIR#0 10b.out b

#geometry file: CIR#0 10b.geo

Output: a file∗a.out
A file∗b.out. Ez scans and plots

using MATLAB

Scanned file∗b.out

Time (ns)
A

m
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de
 (

V
/m

)

Plotted file∗b.out

Figure 6: An input and an output GPR data simulator.

(2) Tested and training objects are in the different depth.

(i) Scenario number 4. The sand and the tested
object have the same parameters as in the
training data (the sand: εr = 3, μr = 1, and
the object: perfect conductor), and depth of the
tested object is 40 cm.

(ii) Scenario number 5. The sand and the tested
object have the same parameters as in the
training data (the sand: εr = 3, μr = 1, and
the object: perfect conductor), and depth of the
tested object is 55 cm.

(iii) Scenario number 6. The sand has the same
parameter as in training data and the object to
be tested has different material (the sand: εr =
3, μr = 1, and the object: fresh water, ρr = 81),
and the depth of the tested object is 40 cm.

(iv) Scenario number 7. The sand has the same
parameter as in training data and the tested

object has different material (the sand: εr = 3,
μr = 1, and the object: fresh water, ρr = 8), and
depth of the tested object is 55 cm.

2.3. The Test Result Based on Algorithm Number 1. An
example of interpretation of the test result for scenario
number 6 is shown in Figure 7. This scenario in which
tested and training objects are in the different environmental
condition, generates the extreme result, that is, the most of
interpretation is false. On the other hand, scenario number
0, in which tested andtraining objects are in the same
environmental condition, generates the best result, that, is all
interpretation is true.

The complete test results are summarized in Table 1.
From 96 tested data samples, the system can truly well
interpret only for 50 samples (52%). Algorithm 1, which rep-
resent direct comparison between test and training data with
template matching method, has inaccurate interpretation
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Device under test Results of  the interpretation

D:\ALGORTM#1>T.exe -f training# training#.ah  

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter   

Tx5Time278: inserting 1.151200
Tx5Time282: inserting 5.543930
Decision:

D:\ALGORTM#1>T.exe -f training# training#.ah  

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter 

Tx5Time278: inserting 2.353900
Decision:

D:\ALGORTM#1>T.exe -f training# training#.ah  

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter  

Tx5Time278: inserting 1.680600
Tx5Time282: inserting 1.186690
Decision:

TRI#1 21 40.tst

CIRCULAR CF = 1.00 [0.87–1.00]

1.00 [0.87–1.00]

1.00 [0.87–1.00]

CIR#1 8 40.tst

RECTANGULAR CF =

REC#1 9 40.tst

TRIANGULAR CF =

Figure 7: An example of the partial test result for scenario number
6.

for condition where the tested and the training object have
different environmental condition.

3. The Feature Extraction

An effort to enhance the performance of the system is done
by adding a feature extraction of the object to algorithm 1.
This improved the algorithm called as algorithm 2.

Investigation of reflected signal E(z) received by receiver
for 30 samples of three types of (circular, triangular, and
rectangular) object of training data carries out an important
information, that is, each type of object has a unique pattern
signal. In the same type of object, different size will generate
different amplitude signal with the same pattern signal. This
phenomenon can be seen in Figure 8.

Afterward, the unique pattern signal of object is extracted
as the objectfeature, that is, a representation of the object.
To simplify the feature and to reduce the number attribute
of complex extracted signal pattern, the time variable is
excluded by sorting values of the E(z) from the smallest
to the largest, and then a linear extrapolation is applied.
Changing the testing condition (εr , μr , ρr , and depth) will
shift the position in time axis and change the amplitude
signal without changing the pattern of object.

By this process, each reflected signal pattern of an
object, which in algorithm 1 has 10180 attributes, will be
transformed to a straight line that only has 3 attributes, called
slope of the line (a), intersection point of the line with the
E(z) axis (b), and standard deviation (s). Furthermore, these
attributes are used as the object representations are processed

Table 4: Size of prediction of tested object.

Size of tested
object r (cm)

Prediction result (cm)

Rectangular Circular object Scenario

Size r Size r

8 7.5 8.0

Sc no. 09 8.4 8.9

21 21.0 21.8

22 21.2 21.8

8 8.1 10.6

Sc no. 49 9.2 11.7

21 21.0 26.8

22 21.7 27.1

8 7.5 9.6

Sc no. 59 8.3 10.5

21 20.6 22.7

22 21.0 22.7

8 7.9 9.6

Sc no. 29 8.9 11.2

21 22.2 23.5

22 22.6 23.9

8 7.5 5.1

Sc no. 19 8.5 5.6

21 21.2 19.6

22 21.4 22.8

8 7.6 6.7

Sc no. 79 8.4 7.7

21 20.1 20.6

22 20.7 23.1

8 8.7 6.6

Sc no. 69 10.0 8.8

21 23.1 21.9

22 24.1 25.2

8 8.4 5.5

Sc no. 39 9.5 7.1

21 21.1 20.6

22 21.6 23.0

using template matching method by comparing attribute of
tested data to training data, the same as in algorithm 1.

Figure 9 shows algorithm 2 illustrated in each step,
starting from extracting the reflected signal, extracting the
feature, and matching the tested and training attribute data
using decision tree to generate the interpretation result.

3.1. The Test Result Based on Algorithm Number 2. The
system based on algorithm 2 is tested by the test data and
scenarios the same as in the system based on algorithm
number 1. An example of interpretation of the partial test
result for scenario number 5 is shown in Figure 10 and all
the test result is summarized in Table 2. For 96 test samples
in different scenarios, the result showed that the system
correctly interprets all the samples. Algorithm number 2
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Figure 8: Received signal pattern for three types of the basic object.

has accurate interpretations for all environmental testing
conditions.

4. Calculation of the Object Size

Based on reflected signal E(z) for 30 samples training data of
three types (circular, triangular, and rectangular), the maxi-
mum and minimum signals amplitude can be determined. In
the same type of object, different size will generate different
amplitude signal with the same pattern signal. By linear or
logarithmic extrapolation of signals amplitude, a formula to
calculate another size of objects in the same object type with
similar environmental condition (d, εr , μr , and σr) can be
generated as in Figure 11. Unfortunately for the triangular
object, the generated formula is constant. Constant relation-
ship between amplitude and size of triangular shape can be
due to the backscattered rays which are not directed towards
the antenna.

The formula for a tested object has different condition
(d, εr , μr and σr) with the training object, which is need to
be corrected by a correction factor as can be derived from
Figure 12.

Intrinsic impedance, transmission, and reflection factors
are as follows:

η =
√

μ

ε
η =

√

μ

ε
, T = 2η1
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,
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Procedure algorithm number 2
1. Create A-scan files from the training and the tested data 
2. For all A-scan files do

2.2. Extract feature of the object

2.2.2. Sort attributes from smallest to largest value

2.2.3. Extrapolate linearly the sorted attributes

2.2.4. Take attributes a, b and s as the object feature 
2.3. Match the object feature to C4.5 input format   
2.4. Create data files, name files, ah files and test files
2.5. Save the data file and the name file in a training folder,

Save the test file and the ah file in a test folder 
3. While there is a training folder do

3.1. Create built-tree using the C4.5 tree generator tools
4. While there is a test folder do

4.1. Interpret the tested data using C4.5 tree interpreter tools
5. Show the visual of the tested object

End algorithm number 2

Extracted 
attributes as 
the object 
feature: 

D: \ALGORITHM#2>T.exe -f training training.ah REC#0 13.tst

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter

s: inserting 0.790000

Decision:

RECTANGULAR CF = 1.00 [0.88–1.00]
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D:\ALGORITHM#2>C4.5.exe -f training
C4.5 [release 8] decision tree generator

Options:
File stem <training>

Read 30 cases (3 attributes) from training1.data
Decision Tree:
s <= 0.86 : RECTANGULAR (10.0)
s > 0.86 :
| s <= 0.91 : CIRCULAR (10.0)
| s > 0.91 : TRIANGULAR (10.0)
Tree saved
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Sorting number
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REC#0 13–50

REC#0 13–50
Linear (REC#0 13–50)

y = 0.043x − 37.08
R2 = 0.779

30 samples of training in C4.5 
format:

0.03,−22.13,0.86,RECTANGULAR
0.03,−27.19,0.84,RECTANGULAR
0.04,−35.72,0.79,RECTANGULAR
0.04,−37.09,0.78,RECTANGULAR
0.05,−39.73,0.77,RECTANGULAR
0.05,−42.29,0.76,RECTANGULAR
0.05,−44.80,0.77,RECTANGULAR
0.05,−46.07,0.77,RECTANGULAR
0.06,−49.86,0.78,RECTANGULAR
0.07,−60.38,0.81,RECTANGULAR
0.02,−18.53,0.89,CIRCULAR
0.02,−19.67,0.88,CIRCULAR
0.03,−24.95,0.88,CIRCULAR
0.03,−27.46,0.87,CIRCULAR
0.03,−29.29,0.88,CIRCULAR
0.03,−30.17,0.88,CIRCULAR
0.04,−31.45,0.88,CIRCULAR
0.04,−32.79,0.88,CIRCULAR
0.04,−34.25,0.87,CIRCULAR
0.06,−48.67,0.91,CIRCULAR
0.01,−10.53,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.42,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.39,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.36,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.45,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.38,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.35,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.91,0.92,TRIANGULAR
0.01,−10.41,0.93,TRIANGULAR
0.03,−24.30,0.95,TRIANGULAR

The tested data in C4.5 format:

0.04, −37.09, 0.78

2.1. Extract the reflected signal E(z)

2.2.1. Take attributes signal E(z)of the object

a = 0.04

b = −37.08

s = 0.78

Figure 9: Proposed algorithm number 2 and its illustration.

The correction factor for different environmental condition
is

k = |Ez1|
|Ez2| =

(

Ez0 × e−2αpd × Tup × Γpb × Tpu + Ez0e−2αpde−2αbdb × Tup × Tpb × Γbp × Tbp × Tpu
)

1
(

Ez0 × e−2αpd × Tup × Γpb × Tpu + Ez0e−2αpde−2αbdb × Tup × Tpb × Γbp × Tbp × Tpu
)

2
. (2)

As example for scenario number 1, correction factor k
became

|Ez1|
|Ez2| =

1
(

Γpb + e−2αbdb × Tpb × Γbp × Tbp
) . (3)

For εrp = 3, d = 50 cm and εrb = 81, the factor correction is
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Device under test Results of  the interpretation

D:\ALGORTM#2>T.exe -f training training.ah 

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter    

s: inserting 0.930000
Decision:

D:\ALGORTM#2>T.exe -f training training.ah 

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter    

s: inserting 0.890000
Decision:

Decision:

D:\ALGORTM#2>T.exe -f training training.ah 

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter    

s: inserting 0.830000

TRI#0 21 55.tst

TRIANGULAR CF 1.00 [0.88–1.00]

CIR#0 8 55.tst

CIRCULAR CF =

=

REC#0 9 55.tst

RECTANGULAR CF =

1.00 [0.88–1.00]

1.00 [0.88–1.00]

Figure 10: An example of the partial test result for scenario number 5.
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y = 2.3305x + 43.24

R2 = 0.9729

y = 27.792 ln(x) + 5.1622

R2 = 0.9672

y = 8.8814x + 46.674
R2 = 0.9382

y = 109.06 ln(x)− 106.48
R2 = 0.9891

Circular object Rectangular object

y = 2.33x + 43.24

y = 27.79 ln(x) + 5.16

y = 8.88x + 46.67
y = 109.06 ln(x)− 106.48

Triangular object

y ≈ constant = 32

Figure 11: Relationship of amplitude and size for same type of the object.
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= 1.06.
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Figure 12: Reflected signal of nonperfect conductor object.

Figure 13: GPR test range in ICTR-ITB laboratory.

Table 3 shows that the correction factor for all scenarios
has been investigated in this research.

Using the formula and the correction factor, size of tested
object can be predicted. Table 4 shows the prediction result
for rectangular and circular tested object. Unfortunately, due
to the constant relationship between signal amplitude and
object size in generated formula for triangular object, this
approach did not success in predicting the triangular tested
object. The overestimate or underestimate size prediction for
the circular and rectangular objects occur due to the linear or
logarithmic approximation of the experimental result graph
as shown in Figure 11.

5. Testing Measurement in the Laboratory

Testing data based on sampling experiment using real GPR
tool has been done in GPR test range at ICTR-ITB laboratory.
The tool consists of test range, GPR scanner, spectrum
analyser, and personal computer with the software tools for
controlling scanner and processing data. Figure 13 shows the
GPR test range in ICTR-ITB laboratory.

Three types objects are tested. These objects are buried
objects (circular, triangular, and rectangular cross-section
with diameter 9, 20, and 8 cm, resp.). The object made from

perfect conductor material is buried in the sand at 35, 25, and
25 cm depth, respectively. Figure 14 shows the measurement
result for the circular object.

From Figure 15 which represents the zooming and
adding cursor on B-scan, the depth of buried object as the
top of hyperbolic line in y axis is shown by the cursor on
517, surface of the sand on 491, and position of the floor
on 566. The real height of the sand is 100 cm represented by
value 566 − 491 = 75 point and the position of the object
is represented by value 566 − 517 = 26 point. So, the real
position of the buried object is 26/75 × 100 cm = 34.7 cm
depth.

Algorithm number 2 has been applied to the measured
tested data. The reflected signal received by GPR receiver that
is represented by 20 A-scan of 20 point trace experiment
result is extracted to get only the reflected signal of buried
object by capturing the reflected signal in the axis range
where the hyperbolic line is located and then converting
the signal to the binary data in ASCII file for further
manipulation.

By sorting values of the binary data from the smallest
to the largest and then applying a linear extrapolation, the
feature parameter of the buried object can be obtained, that
is, a = 0.00007, b = 0.0307, and c = 0.8829.
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(a) Files A-scan of 20 trace points

201 rows 
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(b) A-scan for the first trace
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Figure 14: A-scan and B-scan of the tested circular object.
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Figure 15: Zooming and marking the B-scan.

Matching the feature parameter with the built-tree that
has been generated from training data using the C.45 tool
as illustrated in Figure 9 will generate a decision of buried
object interpretation. The extract feature parameter and the
interpretation result of this testing are shown in Figure 16.

The same process is applied to the measured tested data
for triangular and rectangular objects, generating feature

parameter with values of a = 0.0001, b = 0.048, and c =
0.9524, and values of a = 0.0001, b = 0.055, and c = 0.8592,
respectively.

The amplitude of extracted signal Ez for circular object
is 119 mV/m. Entering this value to the equation y =
2.33x + 43.24 results in the size value, x of 32.5 cm. The
testing experiment condition in laboratory is different from
training condition, so the size value should be corrected
using correction factor derives from (2) as follows:

k = Ez01 × e−2αp1d1 × Tup1 × Tpu1

Ez02 × e−2αp2d2 × Tup2 × Tpu2
,

d1 = 50, d2 = 35, ε0 = 8.86× 10−12,

εr1 = 3, σ = 0.01, εr2 = 5, σ = 0.01,

k = 1× e−2(1.09)(0.5) × 0.732× 1.268√
5× e−2(0.84)(0.35) × 0.618× 1.382

= 0.29.

(5)

The size prediction of the test circular object can be derived
by multiplying x by factor k, that is, 0.29× 32.5 = 9.4 cm.

Similar process can be applied to rectangular and trian-
gular tested object. All the test result of measured test data in
the ICTR-ITB laboratory can be summarized in Figure 17.
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Figure 16: Feature extraction and test result of the circular object.
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D:\C45\ALGORTM#2>T.exe -f training   

C4.5 [release 8] decision tree interpreter    

s: inserting 0.882900
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Figure 17: The test result of measured data in the ICTR ITB Laboratory.
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6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a system for identifying and predicting
target shape and size of buried basic object on surface
ground-penetrating radar system. Feature parameters of
object are extracted by using simple proposed algorithm
which is based on linear extrapolation. 96 samples of basic
objects which are laid underground and have both same and
different condition with the data training are tested. Results
show that all basic objects can be correctly interpreted and
the proposed algorithm number 2 can improve the perfor-
mance of the shape object interpretation from 52% to 100%.
Three sampling experiments of buried object have been done
in GPR test range ICTR-ITB laboratory and the result of the
test showed that the developed system works properly.

The proposed method is appropriate to be implemented
in the industry to enhance the capability of GPR tools.
The next output GPR target is not only in a hyperbolic
representation but also can directly interpret the shape and
the size of the detected object. The main application is
for the underground utility infrastructure detection and
interpretation such as the telecommunication and electrical
cable and duct which have regular shape and size of the
rectangular or circular cross-section object.

However, there is a weakness in predicting the size of
triangular object due to the constant relationship between
amplitude and size of the triangular shape that is generated
from B-scan GPR data. For further research, instead of B-
scan GPR data, using C-scan GPR data as the system input
might solve this problem, even though the generation of C-
scan GPR data needs more time.
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A two-dimensional scattering problem of a line source by a set of perfectly conducting circular cylinders buried in a semi-infinite
medium is solved, in both TE and TM polarization. A cylindrical-wave approach is used and applied to both the field emitted by
the source and the field scattered by the buried objects. Reflection and transmission of such fields through the planar interface are
evaluated making use of the plane-wave spectrum of a cylindrical wave. Numerical results are presented, with checks confirming
the validity of the method.

1. Introduction

Analytical and numerical techniques, to solve direct scatter-
ing by buried objects, offer useful tools in postprocessing
of measured data from environmental sensing, detection
of land mines, or of buried utilities, inspection of roads’
and buildings’ anomalies. Several methods are developed
in the literature to solve such a scattering problem with
cylinders buried below a planar interface [1–4] or embedded
in a dielectric slab [5–9]. In the mentioned works, the
excitation is given by a plane wave, which, propagating in
a vacuum half-space, impinges on the interface with the
medium hosting the objects. Less attention has been devoted
to alternative kinds of excitations, with a more direct link
to sources used in practical applications. As far as ground-
penetrating radar investigation is considered, in most cases
the excitation field is emitted by a dipole antenna [10].

Therefore, modelling such a field with a point or a line source
is a more realistic assumption. In the work of D’Yakonov
[11], an analytical solution to the scattering of a time-varying
electromagnetic field from a point source, by a cylindrical
inhomogeneity below the surface of the earth, is developed.
It is assumed that the field produced by the source is parallel
to the axis of the cylinder and it is constant along it.
D’Yakonov’s exact solution has been extended by Ogunade

[12] to get numerical results for the case of an embedded
circular cylinder excited by a line current. The problem of
scattering of a subterranean cylindrical inhomogeneity from
a line source is solved by Howard [13] with a modified mode-
matching method in conjunction with an integral equation.

In [4], the cylindrical wave approach has been used to
solve scattering of a plane wave by perfectly conducting
cylindrical objects buried in a dielectric half-space. The
method, which is based on expansions into cylindrical waves
of the fields scattered by the buried cylinders, allows to take
into account in an accurate way the scatterers’ geometry.
Moreover, making use of the plane-wave spectrum of a
cylindrical wave [14], reflection and transmission through
the planar interface between air and ground of the scattered
fields, can also be evaluated.

In this paper, in reply to a need of realistic description of
the scattering scenario, the interaction of a line source with
buried perfectly conducting cylinders is dealt with. As the
geometry of the problem is two-dimensional, the field
radiated by the source can be described by a cylindrical
wave. Therefore, the CWA presented in [4] is here suitably
extended to evaluate reflection in the source half-space, the
transmission in the ground, and the interaction with the
buried objects. In particular, reflected and transmitted cylin-
drical waves of zeroth order are defined, which have been
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numerically evaluated in order to implement the theoretical
analysis into a Fortran code.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the the-
oretical analysis is presented in detail, while in Section 3
some hints on the numerical implementation are given, and
numerical results both in near- and far-field regions are
reported.

2. Theoretical Analysis

The geometry of the problem is depicted in Figure 1: N
perfectly conducting circular cylinders of infinite extension
along the y-axis are buried in a dielectric half-space of per-
mittivity ε1 = ε0n

2
1, placed below a half-space of permittivity

ε0. In the upper medium, a source given by a line of constant
electric or magnetic current, of infinite extension and parallel
to the planar interface and the cylinders’ axes, is placed.
A main reference frame MRF (O, ξ, ζ) with normalized
coordinates ξ = k0x and ζ = k0z, where k0 = 2π/λ0 is
the propagation constant in medium 0, is introduced. The
source has axis centred in (χL, ηL) in MRF; with (OL, ξL, ζL)
standing for the reference frame RFL centered on the line
source, the following change of coordinates applies

ξ = ξL + χL,

ζ = ζL + ηL,
(1)

where χL < 0.
Moreover, a reference frame RFq centered on the axis of

the qth cylinder (q = 1, . . . ,N) is employed, both rectangular
(O, ξq, ζq) and polar (O, ρq, θq), with ξq = k0xq = ξ − χq, ζq =
k0zq = ζ − ηq, and ρq = k0rq, with (χq,ηq) being the
coordinates in MRF of the center of the qth cylinder, with
radius αq = k0aq.

The problem is solved by means of a scalar function
V(ξ, ζ), which stands for the total field component parallel to
the cylinders’ axes, that is, the electric field Ey or the magnetic
field Hy , in TM and TE polarization, respectively. Moreover,
the field V(ξ, ζ) is decomposed in each medium into a certain
number of terms, that is, the excitation field Vi(ξ, ζ) from
the line source, and the terms following its interaction with
the interface and the cylinders. In particular, the interaction
of the field Vi(ξ, ζ) with the planar interface, in absence of
the cylinders, gives a reflected field Vr(ξ, ζ) in medium 0,
and a transmitted field Vt(ξ, ζ) in medium 1, as shown in
Figure 2(a). Taking into account the geometry of the source,
the incident field Vi is here described by a cylindrical wave
centered on (χL, ηL), and the reflected and transmitted fields
are determined by means of the plane-wave spectrum of a
cylindrical wave. From the interaction of the transmitted
field with the buried cylinders, a field Vs(ξ, ζ) is scattered
in medium 1, and the scattered-reflected and scattered-
transmitted fields Vsr(ξ, ζ) and Vst(ξ, ζ) are excited, due to
reflection and transmission of Vs(ξ, ζ) through the interface,
respectively (Figure 2(b)). Scattered field contributions are
expressed as a sum of cylindrical waves, and the plane-wave
spectrum is used to cope with reflection and transmission of
such waves.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the problem.

The line source radiates a y-directed field expressed
through a Hankel function of first kind and zeroth order,
with argument proportional to the distance from the source
to the observation point. If the source is placed as in Figure 1,
the field generated in absence of the planar interfaces and the
cylinders can be written as [15]

Vi(ξ, ζ) = −V0H
(1)
0

(

n0

√

(

ξ − χL
)2

+
(

ζ − ηL
)2

)

, (2)

where n0 is the refraction index of the upper medium. In
order to obtain the reflected and transmitted fields Vr(ξ, ζ)
and Vt(ξ, ζ), respectively, the cylindrical function CW0 =
H(1)

0 can be expressed as a spectrum of plane waves [14]:

CW0(ξL, ζL) = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
F0
(

ξL,n‖
)

ein‖ζLdn‖, (3)

with n‖ being the parallel component with respect to the z-
axis of the generic plane wave of the spectrum.

In (3), the spectrum F0 evaluated in ξL > 0 is

F0
(

ξL,n‖
) = 2eiξL

√

1−n2
‖

√

1− n2
‖
. (4)

The reflected field Vr(ξ, ζ) is proportional to a reflected
cylindrical function of zeroth order RW0(ξ, ζ):

Vr(ξ, ζ) = −V0RW0(ξ, ζ), (5)

which is derived from (3), evaluating the reflected plane wave
on each plane wave of the spectrum:

RW0(ξ, ζ) = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
Γ01
(

n‖
)

F0

(

−ξ − χL,n‖
)

ein‖(ζ−ηL)dn‖.

(6)

In a similar way, the transmitted fieldVt(ξ, ζ) is expressed
through a transmitted cylindrical function of zeroth order
TW0(ξ, ζ):

Vt(ξ, ζ) = −V0TW0(ξ, ζ), (7)
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Figure 2: Decomposition of the total field: (a) incident, reflected, and transmitted cylindrical waves; (b) scattered fields.

obtained by evaluating the transmission on each plane wave
of the spectrum (3):

TW0

(

ξ, ζ ;−χL
)

= 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
T01

(

n‖
)

F0

(

−χL,n‖
)

× ein1

√
1−(n‖/n1)2ξ ein‖(ζ−ηL)dn‖.

(8)

An expression of the transmitted field in (7) as a function
of polar coordinates centred on the pth cylinder’s axis has to
be employed, in order to impose boundary conditions on the
surface of each cylinder in an easier way. For this purpose, (7)
can be written in the following form:

TW0

(

ξp, ζp;−χL
)

= 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
T01

(

n‖
)

F0

(

−χL,n‖
)

× ein1

√
1−(n‖/n1)2χP ein‖(ηP−ηL)

× ein1(n⊥ξP+n‖ζP)dn‖,

(9)

where the exponential ein1(n⊥ξP+n‖ζP) is a transmitted plane-
wave in RFP , which can be expanded into a series of Bessel
functions:

ein1(n⊥ξP+n‖ζP) =
+∞
∑

�=−∞
i�e−i�ϕt J�

(

n1ρP
)

ei�θP . (10)

In (10), ϕt = arctan [n‖/
√

1− (n‖/n1)2] is the angle of
transmission of the generic plane wave of the spectrum, and
the final expression of the transmitted field is

Vt

(

ξp, ζp
)

= −V0

+∞
∑

�=−∞
i�J�

(

n1ρP
)

ei�θP

× 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
T01

(

n‖
)

F0

(

−χL,n‖
)

ein1

√
1−(n‖/n1)2χP

×ein‖(ηP−ηL) e−i� arctan[n‖/
√

1−(n‖/n1)2]dn‖.
(11)

The field in (11) can also be written in the following more
compact form:

Vt

(

ξp, ζp
)

= −V0

+∞
∑

�=−∞
i�J�

(

n1ρP
)

ei�θP

× TW0,�

(

χP ,ηP − ηL,−χL
)

.

(12)

As to the scattered fields Vs(ξ, ζ), Vsr(ξ, ζ), and Vst(ξ, ζ),
the same expressions derived in [4] are used. The scattered
field Vs(ξ, ζ) is an expansion into cylindrical functions with
unknown coefficients cqm:

Vs(ξ, ζ) = V0

N
∑

q=1

+∞
∑

m=−∞
cqmCWm

(

n1ξq,n1ζq
)

, (13)

with CWm(n1ξq,n1ζq) = H(1)
m (n1ρq)ei�θq , where H(1)

m (n1ρq) is
the first-kind Hankel function of order m. Making use of the
addition theorem of Hankel functions, the field in (13) can
be written in RFq, as follows:

Vs

(

ξq, ζq
)

= V0

∞
∑

�=−∞
J�
(

n1ρp
)

ei�θp
N
∑

q=1

+∞
∑

m=−∞
imcqm

×
⎡

⎣CWm−�
(

n1ξqp,n1ζqp
)(

1− δqp
)

+
H(1)
�

(

n1ρp
)

J�
(

n1ρp
) δqpδ�m

⎤

⎦.

(14)

To express the scattered fields Vsr(ξ, ζ) and Vst(ξ, ζ),
the cylindrical function CWm is expanded into a Fourier
spectrum Fm:

CWm(ξ, ζ) = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
Fm
(

ξ,n‖
)

ein‖ζdn‖, (15)

and the explicit expression of the spectrum is given by

Fm
(

ξ,n‖
) = 2ei|ξ|

√

1−n2
‖

√

1− n2
‖

{

e−im arccos n‖ , ξ ≥ 0,

eim arccos n‖ , ξ ≤ 0.
(16)
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The scattered-reflected field Vsr(ξ, ζ) is the sum of the
fields scattered by each cylinder and reflected by the interface.
In particular, reflected cylindrical waves are defined as basis
functions of the scattered-reflected field, which are obtained
by evaluating the reflection on each plane wave of the
spectrum (16):

RWm(n1ξ,n1ζ)

= 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
Γ10
(

n‖
)

Fm
(

n1ξ,n‖
)

ein1n‖ζdn‖.
(17)

Thus, the scattered-reflected field is

Vsr(ξ, ζ) = V0

N
∑

q=1

+∞
∑

m=−∞
cqmRWm

[

n1

(

−2χq − ξq
)

,n1ζq
]

.

(18)

An expression of the scattered field in medium 1, which
is a function of polar coordinates centred on the pth cylinder,
is used when boundary conditions are imposed:

Vsr(ξ, ζ) = V0

+∞
∑

�=−∞
J�
(

n1ρp
)

ei�θp
N
∑

q=1

+∞
∑

m=−∞
cqmRWm+�

×
[

−n1

(

χq + χp
)

,n1

(

ηq − ηp
)]

.

(19)

Equation (19) is obtained from (18), making use of (16)
and (17), and of the expansion of a plane wave into Bessel
functions.

Transmitted cylindrical waves are defined as basis func-
tions of the scattered-transmitted field:

TWm

(

ξ, ζ , χ
)

= 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
T10

(

n‖
)

Fm
(

−n1χ,n‖
)

× e−i
√

1−(n1n‖)2(ξ+χ)ein1n‖ζdn‖,

(20)

which is defined as follows:

Vst(ξ, ζ) = V0

N
∑

q=1

+∞
∑

m=−∞
cqmTWm

(

ξq, ζq, χq
)

. (21)

Under the hypothesis of perfectly conducting cylinders,
boundary conditions of zero electric field on the cylinders’
surface are imposed, which are

Vt +Vs +Vsr|ρp=αp = 0, (22)

in TM polarization, and

∂

∂ρp
(Vt +Vs +Vsr)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ρp=αp
= 0, (23)

in TE polarization.
From boundary conditions (22) and (23), a linear system

in the unknown expansion coefficients cqm is derived:

N
∑

q=1

+∞
∑

m=−∞
A�m(TM,TE)
qp cqm = B�(TM,TE)

p

p = 1, . . . ,N , � = 0,±1, . . . ,±∞,

(24)

with

A�m(TM,TE)
qp = i−�G(TM,TE)

�

(

n1ρp
)

×
⎧

⎨

⎩

CWm−�
(

n1ξqp,n1ζqp
)(

1− δqp
)

+RWm+�

[

−n1

(

χq+χp
)

,n1

(

ηq−ηp
)]

+
δqpδ�m

G(TM,TE)
�

(

n1ρp
)

⎫

⎬

⎭

,

B�(TM,TE)
p = −G(TM,TE)

�

(

n1ρp
)

TW0,�

(

χp,ηp − ηL,−χL
)

,

(25)

whereG(TM)
� (·) = J�(·)/H(1)

� (·) andG(TE)
� (·) = J ′�(·)/H

′(1)
� (·).

3. Numerical Results

The numerical implementation of the analytical method
presented in Section 2 has been performed according to
criteria of accuracy. As to solve system (24), a truncation on
the cylindrical orders given by m and � to a finite number of
terms is needed, and the rule Mt = 	3n1α
 [16], with α being
the radius of the largest cylinder, has been employed, with
a good compromise between accuracy and computational
heaviness. A numerical evaluation of Cylindrical Functions
relevant to the spectral integrals (6), (8), (17), and (20)
is also needed. Suitable algorithms have been developed in
[17] for the evaluation of Reflected Cylindrical Functions
RWm defined in (18), and they have been generalized in
[18] to the evaluation of Transmitted Cylindrical Functions
TWm reported in (20). The developed algorithms take into
account the infinite extension of the integration domain, and
they detect where the spectrum of each wave function is
oscillating and evanescent, applying a different integration
procedure. On oscillating integrands, a further decompo-
sition of the integration domain is applied making use
of adaptive techniques, and Gaussian quadrature rules are
employed. As to the evanescent part of the spectrum, it is
decomposed into a suitable number of subintervals, where
fixed low-order Gauss-Legendre rules are applied.

The Reflected Cylindrical Function of zeroth order
RW0 in (6) can be easily evaluated applying the algorithm
developed in [17], while a modified integration algorithm
has been developed for the evaluation of the Transmitted
Cylindrical Functions of zeroth order TW0 in (8). With the
transmitted field expressed in a cylindrical frame centred on
the axis of the pth cylinder, as in (11), the TW0 is expressed
as follows:

TW0

(

χp,ηp − ηL;−χL
)

= 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
T01

(

n‖
)

F0

(

−χL,n‖
)
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Figure 3: Scattered far-field diagram of a perfectly conducting
cylinder (α = 1, χ = 2.57, η = 0, n1 = 2, TM polarization) by
a line source centred on ηL = 0, and placed at different positions
χL; results are compared to the scattered field by a plane-wave
excitation.

× ein1

√
1−(n‖/n1)2χP ein‖(ηP−ηL)

× e−i� arctan[n‖/
√

1−(n‖/n1)2]dn‖. (26)

Comparing (26) to (20), the additional term

e−i� arctan[n||/
√

1−(n‖/n1)2] appears in (26). Therefore, a different
decomposition and evaluation have been applied, following
the general rules of the algorithm in [18].

Some checks of convergence have been performed on
the implemented numerical code, as the one reported in
Figure 3, where the scattered far field from a plane-wave
excitation is compared to the one from a line source, which
is placed at an increasing distance from the interface. A
perfectly conducting cylinder of normalized radius α = 1,
centered in χ = 2.57 and η = 0, has been simulated. The
refractive index of the lower medium is n1 = 2, and the
polarization state is TM. The line source has been centred
on ηL = 0, and placed at three different distances χL =
−0.5, −2, −5 from the interface. A good convergence to the
scattered field by a plane-wave excitation can be observed, as
the cylindrical wave front is moved away from the interface.
In particular, in the cases χL = −2 and χL = −5 the curves are
superimposed to the plane wave results. Accuracy of results
is shown in Figure 4, for the case of scattered field due to
a line source placed in χL = −2. Truncation on cylindrical
functions is applied according to the rule Mt = 	3n1α
,
and with the given parameters it yields Mt = 6. Scattered-
transmitted field is then evaluated increasing the order Mt to
Mt + 1 = 7 and Mt + 2 = 8. In Figure 4, the absolute value of
the difference between scattered-transmitted fields evaluated
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Figure 4: Check of accuracy on results in Figure 3, in the case of line
source in χL = −2, increasing the truncation order on cylindrical
functions Mt .
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Figure 5: Scattered near-field diagram of a perfectly conducting
cylinder (α = 1, χ = 2.57, η = 0, n1 = 2, TM polarization) by a
line source centred on ηL = 0 and placed at different positions χL.
The field is evaluated at ξ = −1, and results are compared to the
scattered field by a plane-wave excitation.

for two consecutive value of Mt is displayed, confirming the
accuracy of the rule Mt = 	3n1α
.

The check of convergence to plane-wave excitation is
proposed also in the near field, in Figure 5. The simulated
parameters are the same as in Figure 3, and the scattered field
is now observed along a line parallel to the interface, placed
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Figure 6: Scattered near-field diagram of two perfectly conducting
cylinders (α1 = α2 = 1, χ1 = χ2 = 2.57, η1 = 1.5,η2 = −1.5, n1 = 2,
TM polarization) by a line source centred on ηL = 0 and χL = −0.5.
Results are evaluated at the distance ξ = −1.

at the normalized distance ξ = −1. A good convergence of
the curves with χL = −2 and χL = −5 to the plane wave one
can be observed.

A case of interaction between two identical cylinders of
radius α1 = α2 = 1, buried at a symmetric distance of
η1,2 = ±1.5 from the ξ-axis, at the depth χ1 = χ2 = 2.57,
in a medium with refraction index n1 = 2, is also reported.
The scattered near-field diagram, evaluated at the distance
ξ = −1, is given in Figure 6, in the TM polarization state,
with a source centred in ηL = 0 and χL = −0.5.

4. Conclusions

A theoretical method to solve the two-dimensional scattering
of a line source by a set of perfectly conducting cylinders
buried in a dielectric half-space has been presented. The
CWA has been used to express both the source radiation
and its interaction with the interface as well as the scattered
fields by the cylinders. The method can deal with TM or TE
polarization states and gives solutions both in the near and
far field. Results of its numerical implementation have been
presented, which have been obtained through an accurate
evaluation of spectral integrals.

As future work, the presented analysis, carried out in the
spectral domain, will be extended to a time-domain solution
following an approach analogous to the one developed in
[19] for pulsed plane-wave excitation. A possible extension
of the method may also consider a lossy dielectric half-
space, extending the approach developed in [20, 21] for
monochromatic plane-wave excitation. The scattered field
would be represented as an expansion of Hankel’s functions
of complex argument. As to Reflected and Transmitted
Cylindrical Functions, used both to express reflection and
transmission of the incident wave and as basis functions
of the scattered-reflected and scattered-transmitted fields,

the general definitions presented in the lossless case are
still applied, apart from replacing the real refraction index
of the lower medium with a complex one. The algorithm
developed in [17] for the evaluation of the spectral integrals
in the lossless case may still be applied, although the complex
reflection index would lead to a different behaviour of the
integrand both on the evanescent and homogeneous parts of
the spectrum.
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The Romano-British site of Barcombe in East Sussex, England, has suffered heavy postdepositional attrition through reuse of the
building materials for the effects of ploughing. A detailed GPR survey of the site was carried out in 2001, with results, achieved
by usual radar data processing, published in 2002. The current paper reexamines the GPR data using microwave tomography
approach, based on a linear inverse scattering model, and a 3D visualization that permits to improve the definition of the villa plan
and reexamine the possibility of detecting earlier prehistoric remains.

1. Brief Description of the Archaeological Site

This paper deals with the reexamination of the data collected
during GPR surveys collected with the aim of a prospecting
of an ancient Roman Villa in Barcombe. The villa lies in
a field on the perimeter of the Barcombe village in East
Sussex, England (see Figure 1). The site came to the attention
of the Mid Sussex Field Archaeological Team (MSFAT) and
the University College London Field Archaeological Unit
(UCL, subsequently replaced by the Centre for Continuing
Education of the University of Sussex, CCE) because it was in
danger of disappearing altogether without being adequately
recorded [1]. In common with many other UK sites of
the period, the site had been extensively robbed out in the
centuries following its demise in order to provide building
material for the adjacent village and its associated farms. This
is a common problem with Romano-British sites in the UK.
In addition, the site is positioned on the ridge of a field in
agricultural use and has therefore been extensively ploughed
out. As a result, the archaeological evidence was sparse and
the remained part was being rapidly eroded.

2. GPR Survey and First Results

In April 2001, a Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey was
jointly carried out by Professor AM Alani of the Department
of Civil Engineering of the University of Portsmouth and by
Utsi Electronics Ltd, on behalf of the archaeological team
put in charge of exploring the villa. The work was aimed
at investigating the possibility of mapping both the villa and
earlier prehistoric remains on the same ridge.

The survey also provided comparative material for other
geophysical survey methods employed by the archaeologists,
especially the electrical resistivity method. The results of the
GPR survey, including a comparison with the evidence from
the electrical resistivity field test, were published in 2002 [2].

Using a 40 m by 60 m grid laid out by the archaeolog-
ical team, a Groundvue 1 system, manufactured by UTSI
Electronics, was used to perform a survey along parallel
transects at intervals of 50 cm (Figure 2). The GPR system
was equipped with antennas of central frequency 400 MHz,
linearly polarised, parallel to each other and orthogonal to
the direction of the B-scan. The sampling interval along
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Figure 1: Location of the Barcombe Romano-British Villa.
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Figure 2: Brief description of survey plan of the villa site showing
the position of the survey reference lines and of the first survey
transect (r1).

the line of survey was 5 cm, and probing was carried out
to 40 ns. A Wide Angle Reflection and Refraction (WARR)
calibration [3], carried out at the time of the survey, provided
a value of the relative dielectric permittivity equal to 12.5,
which implies a propagation velocity of the electromagnetic
waves in the soil equal to about 0.085 m/ns. At this velocity,
40 ns is equivalent to an investigation depth of 1.7 m.
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Figure 3: Time Slice at c. 16 ns (about 68 cm) showing the extant
archaeological remains. The wings of the villa are put into evidence
by the red dashed circles.
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Figure 4: Time slice at c. 25 ns (about 106 cm) showing the extant
archaeological remains. The corridor between the wings of the villa
is put into evidence by the red dashed tilted ellipse, and the ditch is
put into evidence by the yellow dashed lines.

Two partial orthogonal surveys were carried out at a
transect spacing of 1 m in order to check that the survey
direction was not materially biasing the results. For the case
at hand, the main limiting factor on the achieved GPR
images proved to be the scarcity of remains, rather than the
direction of survey, and thus no further use was made of the
orthogonal survey.

The original GPR data were first processed (using the
ReflexW software package [4]) by applying background
removal [5], adding time-based gain, averaging over 2
traces in order to reduce noise resulting from the relative
movement of the antennas across the ploughed field and
finally applying a Bandpass Butterworth filter from 200 to
600 MHz (the nominal frequency range of the antennas).
The 2-dimensional profiles were regrouped so to build a
3-dimensional cube and the constant time slices extracted
[6]; on the basis of maximum signal return, the constant
time slices at 16 ns, 25 ns, and 29 ns, about corresponding
to the depth 68 cm, 106, cm and 123 cm, are here presented
(Figures 3, 4, and 5). In particular, the images of Figures 3–5
correspond to the rectangle in dashed line in Figure 7.

Although the overall outlines of the villa reflected a
pattern similar to those from the electrical resistivity (ER)
surveys (see Figure 6, where these features are all visible
together), the GPR time slices also illustrated the variation
of patterning with depth. This variation along the depth
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Figure 5: Time slice at c. 29 ns (about 123 cm) showing the extant
archaeological remains. The corridor between the wings of the villa
is put into evidence by the red dashed tilted ellipse, the ditch is
outlined by the yellow dashed lines, and the eastern end of the
corridor by the dashed red rectangle.
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Figure 6: Resistivity Survey of Barcombe Romano-British Villa.
The corridor between the wings of the villa is put into evidence
by the red dashed tilted ellipse, the ditch is outlined by the yellow
dashed lines, and the wings of the villa by the red dashed circles.

appears to be primarily the result of differential stripping out
of the stone for reuse elsewhere. A secondary effect was the
necessity of underpinning the villa along its northern and
western edges, presumably because of slippage due to the
adjacent backfilled prehistoric ditch (Figure 7).

Processed data (time slices) did not produce any evidence
of extended floors despite the presence of tesserae in and
around the surveyed site. Subsequent excavation of the site
did not reveal any evidence of any preserved floor either.

The prehistoric remains identified in the original site
plan were not confirmed in the time slices produced,
presumably because the electromagnetic properties of these
features were too close to those of their surrounding
environment.

Let us outline that, actually, some additional survey
transects were completed to the south of the villa too, but this
data was not used for interpretation because the results had
been heavily affected by signals from small metal objects such
as washers and coins buried within the first few centimetres

1

2

3

4

Figure 7: Excavation plan of Barcombe Romano-British Villa. The
area of the GPR survey is put into evidence by the black dashed
rectangle.

of land surface. These metal objects were originally sown over
the entire site in order to prevent pilfering of the site by local
metal detector operators. By the time that the GPR survey
was carried out, most of the metal had drifted southwards
under the influence of rain and ploughing to the lower part
of the field. Since no useful data could be extracted from this
area, the data from the final 10 m to the south of the survey
was excluded from interpretation and analysis.

3. Reexamination of the Data: The Microwave
Tomographic Approach

Although the main limiting factor of this data set is
and always will be the relative lack of material remains,
re-processing GPR datasets with alternative methods has
provided interesting results in other archaeological and civil
engineering investigations [7, 8].

The decision was therefore taken to reexamine this data-
set to see if (1) the delineation of the villa could be improved
and (2) whether or not it was possible to detect the traces of
prehistoric activity in the images.

This motivated the choice to reprocess the data by
a microwave tomographic approach, which is an inverse
scattering technique applied to the scenario at hand [9–14].
In particular, in this paper, we adopted a strategy aimed
to provide a pseudo-3D representation of the investigated
scene. This approach has been already applied with regard
to the archaeological site of Ballachulish [8, 15].

The approach can be summarised as follows: first, a 2D
linear scalar tomographic algorithm is applied to each B-scan
(transects); afterward, the 2D tomographic reconstructions
are joined to build up a 3D cube, from which horizontal or
vertical slices can be extracted. In this paper, we will present
the reconstruction outcomes as horizontal depth slices.
The 2D tomographic reconstructions have been achieved
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thanks to a microwave imaging algorithm based on the
Born Approximation (BA) that has been already described
in detail in other papers [12, 13, 16] and falls within
in a well-known specific literature [9–18]. BA is useful
when penetrable objects are under investigation, as in the
case of this paper where the attention is mainly focused
on buried archaeological artefacts. As is well known, BA
provides accurate results for the forward problem, that is,
the determination of the field scattered from a known object,
under the hypothesis of weak scattering targets [19, 20], that
is when the dielectric characteristics of the buried objects
are only slightly different from that of the host medium and
when the extent of the target is not too large in terms of
probing wavelength.

When an inverse scattering problem is tackled, the
hypothesis of weak scattering from the target can be relaxed
at the cost of renouncing to the “quantitative” reconstruction
of the dielectric permittivity. In fact, the adoption of a Born
model inversion scheme allows to detect, to localize, and
to determine the geometry of the buried target even in the
case of strong scattering objects, as has been theoretically
postulated on the basis of the support of the secondary
sources [19, 21] and as many numerical and experimental
tests have shown [8, 22–24].

Here, we briefly present the adopted inversion approach
just for consistency purposes.

The two-dimensional geometry of the problem is
depicted in Figure 8. The background inhomogeneous sce-
nario is built up of two homogeneous half-spaces separated
by a planar interface at z = 0. The upper half-space is
made up of air with absolute dielectric permittivity ε0. The
lower half-space (supposed homogeneous) shows a relative
dielectric permittivity εr2, possibly complex to account
for losses in the propagation medium. The incident field
source is a time-harmonic (time dependence exp(j2πft))
filamentary y-directed electric current, invariant along the y-
axis. The data are multifrequency in the band [ f min , f max ].
A multimonostatic measurement configuration is considered
where the transmitting and receiving antennas are placed in
the same point. The relevant targets are invariant along the
y-axis, and their cross-section is enclosed in the rectangular
investigation domain D = [−a, a]X[zmin, zmin + 2b] (see
Figure 8). We assume the relative dielectric permittivity
profile εr(x, z) (possibly complex to account for losses in the
targets) inside the investigation domain D as the unknown
of the problem. Accordingly, the inverse problem is recast in
terms of the contrast function [13, 16, 22], defined as

χ(x′, z′) = εr(x′, z′)− εr2
εr2

. (1)

Under BA, the relationship between the unknown contrast
function and the scattered field data is provided by the
following linear integral equation in frequency domain [9,
13, 16, 22]:

Es(xs,ω) = K2
s

∫

D
Ge
(

xs,ω,�r ′
)

Einc
(

xs,ω,�r ′
)

χ
(

�r ′
)

d�r ′, (2)

where ω = 2π f is the circular frequency, Ks is the wave-
number in the soil, and Es(xs,ω)is the electric scattered field

Air Tx Rx
Δ

−XM Σ XM

Soil
D

εr(x, z)

εr2

Z a

X

Zmin

Zmin + 2b

−a

Figure 8: Geometry of 2D inverse scattering problem.

along the air-soil interface collected at the abscissa xs (let
us remember that we are considering a multimonostatic
configuration, that is, the source and observation points are
the same). The scattered field Es is given as the difference
between the total field and the incident (or unperturbed)
field. The incident field Einc is essentially given by the sum of
the direct talk between the antennas and the field reflected
by the air-soil interface. When the antennas are moved at
the air-soil interface, these two subparts are customarily
superposed in time domain and also their spectra develop
on the same band, so that it is hard to distinguish them
from each other. The scattered field is instead the signal
backscattered by the buried objects. Ge(xs,ω,�r ′) is the
external Green’s function of the problem. The expressions of
the Green’s function and of the incident field, accounting for
a half space 2D scalar model with the observation line put at
the air soil interface, are given by [9, 13, 19]:

Ge
(

xs,ω,�r ′
)

= − j

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
exp
[− jws(u)z′

]

[w0(u) + ws(u)]
exp
[

ju(xs + Δ− x′)
]

du,
(3)

Einc
(

xs,ω,�r ′
)

= − f I0μ0

∫ +∞

−∞
exp
[− jws(v)z′

]

[w0(v) + ws(v)]
exp
[

jv(xs − x′)
]

dv,
(4)

where

w0(u) =
√

K2
0 − u2,

ws(u) =
√

K2
s − u2,

(5)

being the imaginary part of the square root less than or at
most equal to zero. In (4), the source is assimilated to a
filamentary current, where I0 is the level of the current, and
μ0 the absolute magnetic permeability of the free space, equal
to 12.57× 10−7 H/m.

For a more detailed dealing, reader is referred to [9, 13,
17] and references therein. The linear integral relationship
(2) is discretized into a linear algebraic system by means
of the Method of Moments, where the unknowns are the
expansion coefficients of the contrast function along the
chosen functional basis. Point matching is adopted in the
data space. The inversion of the resulting matrix is performed
by a Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD)
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Table 1: Parameters adopted in the inversion scheme.

Quantity Value

Relative dielectric permittivity 12.5

Conductivity 0.005 S/m

Spatial step 0.1 m

Observation domain 4 m

Work frequency band 50,600 MHz

Frequency step 27.5 MHz

Investigation domain [−2, 2]× [0.4, 1.5 m]

[25], which provides a satisfying robustness of the solution
algorithm with respect to the uncertainties and the noise on
the data.

The reconstruction results will be given as the spatial
map of the modulus of the retrieved contrast, and therefore
the regions where the modulus of the contrast function is
significantly different from zero express the position and the
geometry of the buried objects.

Some preprocessing is needed to pass from the total
field GPR data collected in time domain to the scattered
field data in frequency domain suitable for the inversion in
frequency domain. This is accomplished by means of a two-
step procedure. The first one is to mute (after zero timing)
the first part of the time domain traces, which approximately
corresponds to erase the direct coupling between the trans-
mitting and receiving antennas and the contribution due
to the air/soil interface. This step provides an estimation of
the scattered field in time domain directly from the data.
The second step consists in Fourier transforming the time-
domain scattered field so to achieve the scattered field data
in frequency domain.

4. Inversion Results

The data processing regarded 63 profiles with a length
of 56 meters, so the reconstruction was concerned with
an area of 31 × 56 m2. The processed B-scans have been
then exploited to achieve a pseudo-3D visualization of the
investigated area [8, 15]. The processing was performed
with a common PC, and it was not possible to process
simultaneously all the data contained within a B-scan profile
(transect). Thus, we adopted the following strategy: for
each 56 m long scan (transect) profile, we performed 14
tomographic reconstructions (each of which relative to a 4 m
long investigation domain). The parameters of the inversion
for each single reconstruction are reported in the Table 1.

Accordingly, by considering the central frequency
325 MHz, achieved from the data (which means λ =
0.261 m), the volume of the investigated scene is (31 × 56 ×
1.1) m3 = 7314λ3.

The results are presented in terms of constant depth slices
achieved through the following steps

(i) The 3D volume is built up by joining side to side the
63 tomographic reconstruction of 56 m length;
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Figure 9: Tomographic constant depth slice at 0.5 m: (a) section
not interpolated; (b) section interpolated by a median filtering.

(ii) The constant depth slice is fixed and visualised in two
modalities below reported.

The first “visualization modality” is carried out by normal-
izing the modulus of the contrast function at the depth at
hand with respect to its maximum value. A threshold at 0.2
has been applied too in order to enhance the visibility of the
weakest scattering targets. Hence, the represented quantity is
the normalized modulus of the retrieved contrast where the
final scale of the images is (0.05–0.2).

The second “visualization modality” is achieved per-
forming a preliminary interpolation of the modulus of the
contrast function over the constant depth section by a
median filtering. This filtering is two dimensional, and each
output pixel contains the median value in the M-by-N (M =
3, N = 6) neighborhood around the corresponding pixel in
the input image (this procedure is carried out by the routine
MEDFILT2 command in MATLAB).

The tradeoff between the two visualizations is that the
first one gives a cleaner image and so makes possible a better
interpretation of the overall content of the buried scenario,
whereas the second one enhances some weaker scatterer
otherwise possibly “covered” by the stronger scattering
targets.

Figures 9–13 depict the constant depth slices at depth of
0.5 m, 0.63 m, 0.75 m, 1, 1.25 m, respectively; for each figure,
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Figure 10: Tomographic constant depth slice at 0.63 m: (a) section
not interpolated; (b) section interpolated by a median filtering.

the panels (a) and (b) depict the reconstruction according to
the first and second visualization modality, respectively.

5. Results Interpretation, Conclusions, and
Future Developments

When comparing the results of the resistivity survey, the
excavation, and the GPR survey, it is important to realise
that the area covered by the surveys is in any case only
a part of the full excavated area. All three depictions of
the villa (resistivity, classical GPR processing, microwave
tomography) show a winged corridor villa. The ER data also
indicate the presence of a circular anomaly at the southern
side of the villa. This feature does not appear in the GPR data
because it lies in an area containing many small metal objects
which obscure the materials underneath. On the other hand,
only the GPR survey provides high-resolution details about
the depth of the anomalies. The distribution of strong signal
returns in the time slices indicates the position of some flints.

At c. 69 cm, the main outlines are those of the villa wings,
as outlined by the red dashed circles in Figure 3. By c. 1.08 m,
although the western wing is still visible, the major feature
is constituted by the corridor to the north and specifically
the western end of this corridor. This is put into evidence by
the dashed red ellipse in Figure 4. A similar pattern but with
more details about the eastern end is visible by c. 1.23 m. This
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Figure 11: Tomographic constant depth slice at 0.75 m: (a) section
not interpolated; (b) section interpolated by a median filtering.

is put into evidence by the dashed red ellipse in Figure 5. The
eastern boundary wall is also visible at this depth, as put into
evidence by the dashed red rectangle in Figure 5.

Since the strongest signal responses from the wing
foundations occur at a shallower depth than those from the
footings of the northern corridor, the time slice sequence
might suggest that the wings are successive (Figures 3
to 5). However, the excavation evidence shows that this
is not the case [2], and a more likely explanation lies
in the need to reinforce the footings in the area of the
underlying prehistoric ditch along the inside of the west
and north walls in order to either prevent or remedy the
potential undercutting of these two walls (Figure 7). The
excavation results indicated that the underlying ditch had
caused structural problems which had required additional
underpinning. Although the ditch is not itself visible in the
time slices, the extent of the strong signal returns in the
time slice is a good match for the position of this feature. In
particular, it is put into evidence in Figures 4 and 5 by means
of two yellow dashed lines and is outlined in its entirety in
Figure 7.

Let us now turn to the time slices from the reprocessed
GPR data, that as said have been taken at 0.5 m, 0.63 m,
0.75 m, 1 m, and 1.25 m.

The first of the slices at 0.5 m depth (see Figure 9) is
shallower than the “traditionally processed” time slices. In
addition to the two wings being visible, it indicates some
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Figure 12: Tomographic constant depth slice at 1 m: (a) section not
interpolated; (b) section interpolated by a median filtering.

building remains associated with the southern edge of the
corridor that are not visible in the figure at the depth of 16 ns
(Figure 3). The pattern is similar to the ER data of Figure 6.

At 0.63 m, the outline of the main building is very similar
to that at 16 ns, corresponding to 69 cm (compare Figures 3
and 10). The southern wall of the villa appears more straight
within the inversion result, and there are two faint parallel
lines toward the northern part of the villa, put into evidence
by the dashed rectangle in Figure 10. Unfortunately, this area
was not excavated and it is therefore impossible to confirm
that these are archaeological features. The strength of the
signal in the slice, however, is similar to that of the eastern
boundary wall as processed in Figures 4 and 5. This makes
us think that these two faint lines might correspond to real
anomalies.

At 0.75 m (Figure 11), the result is again similar to
that achieved from the conventional processing at 0.69 m
(Figure 3). The two faint parallel lines to the north of the
villa are still visible (and again put into evidence by the
superposed ellipses), and the definition of the back (north
east) wall of the villa corridor is clearer than in the 0.69 m
time slice (compare Figures 3 and 11). The eastern faint
parallel line is close to the position of an underlying ditch
visible in the excavation plan (see Figures 7 and 11), but it
is not possible to state if the two features are in fact related.
The reprocessed data provide the hypothesis that these two
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Figure 13: Tomographic constant depth slice at 1.25 m: (a) section
not interpolated; (b) section interpolated by a median filtering.

linear features may form three sides of a rectangular room
immediately adjacent to the villa toward its northern part
(Figures 7 and 11).

Unlike the shallower ones, there is a very strik-
ing difference in the time slices at about 1 m depth
(see Figures 4 and 12). The conventionally processed data
(Figure 4) highlights the north and south walls of the rooms
along the northern edge of the villa and some details to the
East of the building. With a coarser definition, but still clearly
visible, part of the corridor to the south of these rooms can
be appreciated too, as well as both the wings of the villa
and the footprint of the boundary wall leading southwards
from the villa. In the reprocessed data (Figure 12), the time-
slice at the depth of 1 m in the first visualization modality
shows only western wing and the junction of two walls. In
the second visualization modality, instead, although the lines
are faint, a large part of the structure of the villa walls is
visible. The results at depths of about 1.25 m are more similar
(see Figures 5 and 13). At this depth, most of the outline
of the villa, with the notable exception of the east wing, is
visible, and the definition in the conventional processing is
sharper at this depth. In conclusion, some details seem to
be better identified from the first processing and some from
the other one, so that the interpretation can be enhanced by
the comparative analysis of the results achieved under both
approaches.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a reprocessing of archae-
ological GPR data already studied before with a classical
migration-based processing. Of course, the reprocessing
of the Barcombe data through microwave tomography
techniques cannot substitute for the lack of physical remains
on site. Notwithstanding, it does show that it is possible to
detect some fainter feature than those previously detected,
notably in the 0.5 m time slice (where the data is effectively
validated by both the excavation plan and the resistivity
survey) and in the 0.75 m time slice (that suggests at least
one additional feature). Had the processing been carried
out at an earlier date, it would have been possible for the
archaeological team to investigate this area. Unfortunately,
this is no longer possible. The reprocessing of the data has
illustrated the complementary nature of the two processing
techniques and has a potential usefulness in the detection of
faint archaeological remains.
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Singular value decomposition and information theoretic criterion-based image enhancement is proposed for through-wall
imaging. The scheme is capable of discriminating target, clutter, and noise subspaces. Information theoretic criterion is used
with conventional singular value decomposition to find number of target singular values. Furthermore, wavelet transform-based
denoising is performed (to further suppress noise signals) by estimating noise variance. Proposed scheme works also for extracting
multiple targets in heavy cluttered through-wall images. Simulation results are compared on the basis of mean square error, peak
signal to noise ratio, and visual inspection.

1. Introduction

Through-wall imaging (TWI) is an active research area [1–
11] due to its wide range of applications especially in rescue,
military, surveillance, and remote sensing. TWI (seeing
through opaque materials) gives the ability to examine
structure layout of building, detection, and localization of
target(s). As compared to other remote sensing techniques
(ground penetrating radar and medical imaging), TWI has
to deal with variety of challenges (like propagation envi-
ronment, sensor positioning, and operational requirements).
Moreover, propagation medium (which is often composed
of multiple unknown and nonhomogenous walls) leads to
multipaths and strong clutters which makes TWI a complex
and challenging problem [1].

TWI system works on RADAR principle [11]. Electro-
magnetic pulses of certain frequency are transmitted to get
reflections from the target. The reflected electromagnetic
pulses are received with some attenuation. Lower operating
frequencies provide good penetration through walls (as
compared to higher operating frequencies) but result in
poor resolution and large antenna size. On the other hand,

if we address detection through concrete walls, the upper
frequency range is limited to 4 GHz [11].

Image enhancement in TWI, has enjoyed an increasing
interest over last few years [11–18]. Clutter and noise
(due to antenna attenuation, cross talk, false targets, and
wall reflections) result in degradation of image quality and
appearance of false targets.

Techniques for image enhancement in TWI includes,
background subtraction [12], spatial filtering [13], wall
parameter estimation/modeling based [14, 19], doppler
domain filtering [17], image fusion [18, 20], and statistical
methods [21–25].

Main drawback of background subtraction technique is
that it requires a surveillance mode of operation in which
there is an access to the background (image scene that is
free from targets) or reference [12, 25]. Spatial filtering relies
on invariance of wall parameters (wall return remains same
with changing antenna location). Moreover, this scheme
works only for homogeneous (or near-homogeneous) walls
at low operating frequencies [13, 25]. Limitation of wall
parameter estimation/modeling-based approach is that it
requires an accurate wall modeling and parameter estimation
[14, 25]. Doppler domain filtering assumes that background
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Figure 1: Geometrical representation of TWI.

is stationary and targets are moving [17]. Image fusion
methods require multiple images of the same scene from
different locations [18, 20].

Statistical methods for TWI enhancement include: singu-
lar value decomposition (SVD), factor analysis (FA), princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) and independent Component
Analysis (ICA) [21, 22]. Statistical methods (having less
computational complexity) provide comparable results to
other image enhancement methods. However these methods
(SVD, PCA, FA, and ICA) require a priori knowledge of total
number of targets and subjective (user defined) threshold
value (for multiple targets).

Information theoretic criterion (ITC) is a scheme used
in array signal processing for determining number of target
eigenvalues [26, 27]. It does not require subjective threshold
setting and is never explored for TWI (to the best of author’s
knowledge). In this paper, a TWI image enhancement
method is proposed by modifying conventional SVD scheme.
ITC is used to overcome subjective threshold requirement.
SVD is chosen for its low complexity and simplicity over
other methods (PCA, FA, and ICA). Proposed method
successfully estimates total number of target singular values
and results in improved image quality. Wavelet transform
(WT) is used to further enhance image quality by estimating
noise variance and thresholding WT coefficients. Visual
inspection, mean square error (MSE) and peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR) comparison with conventional SVD is
also provided.

2. Image Enhancement

2.1. Data Acquisition and Image Reconstruction. TWI setup is
shown in Figure 1 while geometrical representation of TWI
is shown in Figure 2. Let H transceivers be placed (parallel to
the x-axis) in the x-y plane. Image region (located beyond
the wall along the positive y-axis) is divided into grid of
M × N pixels (m = 1, 2, 3 . . . ,M and n = 1, 2, 3 . . . ,N).
Let θ(t) be a wideband transmitted signal then pixel value
at location mn can be computed by weighted sum and delay
beamforming [1]. Beamforming algorithm align different

input signals (in time and spatial domain) by applying time
delays and weights. Output ζmn(t) for target located in x-y
plane at pixel location mn is given by the following:

ζmn(t) =
H
∑

p,q

ξ
(

p, q
)

ϑ
(

t + τ̂mn
(

p, q
))

, (1)

where ξ(p, q) are weights (normally based on the Kaiser or
Hamming window) used to control side lobes and τ̂mn(p, q),
are applied focusing delays and can be calculated by various
methods depending on the available wall information [1].
Received signal ϑ(t) is delayed version of transmitted signal
θ(t) with some attenuation αmn(p, q) that is, ϑmn(t) =
αmn(p, q)θ(t−τmn(p, q)), where τmn(p, q) are time delays. Let
̂θ(t) = θ(−t) be a filter matched to transmitted signal then
the deconvolved output for pixel mn, xmn is given as follows:
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Above process is repeated for each pixel locationmn to obtain
B-scan image as follows:

X =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

x11 x12 · · · x1N

x22 x22 · · · x2N
...

...
. . .

...
xM1 xM2 · · · xMN

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (3)

2.2. SVD- and ITC-Based Image Enhancement. Image
enhancement in TWI can be performed by decomposing
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Figure 2: 2D wavelet transform.

B-scan X into different spectral components using singular
value decomposition, that is,

X = USVT

= s1

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

...
u1
...

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

[

· · · vT1 · · ·
]

+ · · · + sM

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

...
uM

...

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

[

· · · vTM · · ·
]

,

(4)

where (for simplicity M ≤ N), U = [u1 u2 · · · uM]
and V = [v1 v2 · · · vN ] having dimensions M × M
and N × N are called unitary matrices and computed as
left XXT and right XTX eigenvectors, respectively. Let S =
diag(s1, s2, . . . , sM) with s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sM ≥ 0, are singular
values of X .

Image X can be decomposed into three spectral images
(clutter, target, and noise). The spectral images Xm of X are,

X =
M
∑

m=1

Xm =
M
∑

m=1

smumv
T
m

=
k1
∑

m=1

smumv
T
m +

k2
∑

m=k1+1

smumv
T
m +

M
∑

m=k2+1

smumv
T
m,

(5)

where the first k1 singular values that belong to wall clutters
followed by k2 − k1 singular values belong to target(s) and
rest singular values represent noise. Verma et al. in [21] state
that k1 = 1 for wall clutter and k2 = 2 for target subspaces
(i.e., XSVD = s2u2v

T
2 ), and rest subspaces represents noise.

However, we note that this statement (k2 = 2) is not true in
case of multiple targets. In fact, the target subspace can be
more than one dimensional even when only a single target is
present in the scene. The problem is reformulated as follows:

̂X = Y + Z =
M
∑

m=2

smumv
T
m, (6)

where ̂X is clutter reduced image, Y is target image and Z is
noise image. Since rank[Y] = k2 <M, SVD of Y is [28, 29]:

Y =
[

UY1 UY2

]

[

SY1 0
0 0

]

⎡

⎢

⎣

VT
Y1

VT
Y1

⎤

⎥

⎦, (7)

where, UY1 , UY2 , VY1 , VY1 are unitary matrix (i.e., VY1V
T
Y1
=

I) containing left and right singular vectors and SY1 is
diagonal matrix containing singular value of Y . Therefore,

̂X = UY1SY1V
T
Y1

+ Z

=
[

UY1SY1 + ZVY1 ZVY2

]

⎡

⎢

⎣

VT
Y1

VT
Y2

⎤

⎥

⎦

=
[

̂U1 ̂U2

]

[

̂S1 0
0 ̂S2

]

⎡

⎢

⎣

̂VT
1

̂VT
2

⎤

⎥

⎦,

(8)

where, σZ is noise variance, ̂U1 = (UY1SY1 +

ZVY1 )(̂S2
Y1

+ σZIk2 )
−1/2

, ̂U2 = ZVY2 , ̂S1 =
√

S2
Y1

+ σZIk2 ,
̂S2 = σZIM−k2 , ̂VT

1 = VT
Y1

and ̂VT
2 = VT

Y2
The original image

X in terms of wall clutter, target, and noise subspaces is:

X =
[

u1 ̂U1 ̂U2

]

⎡

⎢

⎣

s1
̂S1

̂S2

⎤

⎥

⎦

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

vT1

̂VT
1

̂VT
2

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (9)

where ̂S1 and ̂S2 are diagonal matrices containing singular
values of target (s2, s3, . . . sk2 ) and noise (sk2+1, sk2+2, . . . sM),
respectively. Note that sk2 > sk2+1 and sk2+1 � sk2+2 �
· · · sM � σZ . Therefore, some statistical analysis needs to be
performed in order to determine value for k2. In this regard
some schemes in literature include difference of singular
values (sm − sm+1), ratio of singular values (sm/sm+1) and
percent of total power in an singular value (sm/ tr[X]) [26].
However, these schemes do not always provide satisfactory
results (and sometimes do not overcome the requirement
of user defined threshold). It is observed that difference
between noise singular values are relatively smaller than
target singular values. To accurately determine the number
of target singular values ITC methods are explored. These
methods (ITC) do not require knowledge of a threshold
value. Two well-known ITC methods are akaike information
Criterion (AIC) and minimum description length (MDL).
AIC and MDL utilize measures of the relative cross entropy
between target and noise singular values [27]. AIC criterion
is given as follows:

AIC(k2)

= N ln

⎡

⎢

⎣

[

1/(M − (k2 + 1))
∑M

m=k2+1 sm
]M−(k2+1)

∏M
m=k2+1sm

⎤

⎥

⎦

+ k2(2M − k2).
(10)
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Number of target singular values is determined by value
of k2 for which AIC is minimized, that is, kAIC

2 =
argmink2

{AIC(k2)} as follows:

XtarAIC =
kAIC

2
∑

m=2

smumv
T
m. (11)

Conceptually, MDL criterion is same as AIC criterion and
simply adds a correction term in the minimization function
as follows:

MDL(k2)

= N ln

⎡

⎢

⎣

[

1/(M − (k2 + 1))
∑M

m=k2+1 sm
]M−(k2+1)

∏M
m=k2+1sm

⎤

⎥

⎦

+
1
2
k2(2M − k2) lnN.

(12)

Number of target singular values is determined by value of
k2 for which MDL criterion is minimized that is, kMDL

2 =
argmink2

{MDL(k2)} as follows:

XtarMDL =
kMDL

2
∑

m=2

smumv
T
m. (13)

AIC and MDL works on the inequality of geometric and
arithmetic mean of singular values as follows:

1
M − (k2 + 1)

M
∑

m=k2+1

sm ≥
⎛

⎝

M
∏

m=k2+1

sm

⎞

⎠

1/(M−(k2+1))

. (14)

In (14), equality holds only if sk2+1 = sk2+2 = · · · = sM . As a
consequence AIC and MDL is minimized. Note here that for
noise only singular values sk2+1 � sk2+2 � · · · � sM � σZ .

2.3. SVD- and WT-Based Denoising. WT (multiresolution
analysis) localize image (in both space and scale) using
scaled and translated copies of a finite-length waveform
(mother wavelet). Image on larger scales provide gross
features while small scales provide detail features. WT have
advantages over other (spatial and fourier) transforms for:
accurate representation of functions (having discontinu-
ities and sharp peaks); data compression; noise reduction;
probability density function estimation [30, 31]. In WT
image is represented by linear combination of the wavelet
functions and coefficients. Different operations (such as
truncation of wavelet coefficients below a certain threshold
are used for data compression and noise reduction) may be
performed on the corresponding wavelet coefficients [30–
33]. For overlapping boundaries of noise and target signals
WT denoising is proposed after ITC for more enhancement
of target(s). WT performs better denoising (since it performs
denoising without smoothing out the edges) as compared to
other filtering techniques (spatial filtering, fourier filtering,
etc.) [30].

WT for image XMDL is given as follows:

Wϕ
(

j0, a, b
) = 1√

MN

M−1
∑

m=0

N−1
∑

n=0

XMDL(m,n)ϕ j0,a,b(m,n),

W i
ψ

(

j, a, b
) = 1√

MN

M−1
∑

m=0

N−1
∑

n=0

XMDL(m,n)ψ ij,a,b(m,n),

(15)

where i = H ,V ,D and Wϕ, WH
ψ , WV

ψ , WD
ψ , are approx-

imation, horizontal details, vertical details, and diagonal
detail coefficients, respectively. ϕ and ψ are wavelet and
scaling coefficients, respectively, and are determined by
type of mother wavelet. Generally, j ≥ j0, where j0 is
minimum resolution level and j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J − 1, J =
�log2(min(M,N))�, a, b = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 j − 1.

Figure 2 shows 2D iterative WT while Figure 3 shows
wavelet decomposition structure. Noise reduction using WT
is perform by thresholding detail coefficients at certain
decomposition level.

2.3.1. Wavelet Parameters Selection. Various mother wavelet
functions (Daubechies, Haar, Maxican Hat, Symlets, Morlet,
etc.) may be used to calculate WT. These wavelets are dif-
ferent due to their complexity, accuracy, and time frequency
analysis. Wavelet and scaling coefficients of Daubechies
wavelet is shown in Figure 4. Mother wavelet function, filter
order, and decomposition level are important parameters
for achieving better wavelet denoising results. Filter order
for better performance (smoothness, localization of targets,
and robustness against noise) is high for high and low for
low resolution images. Generally, images in TWI are low
resolution so a low filter order is suitable to avoid target
delocalization and blurring effects. Decomposition level is
also selected by same ideology as that of filter order [30, 32,
33].

2.3.2. Threshold Selection. Thresholding techniques are
broadly classified into soft and hard [32]. Hard thresholding
preserve edges but is less accurate for image denoising
[32]. On the other hand soft thresholding reduces noise
significantly but is not good in preserving edges [32]. Hard
thresholding is

̂W i
ψ

(

j
) =

⎧

⎨

⎩

W i
ψ

(

j
)

if
∥

∥

∥W i
ψ

∥

∥

∥ > ρ

0 otherwise,
(16)

and soft thresholding is

̂W i
ψ =

⎧

⎨

⎩

sign
(

W i
ψ

)(∥

∥

∥W i
ψ

(

j
)

∥

∥

∥− ρ
)

if
∥

∥

∥W i
ψ

∥

∥

∥ > ρ

0 otherwise,
(17)

where ̂W i
ψ thresholded coefficients, ρ is threshold value and

can be determined by various methods including universal or
global thresholding, Visu Shrink, Sure Shrink, Bayes Shrink,
and so forth [32, 33]. We have used universal thresholding
method for calculating value of ρ.

ρ =
√

2σ̂Z log10(MN). (18)
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Figure 4: Daubechies wavelet and scaling coefficients.

Noise variance σ̂Z is estimated using kMDL
2 obtained from

MDL, that is,

σ̂Z = 1
M1

M
∑

m=kMDL
2 +1

sm, (19)

whereM1 =M−kMDL
2 −1 represents number of singular val-

ues belonging to noise. Enhanced image XWT,MDL is obtained
by performing inverse WT on the truncated (thresholded)
coefficients as follows:

XWT,MDL(m,n)

= 1√
MN

∑

a,b

Wϕ
(

j0, a, b
)

ϕ j0,a,b(m,n)

+
1√
MN

∑

i=H ,V ,D

∞
∑

j= j0

∑

a,b

̂Wψ
(

j, a, b
)

ψ ij,a,b(m,n).

(20)

2.4. Performance of SVD and ITC. ITC (AIC and MDL) is
applied on singular values of B-scan image. SVD will change
with change in the input image, consequently it changes ITC

(AIC and MDL) graphs. It is important to note that, its
not only the number of targets that determines the value of
k2, rather it is the location, shape, size, and reflectiveness
of targets also. This opens a new research direction. In
some cases a single target may depend on more than one
singular value. On the other hand it is also possible that one
singular value represents more than one target. Distribution
of singular value changes (due to change in target location,
size and shape) AIC and MDL plots and consequently the
value of k2. The image formed by using k2 (obtained using
AIC or MDL) exactly extracts all targets.

3. Simulation and Results

Experimental setup (constructed using [4]) for TWI shown
in Figure 5 (physical elements of experimental setup are
shown in Figure 6). Agilents’s vector network analyzer
(VNA) in the range of 300 KHz to 3 GHz (1 GHz band width
(BW)) is used to generates a stepped frequency 2 GHz-3 GHz
waveform having step size Δ f = 5 MHz and N f = 201.
Maximum range Rmax is calculated as follows:

Rmax =
c
(

N f − 1
)

2BW
= 30 m. (21)
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Figure 5: TWI setup.
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Figure 6: Physical elements of experimental setup at Microwave Engineering Laboratory, College of Signals, NUST.

The range resolution ΔR is

ΔR = c

2N fΔ f
= 0.37 m. (22)

Directional and broadband horn antenna with 12 dB gain
is used in monostatic mode (for transmitting and receiving
signals). Antenna is mounted on 2D-scanning frame (having
dimensions width 2.4 m and height 3 m) which can slide
along cross range and height. Rear and side walls are
covered with pyramidal radar absorbable modules. Scanning
is controlled by microcontroller and at each point scattering
parameters (magnitude and phase) are recorded by VNA
and transferred to local computer. Wood wall is constructed
having thickness 5 cm, relative permittivity (approximately)
equals to 2.3 and relative permeability (approximately)
equals to 1. The antenna is positioned 0.03 m from the
wall. Received data is converted from frequency domain to
time domain using inverse fourier transform. Time delays
and weights are fed into beamforming algorithm for image
reconstruction.

Image enhancement algorithms based on conventional
SVD and proposed schemes are simulated in MATLAB. For
wavelet denoising we have used Daubechies wavelet, fourth
order filter, third level decomposition and soft thresholding
technique. Background subtracted image Xbs is constructed
using the difference of two images (i.e., image with target
and image without target) [4, 12]. This background image
is used as a comparison measure for proposed and existing

algorithm. Simulation results are compared on the basis of
MSE, PSNR, and visual inspection as follows:

MSE = 1
M ×N

M
∑

m=1

N
∑

n=1

(Xbs(m,n)− Xtar(m,n))2,

PSNR(dB) = 10 log10
1

MSE
,

(23)

where, Xtar ∈ {XSVD,XAIC,XMDL,XWT,MDL}.

Example 1. A single metallic target is placed approximately
0.8 m away from wall. Figure 7 shows different analysis
schemes versus number of singular values. Figure 8 shows
different spectral components (ranging from one to nine) for
single target. It is observed that more than one spectral com-
ponent contains target image. Note that predicted subspace
dimension is one and kAIC

2 = kMDL
2 = 3 from Figure 7 which

leads to estimated target subspace dimension equals to two
(kAIC

2 − k1 = kMDL
2 − k1 = 2). An explanation for this value

of k2 appears in Section 2.4. Figure 9 shows the performance
of conventional SVD and proposed (AIC-based SVD, MDL-
based SVD and WT MDL-based SVD) schemes for single
target. Note that conventional and proposed schemes provide
comparable results.

Example 2. Three metallic targets are placed approximately
0.15 m, 1.25 m, and 1.5 m away from wall. Figure 10 shows
different analysis schemes versus number of singular values.
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Figure 7: Example 1: Single target (a) amplitude of singular values (sm), (b) difference of singular values (sm − sm+1), (c) ratio of singular
values (sm/sm+1), (d) power in singular values (sm/ tr[X]), (e) AIC function of singular values (10), and (f) MDL function of singular values
(12).
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Figure 8: Example 1: Single target: different spectral components.
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Figure 9: Example 1: Single target (a) original image, (b) conventional SVD, (c) AIC-based SVD, (d) MDL-based SVD, (e) WT MDL-based
SVD, and (f) background subtracted image.
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Figure 10: Example 2: Multiple (three) targets (a) amplitude of singular values (sm), (b) difference of singular values (sm− sm+1), (c) ratio of
singular values (sm/sm+1), (d) power in singular values (sm/ tr[X]), (e) AIC function of singular values (10), and (f) MDL function of singular
values (12).
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Figure 11: Example 2: Multiple (three) targets: different spectral components.

Figure 11 shows different spectral components (ranging
from one to nine) for three targets. It is observed that more
than one spectral component contains target image. Note
that predicted subspace dimension is three for three targets
and kAIC

2 = kMDL
2 = 5 from Figure 11 which leads to esti-

mated target subspace dimension equals to four (kAIC
2 − k1 =

kMDL
2 −k1 = 4). An explanation for this value of k2 appears in

Section 2.4. Figure 12 shows the performance of conven-
tional SVD and proposed (AIC-based SVD, MDL-based
SVD, and WT MDL-based SVD) schemes for multiple
(three) targets. Note that proposed schemes provide better
results as compared to the conventional SVD scheme and
detects all three targets, where as conventional SVD scheme
fails to detects all targets.

Example 3. Five metallic targets are placed approximately
0.15 m, 0.3 m, 0.8 m, 1.4 m, and 1.7 m away from wall.
Figure 13 shows different analysis schemes versus number of

singular values. Figure 14 shows different spectral compo-
nents (ranging from one to nine) for five targets. It is
observed that more than one spectral component contains
target image. Note that predicted subspace dimension is five
and kAIC

2 = 6 and kMDL
2 = 7 from Figure 13 which leads

to estimated target subspace dimension equals to five by
AIC (kAIC

2 − k1 = 5) and six by MDL (kMDL
2 − k1 = 6).

An explanation for this value of k2 appears in Section 2.4.
Figure 15 shows the performance of conventional SVD and
proposed (AIC-based SVD, MDL-based SVD and WT MDL-
based SVD) schemes for multiple (five) targets. Note that
proposed schemes provide better results as compared to the
conventional SVD scheme and detects all five targets, where
as conventional SVD scheme fails to detects all targets.

Example 4. Five metallic targets are placed approximately
0.15 m, 0.15 m, 0.15 m, 0.8 m, and 1.6 m away from wall.
Figure 16 shows different analysis schemes versus number
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Figure 12: Example 2: Multiple (three) targets (a) original image, (b) conventional SVD, (c) AIC-based SVD, (d) MDL-based SVD, (e) WT
MDL-based SVD, and (f) background subtracted image.
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Figure 13: Example 3: Multiple (five) targets, (a) amplitude of singular values (sm), (b) difference of singular values (sm − sm+1), (c) ratio of
singular values (sm/sm+1), (d) power in singular values (sm/ tr[X]), (e) AIC function of singular values (10), and (f) MDL function of singular
values (12).
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Figure 14: Example 3: Multiple (five) targets: different spectral components.
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Figure 15: Example 3: Multiple (five) targets (a) original image, (b) conventional SVD, (c) AIC-based SVD, (d) MDL-based SVD, (e) WT
MDL-based SVD, and (f) background subtracted image.
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Figure 16: Example 4: Multiple (five) targets (a) amplitude of singular values (sm), (b) difference of singular values (sm − sm+1), (c) ratio of
singular values (sm/sm+1), (d) power in singular values (sm/ tr[X]), (e) AIC function of singular values (10), and (f) MDL function of singular
values (12).
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Figure 17: Example 4: Multiple (five) targets: different spectral components.

of singular values. Figure 17 shows different spectral com-
ponents (ranging from one to nine) for five targets. It is
observed that more than one spectral component contains
target image. Note that predicted subspace dimension is five
for five targets and kAIC

2 = kMDL
2 = 5 from Figure 16 which

leads to estimated target subspace dimension equals to four
(kAIC

2 − k1 = kMDL
2 − k1 = 4). An explanation for this value of

k2 appears in Section 2.4. Figure 18 shows the performance
of conventional SVD and proposed (AIC based SVD, MDL
based SVD and WT MDL based SVD) schemes for multiple
(five) targets. Note that proposed schemes provide better
results as compared to the conventional SVD scheme and
detects all five targets, where as conventional SVD scheme
fails to detects all targets.

Note that, proposed (AIC based SVD, MDL based SVD
and WT MDL based SVD) schemes successfully detects all
targets and cause some target spread in cross-range direction.
This is due to the fact that we are only considering k2 −
k1 subspaces (instead of N subspaces). This spread may
easily be removed by applying some intensity thresholding
technique.

Figure 19 summarizes MSE and PSNR plots for different
number of targets placed behind wall. For single target
conventional SVD and proposed schemes have comparable
results but as number of target increases proposed schemes
(AIC based SVD, MDL based SVD and WT MDL based SVD)
perform significantly better (as compared to conventional
SVD scheme).
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Figure 18: Example 4: Multiple (five) targets (a) original image, (b) conventional SVD, (c) AIC-based SVD, (d) MDL-based SVD, (e) WT
MDL-based SVD, and (f) background subtracted image.
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Figure 19: MSE and PSNR comparison of conventional and proposed schemes against number of targets.

4. Conclusion

SVD-based image enhancement for TWI using ITC and
WT is proposed. The scheme is capable of discriminating
between target and noise subspaces. The limitation of
subjective threshold setting in conventional SVD is overcome
using ITC scheme. Furthermore, noise is suppressed using
WT-based denoising. Proposed method increases accuracy of
conventional SVD-based TWI image enhancement scheme.
Both AIC and MDL technique detect multiple targets (so
one can use either of these). Proposed scheme can easily
be modified for PCA, FA, and ICA methods to get better
accuracy.
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A solution to the inverse problem for a three-layer medium with nonsmooth boundaries, representing a large class of natural
subsurface structures, is developed in this paper using simulated radar data. The retrieval of the layered medium parameters is
accomplished as a sequential nonlinear optimization starting from the top layer and progressively characterizing the layers below.
The optimization process is achieved by an iterative technique built around the solution of the forward scattering problem. The
forward scattering process is formulated by using the extended boundary condition method (EBCM) and constructing reflection
and transmission matrices for each interface. These matrices are then combined into the generalized scattering matrix for the entire
system, from which radar scattering coefficients are then computed. To be efficiently utilized in the inverse problem, the forward
scattering model is simulated over a wide range of unknowns to obtain a complete set of subspace-based equivalent closed-form
models that relate radar backscattering coefficients to the sought-for parameters including dielectric constants of each layer and
separation of the layers. The inversion algorithm is implemented as a modified conjugate-gradient-based nonlinear optimization.
It is shown that this technique results in accurate retrieval of surface and subsurface parameters, even in the presence of noise.

1. Introduction

Many environmental, industrial, military, geological, and
civil engineering applications require fast and accurate
noncontact characterization of subsurface structures that
have multiple non-smooth layers. These applications include
estimating the depth of bodies of fresh water, through-
the-wall imaging, detecting buried or sunken objects, and
estimating root-zone soil moisture profiles. There have been
considerable efforts to develop accurate, versatile, and com-
putationally efficient forward and inverse scattering models
for this type of structure for application to practical remote-
sensing systems. Penetrating abilities of low-frequency elec-
tromagnetic radiation make it a good candidate for this
group of applications, provided sufficient resolution can be
achieved, and a diversity of measurements (such as multiple
polarizations) is available to provide sufficient independent
information for retrieval of several unknowns. In particular,
multipolarization radar systems at frequencies of L band

(∼1.2 GHz) and lower are well suited for this purpose.
Through the use of accurate and efficient forward and
inverse scattering techniques, these radar measurements can
be converted into estimates of the sought-after parameters of
the surface and subsurface media. The retrieval of unknown
parameters is accomplished through a sequential layer char-
acterization, implemented as a nonlinear optimization start-
ing from the top layer and progressively working through the
layers below. The optimization process is accomplished by
an efficient iterative technique built around the solution of
the forward scattering problem. Forward scattering models
can usually be classified as analytical, numerical, or methods
combining analytical and numerical approaches. One of the
most popular analytical methods is the small perturbation
method (SPM) developed for a single rough interface by
Rice in the early 1950s [1]. In recent years the method was
extended to include higher-order expansions [2, 3] and to
apply to two or more rough interfaces [4–7]. Since SPM is a
purely analytical model, it is very computationally efficient.
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However, since it is based on truncation of a series, the range
of validity of the model is limited to surfaces with small and
slowly varying roughness. Fully numerical techniques such
as methods based on finite difference time Domain (FDTD)
[8] and method of moments (MOMs) [9] can in principle
be applied to almost any distribution and roughness scale.
When applied to random rough surfaces, many realizations
are needed to fully capture surface statistics [10, 11]. In
addition, the surface needs to be densely discretized to
ensure accuracy of solutions. Therefore, such methods are
computationally expensive and are rarely used in inversion
algorithms. Methods such as the ones based on Extended
Boundary Condition method (EBCM) are significantly more
efficient than fully numerical methods, account for higher-
order scattering, and have a significantly greater region of
validity [10, 12] than the approximate analytical solutions.
However, these methods are still significantly slower than
analytical methods and are too computationally expensive to
be practically used in inversion algorithms.

The method proposed in this work is a transformation of
an EBCM-based algorithm that produces simple analytical
expression relating parameters of interest (e.g., dielectric
constants and layer separation) to backscattering coefficients.
Once the model coefficients are obtained, all subsequent
calculations are analytical and do not accumulate error. The
analytical model is computationally efficient and can be used
in both local and global inversion algorithms.

There has been significant progress in development of
efficient inverse scattering algorithms which could be applied
to real data. In [13], a fast forward solver based on the steep-
est descent fast multipole method is used in conjunction with
“marching-on” optimization strategy. A statistical inversion
technique is implemented in [14] to estimate soil moisture
and surface roughness parameters from backscattering data.
The performance of layer-stripping and mean-square error
minimization algorithms is analyzed in [15] as applied to
pulse radar data. In [16] a Distorted-Born Iterative Method
(DBIM) and Local Shape Function (LSF) algorithms were
used as a part of a practical nondestructive testing system.

Inversion algorithms can be generally classified as local or
global optimization methods. Local optimization methods
such as variations on Newton’s method [17] and conjugate
gradient methods [18] are iterative methods, which generally
rely on gradients and partial derivatives to obtain the next
estimate. Since numerical evaluation of derivatives is not
accurate and accumulates error, these methods are best
suited for situations when derivatives can be computed
analytically. Local optimization methods usually converge
rapidly (at least as compared to global methods) but may
get trapped in a local minimum and fail to converge to the
correct solution. Global optimization methods such as simu-
lated annealing method [19] are mathematically guaranteed
to converge but may take hundreds of thousands of iteration
to do so. With the tremendous increase in computational
power in recent years, there have been a number of works
which successfully apply global optimization algorithms to
solve inverse scattering problems [19, 20]. While it is feasible
to use global optimization methods, local optimization
techniques are still preferred from the point of view of
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εr0

εr1

εr2
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Figure 1: Geometric parameters for the problem: surfaces are
separated by distance d, εr0 − εr2 are relative dielectric constants, A
and T are amplitude and period of a periodic surface, and σrms and
l are RMS height and correlation length of a rough surface. Such
surfaces are typical of fresh water and agricultural fields.

computational efficiency. The algorithm used in this work is
a local optimization algorithm that is based on a Conjugate
Gradient method. Techniques that increase the chance of
converging to a correct solution and improve efficiency of the
algorithm are described later in the paper.

Section 2 describes the forward model, first presenting
the full EBCM derivation, followed by closed form represen-
tation and sequential layer characterization. The sensitivity
of the forward model to errors in ancillary parameters and
to subsurface parameters is explored. Section 3 describes
the inversion technique, computational efficiency of the
inversion algorithm, and effect of observation parameters on
inversion results. The inversion results are presented along
with error analysis.

2. Forward Scattering Model

The geometry of interest in this paper is a three-layer
medium with a periodic interface between the first and
second layers and a rough interface between the second and
third layers, as shown in Figure 1. This geometry occurs
frequently in natural and man-made structures (see [22]).
Lakes and rivers often have this cross-section, with the
periodic top surface representative of waves and the rough
bottom surface representative of the lake or river beds.
Plowed agricultural fields are another example of periodic-
over-rough cross-section geometries, where there is often
a rough interface below the top periodic surface, where
transition between sandy and clay soils occurs. The first
layer is typically air, that is, a homogeneous dielectric with
the dielectric constant of one. The 2nd and 3rd layers are
also modeled as homogeneous layers with relative dielectric
constants of εr1, εr2, which are in general complex. Figure 1
depicts the relevant geometric parameters for the problem:
amplitude A and period T for the periodic surface, RMS
height σrms, and correlation length l for the rough surface,
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layer separation d, dielectric constants εr0, εr1, εr2, incidence
angle θinc, and polarization.

The forward scattering model is based on cascading
reflection and transmission matrices for each interface to
form a generalized reflection, or scattering, matrix for the
entire problem. Normalized radar cross-sections are then
derived from the generalized reflection matrix. The method
used to obtain reflection and transmission matrices for
each interface is the Extended Boundary Condition Method
(EBCM). Reflection and transmission matrices for each
interface are given by the following (see [10] for more detail):

[
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with R and T standing for reflection and transmission

matrices looking down and ˜R and ˜T looking up. The U and

Q matrices are given by the following:
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where I±0 and I±1 are given by the following:

I±0 =
∫ L

0
ei(2π(m−n)x′/L±k0nz f (x′)) dx′,

I±1 =
∫ L

0
ei(2π(m−n)x′/L±k1nz f (x′)) dx′.

(3)

In (3) f (x′) is a function that describes the height profile of
the interface as follows:

knx = kxi +
2πn
L

, knz =
√

k2 − k2
nx. (4)

In this method a continuous angular spectrum is rep-
resented by a finite number of propagating Floquet modes.
A mode is propagating if knz is real, and evanescent if
imaginary. The expressions for I0 and I1 represent integrals
over the surface f (x) for one period L. To properly match
the modes from periodic and rough interfaces, the solutions
are required to have the same period L. In the case of a
rough surface it is an artificial period which must be large
enough (typically at least 20 λ) to obtain accurate statistical
representation of the surface. For the periodic surface it
must equal an integer multiple of its natural period. The
total reflection matrix of the entire system is given by the
following:

[Rt] = [R1]+[ ˜T1]
[

φ
]

[R2]
(

[I]−[φ][˜R1]
[

φ
]

[R2]
)−1[

φ
]
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(5)

where [φ] is a phase shifting matrix and is given by the
following:

[
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Table 1: Computational efficiency comparison between EBCM and
MOM. The surfaces are 40 λ long.

EBCM MOM

Modes = 101 Segments = 800

Interfaces = 2 Interfaces = 2

Seconds/realization = .91 Seconds/realization = 117

and φ1 through φn are angles of the Floquet modes. Once
a total reflection matrix for the system is obtained, radar
scattering coefficients can be computed as follows (see [23]):

σ2D = Lλcos2θs | bm|2, (7)

where [b] = [Rt, A] and [A] is column vector containing the
incident field coefficients. The model has been validated for
several special cases with SPM (see [10] for the two-rough-
surface case).

Table 1 compares computational efficiencies of MOM
and EBCM methods. The simulations were performed on a
machine with a single core 3.0 GHz Intel CPU and a 3 GB of
RAM. Special care is needed to address the differences in the
type of metrics used to assess computational efficiency of dif-
ferent numerical models. In the case of method of moments
(MOMs), unknowns represent induced current elements on
a surface of a scattering target and, therefore, have to be
densely discretized to preserve the accuracy of the model.
Generally, it is recommended to have at least 10 unknowns
per wavelength. In the case of EBCM, modes represent
discrete scattering directions and, therefore, usually many
fewer modes than MOM segments suffice. EBCM becomes
even more computationally advantageous as compared to
MOM when applied to multilayer problems since scattering
matrices are developed independently for each interface and
then cascaded using only a few multiplications.

2.1. Creating Closed Form Representations. Even though the
computational complexity of the forward model based on
EBCM is significantly less than a fully numerical technique
such as MOM, it is still too costly for use in most iterative
inversion algorithms. This problem is especially serious
for global optimization algorithms which often require
hundreds of thousands of iterations to converge. Local
optimization methods usually converge faster, but they
require multiple computations of partial derivatives which
quickly accumulates significant errors if done numerically,
increasing the likelihood of being trapped in erroneous
and/or local minima. To arrive at a model that is more
suitable for inversion, we use the above model to derive an
equivalent analytic (closed form) representation by precom-
puting the backscattering coefficients for a comprehensive
set of parameters, followed by several function fits. A
preliminary version of this equivalent-model approach was
developed in [24] for scattering from vegetation canopies.
More specifically, the full model is simulated for a range of
parameters such as parameters related to dielectric constants
(water content), surface height statistics, and layer separa-
tion. Then, the dependence on each of these parameters
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is sequentially modeled using much simpler, analytically
differentiable functions, such as polynomials of arbitrary
orders. The result is a multidimensional nonlinear, but
closed-form (analytic) function. Once the proper closed-
form model is developed, the subsequent evaluations of the
forward model and its partial derivatives are extremely fast,
and the forward model is suited for both local and global
inversion techniques. The derivation of this analytic-form
model has several intricacies, which are discussed later in this
paper.

2.2. Sequential Layer Characterization. The inversion process
requires at least as many independent data points (mea-
surements) as there are unknowns. The initial overhead
cost of simulating the function for a range of values of
all of the unknowns may be too large to be practical,
especially considering that the lower interface is a random
rough surface, requiring the scattering simulation of many
realizations of the surface. Therefore, a sequential layer
characterization algorithm is applied by using a multi-
frequency radar scenario. Even if the inverse problem is
solved simultaneously for the unknowns of all layers that
include complex permittivities, roughness parameters, and
layer separation, at least two frequencies are required to
obtain accurate results (see [25]). Assuming the medium
between the first and second interfaces is uniform but lossy,
the scattering problem is first simulated at a sufficiently
high frequency such that the effect of the 2nd interface is
negligible. With the assumption that only the top layer affects
the cross-section coefficients at this frequency, the number
of unknowns is greatly reduced, and the retrieval of the
top-layer unknowns can be efficiently accomplished. Since
the top layer is a deterministic periodic surface, there is no
need for computing multiple realizations of the surface to
obtain statistically representative values. With the top layer
characterized, the scattering contribution of the subsurface
layer can be simulated at a lower frequency. The coupling
between the two interfaces is still fully represented in
the solutions of the forward and inverse models through
the lower-frequency radar data, but the retrieval of their
properties has been effectively decoupled through this
approach.

2.3. Sensitivity of Forward Model to Errors in Ancillary
Parameters. While the forward model contains many param-
eters, only a few, usually parameters related to dielectric
constants (for example, volumetric moisture content for
soils) and separation of layers are the parameters of interest.
For a successful inversion, all other parameters, which we
will call ancillary parameters, still have to be obtained as
well. Generally there are three methods of obtaining these
parameters. These parameters can be treated as unknowns,
with the inversion algorithm producing values for these
parameters along with the primary sought-for parameters.
While this approach is often the only feasible way to obtain
ancillary parameters, it has some major drawbacks. Each
additional unknown significantly slows down the initial
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of errors in scattering coefficients to errors
in amplitude of the periodic surface A. Error in backscattering
coefficients (dB) increases almost linearly with increase in error in
the surface amplitude, hence, large sensitivity.

simulation. Generally, the minimum number of simulations
required to obtain a unique solution is given by the following:

Nsim =M
M
∏

m=1

Pm. (8)

Nsim is Number of simulations, M is Number of unknown
parameters, and Pm is Number of values of mth parameter to
cover the desired range.

Increasing the number of unknowns quickly leads to
prohibitively costly initial simulations, as well as to the
increased likelihood of the inversion algorithm converging to
a local minimum. Furthermore, a large number of unknowns
requires a correspondingly large number of measurements.
Another method for obtaining ancillary parameters is a-
priori approximation, provided that the expected error in
such approximation is small and quantifiable. However,
careful sensitivity analysis must precede the approximation.
This method is generally only feasible if the sensitivity of
scattering coefficients to that parameter is low in the region
of approximation.

Direct measurement is another alternative for obtaining
ancillary parameters. Since the cost of the measurement is
usually proportional to the accuracy of the measurement
performed, careful sensitivity analysis is needed to estimate
the maximum allowable error in the ancillary parameter that
would meet the accuracy requirements for the scattering
measurements. For a periodic surface the surface height
amplitude is usually an ancillary parameter, whereas the
dielectric constant is a parameter of interest. Figure 2 shows
the sensitivity of the model to errors in the amplitude. The
backscattering coefficients are very sensitive to errors in the
amplitude, and, therefore, this parameter has to be obtained
to a high degree of accuracy. For the rough interface the
ancillary parameters are usually surface roughness σrms and
correlation length l. As can be seen from Figure 3, the
backscattering coefficients are quite sensitive to the errors
in σrms of the lower surface. However, this sensitivity is not
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of RCS to σrms is highly variable for different
ranges of σrms. The simulation was performed at 435 MHz. Sim-
ulation parameters: A = 3 cm, period = 1 m, correlation length =
20 cm, layer separation = 2 m, and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i. Water fractions
of .2 and .4 correspond to εr2 = 11.5565 + 4.5961i and εr2 =
26.3868 + 8.1573i, respectively, (see [21]).

uniform and decreases for increased roughness. The sensi-
tivity to errors in correlation length is relatively small and
is nonuniform as well (see Figure 4). For regions where the
sensitivity is the smallest, a simple a-priori approximation
is enough to obtain acceptable retrieval results for other
parameters of interest.

2.4. Sensitivity of the Forward Model to Subsurface Parameters.
There is great interest in the Earth Science community to
map soil moisture on a global scale. In most cases the air/soil
system is modeled as two homogeneous dielectric regions
separated by a rough interface. Such models ignore the effects
of subsurface interfaces that are often present in reality.
Soils, particularly croplands, can often be considered to be
periodic interfaces with a small roughness on top and a rough
interface between the top layer of soil and the subsurface
layer (for example, bedrock). It is, therefore, important to
investigate the cases when the effects of the 2nd interface are
significant and when they can be neglected. There are several
key parameters that are especially significant: depth of the
subsurface layer, difference in soil composition, and water
content (dielectric contrast) between the layers, roughness
(and periodic properties) of top and bottom interfaces, and
loss in the middle layer.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the depth of the 2nd interface.
In this case, the medium under the first interface is not
very lossy (εr1 = 5.5 + 1 ∗ i); therefore, there is a clear
oscillatory pattern in the error with the envelope of the error
that is gradually getting smaller (due to loss). The error can
be even more significant if the roughness in the interface
between the 2nd and 3rd layers is large (see Figure 7). If
the losses are small and the 2nd interface is close to the
top surface, the modeling errors can be too large without
the inclusion of the subsurface in the scattering models.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of RCS to correlation length l decreases
significantly for larger values of l. The simulation was performed
at 435 MHz. Simulation parameters: A = 3 cm, period = 1 m, σrms =
4 cm, layer separation = .5m, and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 5: Error in RCS as a function of layer separation. At low
frequencies and low losses below the first interface errors from
ignoring the subsurface can be significant. The error variation with
the depth of the 2nd interface clearly displays underdamped charac-
teristics. Simulation parameters: frequency = 150 MHz, amplitude
= 3.5 cm, period = 2 m, εr1 = 5.5 + i, εr2 = 35 + 2i, σrms1 = 2 cm,
l1 = 20 cm, σrms2 = 5 cm, and l2 = 20 cm.

At higher frequencies, the effects of the subsurface rapidly
diminish. This fact makes low frequencies very attractive
when characterizing the subsurface properties. Figure 6
shows the error in predictions of backscattering cross-section
as a function of layer separation for L band. At higher
frequencies the effect of the subsurface is only significant
when the 2nd interface is shallow.

3. Inversion Algorithm

Once the numerical simulations over the desired range of
parameters are complete, special care is needed to select
the proper polynomial representation for the data. While it
may be tempting to fit a high-order polynomial such that
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Figure 6: Error in RCS as a function of layer separation. At higher
frequencies error variation displays overdamped characteristics.
Simulation parameters: frequency = 1150 MHz, amplitude = 3.5 cm,
period = 2 m, εr1 = 5.5 + i, εr2 = 35 + 2i, σrms1 = 2 cm, l1 = 20 cm,
σrms2 = 5 cm, and l2 = 20 cm.

the residual error is exactly zero, the polynomial function
may oscillate rapidly between the sample points, which
represents nonphysical behavior and significantly degrades
the inversion algorithm. A lower-degree fit, on the other
hand, could produce a less accurate function representation
with errors accumulating rapidly with each subsequent
dimension. To address both of these problems, the method
developed here optimally balances the quality of the closed
form models and the robustness of the inversion algorithm,
as described below. The initial simulated data space is broken
up into subspaces of the same dimension but with only a
subset of the total points along each dimension (typically 4
points). For example, for the case of 3 unknown variables,
the complete data space is a cube, and the subspaces are
smaller cubes that completely fill the larger space. Typically,
we use polynomials of 3rd order to fit the data in each
subspace, resulting in an analytical model for that subspace
(Figure 8). The 3rd-order polynomials are fitted with high
accuracy and generally produce nonzero 2nd order partial
derivatives, which are used in a conjugate-gradient-based
inversion algorithm. If a unique solution for the problem
exists, it must be contained in one of the data subspaces
shown in Figure 8.

The retrieval problem is solved for each individual data
subspace, and the best solution is then selected based on the
magnitude of an appropriately defined cost function. The
inversion algorithm used in this work is a local optimizer
based on conjugate gradient method. The cost function to
be minimized can be expressed as

L(x) =
N
∑

n=1

(

fn(x1, x2, x3)− fobsn

)2, (9)

where x = [x1, . . . , xm] is a solution vector, with m
corresponding to the dimension of the inversion, fobsn is
the nth component of independent observation vector, and
fn(x) is the nth estimate. The procedure starts by computing
two initial vectors: g0 = ∇L(x0) and d0 = −g0. Then,
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Figure 7: Error in RCS as a function of surface roughness σrms.
Larger values of roughness of the 2nd interface have a greater impact
on the total RCS. Simulation parameters: frequency = 150 MHz,
amplitude = 3.5 cm, period = 2 m, εr1 = 5.5 + i, εr2 = 35 + 2i,
σrms1 = 2 cm, l1 = 20 cm, and l2 = 20 cm.
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Figure 8: Data subspaces (3 variable case). The total data space is
broken up into smaller subspaces. The subspaces typically contain 4
points along each direction providing error-free fits with 3rd order
polynomials and non-zero 2nd derivatives. The inversion algorithm
is then applied to every individual subspace, and the best solution is
then selected.

the following equation is evaluated iteratively until sufficient
level of convergence or the maximum number of iterations is
reached:

xk+1 = xk + λkdk, (10)

where dk+1 and λk are given by

dk+1 = −gk+1 + bkdk, λk = − ∇L(xk) · dk

∇(∇L(xk) · dk) · dk
,

bk = gk+1
t · (gk+1 − gk

)

gk
t · gk

.

(11)

Since all of the operations are performed on closed-form
functions, these operations, including multiple gradient
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Table 2: Maximum number of iterations to converge.

Number of Variables Type of function Iterations to converge

1 Cubic polynomial 8

2 Cubic polynomial 17

3 Cubic polynomial 54

computations, are analytic and do not accumulate errors.
The algorithm is very efficient compared to most global
optimization techniques and usually converges in less than 50
iterations. Since the inversion algorithm is a local optimizer,
the convergence to the global minimum is not guaranteed
[25]. Breaking up the problem into subspaces increases the
chances of finding a global minimum, since the algorithm
can only get trapped in the local minimum and not converge
to a global minimum if both are present within one data
subspace; the probability of this event is very small compared
to the case where the search is over the entire data domain.

3.1. Computational Efficiency of Inversion Algorithm. The
inversion algorithm described in this work is an efficient
local optimizer which is able to achieve high levels of
accuracy in relatively few steps. As the data space is broken
into subspaces, the problem is solved individually in every
subspace. If a unique solution is to be obtained, and if
the maximum allowable error is set to a sufficiently low
values, the algorithm should only converge in one of the
data subspaces and run out of the maximum allowable
iterations in others. Since the majority of time is spent
looking for the solution in subspaces which do not contain
the global minimum, the maximum allowable number of
iterations is a critical parameter for computational efficiency
of the algorithm. The overall computational time beyond
the initial overhead of obtaining the closed form solutions
is approximately equal to

ttotal = tcg ·Nmax ·Nsubspaces. (12)

ttotal is total run time to complete the inversion process, tcg

is runtime for a single iteration of CG within a subspace,
Nmax is maximum number of iterations, and Ns is number
of subspaces.

The number of iterations it usually takes to reach
convergence depends on the type of closed formed functions
used to fit the data, the maximum allowable error, and the
overall dimension of the problem. Table 2 summarizes the
empirically found results. As expected, higher dimensions
require significantly more iterations to reach convergence.

The maximum acceptable value for the cost function
was set to 10−3. The user can set the Nmax parameter, the
value of which is critical to the computation time of the
overall inversion algorithm. If we assume there is a unique
solution and there is no subspace overlap, the solution must
be contained in only one subspace. Therefore, the algorithm
runs Nmax times in all other subspaces without reaching
convergence. In the case of nonunique solutions, or solutions
at the boundaries of subspaces, fewer iterations are typically
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Figure 9: RCS is an oscillating function of depth, especially for
lossless cases, because as depth increases, it periodically becomes
equal to an integer multiple of half a wavelength. Therefore, more
than one observation is usually necessary to obtain a unique
solution.

needed since the algorithm will converge faster than Nmax in
more than one subspace.

3.2. Effect of Observation Parameters on Inversion Results.
In order for the inversion algorithm to produce a unique
solution for N-independent variables, there needs to be at
least N-independent observations. However, depending on
the characteristics of the forward scattering model, there are
still ambiguous cases when two or more combinations of
parameters produce the same value for the backscattering
coefficients. To illustrate this point using a one-variable case,
Figure 9 shows the dependence of backscattering coefficient
on the layer separation at two different frequencies. Since
it is a one-variable case with the only unknown being the
layer separation d, one observation could potentially be
enough to obtain a unique solution. If the true value of layer
separation is d = 0.7 m, this value corresponds to the cross-
section values of −33.7 dB and −36.8 dB for 120 MHz and
150 MHz respectively. If only one observation is used, the
inversion algorithm converges to two solutions for each of
the frequencies (marked with asterisks), and it is impossible
to pick the right solution without additional information.
However, when both observations are used, the algorithm
inevitably picks out the correct solution. The same principle
applies to higher dimensions.

Figure 10 shows the results for one observation (one-
variable case). As can be seen, the algorithm often converges
to multiple solutions, and more observations are needed to
remove the ambiguity. Introducing another observation that
is closely spaced in frequency (20 MHz apart) and therefore
not completely independent from the original observation
helps eliminate a few double solutions, but the algorithm
still fails to produce a unique solution every time (see
Figure 11). If the second observation is replaced by one
taken at a very different frequency (for example, 450 MHz),
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Figure 10: Only one observation is used in the inversion resulting
in nonunique solutions. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm,
l = 20 cm, εr1 = 5.5 + .3i, σrms = 7 cm, and H2O frac. = .15.
Observation channel: f1 = 120 MHz.
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Figure 11: Even though two observations are used, the observations
are closely spaced (in frequency) resulting in limited improve-
ment in the quality of the inversion. Parameters: θi = 40 deg,
amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, εr1 = 5.5 + .3i, σrms = 7 cm, H2O
frac. = .15. Observation channels: f1 = 120 MHz, f2 = 150 MHz.

the algorithm converges to a unique solution every time
(see Figure 12). Additional observations would not result in
further improvement in the absence of noise, but could be
helpful in practical situations when measurement noise is
present. The same trend continues for 2 and 3 dimensions
(see Figures 13 and 14) although it normally takes more
observations for the algorithm to converge to a correct solu-
tion every time. When applied to radar remote sensing, these
observations are backscattering cross-section measurements
at difference frequencies, polarizations, and incidence angles.
In the case of observations taken at different frequencies,
the frequency separation should be large enough to ensure a
necessary degree of linear independence. When observations
are cross-section measurements taken at frequencies that are
spaced close to one another, the algorithm typically produces
multiple solutions.
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Figure 12: Two observations separated in frequency are used
to produce nearly perfect results. Parameters: θi = 40 deg,
amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, εr1 = 5.5 + .3i, σrms = 7 cm, and
H2O frac. = .15. Observation channels: f1 = 120 MHz and f2 =
460 MHz.
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Figure 13: For the two-variable case, the minimum number
of observations is used. The observations are closely spaced in
frequency producing nonunique inversion results. Parameters: θi =
40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, εr1 = 5.5+.3i, and σrms = 7 cm.
Observation channels: f1 = 120 MHz, f2 = 150 MHz.

3.3. Inversion Results and Sensitivity to Errors in the Backscat-
tering Coefficients. The algorithm described in this work is
an efficient and robust method for retrieving parameters of
interest from radar cross-section measurements. Once the
initial simulation over multiple parameters is complete and
subspace-based closed formed expressions are obtained, all
subsequent operations such as computing 2nd order partial
derivatives are analytical and therefore do not accumulate
errors. In this section we show validation results, first using
noise-free simulated data for a wide variety of layered
medium parameters, followed by the results for the noisy
case. Figures 15 and 16 show estimated parameters versus
true values for a 3-variable inversion (the other variable
being the roughness of the layer). In this case six observations
at different frequencies were used (120 MHz, 150 MHz,
180 MHz, 400 MHz, 435 MHz, and 460 MHz).
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Figure 14: Three independent observations are used in a 2-
variable case resulting in significantly improved inversion results.
Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, εr1 =
5.5 + .3i, and σrms = 7 cm. Observation channels: f1 = 120 MHz,
f2 = 180 MHz, and f3 = 460 MHz.
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Figure 15: Retrieval of layer separation for 3-variable noise-free
case. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, and
εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 16: Retrieval of water content of the 3rd layer for 3-variable
errorless case. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l =
20 cm, and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 17: Retrieval of layer separation (3-variable case). Erms =
.1 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, Amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, and
εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 18: Retrieval of layer separation (3-variable case). Erms =
.5 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, and
εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.

Since all measurements include some error, it is impor-
tant to analyze the robustness of the inversion algorithm
when real observations containing errors are used. Figure 17
shows the same scenario as Figure 15 for layer separation
retrieval, but this time 0.1 dB of Gaussian noise was added
to the observations. Increasing the error to 0.5 dB (see
Figure 18), we can see the increase in the error in the
retrieved parameters, but, overall, the errors remain relatively
small, and the algorithm does not break down. Increasing the
error to 1 dB (see Figure 19), we notice the further increase
in error, but the algorithms still perform considerably well.
Similar analysis is then performed to analyze the error
performance of the algorithm when retrieving the water
content of the 3rd layer. Typically, the sensitivity of the
backscattering coefficients to the moisture content in the 3rd
layer is lower than to the layer separation, and therefore it is
important to make sure that the inversion algorithm is robust
enough to be effective. Figures 20, 21, and 22 demonstrate
that the algorithm retains robustness in retrieval of the water
content in the 3rd layer. Since the parameters retrieved from
the top interface are incorporated in developing closed-form
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Figure 19: Retrieval of layer separation (3-variable case). Erms =
1 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, and
εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 20: Retrieval of H2O fraction in the 3rd layer (3-variable
case). Erms = .1 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm,
l = 20 cm, and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 21: Retrieval of H2O fraction in the 3rd layer (3-variable
case) Erms = .5 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm,
l = 20 cm, and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 22: Retrieval of H2O fraction in the 3rd layer (3-variable
case) Erms = 1 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l =
20 cm, and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i.
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Figure 23: Retrieval of H2O fraction in the 2nd layer (3-variable
case). Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude = 3 cm, l = 20 cm, and
εr1 = 5.5 + .3i. Observation frequencies: 1000 MHz, 1100 MHz, and
1200 MHz.

equations relating subsurface parameters to backscattering
coefficients, it is especially critical that the retrieval of these
parameters can be as accurate and robust as possible. To
minimize the contribution of the subsurface, the simulation
was performed at three L-band frequencies: 1000 MHz,
1100 MHz, and 1200 MHz. Figures 23 and 24 depict the
retrieval of water fraction of the middle layer and amplitude
of the periodic interface for the errorless case. With the data
from the three measurement channels, the inversion results
are very accurate and converge to a correct solution in every
case. Figures 25, 26, and 27 depict the inversion results from
the amplitude of the periodic interface when .1 dB, .5 dB,
and 1 dB RMS error is introduced to the backscattering
coefficients. As predicted the error in the retrieved amplitude
increases with increased error in the backscattering coeffi-
cients but the algorithm retains robustness.
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Figure 24: Retrieval of the amplitude of the periodic interface (2-
variable case). Parameters: θi = 40 deg, l = 20 cm, and εr1 = 5.5 +
.3i. Observation frequencies: 1000 MHz, 1100 MHz, and 1200 MHz.
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Figure 25: Retrieval of the amplitude of the periodic interface (2-
variable case) Erms = .1 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, amplitude =
3 cm, l = 20 cm, and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i. Observation frequencies:
1000 MHz, 1100 MHz, and 1200 MHz.

4. Conclusion

An efficient and robust algorithm for retrieval of parameters
of interest from scattering coefficients is described in this
work. The forward model uses EBCM to obtain a reflection
matrix for each interface. The Floquet modes for each inter-
face are matched to relate parameters of interest to scattering
coefficients for the entire system. The full model is simulated
for a range of parameters, and the resulting data space
is broken up into multiple subspaces, and closed-formed
representations are determined for each of the subspaces.
The conjugate gradient based inversion algorithm is applied
to produce a solution in each individual subspace, and the
best solution is then picked out based on the magnitude of
an appropriately defined cost function. The sensitivity of the
algorithm to errors in ancillary parameters and scattering
coefficients is carefully analyzed. Experimental validation of
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Figure 26: Retrieval of the amplitude of the periodic interface (2-
variable case) Erms = .5 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, l = 20 cm,
and εr1 = 5.5 + .3i. Observation frequencies: 1000 MHz, 1100 MHz,
and 1200 MHz.
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Figure 27: Retrieval of the amplitude of the periodic interface (2-
variable case) Erms = 1 dB. Parameters: θi = 40 deg, l = 20 cm, and
εr1 = 5.5 + .3i. Observation frequencies: 1000 MHz, 1100 MHz, and
1200 MHz.

the proposed models is an ongoing work, with some earlier
tower-based radar system producing inconclusive results due
to calibration and hardware problems (see [26]). Currently,
a newly developed triband radar system is being tested
showing promising preliminary results. With the expected
availability of radar instruments—tower- or aircraft-based—
operating simultaneously (or in tandem) at L and P bands,
the technique described in this paper provides an effective
tool for high-accuracy and robust retrievals for a variety
of subsurface sensing applications. This technique can find
applications in missions like the upcoming NASA Earth
Ventures-1 Airborne Microwave Observatory of Subcanopy
and Subsurface (AirMOSS), with the possibility of flying
AirMOSS and the NASA/JPL Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) (P-band and L-band)
pods on the same aircraft.
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In small-scale measurements, ground-penetrating radar (GPR) often uses a higher frequency to detect a small object or structural
changes in the ground. GPR becomes more sensitive to the natural heterogeneity of the soil when a higher frequency is used.
Soil heterogeneity scatters electromagnetic waves, and the scattered waves are in part observed as unwanted reflections that are
often referred to as clutter. Data containing a great amount of clutter are difficult to analyze and interpret because clutter disturbs
reflections from objects of interest. Therefore, modeling GPR clutter is useful to assess the effectiveness of GPR measurements. In
this paper, the development of such a technique is discussed. This modeling technique requires the permittivity distribution of
soil (or its geostatistical properties) and gives a nominal value of clutter power. The paper demonstrates the technique with the
comparison to the data from a GPR time-lapse measurement. The proposed technique is discussed in regard to its applicability
and limitations based on the results.

1. Introduction

During the last years, ground-penetrating radar (GPR) has
been used more and more commonly for small-scale meas-
urements in civil engineering and hydrology. Small changes
in a medium need to be captured with a high sensitivity
in such applications. Therefore, high frequencies (typically
around 1 GHz or higher) are often employed. With increas-
ing the frequency, GPR becomes more sensitive to hetero-
geneity of the medium surrounding objects, which results
in unwanted scattering (commonly referred to as clutter)
in the data. Clutter degrades the quality of GPR data and
makes their analysis and interpretation difficult. Assessing
the effectiveness of GPR by using rapid measurements and
analysis in a site prior to the actual survey may help saving
time and costs.

Studies on GPR and electromagnetic wave scattering in
relation to random media have already been carried out in
the past. These studies may be categorized into two types:
numerical or analytical simulations of scattering for mod-
eling the GPR response of heterogeneous media (e.g., [1–
4]), and characterization of heterogeneous subsurface media
by analyzing GPR data (e.g., [5–8]). The first type of

studies requires a model of the heterogeneous medium. The
simulated GPR response may be exact; however, exactly the
same response cannot be obtained from different media.
The latter type of studies has demonstrated the usefulness
of the GPR data to characterize subsurface media in terms
of dielectric and electric properties. A challenging point
of studies on GPR with heterogeneous media is the fact
that each heterogeneous distribution of soil is unique and
exactly the same distribution cannot be found. Furthermore,
to simulate full wave GPR response, three-dimensional
distribution of electric, dielectric, and magnetic properties
of soil need to be known which requires tremendous time
and destructive measurements. In case of the detection of
buried objects by GPR, the response of heterogeneous soil
is considered geological noise (i.e., clutter) and it disturbs
the target signature. The peak clutter power can be used to
assess the detection performance in this case and the full
wave information of clutter is not necessary. Therefore, a
model that provides clutter power from soil heterogeneity
has become of our interest, and simulating full wave GPR
signature of heterogeneous soil is not the scope of the
work. Random media in this regard may also include
rough ground surface, however the work is focused only
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on the heterogeneous distribution of dielectric property of
soil.

The authors developed a simple modeling method of
GPR clutter caused by heterogeneous soils and demonstrated
the effectiveness of the method by comparing its results
with data acquired during an infiltration experiment [9, 10].
In these previous works, a model was constructed using
parameters obtained by geostatistical analysis of GPR data,
which were assumed to reflect soil heterogeneity. The model
consists of a dielectric sphere, and the radar cross-section
(RCS) of the sphere was calculated. The RCS is proportional
to the backscattering power of the dielectric sphere and
it is considered to be modeled clutter power. While the
model calculation with the Rayleigh approximation showed
significant difference from clutter actually observed in GPR
data, the modeling with the Mie solution well agreed with
the experiment. However, the agreement was achieved in a
certain range of soil heterogeneity, and it was not in entire
range. The results might indicate some limitations of the
technique and the necessity of modifications for wider ranges
of applicability and more accurate modeling.

The modeling method requires the parameters of soil
heterogeneity, namely, correlation length and variability of
the permittivity that can be determined by a geostatistical
analysis of spatial distribution obtained by field measure-
ments. In this study, the technique is demonstrated by other
data sets that were repeatedly acquired during a few months
on an outdoor test site. Time domain reflectometry (TDR)
data acquired at the same time as the GPR measurements
are used for modeling GPR clutter. Based on these modeling
results, the applicability of the method and the characteristics
of GPR clutter caused by natural soil heterogeneity are
discussed in this paper. The experimental setup is almost
the same as in the previously demonstrated studies [9,
10]. However, in the previous studies, the technique was
demonstrated in the comparison with GPR data collected
under irrigation of the ground which was an artificially
produced change in water content and it can be seen
unnatural. In this study, the changes in water content of the
soils were only due to the seasonal changes of the hydrologic
balance, that is, no artificial precipitations were applied.

2. GPR Clutter Modeling

2.1. Characterization of Soil Heterogeneity. The modeling
technique requires input parameters that characterize soil
heterogeneity and these parameters first need to be obtained.
The easiest way to measure spatial variations of dielectric
permittivity of soils in the field might be by carrying out TDR
measurements at multiple locations on the ground surface.
TDR gives the permittivity (or associated water content)
of soil around the probes, and thus the measurement scale
depends on the probe configuration. If relatively small probes
(e.g., 10 cm in length and 2 cm in separation of the rods)
are employed, the resolution may be similar to that of
high-frequency GPR. Further, TDR typically uses frequencies
ranging from 500 MHz to 1 GHz [11] that corresponds to rel-
atively high frequency GPR. Therefore, TDR measurements
can be used to measure and characterize soil heterogeneity in
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Figure 1: An example of the exponential semivariogram model
with the practical range a = 10 cm and sill C = 0.7.

the similar spatial scale and frequency range as relatively high
frequency GPR.

A semivariogram is a geostatistical analysis tool and it
can be used to quantify heterogeneity. For soil permittivity
data measured on a 1D profile, the semivariogram γ(h) is
computed as [12] follows:

γ(h) = 1
2N

N
∑

i=1

[z(xi + h)− z(xi)]2, (1)

where h is the lag distance, or separation between two data
points, z(xi + h) and z(xi), and N is the number of data pairs
with a constant lag distance h from all data points. Often,
the semivariance γ(h) increases with the lag distance h up
to a certain value and then it becomes constant. The lag
distance h and the semivariance γ(h) where γ(h) becomes
constant are called range a and sill C, respectively. The range
indicates the mean distance at which a data pair does not
correlate anymore and thus it is equivalent to correlation
length and characteristic length [13]. The sill corresponds to
the maximum variance within a data set and thus it is the
indication of the variability. The exponential semivariogram
model with no nugget effect given as [12] follows:

γ̂(h) = C
[

1− exp
(−3h

a

)]

(2)

is fitted to the obtained experimental semivariograms in
order to determine range a and sill C. Since the exponential
model asymptotically reaches its sill, the practical range a
is defined as the distance where the model value reaches
95% of the sill [14, 15]. An example of the exponential
semivariogram model is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.2. Dielectric Sphere Model for GPR Clutter Power Calcula-
tion. A simple model is constructed with the model param-
eters obtained by the semivariogram, that is, correlation
length a and variability C, as well as with the mean of
the measured soil permittivity εm. The model considered in
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d = a/π

ε1

ε2

Figure 2: Model for the calculation of backscattering power. The
model consists of a dielectric sphere with a permittivity ε2 and a
diameter d embedded in a homogeneous space with a permittivity
ε1.

this study is conceptually illustrated in Figure 2. It consists
of a dielectric sphere embedded in a homogeneous space.
The homogeneous background is defined having a dielectric
permittivity equal to the mean permittivity, that is, ε1 = εm.
The circumference of the dielectric sphere is chosen to be
the correlation length and thus the diameter d is defined
as d = a/π, where a is the correlation length of the soil
permittivity distribution determined by the geostatistical
analysis as written in the previous section. The permittivity
of the sphere ε2 is set so that the difference to the ambient
medium is equal to the square root of variability as follows:

Δε = ε2 − ε1 =
√

C. (3)

With this model, the radar cross-section (RCS) that is pro-
portional to the backscattering power of the dielectric sphere
is theoretically calculated, assuming a monostatic config-
uration and plane wave incidence. There are two ways to
calculate RCS for the model: the Mie solution and Rayleigh
approximation. The Mie solution is the exact solution of
Maxwell’s equations and describes the scattering by an
arbitrarily sized particle [16]. Therefore, it is valid in all
frequency and sphere size ranges including not only the Mie
scattering region but also the Rayleigh scattering and optical
regions. By the Mie solution, the RCS σs of a dielectric sphere
is given as [17] follows:

σs = 1
x2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

n

(2n + 1)(−1)n(an − bn)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (4)

where x = kr, k is the wavenumber in the ambient medium,
and r is the radius of the sphere. In case there is no change
in the magnetic permeability between the dielectric sphere

and the ambient medium which is assumed in this study, the
coefficients an and bn are given by the following:

an = m2 jn(mx)
[

x jn(x)
]′ − jn(x)

[

mx jn(mx)
]′

m2 jn(mx)
[

xh(1)
n (x)

]′ − h(1)
n (x)

[

mx jn(mx)
]′ ,

bn = jn(mx)
[

x jn(x)
]′ − jn(x)

[

mx jn(mx)
]′

jn(mx)
[

xh(1)
n (x)

]′ − h(1)
n (x)

[

mx jn(mx)
]′ ,

(5)

where m denotes the refractive index. The jn(x) and h(1)
n (x)

are the spherical Bessel function of first kind of order n
and the spherical Hankel function of order n, respectively.
Primes mean derivatives with respect to the argument. The
summation in (4) is theoretically from n = 1 to ∞, but the
infinite series can be truncated after nmax = x + 4x1/3 + 2
[17].

The Rayleigh approximation describes scattering by a
small particle compared to a wavelength [17], and it is
generally valid only in Rayleigh scattering region. In such a
case (x � 1), the Mie solution (4) and (5) can be simplified
by the Rayleigh approximation as [17] as follows:

σs = 4x4

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

m2 − 1
m2 + 2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (6)

The equation exhibits that the scattering power due to the
particle is inversely proportional to the fourth power of
the wavelength (or proportional to the fourth power of the
sphere size) in Rayleigh scattering region.

In this study, both Mie solution and Rayleigh approxima-
tion were examined.

3. Repetitive GPR Measurements

GPR and TDR measurements were carried out on an outdoor
test site at the Leibniz Institute for Applied Geophysics
(LIAG) in Hannover, Germany. The soil at the test site is
a natural soil material that was developed in postglacial
sedimented aeolian sand. These deposits cover the quater-
nary sediments and form the uppermost layer in wide areas
of North German lowland plain. The texture of the soil
is medium sand with 1.0, 6.7, and 92.3% of mineral soil
of clay, silt, and sand contents, respectively. The soil also
has high humus content that is 6.3%. At the time of data
acquisition, the ground surface was covered by grass, which
was considered to increase the heterogeneity of soil mois-
ture distribution and the associated dielectric permittivity
distribution due to the water consumption by the irregular
root system. A GPR system (GSSI SIR-3000) with 1.5 GHz
antennas was employed. GPR data were collected on the
ground along a 5 m long profile. At the same time as the
GPR measurements, the dielectric permittivity of the topsoil
was measured by a TDR (FOM/mts, Institute of Agrophysics
of the Polish Academy of Sciences) on the same profile.
The TDR uses two 10 cm-long stainless probes with the
separation of 1.6 cm. GPR scanned the full 5 m long profile
and sampled data every 1 cm, while TDR measurements were
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Figure 3: GPR profiles on a 5 m long profile acquired on (a) April 15th, (b) April 21st, (c) April 28th, (d) May 5th, (e) May 26th, (f) June
3rd, and (g) June 17th. Travel time was converted to depth using mean permittivity measured by TDR (Figure 4). Amplitudes of the profiles
were normalized throughout the measurements. Only a bandpass filter was applied.

carried out every 2 cm along only the first 1 m of the profile.
The measurements were repeated seven times from April to
June 2010 with the same equipment, under the same set up
and on the same profile.

Figure 3 shows all seven GPR profiles. In order to keep
the original characteristics of raw GPR data, no advanced
signal processing but only a bandpass filter for the removal
of DC and high frequency noise components was applied
to the data. The travel time was converted to depth using
the mean permittivity measured by the TDR in each case
(shown in Figure 4) and the amplitudes were normalized to
the maximum throughout all the measurements. Almost the
same patterns can be observed in all seven radar profiles.
Only small changes in pattern and intensity differences
are observed. Figure 4 shows the spatial change of relative
permittivity measured by TDR at the same time with
the GPR measurements. The associated volumetric water
content was given by Topp’s equation [18]. It can be observed
that the water content and permittivity changed due to
evapotranspiration and some precipitation events. It has to
be noted that the site was left completely natural during the
measurements (i.e., without any water artificially applied).

4. Modeling of Clutter in the Measured
GPR Data

4.1. Geostatistical Analysis of the TDR Data. Experimental
semivariograms were calculated according to (1) for the
TDR permittivity data as shown in Figure 5(a). By semi-
automatically fitting the exponential model with no nugget
effect given by (2) to the experimental semivariograms in the
least square manner, the correlation length and variability
of dielectric permittivity distributions were obtained as
shown in Figure 5(b). The result showed that the correlation
length and variability changed in the ranges of 10–25 cm
and 0.5–1.5, respectively, and thus the heterogeneity of soil
permittivity had changed naturally during the experiments.

4.2. Clutter Modeling. The determined correlation length
and variability as well as the mean permittivity were
set into the model shown in Figure 1 and clutter power was
calculated with this model as described. In this study, both
Mie solution and Rayleigh solution were examined and the
calculations are shown in Figure 6. Modeled clutter power
was normalized by the mean for comparison.
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Figure 4: (a) Spatial variation of the relative permittivity of topsoil up to 10 cm depth measured by a time domain reflectometry (TDR) on
the first 1 m of the profile with 2 cm spacing and (b) the mean permittivity of the TDR measurements. Volumetric water content is calculated
from permittivity by Topp’s equation [18].
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Figure 5: (a) Experimental semivariograms of soil permittivity distribution measured by the TDR and (b) correlation length and variability
determined from the semivariograms, which are denoted by a and C, respectively in (2).

In order to confirm the modeling, clutter observed
in the GPR data was extracted for the comparison with
modeled clutter. The 20 highest amplitudes in a depth
section deeper than 7.5 cm that was just below the ground
surface reflection were picked from the GPR data shown
in Figure 3. The extracted clutter power and their mean
values are plotted with crosses in Figure 7. Clutter modeled
with the Mie solution is similar to the mean of the picked
clutter power. They do not perfectly fit, but the tendencies
(ups and downs) agree. On the other hand, the modeled
clutter with the Rayleigh approximation does not really fit
to the experiments. Mean squared errors of modeled clutter

with the Mie solution and Rayleigh approximation are 0.15
and 0.87, respectively. The result indicates that the power of
clutter signals caused by soil heterogeneity can roughly be
calculated by the Mie solution for a rather simple model,
shown in Figure 2, with the support of measurements of soil
permittivity spatial distribution (i.e., TDR measurements)
and a geostatistical analysis.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, GPR clutter was modeled from the soil
heterogeneity that was characterized by the geostatistical
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Figure 6: Modeled clutter power using the Mie solution (blue dots)
and Rayleigh approximation (red circles). Values are normalized by
the mean.
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Figure 7: Clutter power extracted from the GPR data and modeled
clutter. The crosses and dash-dot line indicate the 20 highest clutter
power in the GPR data and their mean, respectively. Values were
normalized by the mean of all clutter power.

analysis of TDR measurements. The modeling results agreed
with clutter power observed in the GPR data.

The method could reasonably model the GPR clutter
variation caused by the change in soil heterogeneity over
a few months. However, modeling did not fit perfectly
to the experiments. Especially, the errors for the first (on
April 15th), fourth (on May 5th), and sixth (on June 3rd)
measurements are relatively large as shown in Figure 7. The
possible reason can be found in relative correlation length
(Figure 8) and variability (red circles in Figure 5(b)). The
results on these dates showed longer correlation lengths and
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Figure 8: Correlation length relative to wavelength determined
from the semivariograms.
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larger variability. The second measurements on April 21st
showed a longer correlation length, but variability was not
large and thus the modeling error is not large. To illustrate
the modeling error in relation to the geostatistical properties
of soil heterogeneity, the errors are plotted with respect
to correlation lengths relative to wavelength multiplied by
variability (i.e., Ca/λ) in Figure 9. It is clearly seen that the
modeling error becomes larger as the quantity increases. The
observation also supports the results of our previous work;
the modeling did not fit well to the experiments immediately
after irrigation where long correlation lengths and large
variability were observed [9, 10]. A possible explanation
is that a longer correlation length may indicate gradual
changes of permittivity in space that contradict a sharp
boundary assumed in the dielectric sphere model. Moreover,
a larger variability may cause larger scattering and thus more
complex wave interactions in the soil and they are not taken
into account in the simple modeling.
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Comparing the modeled (Figure 6) or measured clutter
(Figure 7) to the determined correlation length and vari-
ability of dielectric permittivity of the heterogeneous soils
(Figure 5(b)), a simple relationship between these param-
eters and clutter power cannot be found. This is because
the scattering by heterogeneous soils is in the Mie scattering
region as the relative correlation lengths are larger than 1
(Figure 8) and suggested by [19]. The backscattering power
oscillates as correlation length varies in this region and thus
a simple relationship cannot be found. If the scattering
was dominated by Rayleigh scattering, clutter power and
these parameters characterizing the soil heterogeneity should
have a direct correlation since scattering in the Rayleigh
scattering region can be expressed by a relatively simple
form as given in (6). In fact, the modeled clutter power
with the Rayleigh approximation is much larger than that
with the Mie scattering if they are not normalized as shown
in Figures 6 and 7. Since the Mie solution is also valid
in the Rayleigh scattering region, both calculations should
give similar values if the scattering problem was in the
Rayleigh scattering region. Therefore, it is evident that the
scattering caused by soil heterogeneity, which is observed
as clutter and represented by the dielectric sphere model
in this study is dominated by Mie scattering. This may be
the case that a relatively higher frequency (e.g., higher than
1 GHz) is employed. It is different to the situation with a
lower frequency, which is commonly used for large-scale
measurements. In the case of a lower frequency GPR, the
scattering due to heterogeneous media may be governed by
Rayleigh scattering [11].
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A model-based imaging framework is applied to correct the target distortion seen in microwave imaging through a periodic wall
structure. In addition to propagation delays caused by the wall, it is shown that the structural periodicity induces high-order space
harmonics leading to other ghost artifacts in the through-wall image. To overcome these distortions, the periodic layer Green’s
function is incorporated into the forward model. A linear back-projection solution and a nonlinear minimization solution are
applied to solve the inverse problem. The model-based back-projection image corrects the distortion and has higher resolution
compared with free space due to the inclusion of multipath propagation through the periodic wall, but considerable sidelobe
clutter is present. The nonlinear solution not only corrects target distortion without clutter but also reduces the solution to a
sparse form.

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic sensing has been routinely used for imag-
ing selected objects in obstructive complex environments.
Among them, ground-penetrating radars (GPR), operating
in UHF/VHF frequencies, have been used to detect land-
mines and locate buried targets [1, 2]. Synthetic aperture
radars (SARs) have also been extensively used for land
surface and subsurface mapping. As is well known, all such
RF sensing systems suffer from multiscattering effects that
distort the image. This issue is even more pronounced
in through-wall radar imaging [3–5] where the wall can
cause image dislocation, deformation, and ghosting due to
propagation delay, ray bending, and higher order modal
scattering from structural periodicity [6].

Several efforts have been published on improving
through-wall imaging [7–11]. However, these works have
primarily focused on imaging through homogeneous layered
walls. In this paper, we instead focus on an imaging frame-
work aimed at mitigating multi-scattering from periodic
walls. Specifically, we introduce a corrective approach that
overcomes issues with RF propagation through a periodic
wall. When compared to our previous work in [12–14],

this paper provides a more generalized framework that can
be used to correct propagation distortions and enhance
target resolution. Rather than using numerical techniques to
characterize propagation through periodic structures [15–
18], a much faster near zone Floquet modal solution [19,
20] is incorporated into a linear forward model. A back-
projection (BP-) based image is then obtained from the
forward model using a diagonal approximation to the least-
squares matrix solution. Due to the multipath introduced
by the Floquet modes, the BP solution actually gives a
higher resolution image than in free space. However, it also
introduces high side-lobes and clutter into the image.

To overcome the limitations of the BP solution, Cetin
and Karl’s nonlinear minimization algorithm [21] is applied
to attain a sparse solution of the forward model that
superresolves the image while also avoiding the side-lobes
and clutter of the linear solution. An efficient translation-
invariant point spread function (PSF) approximation is
introduced to greatly reduce the computational cost of the
non-linear minimization algorithm.

Below, we begin (Section 2) by formulating the forward
model that characterizes the scattering from an ideal point
scatterer behind a periodic wall. Next, Section 3 describes
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Figure 1: Line source illumination of a periodic wall. Radiated fields from the line source are represented with a plane wave spectral
expansion. Each plane wave gives rise to another set of transmitted Floquet plane waves.

the proposed imaging methods that incorporate the for-
ward model to restore the image of targets behind the
wall. Simulated imaging results are presented in Section 4.
The formulation is presented for a two-dimensional (2D)
problem and may be extended to 3D in a straightforward
manner. An e jωt harmonic time convention is assumed and
suppressed.

2. Forward Model for the Near-Zone Scattering
from Targets Seen through a Periodic Wall

Let us consider the near field illumination of a periodic wall
as depicted in Figure 1. The spectral form of the incident field
radiated by a unit amplitude line source is given in [19] as:

Ez
(

ρ
) = − k0Z0

4
H(2)

0

(

k0
∣

∣ρ− ρ′∣∣)

= − k0Z0

4π

∫ π/2

−π/2
e− jk0·(y−y′) cosβ− jk0(x−x′) sinβ cosβ dβ,

(1)

where ρ′ = (x′, y′) and ρ = (x, y) refer to the line source
and receiver locations. k = x̂ kx + ŷ ky with β denoting
the incident angle measured from the y axis. Z0 and k0 are
the free space impedance and wave number, respectively, and

H(2)
0 is the zero-order Hankel function of the second kind. As

the integral in (1) can be interpreted as a summation of plane
waves, each plane wave then gives rise to a discrete set of

transmitted Floquet modes (see Figure 1). The transmission
through the periodic wall takes the form:

Ez
(

ρ
) = − k0Z0

4π

∫ π/2

−π/2
e jk0x′ sinβ+ jk0 y′ cosβ

·
[ ∞
∑

m=−∞
Tm
(

β
) · e− jk0x sinβm−k0(y−h) cosβm

]

cosβ dβ.

(2)

Here, Tm and βm are the transmission coefficients and
associated propagation angles, respectively, of the Floquet
modes generated by the plane wave e jk0(x cosβ+y sinβ). The
outgoing direction of the Floquet modes is defined by:

k0 sinβm = k0 sinβ +
2πm
d

m = 0,±1,±2,±3 · · · (3)

with d being the unit cell length along the x direction.
As usual, m = 0 refers to the directly transmitted mode
satisfying Snell’s law. For m /= 0, the outgoing plane waves
only propagate when | sinβm| ≤ 1 (that is, they are
evanescent otherwise). All propagating modes are used in
the results that follow, and no evanescent modes are used.
Inclusion of evanescent modes is not needed since the
imaging points are far away from the wall. The associated
transmission coefficients in (2) are computed via the mode
matching solution of [19, 20].

A scattering problem can typically be formulated as the
linear superposition of the first-order scattering from a set of
ideal point scatterers, assuming no interactions between the
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Figure 2: Illustration of the near zone through-wall sensing: (a) in the absence of a wall, (b) in the presence of a periodic cinderblock wall.

points. This leads to the definition of a discrete forward model
given by:

s = Af + n, (4)

where s is a column vector of length Q and contains the
amplitude and phase of the scattered fields, and f is a column
vector of length N representing the reflectivity of the imaged
points (pixels). Consequently, A is the Q × N forward
model matrix describing the two-way propagation between
the sensors and reflecting pixels. Finally, n is a residual
vector that contains noise, extraneous scattering (clutter),
and model mismatch errors. The elements of A are found
from (2). For example, for monostatic sensing, the elements
are given by,

Aqn =
[

Ez
(

ρn

)]2
∣

∣

∣

∣

ρ′=ρ′q ,
, (5)

where ρn is the location of the nth pixel and ρ′q is the source
location of the qth measurement. It is noted that the index
q also encompasses multiple frequencies (k0 values) in the
phase history domain. The square of Ez in (5) follows from
the reciprocity relationship between the paths from the line
source to the scattering point and back. The linear forward
model of (4) may now be solved as an inverse problem as
described in the next section.

3. Inverse Imaging Solutions

In generating an image of the scatterers behind the wall, we
must solve for f using the received scattering vector s and a
good approximation of the matrix A. Since Q is in general
not equal to N, the least squares solution of (4) may be
formulated as:

f =
[

AHA
]−1

AHs, (6)

where the superscript “H” denotes the complex conjugate
transpose (or Hermitian) of matrix A. Typically, the image

space is more densely sampled than the intrinsic resolution
of the imaging system, which results in the pixels having
linear dependencies and the matrix AHA becoming rank-
deficient. In that case, (6) cannot be solved directly without
the use of regularization or a pseudoinverse. However, it
is expected that AHA is diagonally dominant even if the
pixels are somewhat linearly dependent. A fast solution may,
therefore, be found by approximating AHA with its diagonal
elements yielding:

f ≈
(

diag
[

AHA
])−1

AHs. (7)

We observe that (7) is evocative of the well-known “SAR
back-projection” or “conjugate-phase matched filter” imag-
ing methods. Indeed, (7) is a diagonally weighted general-
ization of these concepts. Herewith, we will refer to (7) as
the back-projection (BP) method. The BP image may be
generated for the cost of a single matrix-vector product.

As stated above, when the image space is oversam-
pled, the pixels become linearly dependent. Hence there
are an infinite number of solutions that satisfy (4). We
may, therefore, apply some criterion to choose the most
optimal solution based on the assumed scattering model. For
higher resolution, we choose the solution that enhances the
“sparseness.” This may be posed mathematically as finding a

solution ˜f , which satisfies

˜f = min‖f‖p subject to ‖s− Af‖2 ≤ ε. (8)

Here ‖f‖p denotes the p-norm of the vector f defined in [21]
as

‖f‖p ≈
N
∑

i=1

(

|fi|2 + δ
)p/2

, (9)

where δ is a small positive constant, N is the length of
complex vector f , and fi is the ith element of f . The norm is
defined for any real number p ≥ 0, and when 0 ≤ p ≤
1, (8) obtains the sparse solution and enhances the target
resolution by minimizing the number of nonzero pixels in
the image [21].
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Figure 3: Back-projection images of the two point targets for the configuration in Figure 2 with data collected over the band 0.7–1.0 GHz:
(a) image in free space, (b) Image in presence of the cinderblock wall using the free space Green’s function, (c) image in presence of the
cinderblock wall using the periodic layer Green’s function.

It is possible to define an optimization function based
directly on (8), but for reasons that will become clear we
again use the least-squares form of (4), or the image domain
forward model,

AHs = AHAf + AHn (10)

or equivalently,

g = Bf + nid, (11)

where g = AHs, B = AHA, and nid is the noise/clutter
vector in the image domain. B is an N × N matrix whose
columns may be interpreted as the point spread functions
(PSFs) of the pixels and transforms the ideal image f to
a degraded image g, which is simply the unweighted BP
solution. In practice, it is advantageous to formulate the
forward model this way so that the size of the B matrix
does not depend on the measured data and provides more
flexibility in focusing in on a particular region of the image
domain. A computational advantage of this formulation is
that the PSFs (columns of B) are approximately translation-
invariant, so only one PSF needs to be generated and stored.
Otherwise, B could be an intractably large matrix to deal
with.

As suggested by [21], the sparse solution of (8) may be
obtained by minimizing the functional for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,

ψ(f) = ∥∥g− Bf
∥

∥

2 + λ‖f‖p, (12)

where λ is a positive real parameter chosen a priori to adjust
the relative weight of the sparseness versus the error in the
forward model. Physically, this penalization term serves to
enhance the point-based features in the reconstruction, and
is self-consistent with the point-target assumption of the
forward model. We shall refer to (12) as the “sparse imaging”
approach. Interested readers may also see [22] with regards
to the choice of regularization parameters. Here, (12) is
minimized using the quasi-Newton iterative algorithm with
modified Hessian update as described in [21]. It is noted that
there are more efficient algorithms available for obtaining
a sparse point-target representation of the image (e.g.,
matching and basis pursuits, iterative thresholding, etc.).

However, these methods generally start with the null solution
and add points until the forward model is satisfied. These
points may not necessarily correspond to true scattering
centers and may not, therefore, super-resolve the image. This
is in contrast to the gradient-type optimization used here,
which starts with the BP solution and iteratively sharpens the
image.

4. Simulated Imaging Results

To demonstrate the imaging approaches described in the
previous section, let us consider the through-wall sensing
example in Figure 2. Specifically, two point targets are placed
at (x, y) = (−1 m, 2 m) and (x, y) = (−0.5 m, 2 m). The
monostatic radar is located at y = −6 m and was moved
from x = −3 to 3 m (in 0.05 m step) to obtain the vector s
in the frequency ranges 0.7–1.0 GHz and 1.7–2.0 GHz. Only
the m = 0 Floquet mode is present in the lower frequency
band, whereas the m = −1, 0, 1 modes are present in the
upper frequency band. The measurements were corrupted by
random white noise with 15 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The A matrix is constructed for two cases: (a) in the absence
of a wall (free space) and (b) in the presence of a periodic
cinderblock wall. The wall is assumed infinite in the x and z
directions. In the following, all of the images are normalized
to 0 dB peak magnitude.

The back-projection images computed from (7) for
the two different frequency bands are depicted in Figures
3 and 4, respectively. The (a) images are in free space,
and the (b) images are in the presence of the cinderblock
wall using the free space Green’s function. It is evident
that the lower frequency images exhibit lower cross-range
resolution, as expected. However, they are less susceptible
to wall distortions. It is also seen that the walls introduce
propagation delays leading to shifted and distorted targets. In
the higher frequency band, the higher-order Floquet modes
cause drastic distortion and ghosting as seen in Figure 4(b).

To compensate the wall effects, the back-projection
method was reapplied with A incorporating the appropriate
wall Green’s function. The corresponding images are shown
in Figures 3(c) and 4(c). These images display the true
locations of the targets, although the shape is not completely
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Figure 4: Back-projection images of the two point targets for the configuration in Figure 2 with data collected over the band 1.7–2.0 GHz:
(a) Image in free space, (b) image in presence of the cinderblock wall using the free space Green’s function, (c) image in presence of the
cinderblock wall using the periodic layer Green’s function.
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Figure 5: Sparse images (P = 0.8, λ = 9, 20 iterations) of the two point targets for the configuration in Figure 2 with data collected over the
band 1.7–2.0 GHz: (a) image in free space, (b) image in presence of the cinderblock wall using the free space Green’s function, (c) image in
presence of the cinderblock wall using the periodic layer Green’s function.

restored with respect to the free space image. This is
due to the fact that some frequencies will inevitably be
filtered out by the wall. A very interesting phenomenon is
seen in Figure 4(c), where the image appears to be more
finely resolved than the free space image of Figure 4(a).
Such “super-focusing” is due to exploiting the multipath
associated with the Floquet modes. (It is noted that no
evanescent modes are used in this analysis, so the superfo-
cusing cannot be attributed to evanescent effects as often
claimed in other near-field imaging works.) In the same way
as multipath propagation expands the information capacity
of a communication channel, multiple reflections can lead to
improved image resolution [23, 24].

The latter serves to increase the effective aperture, but at
the expense of introducing more imaging sidelobes.

Next, the sparse images computed by minimizing (12)
are presented in Figure 5 for the 1.7–2.0 GHz frequency
band. As seen in Figure 5(a), in free space the two point
targets are resolved to the size of individual pixels and the
sidelobes are very low on an 80 dB color scale. Figure 5(b)
shows the sparse through-wall image generated using the free
space Green’s function. The sidelobes have been suppressed,
and the point targets are more clearly seen, but they appear
shifted from their true locations and there are several false
targets. The cinderblock wall image is restored in Figure 5(c)

using the appropriate periodic layer Green’s function, and the
sidelobes are reduced to −30 dB relative to the peaks.

Back-projection and sparse imaging methods are also
applied to image a metallic plate with the same scanning
setup as in Figure 2 for frequency range 1.7–2.0 GHz. The
plate extends horizontally from x = −1 to −0.5 m at the
vertical distance of y = 2 m. The output images are displayed
in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Once again Floquet multi-
path propagations severely degrade the back-projection
image (see Figure 6(b)), but if they are compensated for
during the imaging process, we may instead use them to our
advantage for resolution enhancement (at the cost of more
imaging sidelobes) as shown in Figure 6(c). Sparse imaging,
on the other hand, provides much sharper image outputs. If
the wall has been accounted for via appropriate periodic layer
Green’s function, most of the false alarms due to Floquet
multi-paths can be removed.

We remark that a translation-invariant PSF approxima-
tion is used to generate the sparse images of Figures 5 and 7
as discussed in Section 3. Specifically in this example, a single
PSF for a point located at the center pixel of the grid is first
computed. The PSFs for all other pixels are then computed
approximately via 2D convolution. The more exact spatially
varying PSFs may be adapted to further improve image
quality but at a greatly increased computational cost.
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Figure 6: Back-projection images of a metallic plate extending from x = −1 to −0.5 at y = −2 for the configuration in Figure 2 with data
collected over the band 1.7–2.0 GHz: (a) image in free space, (b) image in presence of the cinderblock wall using the free space Green’s
function, (c) image in presence of the cinderblock wall using the periodic layer Green’s function.
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Figure 7: Sparse images (P = 0.8, λ = 9, 20 iterations) of a metallic plate extending from x = −1 to −0.5 at y = −2 for the configuration in
Figure 2 with data collected over the band 1.7–2.0 GHz: (a) image in free space, (b) image in presence of the cinderblock wall using the free
space Green’s function, (c) image in presence of the cinderblock wall using the periodic layer Green’s function.

Computationally, construct of the central PSF and the
initial back-projection image from the forward model and
its Hermitian adjoint are the most time-consuming steps.
For the considered numerical example (with 101 frequency
points, 121 sensor locations, and 81 × 81 imaging pixels),
it took approximately 12 minutes for the back-projection
to generate a model-corrected image on a standard laptop
CPU (Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo T7300 at 2.00 GHz) and
15 minutes for the sparse imaging algorithm. That is, even
though the sparse imaging takes many iterations, it is very
fast because most of the time is spent generating the central
PSF and initial back-projection image.

5. Conclusion

Imaging techniques based on a forward model framework
have been carried out to restore interior targets for near-
zone through-wall surveillance. Specifically, they can be
used to compensate the propagation delays and Floquet
multiscattering of a periodic wall while enhancing the
target resolution. The Floquet multipaths were shown to
superresolve targets in the back-projection image (without
inclusion of evanescent modes), but significant sidelobe
clutter was introduced. The sparse imaging method is able
to superresolve targets directly while correcting for target

distortion. However, if the correct periodic wall model
is not incorporated, the targets are displaced and several
false alarms appear as well. These techniques can also be
applicable to more general surveillance problems involving
different medium Green’s functions.

In this paper we used a known periodic wall model with
a known orientation relative to the source. In the future, it
is of interest to allow uncertainty in the parameters of the
wall model. For example, the periodicity, thickness, dielectric
constant, and relative orientation may be left as variables in
the optimization process. The model-based approach may
then be applied to measured or numerically generated data.
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The target position information contained in scattering data is explored in the context of the scalar Helmholtz operator for the
basic two-point scatterer system by means of the statistical estimation framework of the Fisher information and associated Cramér-
Rao bound (CRB) relevant to unbiased position estimation. The CRB results are derived for the exact multiple scattering model
and, for reference, also for the single scattering or first Born approximation model applicable to weak scatterers. The roles of
the sensing configuration and the scattering parameters in target localization are analyzed. Blind spot conditions under which
target localization is impossible are derived and discussed for both models. It is shown that the sets of sensing configuration
and scattering parameters for which localization is impeded are different but equivalent (they have the same size) under the
exact multiple scattering model and the Born approximation. Conditions for multiple scattering to be useful or detrimental to
localization are derived.

1. Introduction

The longstanding question of quantifying the information
content about a wave scatterer that is contained in scattered
field data has recently been addressed in a number of papers
[1–4] via the statistical signal processing framework of the
Fisher information and the associated Cramér-Rao bound
(CRB) [5]. Motivation for this approach is provided by the
practical interest in the role of the physical phenomenon
of multiple scattering in either enhancing [1–4, 6] or di-
minishing [1, 4] the imaging capabilities relative to the
classical reference provided by diffraction theory and, in
particular, inverse scattering in the Born approximation. Shi
and Nehorai [2] showed via exhaustive numerical computa-
tion that multiple scattering can enhance the estimation of
scattering parameters of multiple scattering point targets in
three-dimensional (3D) space, with particular emphasis on
the idea of adding artificial scatterers to enhance estimation
of parameters associated to sought-after scatterers. Simonetti
et al. [3] showed imaging enhancements from multiple
scattering of point targets in 2D space. On the other hand,

Sentenac et al. [1] and Chen and Zhong [4] demonstrated
that while multiple scattering can under certain circum-
stances enhance imaging, it can in other cases be detrimental,
in comparison to the baseline provided by the single scat-
tering or first Born approximation signal model. Chen and
Zhong [4] provided analytically supported examples of con-
ditions under which the multiple scattering effect is necessar-
ily destructive for electromagnetic transverse-electric (TE)
imaging of cylinders. The use of the Fisher information and
companion CRB approach is key to conclusively address such
fundamental questions since it quantifies the best precision
with which scattering parameters can be estimated, in the
statistical framework of unbiased estimation under given
signal corruption or noise models. This quantification is
fundamental. In particular, it is algorithm-independent and
showcases the role of both scattering parameters and imaging
or sensing configuration. In fact, as is explained by Sentenac
et al. [1], and in other related papers [7–10], this is
the logical theoretical framework to quantify fundamental
imaging limits under multiple scattering where the mapping
from object function to data is nonlinear, which prevents
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the direct application of the standard diffraction limits (λ/2
rule of thumb) of inverse scattering problems under the Born
approximation as well as inverse source problems, where the
respective map is linear and therefore tractable via band-
limitation considerations in spatial Fourier domain.

The present paper continues this line of research by
investigating, within the scalar Helmholtz wave equation for-
malism that arises in acoustics, electromagnetics, and optics,
the Fisher information and CRB for the fundamental case
of two point scatterers in 3D space, with particular emphasis
on the problem of target localization. This concrete canonical
scattering system is the simplest scatterer exhibiting multiple
scattering and provides a mathematically tractable frame-
work to tackle a number of fundamental questions. Partic-
ular attention is given to the exact multiple scattering model,
but, for reference purposes, we also consider the special case
of the first Born approximation applicable to weak scatterers,
which sheds insight into the role of multiple scattering on
either enhancing or diminishing target localization relative
to the baseline provided by the Born approximation. The
derived Fisher information and CRB results for two point
targets are used to interpret and illustrate through both
theoretical analysis and computer examples the roles of the
sensing configuration and the scattering parameters on the
task of localizing the targets. Concrete conditions are given,
backed by the theoretical results, under which localization is
facilitated or obstructed, and the two scattering models are
comparatively analyzed both analytically and numerically.

The main contributions of the present paper can be
summarized as follows. While past focus has centered on
the resolution question [1, 3, 4], we consider the effect
of multiple scattering on localization. We derive closed-
form Fisher information and CRB expressions applicable to
the localization of a given two-point target system (whose
scattering parameters except its position are known) and
exploit the implications of the resulting developments with
the aid of computer illustrations. We derive the conditions
under which localization is impeded, both under the exact
multiple scattering model and in the approximate weak
scattering model. It is shown that the sets of sensing con-
figuration and scattering parameters for which localization
is impeded are different but equivalent (they have the
same size) under the exact multiple scattering model and
the Born approximation. We explicitly give the conditions
under which multiple scattering enhances or diminishes
localizability relative to the reference provided by the first
Born approximation. We provide concrete examples where
multiple scattering outperforms the Born approximation
model with regards to localization (meaning that the Born
approximation predictions are unrealistically pessimistic),
and vice versa situations where the predictions of the Born
approximation model are better (unrealistically optimistic).
In addition, the adoption of the canonical system of two
point scatterers allows us to gain insight into the role of
both sensing configuration and scattering parameters in the
localization of targets, and, in particular, the mathematical
expressions for the Fisher information and CRB derived in
the paper clearly demonstrate factors that depend only on
configuration or on scattering parameters as well as more

complex factors that depend on both. Furthermore, the for-
mally tractable two targets case is not without many practical
applications. The theoretical and computational results of
this work relevant to sensing configurations that enhance
or diminish information content, including blind spots in
the data, and conditions under which multiple scattering
is useful or detrimental, have bearings in practical radar
and sonar systems interrogating two closely spaced targets,
where their own multiple scattering can be used by the
targets to reduce their detection or by the system to optimally
interrogate them so as to gain maximal information.

2. Review of the Multiple Scattering Model

We consider scattering in the context of the Helmholtz
operator. Thus, the probing or incident fields Ψ(i)(r) obey

(∇2 + k2)Ψ(i)(r) = 0, (1)

where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber of the field corre-
sponding to wavelength λ. In the presence of scatterers or
inhomogeneities the total field Ψ(r) obeys

(∇2 + k2)Ψ(r) = V(r)Ψ(r), (2)

whereV(r) = k2−κ2(r), where κ(r) denotes the wavenumber
of the field in the total medium including the scatterers. From
(1) and (2), the scattered field

Ψ(s)(r) = Ψ(r)−Ψ(i)(r) (3)

obeys
(∇2 + k2)Ψ(s)(r) = V(r)Ψ(r). (4)

The solution of (4) obeying the radiation condition is
given by

Ψ(s)(r) =
∫

d3r′V(r′)Ψ(r′)G(r− r′), (5)

where Green’s function G is given by

G(r− r′) = − eik|r−r′|

4π|r− r′| . (6)

In the far zone where |r − r′| � r − s · r′, where r = |r|
and s = r/r, we have

G(r− r′) ∼ − eikr

4πr
e−iks·r′ , (7)

which upon substitution in (5) yields the expression for the
far scattered field:

Ψ(s)(r) ∼ − eikr

4πr
f
(

s;Ψ(i)
)

, (8)

where the quantity f (s;Ψ(i)) is the far-field scattering
amplitude and is given by

f
(

s;Ψ(i)
)

=
∫

d3r′V(r′)Ψ(r′)e−iks·r′ . (9)
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Figure 1: Conceptual illustration of the scattering system.

We focus next on the point scatterer model that is
relevant to scatterers having small dimensions compared to
the wavelength [11]. This model is well known to be at the
heart of many physical models of acoustic, electromagnetic,
and quantum scattering (see [12] for an overview of the
accuracy and applicability of the point scatterer model in
electromagnetics and quantum theory; see also [13] for a
relevant distributional interpretation of the point scatterer
including a discussion of the associated Foldy-Lax multiple
scattering model for point scatterers which is adopted next).
In particular, for point targets having locations Rm, m =
1, 2, . . . ,M and scattering strengths τm, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, we
consider the Foldy-Lax multiple scattering model (see, e.g.,
[13], Tsang et al. [14], page 379), where the scattered field is
given by the discrete counterpart of (5):

Ψ(s)(r) =
M
∑

m=1

τmΨ(Rm)G(r− Rm), (10)

where

Ψ(Rm) = Ψ(i)(Rm) +
M
∑

n=1
n /=m

τnΨ(Rn)G(Rm − Rn). (11)

By using (7) in the expressions (10) and (11) that define the
scattered field, one arrives at (8) where the corresponding
scattering amplitude is given by the discrete counterpart of
(9):

f
(

s;Ψ(i)
)

=
M
∑

m=1

τmΨ(Rm)e−iks·Rm . (12)

To fix ideas, let us focus on a system of two point
scatterers having complex scattering strengths τ1 and τ2, and
positions R1 = (0, 0,d1) and R2 = (0, 0,d2), in the z axis.
A conceptual illustration is given in Figure 1. We assume
that d2 > d1. Let the target separation d = d2 − d1 > 0.
Consider incident plane waves eiksi·r with incidence polar
angle α (cosα = si·ẑ) and far-zone sensing at scattering angle
β (cosβ = s · ẑ). For this two-scatterer system, and under

plane wave excitation, expression (11) yields the system of
equations:

Ψ(R1) = eikd1 cosα + τ2Ψ(R2)G(d)

Ψ(R2) = eikd2 cosα + τ1Ψ(R1)G(d),
(13)

where

G(d) = − eikd

4πd
, (14)

and whose solution under the nonresonance condition
τ1τ2G2(d) /= 1, which will be assumed in the following, is
given by

Ψ(R1) = F(d, τ1, τ2)
{

eikd1 cosα
[

1 + τ2G(d)eikd cosα
]}

,

Ψ(R2) = F(d, τ1, τ2)
{

eikd1 cosα
[

τ1G(d) + eikd cosα
]}

,
(15)

where

F(d, τ1, τ2) = [1− τ1τ2G
2(d)

]−1
. (16)

Note that, for nonzero τ1 and τ2, F → 0 as d → 0 while,
for nonzero d, F → 1 as |τ1τ2G2(d)| → 0, and generally, for
finite parameters d, τ1, τ2, F /= 0 and |F| /= 1, facts to be used
implicitly in the following.

The scattering amplitude including multiple scattering
takes the form:

f
(

α,β
) = F(d, τ1, τ2)eikd1g(α,β)

×
[

τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(α,β) + τ1τ2G(d)Q

(

d,α,β
)

]

,
(17)

where

g
(

α,β
) = cosα− cosβ, (18)

Q
(

d,α,β
) = eikd cosα + e−ikd cosβ

= 2eikdg(α,β)/2 cos

[

kdg′
(

α,β
)

2

]

,
(19)

where we have introduced

g′
(

α,β
) = cosα + cosβ. (20)

For the special case of weak scatterers, where |τmG(d)| �
1, m = 1, 2, this takes the first Born approximation form
f (α,β) � fBorn(α,β), where

fBorn
(

α,β
) = eikd1g(α,β)

[

τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(α,β)

]

. (21)

In these expressions, the angles α and β lie in the range [0,π].
Note that under the special condition:

Q
(

d,α,β
) = 0 (22)

the exact model in (17) takes, for arbitrary scattering
strengths, the quasi-Born approximation form

f
(

α;β
) = F(d, τ1, τ2)eikd1g(α,β)

[

τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(α,β)

]

. (23)
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This special case will play a part in the target localization
analysis.

3. Fisher Information and Cramér-Rao Bounds
of Scattering Parameters

We consider the signal model:

˜K(ξ) = K(ξ) + W, (24)

where K is the noise-free data vector, ˜K is the collected
noisy data vector, ξ is the estimated parameter vector, and
W is complex Gaussian noise with known variance σ2. The
parameter vector ξ depends on the particular estimation
problem under consideration. For example, assuming that
the noise variance σ2 is known, a general problem consists
of estimating d1 and d and the real and imaginary parts of
the scattering strengths, that is,

ξ = [d1;d;�{τ1};	{τ1};�{τ2};	{τ2}], (25)

where � and 	 denote the real and imaginary parts,
respectively. In this work, we focus on the more specialized
case of estimating d1 under prior knowledge of the other
parameters, in particular, ξ = d1, which simulates a
canonical target localization problem including internal
multiple scattering at the two-target system. This simplifi-
cation reduces the analytical complexity and gives a lot of
mathematical and computational insight into the effects of
the sensing configuration and scattering parameters in the
estimation of target position.

The data entries Kn, n = 1, 2, . . . ,N of the N × 1 data
vector K are the values of the scattering amplitudes f (αn,βn)
measurable in scattering experiments corresponding to given
pairs (αn,βn) of incident and scattering angles αn ∈ [0,π]
and βn ∈ [0,π], respectively. From (17) the entries Kn are
given by

Kn(ξ) = F(d, τ1, τ2)eikd1g(αn,βn)

×
[

τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q

(

d,αn,βn
)

]

.

(26)

The respective Born approximation is given from (21) by
Kn(ξ) � KBorn

n (ξ), where

KBorn
n (ξ) = eikd1g(αn,βn)

[

τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn)

]

. (27)

A fundamental measure of the estimability of the param-
eters of interest, ξ, from the noisy data is the Cramér-Rao
lower bound or CRB. The CRB, CRB(ξi), of the parameter ξi,
constitutes a lower bound, achievable under mild conditions,
for the variance var(̂ξi) = E[(ξi − ̂ξi)2] (where E denotes the
expected value) of any unbiased estimate ̂ξi of the parameter
ξi. It is given by the diagonal elements of the so-called Fisher
information matrix (FIM) [5, equation (3.20)], in particular,

var
(

̂ξi
)

≥ [I−1(ξ)
]

i,i = CRB(ξi), (28)

where the FIM I(ξ) is given by [5, equation (15.52)]

I(ξ)i, j = 2�
[

∂KH(ξ)
∂ξi

C−1
˜K

(ξ)
∂K(ξ)
∂ξj

]

, (29)

where H denotes the conjugate transpose, and C
˜K is the

covariance matrix which in our case is simply C
˜K = σ2I

where I denotes the N × N identity matrix. Therefore, (29)
reduces to

I(ξ)i, j = 2σ−2�
[

∂KH(ξ)
∂ξi

∂K(ξ)
∂ξj

]

(30)

or equivalently to the sum of the FIM of all the observations,
in particular,

I(ξ)i, j =
N
∑

n=1

I(n)
i, j (ξ), (31)

where the entry I(n)
i, j of the FIM (I(n)(ξ)) of the nth

scattering experiment, corresponding to incidence angle αn
and scattering or sensing angle βn, is given by

I(n)
i, j (ξ) = 2σ−2�

[

∂K∗n (ξ)
∂ξi

∂Kn(ξ)
∂ξj

]

. (32)

In addition, it is not hard to show that

CRB(ξi) ≥ [I(ξ)i,i]
−1 (33)

with equality holding if ξ is a scalar, for example, if the
target strengths and separation are known, but the position
d1 is unknown (two-target system localization). Thus, the
diagonal entries of the FIM are relevant via (33) as lower
bound for the CRB itself, or as the exact CRB when only
one scattering parameter is estimated (scalar ξ). In the fol-
lowing, rather than consider the full FIM matrix (for two or
more parameters), which is more difficult to compute an-
alytically, and harder to interpret, we explore closed-form
expressions for the Fisher information and CRB relevant
to target localization when all the parameters except d1 are
known (two-target system localization). This task is more
analytically tractable and still gives a lot of insight about the
information pertinent to localizing targets that is contained
in the scattering data.

4. Target Localization Analysis

This analysis characterizes the information about the scat-
terer position, for a known scatterer formed by two point
scatterers with given strengths τ1 and τ2 and separation dis-
tance (d). From a radar or sonar point of view, the question is
up to what point the localizability of the two-point scatterer
target is affected by the target parameters d, τ1, τ2, and the
particular remote sensing configuration (in the present case,
the angles (αn,βn) for which scattering data are collected).

The localization problem consists in estimating a refer-
ence point in the scatterer, for example, d1 or the center point
dc = (d1 + d2)/2. The Fisher information results using ξ = d1
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and ξ = dc are, of course, the same. In the following, we
consider ξ = d1. Using ξ = d1, the Fisher information I(d1)
is given by (31), where the Fisher information I(n)(d1) of the
nth experiment is evaluated by applying (32) to the signal
models in (26) and (27). For the Born approximation model
based on (27), one obtains

I(n)
Born(d1) = 2k2g2(αn,βn

)

SNRBorn
(

αn,βn
)

, (34)

where

SNRBorn
(

α,β
) =

∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2eikdg(α,β)
∣

∣

∣

2

σ2
. (35)

For the more general multiple scattering model based on
(26), one obtains

I(n)(d1) = 2k2g2(αn,βn
)

SNR
(

αn,βn
)

, (36)

where

SNR
(

α,β
)

= σ−2|F(d, τ1, τ2)|2

× |τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(α,β) + τ1τ2G(d)Q(d,α,β)|2

= σ−2|F(d, τ1, τ2)|2

×
{

σ2SNRBorn
(

α,β
)

+ 2�
[

τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,α,β
)

(

τ∗1 + τ∗2 e
−ikdg(α,β)

)]

+
2|τ1|2|τ2|2

(4πd)2

[

1 + cos
(

kdg′
(

α,β
))]

}

.

(37)

In general, in both the exact multiple scattering and Born
approximation contexts, the Fisher information I(n)(d1)
and therefore the associated localizability of the two-target
system is seen to depend on the respective SNR and
the difference of cosine term g(αn,βn) defined by (18).
The latter depends only on the sensing configuration (the
incidence and scattering or observation angles). For the
sensing configurations where g(αn,βn) = 0, in particular,
the experiments where αn = βn which we shall refer to as
“line of sight (LOS)” condition, it is not possible to extract
information about the two-target system location from the
scattering data, this being the case for both weak and strong
scattering systems. However, if one captures non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) data (such that αn /=βn) then g(αn,βn) /= 0 and
one may deduce the sought-after location for nonzero SNR.
For a given α, the sensing configuration term (g2(α,β)) is
maximized if β = π for α ∈ [0,π/2), if β = 0 for α ∈
(π/2,π], and if β = 0 or π for α = π/2. And with these
values of β, the values of α giving the largest g2(α,β) = 4
are α = 0 (with β = π) and α = π (with β = 0),
which correspond to special cases of backscattering-based
sensing, where β = π − α as in monostatic radar and

10110−1 100
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|F
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d(λ)

101
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Figure 2: Plot of 1/|F|2 versus d for τ1 = 1 = τ2.

sonar systems. In addition, in general the SNR differs in
the exact versus approximate models. We see from (37) that
in the exact model it depends on the scattering parameters
(d, τ1, τ2) through the factor |F(d, τ1, τ2)|2 defined according
to (16) and, in a more complex manner, through the
large multiplicative parenthesis term in (37), on both the
scattering parameters and the sensing configuration. The
Born approximation model result (35) does not have the F
factor and, in addition, involves only the first of the three
terms in the outer parenthesis of the more general result (37).
The nature of this important factor is illustrated in Figure 2
which shows a plot of |F(d, τ1, τ2)|−2 (which is proportional
to the CRB for the estimation of d1, CRB(d1)), versus the
targets’ separation d, for fixed values τ1 = 1 = τ2. To
aid interpretation, here and in the subsequent numerical
illustrations, we consider the wavenumber k = 2π/λ for
unit-amplitude wavelength λ = 1 so that the value of d
shown in the plots is measured directly in wavelengths.
Clearly for the case under illustration, the quantity |F|−2

is almost unity for moderately large d (>0.1) and grows
exponentially as d → 0. One expects that maximization
(minimization) of this scattering-parameter-dependent fac-
tor enhances (diminishes) localizability. Furthermore, in the
special quasi-Born approximation condition (22) and (23)
the exact and approximate models differ only by this factor,
so that whenever |F(d, τ1, τ2)| > 1 (or <1), the SNR and
Fisher information in the exact model is higher (or lower)
than the SNR and information in the approximate model,
while if |F| = 1, the two models perform the same. Then
Q(d, τ1, τ2) = 0 and |F| > 1 (or <1) is a concrete scenario,
where the two models can be compared via this factor only.

4.1. Blind Spots for Target Localization. We discuss next
concrete examples of “blind spots” for target localization
in the space of scattering parameters and sensing angles
(values of these parameters and angles for which localization
is impeded), as applicable to the exact and approximate
models. First we emphasize that no information about the
location is contained in LOS data, and this holds for both
the exact and approximate models. Another situation when
the experiment does not render information is when due
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to the combined role of scattering parameters and sensing
configuration the SNR happens to vanish.

Within the Born approximation model, the zero SNR
condition is from (35):

τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(α,β) = 0. (38)

There are infinite values of the scattering parameters and the
sensing angles (α,β) for which this condition is obeyed. In
particular, the constraint equation (38) is equivalent to

|τ1| = |τ2|,
kdg

(

α,β
)

= kd
(

cosα− cosβ
)

= θ1 − θ2 + lπ, l = ±(2p + 1
)

, p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , pmax,
(39)

where the real-valued θ1, θ2 are the phase angles of τ1, τ2, that
is, τ1 = |τ1|eiθ1 , τ2 = |τ2|eiθ2 . Since the maximum value of
|g(α,β)| = 2, then pmax is the maximum value of integer
index p ≥ 0 in (39) that obeys |(θ1−θ2)/π±(2p+1)| ≤ 4d/λ,
that is,

(2p + 1)2 ± 2
(

2p + 1
)

(θ1 − θ2)
π

+
(θ1 − θ2)2

π2
≤ 16

(

d

λ

)2

.

(40)

For example, if τ1 = τ2 then from (39) if the condition
kdg(α,β) = lπ, l = ±(2p + 1), p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , pmax holds,
then SNRBorn(α,β) = 0. Given any choice of the angles α,β,
the target separations d = (2p + 1)λ/[2|g(α,β)|] > 0, p =
0, 1, 2, . . . render zero SNR, SNRBorn(α,β) = 0. Alternatively,
for any separation distance d, then SNRBorn(α,β) = 0 for the
angles α,β such that g = ±(2p+ 1)λ/2d, p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , pmax,
where pmax is defined according to the discussion in (40) with
θ1 = θ2. In passing, we note that the smallest d for which
condition (40) with θ1 = θ2 can be obeyed is d = λ/4 (giving
pmax = 0), hence for d < λ/4, SNRBorn /= 0 for the same
scatterer strength case, τ1 = τ2, as is illustrated in one of the
plots in the numerical illustration section (see Figure 6(b)).

Thus clearly under the Born approximation model, there
are values of the parameters and the sensing angles which
can be thought of as “blind spots” for target data acquisition,
that is, they correspond to zero SNR signals and information.
Referring to the more general multiple scattering model
result (37), we see that the vanishing of the SNR under
the Born approximation does not imply the corresponding
vanishing of SNR under the more general multiple scattering
model. On the other hand, blind spots are also possible under
multiple scattering. To illustrate this with a concrete example,
we note that if SNRBorn(α,β) = 0 so that (39) and (40) are
obeyed, then it follows from (37) that SNR(α,β) = 0 if and
only ifQ(d,α,β) = 0, which is the quasi-Born approximation
condition discussed in (22) and (23). According to (19), this
restriction can be stated as

kdg′
(

α,β
)

= kd
(

cosα + cosβ
)

= lπ, l = ±(2p + 1
)

, p = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

(41)

Thus if conditions (39), (40), and (41) are all obeyed
under the constraints | cosα| ≤ 1 and | cosβ| ≤ 1, then
SNR(α,β) = 0. The general condition can be stated as

cosα = λ

4d

[

l1 + l2 +
(θ2 − θ1)

π

]

,

cosβ = λ

4d

[

l2 − l1 − (θ2 − θ1)
π

]

,

l1 = ±
(

2p1 + 1
)

, p1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

l2 = ±
(

2p2 + 1
)

, p2 = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

|cosα| =
∣

∣

∣

∣

λ

d

[

l1 + l2
4

+
(θ2 − θ1)

2π

]∣

∣

∣

∣
≤ 1,

∣

∣cosβ
∣

∣ =
∣

∣

∣

∣

λ

d

[

l2 − l1
4

+
(θ2 − θ1)

2π

]∣

∣

∣

∣
≤ 1,

(42)

where asabove mentioned the real-valued θ1, θ2 are the phase
angles of τ1, τ2, that is, τ1 = |τ1|eiθ1 , τ2 = |τ2|eiθ2 . An example
is the case τ1 = τ2, and l1 = l = l2, which implies β = π/2,
which further implies d = lλ/(2 cosα) > 0, l = ±(2p + 1),
p = 0, 1, 2, . . ..

Another important issue is the implications of these
results for the case of monostatic radar or sonar observations,
where for a given incidence angle α one captures data for
the backscattering direction associated to β = π − α. In this
special case, condition (41) cannot be obeyed; therefore, the
second and third terms in (37) do not generally vanish. On
the other hand, the first term in (37) vanishes if condition
(39) holds, where in this case cosβ = − cosα, and this can
in fact happen. For example, if τ1 = τ2, and d = λ/4, then
for α = 0 (or for α = π) the backscattering SNRBorn(α =
0,π − α = π) = 0 (or SNRBorn(α = π,π − α = 0) =
0). In this case, however, the exact SNR(α = 0,π − α) /= 0
due to the nonvanishing of the second and third terms in
(37) as we discuss in the numerical illustrations section.
This is a concrete example of a situation where multiple
scattering enhances the sensing capabilities, in this case, the
localizability, relative to what one would have expected from
the approximate model.

In the following, we expand the analysis of the nonlo-
calizability conditions. We establish the fundamental result
that the nonlocalizable sets of sensing configuration and
scattering parameters of the two models are actually of the
same size.

4.2. Nonlocalizability Conditions. We elaborate the necessary
and sufficient conditions for impossible target localizability
(nonlocalizability conditions or blind spots). Targets can be
located if and only if such nonlocalizability conditions are
not obeyed. The derived conditions will be later compared
with those for nonlocalizability under the Born approxima-
tion, and it will be conclusively demonstrated that the set
of values of (d, τ1, τ2,αn,βn) yielding nonlocalizability under
the Born approximation is of the same size as the set of
values of (d, τ1, τ2,αn,βn) yielding nonlocalizability under
the exact scattering model. This is very important because
it conclusively establishes at least for the basic two-point
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target system that it is not true that multiple scattering is
usually beneficial in enhancing localization and imaging, but
that on the contrary the two models are comparable at least
regarding the sizes of their localizable and nonlocalizable
sets of values of the combined scattering and configuration
parameters.

As discussed earlier, localizability is impeded for identical
angles αn = βn. This is the trivial LOS condition discussed at
the beginning of this section. Nonlocalizability can also occur
for the nontrivial case αn /=βn if and only if the following
condition holds. Since F /= 0 for finite values of d, τ1, τ2, then
under the exact scattering model (36) and (37) I(n)(d1) = 0
for αn /=βn if and only if

τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q

(

d,αn,βn
) = 0. (43)

There are infinite values of the scattering and configuration
parameters for which this condition is obeyed. For instance,
one may choose any allowed value of the angles αn ∈ [0,π]
and βn ∈ [0,π] and of the targets’ separation d > 0, as
well as any τ1 ∈ C, which makes (43) a linear equation
with one unknown (τ2), so that there is a unique value of τ2

obeying this condition. Therefore, the dimensionality of the
nonlocalizable set of scattering and configuration parameters
(d, τ1, τ2,αn,βn) is 5 (d, αn, and βn are real, while τ1 and τ2

are complex) which represents a significant dimensionality
reduction of the entire parameter space which is 7. Thus,
if the scattering and configuration parameters are randomly
selected, with overwhelming probability, target localizability
is not impeded. Only under the restricted nonlocalizability
condition (43) which applies to a reduced subset of parame-
ter space, the two-target system cannot be located.

The respective Born approximation analysis is as follows.
As explained in the discussion in Section 4.1 regarding (38),
the necessary and sufficient condition for nonlocalizability in
the nontrivial case αn /=βn is (38) with α = αn and β = βn.
As in the preceding exact multiple scattering result, one can
without loss of generality fix the values of d, αn, and βn,
as well as assign to τ1 any complex value, and subsequently
compute via (38) the unique value τ2 which obeys this
relation. As in the multiple scattering discussion, this means
the dimensionality of the nonlocalizable parameter set is
5, while the entire parameter set has dimensionality 7.
Furthermore, for any nonlocalizable state built above in the
exact scattering framework for fixed d, αn, βn and any one of
the scattering strengths, one can always build a counterpart
and unique nonlocalizable state for the approximate model,
and vice versa, so the two sets are linked in a one-
to-one manner (they are mathematically equivalent sets),
which demonstrates that when studied in the wholeness of
parameter space, the exact multiple scattering case cannot
be regarded as informationally richer than the approximate
model. In addition, we recall that we showed earlier in the
discussion in Section 4.1 regarding (41) that the necessary

and sufficient condition for I(n)(d1) = 0, I(n)
Born(d1) = 0 is (38)

and Q = 0. A summary of the derived relations between the
two nonlocalizable sets for the exact and approximate models
is shown in Figure 3. Note that based on the discussion
above the two sets are of the same size. We have completed

g = 0 or SNR = 0 Q = 0

Exact non localizable set

Born approximation

non localizable set

Intersection

SNR = 0 Q = 0

ocalizable set

Born appro

non localiz

g = 0 or SNRBorn = 0

Figure 3: Venn diagram illustrating the relations between the
nonlocalizable sets in configuration and parameter space for the
exact and approximate models. Note that, as shown in the paper,
the two sets are of the same size, and the intersection between them
is defined by the condition Q = 0.

the picture by discussing the intersection condition Q = 0
illustrated in the figure.

4.3. Analog Comparative Analysis. We have shown that in
the entire parameter space the two models are comparable
with regards to localizability. However, this particular point
of view is binary (information is zero or nonzero), so it
does not apply to the actual numerical information values
which may tend to be higher in either model. To complete
the analytical picture, we derive necessary and sufficient
conditions for the target localizability, as measured by the
Fisher information and associated CRB, to be greater in
either scattering model. The following results can be thought
of as the analog complement of the binary nonlocalizability
(versus localizability) results derived above.

We derive next conditions, for I(n)(d1) > I(n)
Born(d1) and for

the opposite I(n)(d1) < I(n)
Born(d1). First of all, this is possible

only if g /= 0 (which we assume next) since for g = 0 both
information vanish as we have elaborated earlier.
Necessary and Sufficient Condition. I(n)(d1) > I(n)

Born(d1): It
follows from (34), (35), (36), and (37) that I(n)(d1) >
I(n)

Born(d1) if and only if g /= 0 and SNR > SNRBorn, in
particular,

|F(d, τ1, τ2)|
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q

(

d,αn,βn
)

∣

∣

∣

>
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn)

∣

∣

∣.

(44)

As a special case, this implies that ifQ(d,αn,βn) = 0, then the

necessary and sufficient condition for I(n)(d1) > I(n)
Born(d1) is

∣

∣F
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣ > 1. (45)
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Sufficient ConditionsA. I(n)(d1) > I(n)
Born(d1): Furthermore, the

result (44) also implies, via the reverse triangle inequality, the

following sufficient condition for I(n)(d1) > I(n)
Born(d1):

∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

>
[∣

∣F−1(d, τ1, τ2)
∣

∣ + 1
]

∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn)

∣

∣

∣,
(46)

as well as the following sufficient condition for I(n)(d1) >

I(n)
Born(d1),

|F(d, τ1, τ2)| > 1,
∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

<
[

1− ∣∣F−1(d, τ1, τ2)
∣

∣

]

∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2eikdg(αn,βn)
∣

∣

∣.

(47)

Necessary Condition A′. I(n)(d1) > I(n)
Born(d1): It also follows

from (44) and the triangle inequality that a necessary
condition for (44) to hold is

∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

>
[∣

∣F−1(d, τ1, τ2)
∣

∣− 1
]

∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn)

∣

∣

∣.
(48)

Sufficient Condition A′′. I(n)
Born(d1) ≥ I(n)(d1): A corollary of

the necessary condition A′ in (48) is that the following is a

sufficient condition for I(n)
Born(d1) ≥ I(n)(d1):

|F(d, τ1, τ2)| < 1,
∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

≤ [∣∣F−1(d, τ1, τ2)
∣

∣− 1
]

∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2eikdg(αn,βn)
∣

∣

∣.

(49)

This condition is related to and complements sufficient
condition A discussed above. It can be shown that this result
is actually stronger, using < in place of ≤ in the second

equation it is a sufficient condition for I(n)
Born(d1) > I(n)(d1)

(strict inequality).
Like its counterpart (44), the necessary and sufficient

condition for I(n)
Born(d1) > I(n)(d1) is g(αn,βn) /= 0 and

|F(d, τ1, τ2)|
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q

(

d,αn,βn
)

∣

∣

∣

<
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn)

∣

∣

∣.

(50)

On the other hand, if Q(d,αn,βn) = 0, then the necessary

and sufficient condition for I(n)
Born(d1) > I(n)(d1) is

|F(d, τ1, τ2)| < 1. (51)

Sufficient Conditions B. I(n)
Born(d1) > I(n)(d1): Moreover, by

means of an analysis based on the reverse triangle inequality
which is similar to the one leading to the sufficient conditions

A one can also show that a sufficient condition for I(n)
Born(d1) >

I(n)(d1) is
∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

> [|F(d, τ1, τ2)| + 1]

×
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q

(

d,αn,βn
)

∣

∣

∣.

(52)

Another sufficient condition for I(n)
Born(d1) > I(n)(d1) arising

from the same analysis is

|F(d, τ1, τ2)| < 1,
∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

< [1− |F(d, τ1, τ2)|]
×
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2eikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)

∣

∣

∣.

(53)

Necessary Condition B′. I(n)
Born(d1) > I(n)(d1): Also, it follows

from (50) that a necessary condition for I(n)
Born(d1) > I(n)(d1)

is
∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

> [|F(d, τ1, τ2)| − 1]

×
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2e
ikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q

(

d,αn,βn
)

∣

∣

∣.

(54)

Sufficient Condition B′′. I(n)(d1) ≥ I(n)
Born(d1): A corollary of

necessary condition B′ is the following sufficient condition

for I(n)(d1) ≥ I(n)
Born(d1):

|F(d, τ1, τ2)| > 1,
∣

∣τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)∣

∣

≤ [|F(d, τ1, τ2)| − 1]

×
∣

∣

∣τ1 + τ2eikdg(αn,βn) + τ1τ2G(d)Q
(

d,αn,βn
)

∣

∣

∣,

(55)

which is related to and complements sufficient conditions B
established above. This result is actually stronger, using the
strict inequality in the second equation it is a sufficient con-

dition for I(n)(d1) > I(n)
Born(d1), as can be shown independently

from (44).
The above conditions are rather straightforward yet

very useful expressions that allow one to know a priori
without doing the Fisher information and CRB calculations
if under given conditions of interest the multiple scattering is
beneficial or detrimental to localization relative to the Born
approximation predictions. Consider, for example, the first
of the conditions A. Letting τ1 = τ = τ2, we find from (46)
that if

|τG(d)| > [∣∣F−1(d, τ, τ)
∣

∣ + 1
]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

cos
[

kdg
(

αn,βn
)

/2
]

cos
[

kdg′
(

αn,βn
)

/2
]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

(56)
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then we know without the need of further calculations that
the multiple scattering events facilitate greater localization
information than the first-order or single-scattering signal
alone, and superresolution beyond the Born approximation
limits is accessible. As a special case, consider the vanishing
of cos[kdg(αn,βn)/2], which corresponds to SNRBorn = 0.
As long as the denominator in (56) does not vanish, the
exact model information is necessarily greater than zero
since |τG(d)| > 0, in agreement with the results derived
earlier in the paper, since the only way the denominator
vanishes is if Q(d,αn,βn) = 0 (which makes the condition
above useless due to the resulting 0/0 indeterminacy) which
is in essence the result summarized in the Venn diagram
in Figure 3. In the special case of backscattering data, the
sufficient condition (56) becomes

|τG(d)| > [∣∣F−1(d, τ, τ)
∣

∣ + 1
]|cos(kd cosαn)|. (57)

One of the implications is that if cos(kd cosαn) = 0, that is,
kd cosαn = lπ/2, l = ±(2p + 1), p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., then the
exact multiple-scattering always enhances the backscattering
localization information relative to the single-scattering data.
This is consistent with the discussion on backscattering at the
end of Section 4.1.

5. Numerical Illustrations

5.1. Single Observation. Next we discuss a selection of single
observation or single-input single-output (SISO) experi-
ments, which illustrate how variations in the system’s param-
eters (scatterers’ separation d, scatterer strengths (τ1, τ2))
and observer configuration (incident and observation angles
αn and βn) affect the estimation of scatterer location. In
generating the following plots, we use σ2 = 1 so that the
plotted CRB results are normalized by the noise variance
σ2. We consider unit value wavelength λ = 1 so that the
wavenumber k = 2π/λ = 2π and all distances (e.g., d) can
be given in the plots in terms of the wavelength.

First we examine the effect on localization information,
as described by CRB(d1), of the direction of the receiver,
β1 = β, for the SISO experiment corresponding to incidence
angle α1 = α = 0. Figure 4 shows two plots of CRB(d1)
versus β for α = 0 and τ1 = 1 = τ2. The two plots shown
correspond to d = λ/4 and d = λ/2, respectively. The general
tendency is for CRB(d1) to be larger for the small angles β
near zero and to be smaller for the large angles β near π. Thus
it seems that as a rule of thumb one should expect to extract
more location information from backscattering and near-
backscattering data than from forward scattering and near-
forward scattering experiments. This is anticipated from the
discussion following (37), since the Fisher information is
proportional to g2 which for α = 0 is maximal at β = π.
However, we also expect from the discussion in (42) that
for d = λ/2, CRB(d1) = ∞ for β = π/2, and this is, in
fact, the behavior shown in the figure. Thus for d = λ/2,
CRB(d1) decays with β except in the approximate interval
(π/3,π/2) where it grows as it reaches a peak at β = π/2,
and then decays steadily beyond π/2 up to π. In contrast, for
d = λ/4, CRB(d1) decays with β in the approximate interval
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Figure 4: CRB(d1) corresponding to scattering strength τ1 = 1 = τ2

and incidence angle α = 0, as a function of the observation angle β,
for scatterers’ separations d = λ/4 and d = λ/2.

(0, 0.6π) and levels off after rising slightly for β � 0.6π
up to π. It is important to note that, as explained in the
paragraph following the discussion of (42), under the Born
approximation the location information vanishes completely
for d = λ/4 if β = π. In contrast, as shown in the plot which
corresponds to the multiple scattering model, for these values
(d = λ/4 and β = π) in general the Fisher information does
not vanish (and the respective CRB is not infinity) under the
multiple scattering model. This illustrates a (backscattering)
scenario where multiple scattering enables information that
is not present in the Born approximation model or for weak
targets.

Figure 5 shows plots of CRB(d1) versus α1 = α for
backscattering experiments for which the observation angle
β1 = β = π − α. In these calculations, τ1 = 1 = τ2. Overlaid
plots for the multiple scattering and Born approximation
models are shown for d = λ/4 and d = λ/2. For α = π/2
and the corresponding β = π/2, g = 0 so that from (34)
and (36) CRB(d1) = ∞ for any values of the scattering
parameters (d included), as shown in these plots. For d =
λ/4, the Born approximation model requires in view of (39)
and (40) that CRB(d1) = ∞ when α = 0,π, and this is
the behavior shown in the respective plot (Figure 5(a)). This
example was discussed at the end of Section 4.1, where we
also explained why the multiple scattering model does not
exhibit these peaks. The exact CRB is almost the same as
the approximate CRB for a broad angular range (π/4 �
α � 3π/4). However, it is significantly lower than the
Born approximation value elsewhere, particularly near the
forward scattering and backscattering angles (angles close
to α = 0 and π, resp.), where the Born approximation
bound peaks occur. For d = λ/2, the Born approximation
model requires in view of (39) and (40) that CRB(d1) = ∞
when α = π/3, 2π/3, and this is the behavior illustrated
in Figure 5(b). Here the situation is different (than in
Figure 5(a)) in that although the multiple scattering model
does not have peaks at α = π/3, 2π/3, it does have peaks
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Figure 5: Backscattering CRB(d1) for τ1 = 1 = τ2 versus the
incidence angle α (where β = π − α). Plots are provided for (a)
d = λ/4 and (b) d = λ/2.

at approximately α = 0.3143π, 0.6857π which closely
match those of the Born model bound. Clearly the CRB
behavior of both models is roughly equivalent. This recalls
the point made in Section 4.2 that the nonlocalizable sets for
the exact and approximate models are of equal size, which
suggests (alongside this and other numerical examples to be
shown next) that, overall, across the entire parameter space,
the localizability predictions of the two models are rather
comparable, a general conclusion of this study that is further
highlighted next with more examples.

Figure 6 illustrates, for backscattering experiments and
τ1 = 1 = τ2, the (d,α)-dependence of CRB(d1) for d ∈
[0.1λ, 10λ] and α ∈ [0,π]. The dark areas of the contour
plot highlight regions where the bound peaks. The number
of blind spots is seen to go up for higher values of d,
in agreement with the discussion in (39) and (40). The
exact results are essentially a smoothed-out version of the
approximate results, with the general behavior of the two
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Figure 6: Contour plots of CRB(d1) normalized by σ2 correspond-
ing to backscattering data for τ1 = 1 = τ2 versus the incidence angle
α and scatterers’ separation d.

models being very similar for separation d � λ. On the
other hand, for separation d � λ/2 the exact model does
not exhibit the same blind spots as the Born approximation.
Note that these results agree with the plots shown in Figure 5.
Grid lines highlight the cross-sections of d = λ/4 and d = λ/2
corresponding to the results in Figure 5. For d = λ/2, the grid
line crosses 3 blinds at α = π/3, π/2, and 2π/3 for the Born
approximation and α = 0.3143π,π/2, and 0.6857π for the
exact model, also highlighted with grid lines. Near d = λ/4,
the blinds asymptotically approach the horizontal d = λ/4
boundary for the Born approximation but fade out before
reaching it in the exact model, while the blind at α = π/2 is
present in both cases since then g = 0. Figure 7 illustrates
further the relation between the Fisher information for
the multiple scattering and Born approximation models.
The regions, where I(d1) ≤ IBorn(d1) are shown in gray
and black lines, show the blind conditions for the Born
approximation model. Although not indicated explicitly in
this figure, I(d) = IBorn(d) along the line α = π/2 where
both have zero Fisher information. This locus is the only
one which bisects any of the regions where I(d) ≤ IBorn(d)
in the figure. All others are only approached by these
regions from one side. The checkered pattern for d � λ/5
indicates that the multiple scattering between the two targets
alternates between aiding and impeding estimation of the
target location as α and d vary. The alternating pattern of
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Figure 7: Map of the regions where multiple scattering effects do
not aid estimation of target location in relation to blind conditions
of the Born approximation model. Black lines mark conditions
where IBorn(d1) = 0. Gray areas mark regions where I(d1) ≤
IBorn(d1). The same parameters are used here as in Figure 6 (τ1 =
τ2 = 1, and β = π − α).

helpful and pernicious multiple scattering effects in the exact
model draws the ridges of high CRB in alternating directions
adding a wavering quality to their shape. This can be seen
in Figure 6(a). The same effect also breaks up the blind
regions, so the multiple scattering does not produce the same
continuous loci of infinite CRB(d1) conditions as the Born
approximation model. However, the bound remains very
high in these areas so there may be little practical difference.
For d � λ/5, the curved blind condition loci produced by
the nulls of the SNRBorn term in IBorn(d1) are no longer
present and only the blind from the g(α,β) term at α = π/2
remains. Here the checkered pattern ends, and IBorn(d1) is
consistently larger than I(d1) with the exception of the locus
at α = π/2. This is consistent with the multiple observation
example illustrated in a later section by Figure 8(a) where
the error bounds of the multiple scattering and Born
approximation models averaged over all observation and
incidence angles converge above d ≈ λ/2 but for d � λ/5
the CRB of the multiple scattering model is consistently
higher. We conclude from these results that, in the particular
backscattering setting, which is key for monostatic radar
and sonar, the permissible target localization performance as
measured by the fundamental CRB is in general comparable
for the exact and approximate models, but that there are
also clear differences between the two models as well as a
number of well-defined regions (highlighted in the figures
and discussion above), where multiple scattering clearly
facilitates or obscures localizability.

5.2. Multiple Observations. So far we have emphasized the
Fisher information and CRB predictions for estimating the
target position with particular emphasis on single observa-
tions or SISO data. Our emphasis on this single observation
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Figure 8: Average CRB(d1) as a function of the scatterers’
separation d. The Fisher information on which the bound is based
is averaged over 104 data corresponding to 100 uniformly-spaced
incidence and scattering angles in the full interval [0,π]. Two
variations are shown: (a) equal (τ1 = 1 = τ2) and (b) unequal
(τ1 = 1 and τ2 = 1/4) scatterer strengths.

context has facilitated the extraction of analytically backed
insight about the information content in the data under
both the exact and the Born approximation models. A more
general case is that in which multiple samples are available
for each sensing configuration. The additional samples
can increase SNR and therefore localizability. But in this
case, the same general insight obtained above still applies.
A completely different situation is that of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) data corresponding to different
sensing configurations. We conclude by considering this case
which is less transparent for analytical study. The MIMO
calculations provide values of the CRB averaged over the
sensing configuration parameters which effectively reduces
the parameter dimensionality and allows us to decipher
general patterns that are not obvious from the SISO analysis
and associated computer results.
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Figure 8 shows plots of CRB(d1) normalized by σ2 versus
d for scattering data corresponding to MIMO experiments
using 100 incidence angles αm,m = 1, 2, . . . , 100 that are
evenly spaced in the interval [0,π], and identical scattering
angles βn = αn,n = 1, 2, . . . , 100. The data are the 104

entries of the resulting scattering matrix. Results are given
for the two cases of (a) equally strength scatterers having
τ1 = 1 = τ2; (b) τ1 = 1 and τ2 = 1/4. The results for
the two cases reveal the same general trend. In particular,
we note that for d � λ/2 the predictions of the exact and
approximate models are quite similar while, for d � λ/2 the
two models are very different, with the Born approximation
CRB varying slowly and leveling off toward a plateau as d
becomes smaller, while the exact CRB increases drastically
as d becomes smaller. The value of CRB(d1) shown is the
average value of CRB per sample, as obtained by computing
the average Fisher information and inverting it. From other
experiments, we noted that good averages could be obtained
with only Nt � 10. The observed behavior is that the exact
CRB is large for small target separation d (below 0.1λ), but
levels off and fluctuates slowly for d > 0.1λ. We found
that for small d the average CRB(d1) is dominated by the
term 1/|F(d, τ1, τ2)|2, which is, according to (36) and (37),
proportional to CRB(d1) (see the plot of this term given
in Figure 2). The term F → 0 as d → 0 so that from
(37) the SNR goes to zero as d → 0, and in turn from
(36) also the localization information goes to zero as d →
0. In other words, for small target separation the effect of
multiple scattering is destructive in that it diminishes the
SNR and consequently via (36) also the target localization
information. This contrasts with the Born approximation
calculation, where the information (and the respective CRB)
tends in general to a finite value as d → 0 as shown in
the plots. In conclusion, these results suggest that, when
averaged over all the sensing configurations, the exact CRB
results are well-approximated by the Born approximation
results for approximately d � λ/2. For approximately λ/10 �
d � λ/2, the two models differ visibly, and for d � λ/10
the real CRB is significantly larger than the approximate
CRB, indicating that for such small separations the ability to
estimate the position d1 of the two-target system is highly
reduced relative to what one would have expected from
the Born approximation calculation. Physically, the reason
is that then the multiple scattering produces destructive
interference, reducing significantly the SNR of the received
signal which is according to (36) the key quantity governing
the target localizability.

6. Conclusion

This paper has explored the information about target
position that is contained in scattering data by means of
the fundamental statistical signal processing framework of
the Fisher information and associated CRB pertinent to
the unbiased estimation of scattering parameters. We have
focused on the basic two-point scatterer system which is
the simplest target exhibiting multiple scattering, with par-
ticular attention to the quantification of the target position

information. To further facilitate formal tractability, we have
emphasized the Fisher information and CRB calculations for
all known scattering parameters (known two-point target
case) except the target position. This approach has rendered
closed-form expressions for the information and CRB for
target position estimation, which has in turn offered a lot
of mathematical and intuitive insight on the partly separate
and partly combined roles of the sensing configuration and
the target parameters and the companion internal multiple
scattering. These developments have been elaborated further
with the help of numerical illustrations.

The results have been derived in the exact multiple
scattering framework as well as in the Born approximation
model applicable only to weak scatterers exhibiting neg-
ligible multiple scattering. The multiple scattering results
apply in general, and the Born approximation results are
also important on their own since they apply to weak
scatterers exhibiting negligible coupling between them. The
commonalities and differences of the two models have been
contrasted, and many concrete examples have been given of
conditions under which multiple scattering has beneficial or
detrimental effects in target localization relative to the single
scattering framework. We have studied in detail the respec-
tive nonlocalizability conditions for both the exact multiple
scattering model and the Born approximation model, con-
cluding that while their NLOS blind spots generally differ,
the sets of combined configuration and scattering parameters
yielding nonlocalizability associated to these two models are
actually equivalent. Thus in the entire configuration and
scattering parameter space, the two models are comparable
with regards to localizability. In addition, we have also
discussed concrete necessary and sufficient conditions for
the analog values of position information to be greater
(or smaller) under multiple scattering versus the Born
approximation. The results in this direction are important
since they allow the quantification and understanding of the
role of multiple scattering in localization without the need
for explicitly evaluating the Fisher information and CRB.
We have provided a detailed discussion of the blind spot
conditions under which the target localization information
is zero, for both scattering models, and specific examples
of blind spots have been incorporated in the numerical
illustrations section. The provided numerical results suggest
that under broad-angle MIMO data, in which the effect of
the particular sensing configuration is somehow averaged,
the Born approximation model approximates well the exact
multiple scattering results for values of d � λ/2, but that for
d � λ/2 the difference between the two is very marked. The
MIMO results show that for small d the effect of multiple
scattering is consistently detrimental to localizability, thus
for large scattering data sets and small separations d, the
effect of multiple scattering appears to be destructive relative
to the Born approximation whose associated predictions
are therefore optimistic. The difference between the Born
approximation and exact scattering models becomes visible
also for specific single angle pairs or SISO configurations,
where the role of the configuration can be decisively in
favor (as enhancer of the target information) of one of
the two models. On the other hand, as highlighted in
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the paper both theoretically and numerically, within the
SISO framework the predictions of the two models regarding
target localizability are in general comparable.

We plan to apply the techniques developed in this paper
to other related problems such as estimation of the targets’
separation which is related to the imaging resolution and
quantification of the role of artificial or helper scatterers in
target estimation and imaging. Finally, we wish to point out
that clearly the results and conclusions derived in this study
apply only insofar as the stated model assumptions are met.
For instance, for simplicity we assumed an additive white
noise model. Yet, multiplicative and correlated noise models
are also relevant in practice. More importantly, the present
developments hold only for monochromatic waves. Thus the
questions addressed in the paper on the information content
of scattering data with particular emphasis on the role of
multiple scattering remain open for more general noise
models and signals, for instance, broadband fields. These
theoretical and practical issues provide interesting routes for
future research.
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Detection and imaging of buried tunnels is a challenging problem which is relevant to both geophysical surveys and security
monitoring. To comply with the need of exploring large portions of the underground, electromagnetic measurements carried
out under a borehole configuration are usually exploited. Since this requires to drill holes in the soil wherein the transmitting
and receiving antennas have to be positioned, low complexity of the involved apparatus is important. On the other hand, to
effectively image the surveyed area, there is the need for adopting efficient and reliable imaging methods. To address these issues,
in this paper we investigate the feasibility of the linear sampling method (LSM), as this inverse scattering method is capable to
provide almost real-time results even when 3D images of very large domains are built, while not requiring approximations of the
underlying physics. In particular, the results of the reported numerical analysis show that the LSM is capable of performing the
required imaging task while using a quite simple measurement configuration consisting of two boreholes and a few number of
multiview-multistatic acquisitions.

1. Introduction

Detection and geometric characterization of underground
tunnels and cavities are classical problems in geophysical
monitoring that, nowadays, also represent challenging issues
for both military and homeland security. As a matter of
fact, manmade or natural cavities may engender surface
subsidence and mine the stability of populated area, whereas
clandestine tunnels provide hidden connections to move
across countries borders unauthorized people or illicit goods,
such as drugs, weapons, and explosives [1].

Due to the relevance of this topic, many active and
passive geophysical techniques, using gravity, seismic and
electromagnetic waves have been developed and are currently
used [2–8]. However, the need for achieving accurate images
by means of low cost and not time-consuming sensing
devices as well as the intrinsic limits of the existing imaging
approaches still make tunnel detection a challenging issue.

In this framework, ground penetrating radar (GPR) is
worth to be considered due to its flexibility and its successful

use in many other subsurface prospecting applications.
However, with respect to the specific problem of under-
ground tunnel detection, surface-operated GPR suffers of
several issues, such as low-resolution limits, interference
due to external electromagnetic sources, and complexity of
the measurement apparatus [9, 10]. Hence, borehole GPR
configurations are commonly preferred, and several cross-
borehole imaging systems exploiting radar approaches have
been proposed [11, 12].

Moving in this direction and focusing the attention on
standard borehole measurement configurations, this paper
aims at investigating the performances offered by the LSM
[13] to tackle this imaging problem. The LSM is an inverse
scattering method for shape reconstruction of unknown
targets that belongs to the class of full-wave approaches, thus
being suitable to tackle “strong” scatterers having electric
properties very different from those of soil, such as indeed
hidden cavities and tunnels. On the other hand, the LSM
does not suffer from the drawbacks which affect other non-
linear inverse scattering approaches (especially when dealing
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Figure 1: Reference scenario and the adopted measurement configurations. The volume Ω is the imaged region which is probed by antennas
along the two boreholes: (a) cross-hole measurement setup and (b) reflection measurement setup.

with large investigated domains). As a matter of fact, by
restricting the aim to the detection and the morphological
characterization of the target, the LSM can tackle the imaging
task through the solution of an exactly linear inverse prob-
lem, where the knowledge or the computation of the total
field into the investigated domain is not needed [14].
Therefore, the LSM is simple, computationally effective and
suitable to rapidly achieve full three-dimensional reconstruc-
tions of the investigated regions even of large extent. In
addition, the capability of the LSM of efficiently delivering
full three-dimensional images of the investigated scenario
is particularly convenient in this framework, since the
peculiar geometrical features of tunnels makes it possible to
discriminate them from other spurious targets present in the
surveyed area.

However, the aforementioned reduced complexity of the
LSM is traded with some requirements on the measurement
device. As a matter of fact, while the LSM can properly
work with monochromatic and single polarization data [15,
16], it requires that data are gathered under a multiview
and multistatic measurement configuration, in which each
antenna acts both as transmitter and receiver, and for each
transmitting position the backscattered signal is measured at
all receiving locations. Owing to this requirement, a known
limitation of the LSM is the need of acquiring data with
enough “diversity” [17, 18], that is considering a sufficiently
large number of transmitting/receving pairs. Accordingly,
given the importance of reducing the system’s complexity,
one of the goal of this study is to assess the method’s per-
formance when only two boreholes and a reduced number of
multistatic pairs are considered.

It is worth to remark that the LSM also favorably com-
pares with usual approaches for GPR imaging based on linear
approximations, such as migration and diffraction tomogra-
phy [19–21]. As a matter of fact, while opposite to these latter,
the LSM cannot be applied for multi-monostatic multi-
frequency data (that would allow a further simplification
of the measurement configuration), its not approximated
nature makes it more effective to handle complex scenarios
in which multiple scattering occurs. Moreover, the fact that

the LSM adopts monochromatic data entails that it does not
require to take into account the frequency dispersion of the
involved media. In addition, the computational burden of the
LSM is so low that real-time imaging is viable even for 3D
problems.

To the best of our knowledge, the LSM has not been
applied to this kind of problem, so that it is certainly inter-
esting to verify its imaging performances taking into account
the above considerations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the borehole configurations we consider in this study. In
Section 3 the general formulation of the LSM in 3D full-
vectorial case is recalled, while the peculiar aspects relevant
to tunnel detection are outlined in Section 4. In Section 5, the
performance of the imaging strategy is tested with respect to
showing the method’s capability of actually performing the
desired imaging task even using very simplified measurement
configurations. Conclusions follows.

2. Geometry of the Problem and Borehole
Imaging Configurations

The considered geometry is sketched in Figure 1. The tunnel,
whose electromagnetic features are those of air, is assumed
to be embedded into a lossy background medium, that is,
the soil, characterized by a permittivity εs and a conductivity
σs. Assuming that the distance between the antennas and
the air-soil interface is large, we model the background as
a homogeneous medium, that is, we neglect the effect of the
air-soil interface. Ω denotes the investigated volume.

Two measurement setup are considered, which are
typical of borehole imaging applications. In particular,
Figure 1(a) shows the common cross-hole measurement
configuration in which the imaged region is “enclosed”
between the boreholes, while Figure 1(b) depicts the reflec-
tion setup, in which the two boreholes lie on the same side of
the investigated region.

In both configurations, transmission and reflection data
are collected by means of probes working under a multiview-
multistatic configuration moved along each borehole.
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Accordingly, each probe acts as transmitter and receiver, that
is, for each position of the transmitter, the field is collected
by all other probes.

3. Formulation of the LSM for 3D Problems

The LSM is a qualitative imaging approach, whose aim is to
reconstruct the morphological features of unknown targets
by simply processing the scattered field data and without
requiring any a priori knowledge on the electromagnetic
nature of the objects. This goal is pursued by illuminating
the region of interest by a set of known incident fields and
by collecting in a set of measurement locations the scattered
fields. Without loss of generality for the method applicability
and by addressing our formulation for the imaging problem
at hand, we assume that the number of transmitters and
receivers is the same (V = M). Then, the imaging task is
achieved by partitioning the investigated region Ω into an
arbitrary grid of sampling points and by solving for each of
them a linear equation.

By referring the reader to [14, 15] for the LSM formula-
tion in the 3D vectorial case in which multiview-multistatic-
multipolarization single frequency data are required, in the
following we adopt the LSM formulation when the data
are collected with a fixed polarization of the transmitting
and receiving antennas. In this respect, by denoting with Es
the M × V multistatic-multiview data matrix collected at a
fixed working frequency, the LSM requires to solve for each
sampling point rs = (xs, ys, zs) ∈ Ω the matrix equation:

[Es p]
[

x
(

rs
)] =

[

g
p
d

(

rs
)

]

, (1)

wherein x is the V-dimensional unknown vector, and g
p
d (rs)

is the M-dimensional vector, whose elements are the values
at the M receiver positions of the p-component of the field
radiated by a test source, that is, an elementary electric dipole
located in rs. d denotes the orientation of the electric dipole.

Due to the ill-conditioned nature of (1) [14], a regular-
ization strategy has to be considered to get a reliable solution.
By exploiting the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of Es
and Tikhonov regularization, a stable solution of (1) in each
rs can be achieved as

∥

∥x
(

rs
)∥

∥
2 =

K
∑

k=1

(

λk
λ2
k + α2

)2
∣

∣

∣

〈

g
p
d

(
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)

, uk

〉∣

∣

∣

2
, (2)

wherein λk are the singular values of the discretized matrix
operator Es, uk and vk are the left and right singular vectors,
respectively, K = max(M,V), while ‖·‖ and 〈·, ·〉 denote the
L2-norm and the scalar product, respectively. The Tikhonov
weighting coefficient α can be fixed according to [22] in order
to avoid that ‖x(rs)‖2 blows up due to the vanishing behavior
of the singular values. Notably, this can be done even in the
lack of a precise knowledge of the signal-to-noise ratio and
once for all the sampling points [22].

According to the LSM theory [13], ‖x(rs)‖2 assumes its
lowest values (with respect to the overall behavior in Ω),
when rs belongs to the scatterer support and larger values

elsewhere. Hence, it can work as an indicator of the tar-
get’s support, since its plot is a straightforward way to
achieve morphological reconstructions. Interestingly, the
above property can be explained from a physical point of
view through the analogy existing between the LSM and the
problem of focusing the electromagnetic field in presence of
unknown targets [23].

Last but not least, a consideration of the method
flexibility is worth to be done. In this respect, we point out
that the main computational effort involved by the LSM is
the evaluation of the SVD of the single-frequency data matrix
Es, and that this task has to be carried out only once, since
the kernel of (1) is the same for all the sampling points. As
a result, the dimension of the involved matrix is dictated by
the number of measurements, thus the processing time takes
only few seconds for a full 3D reconstruction.

4. Applying the LSM to Borehole Imaging

In this section, we discuss some specific aspects which are
relevant to the application of the LSM to the imaging
configuration and problem we are considering. In particular,
we will discuss how to match the requirement of reducing the
complexity of the setup as well as how to improve the result
of the imaging process.

As far as the setup is concerned, let us first note
that in casting (1), the polarization of the various fields
involved has not been specified. As a matter of fact, (1)
actually corresponds to a family of equations in which the
polarization of the incident field, that of the scattered one, as
well as that of the “testing” field (the right-hand side of the
equation) is, to some extent, a degree of freedom.

In this respect, in [16] it has been shown that satisfac-
tory shape reconstructions can be achieved via LSM even
when polarization diversity is not considered, that is, using
transmitting and receiving antennas of the same kind and
having the same polarization p, thus allowing a remarkable
simplification of the imaging setup.

Taking this result into account and recalling that the most
utilized antennas in borehole imaging applications are wire
antennas, as for instance, short- or half-wavelength dipoles
[24, 25], we consider two possible cases for the probes to be
adopted:

(i) the probes are vertical dipoles, that corresponds to
assumption p = z;

(ii) the probes are horizontal dipoles, that corresponds to
assumption p = y.

Then, exploiting the guidelines suggested in [17, 26], the
probes are assumed to be evenly spaced of λb/2 along the
borehole length, λb being the background medium’s wave-
length. By relying on the same considerations, the spacing
between the two boreholes in the “reflection” configuration
is also assumed to be λb/2.

As far as the imaging is concerned, we can assume that
the test elementary dipole is oriented in the same way of
the measured field component (p = d). Note this choice
is expected to maximize the sought fitting between the two
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Figure 2: The adopted numerical test-bed.

sides of the LSM equation when using the same polarization
for transmitters and receivers [16]. Thanks to such a
simplification, we are able to build a full 3D reconstruction
of the imaged scenario while simply solving a single linear
and scalar problem, which obviously entails a remarkable
measuring and processing efficiency.

Then, we take advantage of a normalization of the indi-
cator function [16]. As a matter of fact, since the probes are
not located all around the investigated domain, the indicator
‖x(rs)‖2 can lead to poor reconstructions of those parts of
the imaged domain located far from the boreholes. This
drawback can be overcome by considering the compensated
indicator:

Υ
(

rs
) =

∥

∥x
(

rs
)∥

∥
2

∥

∥

∥g
p
d

(

rs
)

∥

∥

∥

2 , (3)

wherein the weight at the denominator is used to take into
account the different location of the sampling point with
respect to the receivers. Moreover, to improve the readability
of the results, as usual in the LSM imaging, we adopt a
logarithmic plot of such indicator.

Finally, since the survey’s aim is to obtain an image
capable of informing the operator of the tunnel’s presence,
the problem of how visualizing the result has to be faced.
Actually, this task is accomplished by plotting a binarized
version of the compensated indicator function (3) in the
whole volume adopting some cutoff value, so to achieve an
isosurface representation of the target. In this respect, the
important issue is how to choose the cutoff value. To this end,
we adopt a simple strategy that consists in inspecting only the
most meaningful single cross-section of the indicator map. In
particular, by relying on the results in [18], we consider the
cross-section in which the borehole lie, in the cross-hole case,
and the cross-section equidistant to the two boreholes, in the

reflection setup. Even if the cutoff is determined heuristically,
we rely on the observation that, again, the presence of
the tunnel is expected to produce strong effects in terms
of scattered fields, so that, especially in the selected cross-
sections, its presence should be easily detectable. Moreover,
a slight error in the cutoff value is not expected to affect the
information content of the overall result.

5. Performance Assessment

In the following, we assume the tunnel embedded into a
homogeneous soil having εb = 5 and σb = 0.5 mS/m. The
tunnel is simulated as a rectilinear vacuum with a square
section of side 3 m, oriented parallel to the y-axis and lying
at depth of 20 m below the air-soil interface. This test-bed
scenario is depicted in Figure 2. The investigated domain is
a cubic region having side of 40 m, and we suppose that the
holes are drilled in z-direction. The total length of the array
in the boreholes is 30 m starting from 5 m below the air-
soil interface. According to the rules recalled in the previous
section, a total number of M = V = 18 probes is positioned
in the two boreholes.

We process synthetic data collected at 10 MHz in both the
cross-hole and reflection setup configuration. In particular,
the scattered field is simulated by means of a forward solver
based on the method of moment (MoM), and it is disturbed
with a Gaussian noise of SNR = 25 dB. Moreover, it is worth
to notice, that the data elaboration we are considering is
not affected by “inverse crime” (even with noise-free data),
since two completely different models underlie the forward
problem (i.e., the MoM) and the inversion procedure (i.e.,
the LSM).

5.1. Cross-Hole Measurement Setup. First of all, we have
assessed the reconstruction capabilities of the LSM against
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Figure 3: LSM imaging of the tunnel in the cross-hole measurement setup. Normalized logarithmic plot of the LSM indicator, binarized
LSM indicator with threshold 0.75, and binarized three-dimensional LSM indicator in the whole region: (a)–(c) vertical dipoles and (d)–(f)
horizontal dipoles.

the usually adopted measurement configuration in which
the region between the two boreholes is investigated. The
boreholes are located at (x = −30 m; y = 0 m) and (x =
30 m; y = 0 m).

First, we have considered the case in which the probes are
vertical dipoles.

Once the LSM equation has been solved for all sampling
points in the investigated volume, we exploit the simple
strategy discussed in the previous section. Hence, we first
observe the cross-section of the LSM indicator in the plane
y = 0, that is, the plane wherein the boreholes are positioned.
Figure 3(a) shows this result, while Figure 3(b) depicts the
corresponding binarized image (the contour plot denotes
the actual geometry of the tunnel). As we can see, a good
estimation of both the location and shape of the tunnel is
retrieved. Then, on the basis of the so-achieved threshold
value, we build the 3D isosurface representation of the target,
Figure 3(c). As expected, the low resolution achievable in
the longitudinal direction, that is, along the orientation of
the tunnel, prevents to achieve a satisfactory reconstruction
in the lateral regions of the investigated domain located far
from the position of the boreholes. However, by considering

such a plot in the region closer to the boreholes’ position, the
presence of a target and its geometry can be clearly associated
with that of a tunnel owing to its length.

The results observed when using horizontal dipoles are
shown in Figures 3(d)–3(f). Also in this case, the results
are quite satisfying both in the transverse section and in the
isosurface 3D representation.

5.2. Reflection Measurement Setup. In this configuration,
the two boreholes are placed on the same side of the
investigated domain, and, according to the criteria outlined
in the previous section, their spacing is 7 m (x = 50 m;
y = ±3.5 m). Figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(d) and 4(e) show that also
in this case it is possible to successfully perform the imaging
of the tunnel in the cross-section equidistant from the two
boreholes. In particular, the position and the transverse
dimension of the tunnel can be retrieved by looking at the
projection of the LSM indicator over the z-x plane. On the
other hand, the three-dimensional isosurface representation
provides an underestimation of the tunnel length, see Figures
4(c) and 4(f). This result can be explained recalling the
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Figure 4: LSM imaging of the tunnel in the reflection measurement setup. Normalized logarithmic plot of the LSM indicator, binarized
LSM indicator with threshold 0.75, and binarized three-dimensional LSM indicator in the whole region: (a)–(c) vertical dipoles and (d)–(f)
horizontal dipoles.

limited imaging capabilities of the LSM with depth when
using aspect-limited configurations [18], which entails that
a smaller portion of the probed area can be reliably imaged
as compared to the previous configuration.

5.3. Cluttered Scenario. As a further proof of the perfor-
mance achievable by the LSM in the imaging of hidden
tunnels, we consider as a last example the case wherein
the tunnel is not simply embedded in a homogeneous
background, but some other targets (representing clutter
for the survey’s aim) are present in the investigated region.
In particular, in the considered scenario, several spurious
targets lie all around the tunnel, see Figure 5(a). The permit-
tivity values of these targets assume random values between
those of the air and the soil.

For the sake of brevity, we consider only the cross-
hole measurement configuration with vertical dipoles, for
which, on the base of the above-discussed results, better
performances are also expected.

Moreover, in order to give a further proof of the achiev-
able performance, we report also a comparison with the

LSM imaging based on a common surface GPR measurement
configuration. In such an arrangement, an array of 9
equispaced antennas is moved along the y-direction with
an acquisition step of 5 m. Note that the acquisition step
has been chosen according to the above outlined criteria
concerning the spatial sampling of the scattered field (6 m
� λb/2), see Figure 5(b).

When the cross-hole borehole configuration is used, the
LSM imaging is still capable of imaging the transverse section
of the tunnel, even if the sharpness of the imaging is lower
as compared to the unperturbed scenario, that is, when no
clutter is present, see Figure 5(c). This notwithstanding, by
exploiting the threshold value resulting from this image, it
is possible to obtain a satisfactory three-dimensional image,
wherein the detection of the tunnel is still possible (Figures
5(d) and 5(e)). On the other hand, in the surface mea-
surement configuration, the achieved results significantly
deteriorate. As a matter of fact, the LSM processing gives
back significantly worsen results as neither the transverse
section of the tunnel is well localized and estimated, nor the
achieved 3D isosurface rendering resembles the geometry of
the tunnel (Figures 5(f)–5(h)).
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Figure 5: LSM imaging of the tunnel in cluttered scenario. (a) Cross-hole measurement configuration; (b) surface moving array measure-
ment configuration. Results achieved with borehole measurement configuration: (c) normalized logarithmic plot of the LSM indicator; (d)
binarized LSM indicator with threshold 0.75; (e) binarized LSM 3D indicator in the whole region. Results achieved with surface measurement
configuration: (f) normalized logarithmic plot of the LSM indicator; (g) binarized LSM indicator with threshold 0.75; (h) binarized LSM
3D indicator in the whole region.

Finally, a general comment concerning the imaging of
hidden tunnels in more realistic instances it is worth to be
done. In particular, when the tunnel will not be parallel to
the boreholes, we can expect that LSM will be still able to
provide a fair estimate of the tunnel location and shape by

considering the 2D plot of the indicator in the transverse
plane. On the other hand, 3D reconstructions are expected to
slightly deteriorate depending on both the inclination angle
and the distance between the tunnel branch and the borehole
location.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the suitability of the
LSM in the framework of GPR borehole imaging for tunnels
detection. The possibility to obtain a qualitative reconstruc-
tion of hidden tunnels has been corroborated through syn-
thetic data. In particular, by taking into account the low-
complexity measurement configurations required by the
GPR surveys for such a kind of applications, we tackled the
microwave imaging task with a low number of transmit-
ting/receiving probes and by adopting only two boreholes.
Satisfactory reconstructions from 3D data processing can be
achieved even when the tunnel is far extended (in terms
of wavelengths) in the dimension transverse to that of the
boreholes axes. The high flexibility of the LSM in performing
the imaging task by processing only one component of
the scattered field (single-polarization data) as well as the
possibility to handle the three-dimensional full-vectorial
problem as a scalar one reveals the suitability of the method
to tackle tunnel detection with low-complexity apparatus,
very low computational burden and not time-consuming
processing step.

This preliminary assessment encourages further analysis
involving more realistic scenarios, wherein to take into
account the antenna model and different soil/background
medium. Moreover, the capability of the proposed method
could be also tested with possible different configuration of
the probes, as for instance, by positioning the antennas into
nonrectilinear boreholes or by considering data collected
by means of directional borehole arrays [27]. Finally, the
imaging capabilities on experimental data will be assessed as
well.
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Compressive sensing (CS) has been shown to be a useful tool for subsurface or through-the-wall imaging (TWI) using ground
penetrating radar (GPR). It has been used to decrease both time/frequency or spatial measurements and generate high-resolution
images. Although current works apply CS directly to TWI, questions on the required number of measurements for a sparsity level,
measurement strategy to subsample in frequency and space, or imaging performance in varying noise levels and limits on CS
range resolution performance still needs to be answered. In addition current CS-based imaging methods are based on two basic
assumptions; targets are point like and positioned at only discrete grid locations and wall thickness and its dielectric constant
are perfectly known. However, these assumptions are not usually valid in most TWI applications. This work extends the theory
of CS-based radar imaging developed for subsurface imaging to TWI and outlines the performance of the proposed imaging for
the above-mentioned questions using numerical simulations. The effect of unknown parameters on the imaging performance is
analyzed, and it is observed that off-the-grid point targets and big modeling errors decreases the performance of CS imaging.

1. Introduction

Through-the-wall imaging (TWI) radar [1] has become
an emerging technology in recent years due to its broad
applications in both civilian and military sectors. In these
applications, an electromagnetic wave, which could pene-
trate the wall, is transmitted and received at several points
within a synthetic aperture to generate a vision of the scene.
TWI applications generally require high-resolution images.
High-range resolution requires use of an ultra-wideband
(UWB) pulse, while high cross range resolution requires
a very long aperture. A new technique for GPR and TWI
resulting in high-resolution imaging using less number of
measurements based on sparse recovery is the compressive-
sensing-based radar imaging [2–8].

Compressive sensing (CS) [9, 10] techniques enable
reconstruction of unknown signals, which have a sparse
representation in a certain transformation domain, from a
set of measurements that can be significantly less than the
number of unknowns. Since radar target scenes with strong

reflectors and moving targets may admit a sparse represen-
tation, reconstruction of target scenes can be formulated
as a sparse signal reconstruction problem. For a signal x
of dimension N , which has a K-sparse representation as
x = Ψs, CS takes M = O(K logN) nontraditional random
linear measurements as y = Φx and solves a convex �1

minimization problem:

min‖s‖1, subject to y = ΦΨs, (1)

to reconstruct the sparse signal s. In this way, instead of
taking N measurements, M < N measurements is sufficient
to reconstruct the signal. Since such a formulation enables
imaging with fewer number of measurements that can be
provided with A/D converters operating at a fraction of the
Nyquist sampling rate or with many less measurements in a
stepped frequency systems, it is promising to use compressive
sensing especially in high-resolution radar imaging.

Compressive sensing was introduced in the general
context of radar imaging in [11], where basic ideas about
the possible benefits of CS to radar systems such as lower
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A/D rates, removal of matched filtering in the front end, was
outlined. One of the earliest successful examples of using CS
in an experimental radar system is demonstrated in [6]. In
that work, the subsurface area is modeled to consist of small
number of discrete point-like targets. Since the potential
targets would cover a small portion of the total subsurface
volume to be imaged, the target localization problem was
argued to be a sparse recovery problem. Later, a dictionary
is generated using a data model for each possible discrete
target point, and the sparse subsurface image is generated by
solving an optimization problem with CS. Later, these results
were expanded for stepped frequency [5] and impulse GPR
[7]. In [2], Yoon and Amin. used CS for TWI using wideband
beamforming. A technique different than that proposed in
[5] was used, where the unmeasured frequency points are
reconstructed and conventional wideband beamforming is
applied using the reconstructed measurements. In [4], the
direct application of what is detailed in [5] is shown for the
TWI application; however, a 2-layer world model as in [5]
is used which does not quite reflect TWI application since
the interaction between backwarding waves and antenna is
different when the latter is located over an interface. In [4]
simulated images for different measurement matrices are
generated, and experimental data results are discussed. In [8]
sparse signal reconstruction ideas are applied to GPR rebar
detection.

In all previous CS-TWI or CS-GPR literature, the
imaging theory depends on several assumptions. First, the
targets are point-like reflectors located only at discrete
grid positions. Second, the wave velocities or medium
parameters, such as permittivity or wall thickness, are
assumed to be perfectly known. These assumptions were
used to build a forward model between the target space
and measurements, but actual targets might not fall on grid
points and wave velocities or wall thickness might only be
known approximately. Hence the created forward model will
definitely include modeling errors. It is very important to
understand the effect of such parameters on the robustness
of CS-based TWI. Additionally, most CS-TWI papers show
simulation results for imaging of randomly placed several
point targets with using less space/frequency measurements
as compared to observing all space/frequency domain.
However, no specific result for subsurface or TWI has been
shown detailing the required number of measurements, a
function of the sparsity level of the imaged region. The
general result of CS, which briefly says M = O(K logN)
is not quite an answer or problem since it only states the
order of the measurement number and it is developed for
an orthogonal basis case where the dictionary developed for
TWI is definitely not orthogonal.

Another important question is what should be the
random sampling strategy for CS. This question turns out to
be a design of random measurement matrix, which controls
how the space and frequency domain is sampled. In [5],
randomly selected rows of an identity matrix are used at
each antenna position which amounts to measuring random
frequency steps. In [4, 7] in addition to measuring random
frequency steps, a random subsampling in space decreasing
the spatial measurement locations was successfully tested.

Also results in [4, 6] show that observing less number of
uniformly distributed frequencies and spatial measurements
generates similar images. However, the tradeoff between
decreasing measurements in frequency or space and a good
strategy of doing that with how many measurements on each
axis needs further investigation. It is also important to know
the performance limits of CS-TWI imaging on varying levels
of noise.

Range resolution performance of CS-TWI is another
important issue. CS has shown to resolve targets spaced
closer than the Rayleigh range resolution limit in radar
applications [12]. The range resolution performance of CS
imaging for TWI application compared to the standard back-
projection imaging algorithm is another important point. In
this paper a preliminary analysis and results on using CS
in TWI for the above-defined challenges are given through
numerical simulations. These initial results outline a basis for
a more deeper research for given challenges in CS imaging.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
details the CS-based TWI algorithm, as an extended version
of [5] for through-the-wall geometry. Section 3 gives detailed
simulation results and analysis about the parameters of the
CS-based GPR systems. Conclusions and possible future
work are discussed in Section 4.

2. CS-Based Through-the-Wall Imaging

Through-the-wall imaging (TWI) algorithms like delay and
sum beamforming generate images by mainly applying a
coherent matched filter of the measured data with the
impulse response of the data acquisition process [13, 14].
Different from the conventional TWI methods, CS-based
imaging first discretizes the target space and tries to generate
a linear relation between the measured data and the target
space to be imaged; hence a data dictionary should be
generated. In this dictionary generation each column of the
dictionary corresponds to the modeled measurement for a
single target at the corresponding grid point in the target
space. By this way the measured data can be represented as
a linear combination of the dictionary columns. Hence any
possible prior information like sparsity could be used.

In this development a stepped frequency (SF) radar
system is considered. A detailed explanation on CS-based
imaging theory for subsurface imaging for a 2-layer geometry
is given in [5] about general stepped frequency systems. Here
this development is briefly extended to the TWI application
where a 3-layer modeling is considered mostly leaving the
details to the original paper.

Our goal is to linearly relate the sensor measurements
to the target space. To do so, a target model for which the
expected target return can be calculated should be used.
Under the Born approximation, neglecting the mutual inter-
actions between targets, the scattering field for a continuous
target space π can be written as [15]

ES(xo,ω) =
∫∫

Einc(xo,w, x, z)G(xo,w, x, z)π(x, z)dxdz,

(2)
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where ES(xo,ω) is the scattered field at observation point xo,
Einc is the incident field, and G(·) is the relevant Green’s
function. For this development a discritized version of (2)
is basically used. In this development a simple point target
modelis selected since the response from a point target can
easily be modeled. Other types of target models can also be
used if the reflections from it can be modeled. The total target
space in this case is assumed to be combination of small
number of point targets making the sparsity assumption
feasible. This can be viewed as a realistic assumption in many
GPR applications like mine detection or TWI where the
targets actually cover a small part of the whole target space
to be imaged. Assume an SF-GPR acquiring measurements
over P targets. The received frequency measurements at the
ith scan point can be written as

di =
P
∑

k=1

rke
− jω(t−τi(pk)), (3)

where τi(pk) is the time delay for the target at the position
pk and when the antenna is at the ith scan or observation
position. Note that for correct calculation of the time
delay from each GPR position to each target position that
requires the knowledge of the wave propagation velocity
in the medium and sensing geometry. Target reflectivity or
other effects are combined in the weights rk. The target
space πT is actually continuous, but to generate a data
dictionary it is discretized into a finite set of grid points
TS = π1,π2, . . . ,πN where N determines the total number
of possible discrete target space points and each πj is a
3D vector [xj , yj , zj] representing one possible target space
point. A data dictionary can be generated by synthesizing the
time/frequency data for each possible target space point πj .
Note that actual targets might not be at one of these grid
points πj , but this discretization guides us to build a data
dictionary which approximates a linear relation between the
target space and measurements. The effect of off-the-grid
targets on the imaging performance is analyzed in Section 3.

Finally when the radar is at the ith scan point, the jth
column of the dictionary Ψi, corresponding to a target at πj ,
can be written as

[Ψi] j = exp
[

− jω
(

t − τi
(

πj
))]

. (4)

Repeating (4) for each discrete possible target position
creates the dictionary Ψi. This is the dictionary for only
the ith scan position. Note that the dimension of Ψi will
be L × N if L frequency steps are used. Depending on the
discritization level, N , the possible target points πj will be
close to the actual target points pk. Hence the measured
data di can be represented as a linear combination of the
dictionary columns [Ψi] j as

di = Ψib + e, (5)

where b is a weighted indicator vector defining the target
space and e representing any unmodelled factor and noise.
From the linear relation defined in (5), the goal is to find b
which is actually an image of the medium.

In generating the data dictionary, the crucial point is
to calculate the time delay value τi(πj) of the propagated
wave through the wall and reflected from the point target at
position πj and received at the receiver when the antennas
are at the ith scan point. Exact calculation of this time delay
requires the knowledge of wall thickness and wave velocities
in all propagated mediums and solution of the diffraction
points from the Snell law. Here it is important to note that the
wall is assumed to be homogeneous in generating the data
dictionary. In general exact knowledge of these parameters is
also not available, and effect of the error on these parameters
is analyzed on the imaging performance in Section 3. For
building the forward model when wave velocities and wall
thickness are given, the diffraction points can be solved
exactly by the Snell law or linear approximations like [16]
or from ray tracing.

Standard stepped frequency systems measure a regularly
spaced set of L frequencies in the frequency band they are
using. What CS offers is that if the reconstructed signal is
sparse then it can be reconstructed with less number of
measurements compared to the standard case, thus instead
of measuring L frequencies, only a small subset, M, of them
is measured at each scan point. Here M < L. The observed
measurements will be βi = Φidi where Φi is designed to
be an M × L measurement matrix constructed by randomly
selecting M rows of an L × L identity matrix which actually
defines which M frequencies out of L are acquired. This
effectively reduces the data acquisition time of the SF radar by
L/M if all scan points are used. Using measurements βi from
S different scan positions, the target space b is constructed
[17, 18] by solving

̂b = arg min‖b‖1 s.t.
∥

∥

∥AT
(

β − Ab)
∥

∥

∥∞ < ε, (6)

where β = [βT1 , . . . ,βTS ]T , Ψ = [ΨT
1 , . . . ,ΨT

S ]T , Φ =
diag{Φ1, . . . ,ΦS}, and A = ΦΨ. Here the selected S
scan positions can also be a random subset of the scan
positions within the whole aperture. In (6) selection of the
regularization parameter ε is important since it determines
the tradeoff between sparsity of the solution and the level of
data fit. Selection of the proper relaxation parameter ε can be
done either by estimating the noise variance or using cross-
validation [19, 20] techniques which require to separate
measurements into two sets and recurrent solutions of the
optimization problem. In the presented numerical results, an
empirical selection of this parameter as ε = 0.2 ∗ ATβ is
done. An optimization package CVX [21] is used for solution
of (6) for the numerical simulation results presented in the
next section.

3. Numerical Simulations and Results

In this section the effects of the parameters in CS imag-
ing system are tested through numerical simulations. A
preliminary understanding on the required number of
measurements for correct reconstruction of the target space
at varying sparsity levels, the effect of acquiring these
measurements from frequency or space, the level of noise
where CS imaging still works, the effect of system bandwidth
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and resolution limits, the effect of discritization of target
space and off-the-grid targets, and the estimation errors
in parameters like wave velocity or wall thickness in TWI
are aimed in the simulations presented in this section. For
these tests a TWI geometry with a monostatic antenna
with a 20 cm offset from a 30 cm thick wall of dielectric
constant 4 is considered. The SF system collects frequency
domain measurements from 500 MHz to 5.5 GHz with
40 MHz frequency steps. Thus, at each scan position, GPR
acquires 126 frequency measurements if all frequency steps
are measured. A target space of size 60 cm by 60 cm is
considered with a 3 cm discretization on both axes generating
an N = 400 total grid point. Unless stated targets are
assumed to be point like and exactly positioned on grid
locations.

3.1. Effect of Measurement Number. In CS-based subsurface
imaging or TWI literature, it is shown that the total
number of measurements acquired can be decreased if the
target space is sparse, but it is important to know the
relation between the required number of measurements for
correct imaging and varying levels of sparsity specifically
for GPR applications. To understand this relation, target
spaces with sparsity levels changing from 2 to 12 are tested.
For each case the target space is imaged with 10 to 500
compressed measurements using proposed CS technique.
This procedure is repeated 50 times for each sparsity level and
measurement number. For each case a random target space
and random measurement selections are done and correct
reconstructions are counted. The correct reconstruction
ratio is obtained as the ratio of total number of correct
reconstructed cases to the total number of tests which is
50 in this case. Two measurement strategies as random and
uniform are compared. In the random measurement strategy
acquiring M measurement simply means M of the total L×S
space-frequency measurement are randomly selected. The
uniform measurement strategy takes this M measurements
as uniformly spaced out of LS× 1 measurement vector. Note
that standard back-projection techniques mainly use all L×S
space-frequency measurements.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the correct reconstruction
ratio at the acquired measurement numbers for varying
levels of sparsity for random and uniform measurement
strategies, respectively. It can be observed that both strategies
perform similarly. This result also confirms the observation
done in [4, 6]. The results in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) also
show that for correct reconstruction required number of
measurements should increase as the sparsity level increases.
Figure 1(c) shows the required number of measurements to
achieve a 95% correct reconstruction ratio for each tested
sparsity level for this numerical simulation. It is observed
that the the required number of measurements linearly
increases with the sparsity level of the solution which is in
accordance with the fundamental result of CS which states
that the required number of measurements should be M =
O(K logN) which states a relation as M = cK logN with an
unknown constant c. A first-order fit applied to the result
in Figure 1(c) gives a relation as M ≈ 16K , and when

the dimension of the target space N = 400 is considered,
the required number of measurements for this case can be
written as M ≈ 2.7K logN where the unknown constant c is
found to be 2.7 for the tested CS-TWI scenario. This relation
states the minimum number of compressive measurements
to correctly reconstruct a K sparse scene using our model,
and note that it is developed for a specific case of N = 400.
We have tested this relation with a similar scenario, but using
a discritization of N = 800 for various sparsity levels and in
the average a correct reconstruction ratio of 0.96 is obtained.
It is important to note that this result is dependent on the
dictionary developed in Section 2. We do not conclude that
this is a general result for any CS-TWI case specifying the
minimum required number of measurements, but we believe
this relation would at least give an idea on that.

3.2. Effect of Acquiring Measurements from Frequency or
Space. Another important point in a measurement strategy
is to decide on a good division in observing measurement
from frequency or space. It is important to understand the
tradeoff between subsampling from space or frequency. As an
example, if a total of 50 measurement would be taken from
the whole space-frequency domain how would you distribute
the measurements to space and frequency; that is, would
you take random 10 scan points and measure 5 frequencies
at each scan point or measure 5 scan points and take 10
frequency measurements at each point. Which one would
be more effective in reconstructing the target space image?
For this test the target sparsity level is fixed to 5 targets,
and varying numbers of randomly selected frequency mea-
surements from 5 to 125 at varying spatial scan points from
2 to 20 are observed. At each case the independent target
space generations and random measurement selections are
repeated 50 times and the number of correct reconstructions
are counted. Figure 2 shows the correct reconstruction ratio
by the measurement number at each scan point. Note that
the x-axis in Figure 2 indicates the measurement number
per each scan point out of a maximum of 126 frequency
measurements with the simulation parameters used.

It can be initially observed that imaging performance is
very low if only one scan point is used regardless of the
measurement number, but even increasing it to two scan
points increases the performance. For the same total space-
frequency measurement numbers, distributing measure-
ments across scan points increases correct reconstruction
performance. For example, observing 90 measurements at
a single scan point generates a 0.1 reconstruction ratio
where observing 40 measurements at two scan points or
30 measurements at 3 scan points increases reconstruction
performance dramatically. It can also be observed that the
total number of measurements becomes the important factor
if at least 4 out of 20 scan points are used. As a conclusion,
random subsampling in both frequency and space can be
done but for successful reconstructions spatial scan points
should not be too few. Further and more general tests are
needed to be done to obtain more general results including
whether this tradeoff between space and frequency division
is effected by the sparsity level of the scene.
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Figure 1: Correct reconstruction ratio versus measurement number for varying levels of target sparsity for (a) random measurement
strategy, (b) uniform measurement strategy. The required number of measurements to achieve a 95% correct reconstruction for random
measurement strategy.

3.3. Effect of Noise Level. To analyze the impact of noise
level on the imaging performance, a simulation is performed.
First, with frequency domain data for a single point target
SNRs from −5 to 25 dB are tested with 50 different trials
using additive complex white gaussian noise (CWGN) at
each SNR level using varying number of total of space-
frequency measurements from 50 to 300 observed randomly
at 20 scan points and the target space is reconstructed
with (6). Figure 3 shows the correct reconstruction ratio
versus SNR for the tested measurement numbers. The
regularization parameter is empirically used as ε = 0.2∗ATβ
for all cases.

It can be seen in simulation result that with increasing
measurement numbers, the same reconstruction perfor-
mance could be obtained at lower SNR values. At lower SNR

values than 0 dB, correct reconstructions were not obtained
for the tested measurement numbers. Above 15 dB SNR,
even very low measurement numbers generate highly correct
reconstruction ratios.

3.4. Effect of Bandwidth and Enhanced Range Resolution on
CS. One of the important properties of the CS method is its
ability to resolve targets spaced closer than the conventional
range resolution of an SFCW GPR [5, 22], defined as ΔR =
c/(2LΔ f ), where Δ f is the frequency step, L is the number
of frequency steps, and c is the speed of the wave in the
medium. To study this increased resolution property for GPR
applications, a simulation is done with two point targets. In
the simulation a bandwidth of 2.5 GHz is used with starting
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and ending frequencies of 0.5 GHz and 3 GHz, respectively.
Hence, in theory, range resolution is going to be 6 cm. The
target space is discritized to 1 cm for this simulation. Figures
4(a) and 4(b) show the delay and sum beamforming results
when the separation between two targets is 10 cm and 6 cm,
respectively. As expected the two targets could be located
correctly when their separation is more than the resolution
limit. While delay and sum beamforming cannot resolve the
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Figure 4: Imaging performance of backprojection when the range
separation between two targets is (a) 10 cm, (b) 6 cm, and (c)
performance of CS-based imaging when two targets are separated
by 3 cm.

two targets because they merge into a single peak for closer
targets, the CS method resolves both targets at their correct
positions even if the separation between them is 3 cm in
range which is smaller than the range resolution limit. This is
because the CS method does not perform a matched filtering
operation, which would impose the range resolution limit.
Instead CS tries to explain the measurements using the least
number of columns from its dictionary of measurements.
The resolution limit in CS is mainly about the mutual
coherence of the dictionary columns and the regularization
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parameter used. The increased resolution property of CS
has also been reported in other sparse signal reconstruction
applications [23, 24].

3.5. Effect of Off-the-Grid Target. In the GPR imaging
applications, the assumed signal sparsity is in the continuous
target space and the sparsity basis Ψ is constructed through
discritization or gridding of this target space. In a general
setting, the observed signal will not be sparse in such
a dictionary created through discritization since a target
might not be exactly on any of the grid locations. The
reconstruction performance with CS will decrease due to this
basis mismatch. This is not a specific problem for GPR, but it
is general for any reconstruction problem where a parametric
continuous space is sensed and similar basis mismatch or
off-grid problems are heavily pronounced in radar imaging
[25] for delay-Doppler space, target localization [5, 26] for
continuous target space, beamforming [27, 28] for angle
space, or shape detection [29] for shape parameter space.
Such examples emphasize the importance of off-the-grid
problem in CS.

In the literature the simplistic and the general approach
to the problem is to increase the grid size and use a
reconstruction algorithm that can handle additive noise
in measurements. Although this could provide close to
satisfactory results for some applications, it is not the
solution to the actual problem. No matter how fine the
discritization is, the actual signal parameters might not be
on the grid. In addition increasing grid size increases the
coherence between dictionary columns making restricted
isometry property (RIP) [30] invalid. Grid size increase also
increases the computational complexity of reconstruction.
It is also important to note that the modeling error due
to basis mismatch is also not an additive noise; it is rather
multiplicative [31].

In this part, off-the-grid targets are simulated, and effect
of the discritization or grid size on the TWI performance is
observed. To observe only the effect of grid size, parameters
like wall thickness or wave velocity in all mediums are
assumed to be known perfectly. A target space of size 60 ×
60 cm2 area is simulated. Two point reflectors at off-the-grid
positions as (−0.192, 0, −0.143) and (0.218,0, −0.382) are
placed, and the target space are discritized with 1 cm, 2 cm,
and 5 cm grid sizes. An SNR of 10 dB is used. The obtained
compressive sensing and back-projection reconstructions
using only the 20% of the total frequency-space data
randomly are shown in Figure 5 for each discritization level.

It can be observed from Figure 5 that CS-based imaging
method is effected from off-the-grid targets and the imaging
performance gets worse if the grid sizes get high. For
grid size of 1 cm, both targets are observed with some
additional targets, but, for higher grid sizes of 2 and
5 cm the created images are not close to correct target
space image. Back-projection images in general can be
argued to be more robust to discritization of target space
compared to compressive-sensing-based imaging technique.
But performance of backprojection also gets worse as the grid
sizes increase. These results show that off-the-grid targets

are really an important problem for CS-based techniques.
Although the simulation indicates that off-grid-targets create
challenges for CS; in real-world scenarios possible extended
targets would cover several grid locations and the observed
data could be represented sparsely with those grid locations,
which is mainly observed with the experimental CS based
imaging results in the literature. Nevertheless depending on
the grid size, off-the grid targets creates challenges. This
discussion brings a new data model. The signal is actually
sparse in an unknown basis ̂Φ where there is mismatch
between the actual sparsity basis ̂Φ and the modeled one Φ.
In the literature there are several works [31, 32] analyzing
the effects of stated basis mismatch problem. However, these
works only study the sensitivity of CS to the mismatch
between the assumed and actual sparsity bases and calculate
resultant performance degradation. Analytical �2 norm error
bounds due to the basis mismatch are also obtained in
[31, 32]. They do not offer any systematic solution to the
problem.

To solve the off-grid target problem, we are working on
new techniques that utilize gradients with respect to the
parameters at each grid location and apply greedy or joint
perturbations to basis columns. This solution for the off-
grid problem is combined with the orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP) algorithm for a new iterative off-the-grid
OMP method. Our initial results are given in [33] but
extended techniques will be applied to the GPR applications
and its performance will also be analyzed in the future.

3.6. Effect of Unknown Parameters. Another fundamental
problem in CS-based TWI is that the parameters like wall
thickness and the velocity of the wave in the wall that are
used in creating the data dictionary might be different than
the actual parameters. These problems are also studied in
classical TWI in [34, 35]. Although it is possible to estimate
these parameters, still it is very hard to exactly find them.
Here the effect of the errors in these estimated parameters
on the CS imaging is shown. For the presented results the
targets are placed at exactly on-the-grid points, and only
effects of the errors in wall thickness and wave velocity are
analyzed. The data dictionary is generated using a wall of
thickness of 30 cm and permittivity 4. Figures 6(a) and 6(b)
show the images created when the actual wall permittivity is
taken as 4.1 and 4.5, respectively. When the error is small,
two targets are imaged at their correct positions, but when
the error gets large the created image deviates highly from
the correct image. When the measurements are simulated
with a wall thickness of 30.2 cm, even this small error in
wall thickness creates an important degradation in the CS
image. When the wall thickness is taken as 31 cm, the created
image is not related with the correct target space. Hence
CS-based imaging seems to be highly dependent on close
estimation of the unknown parameters. On the other hand,
similar tests are done on backprojection, and it is observed
that with even higher errors in parameters, backprojected
images are not effected as much as CS-based images. It can
be stated that backprojection is also more robust to errors in
modeling parameters. This could be because backprojection
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Figure 5: Effects of off-the-grid targets to the CS-based TWI: (a) backprojection, (b) CS image for discritization of 1 cm, (c) backprojection,
(d) CS image for discritization of 2 cm, (e) backprojection, (f) CS image for discritization of 5 cm.
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Figure 6: Effects of unknown wall characteristics to CS imaging: wall permittivity is (a) 4.1 and (b) 4.5 and wall thickness (c) 30.2 cm and
(d) 31 cm. Effects of unknown wall characteristics to back-projection imaging: wall permittivity is (e) 4.7 and Wall thickness (f) 33 cm.
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only calculates the correlation of the measurements with
the data model for the grid location and focused and
highly correlated but not sparse images are obtained. On
the other hand, CS tries to match the measurements with
linear combinations of the dictionary columns. In the
presence of modeling errors and also depending on the
regularization parameter, CS brings new data points to satisfy
the data constraint. Hence it is very important to generate
either successful parameter estimation techniques that use
only compressive measurements or more robust sparsity-
enhanced imaging techniques. Extending data dictionaries
using several different parameters [36] might be an initial
solution although it increases the imaging complexity or
possible gradient-based search parameter search techniques
could be used.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a compressive-sensing-based through-the-
wall imaging algorithm is presented. Initial results through
numerical simulations are obtained for questions on the
required number of measurements for a sparsity level,
measurement strategy to subsample in frequency and space,
imaging performance in varying noise levels, and enhanced
CS range resolution performance. Simulations with off-the-
grid targets and unknown parameters are performed, and it
is observed that if the grid size or the error in the unknown
parameters is not too big, the imaging performance is not
severely affected; however, big grid sizes or errors degrade
the reconstructed image. Although obtained results are not
too general, we believe that they are preliminary to a much
deeper study.
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Ultrawideband (UWB) technology has many advantages compared to its narrowband counterpart in many applications. We
present a new compact low-cost UWB radar for indoor and through-wall scenario. The focus of the paper is on the development
of the signal processing algorithms for ranging and tracking, taking into account the particular properties of the UWB CMOS
transceiver and the radiation characteristics of the antennas. Theoretical analysis for the algorithms and their evaluations by
measurements are presented in the paper. The ranging resolution of this UWB radar has achieved 1-2 mm RMS accuracy for a
moving target in indoor environment over a short range, and Kalman tracking algorithm functions well for the through-wall
detection.

1. Introduction

Due to its quite unique properties, ultrawideband (UWB)
technology finds many applications in different areas, such
as UWB sensor network for precise ranging and geolocation,
UWB radar and imaging systems with superior penetration
and high resolution, and super sensitive UWB radio astron-
omy [1–3].

From the radar perspective, UWB systems exhibit several
distinct advantages over the narrowband counterparts [4,
5]: (1) higher ranging resolution with higher penetration
ability through lossy materials simultaneously; (2) enhanced
target recognition; (3) better penetration ability to passive
interference (i.e., rain, fog, and clutter); (4) very low cost,
particularly, the Novelda UWB radar system used in this
paper.

We present a new compact and low-cost UWB radar
system for ranging and tracking of moving objects in indoor
and through-wall environments. The UWB radar consists
of a commercially available Novelda R2A UWB CMOS chip
transceiver [6] and the recently developed UWB 2–15-GHz
self-grounded-Bow-Tie (SGBT) antennas [7, 8]; see Figure 1.
The particular properties of the Novelda transceiver and the
radiation characteristics of the antenna have been taken into

account for the development of the ranging and tracking
algorithms.

The ranging resolution of this UWB radar by applying
the algorithm has achieved an accuracy of 1-2 mm RMS error
for a moving target in indoor environments over a short
range, and the Kalman filter tracking algorithm functions
well for a through-wall detection.

In this paper, the system is briefed in Section 2. The self-
grounded Bow-Tie antenna is described in Section 2.2. The
system signal is modeled in Section 3. Algorithms of adaptive
clutter mapping are presented in Section 4. Afterwards, the
algorithms for ranging are described in detail in Section 5.
An important issue, calibration of the system, is discussed
in Section 6. A Kalman tracking algorithm based on the
pulse-spectrum ranging is briefed in Section 7. Then, the
evaluation of the algorithms by measurements is illustrated
in Section 8.

2. The Radar System

2.1. Overview of the System. The UWB radar system con-
sists of two SGBT antennas and one Novelda transceiver;
see Figure 1. Pulses are transmitted via one antenna
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Figure 1: The compact UWB radar system for indoor and through-
wall ranging and tracking.
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Figure 2: Presentation of the operating principle of the compact
UWB radar system.

(Tx antenna), reflected by targets, and then received by the
second antenna (Rx antenna), as depicted in Figure 2.

For memory efficiency, each measurement by the Nov-
elda transceiver is taken within a fixed time frame (referred to
as the measurement frame, or simply the frame), with an off-
set time delay predefined by user. Each measurement has 128
samples. The time interval (or step) between two consecutive
samples is 27.8 ps, corresponding to the sample resolution of
4.167 mm in the wave propagation direction. The duration of
one frame is then 127×27.8 ps = 3.53 ns in time and 529 mm
in space accordingly.

The received signals can be amplified by user-defined
values in the transceiver. The signal sample data are then sent
to the microcontroller for data processing.

2.2. The Self-Grounded Bow-Tie Antenna. The self-grounded
Bow-Tie (SGBT) antenna, shown in Figure 1, is a new type of
UWB antenna, developed recently at Chalmers University of
Technology [7, 8]. Several other types of UWB antennas have
been also developed at Chalmers for different applications
[9–12].

The SGBT antenna is chosen for this UWB radar system
due to the following characteristics: (1) very good time

response; (2) compact size and low profile; (3) UWB con-
stant directional radiation beam; (4) good UWB reflection
coefficient; (5) better penetration ability than other UWB
antennas [8, 13]. Antipodal Vivaldi antennas were used in the
previous work [14]. With the use of the SGBT antenna, the
performance of the UWB radar system has been improved,
due to its good time response and UWB constant directional
radiation beam.

The size of the SGBT antenna is 54× 58× 24 mm3, with
the operating frequency band covering 2–15 GHz. The details
of the measured and simulated performance of the antenna
can be found in [7, 8].

The comparison between the self-grounded Bow-Tie
antenna and a Vivaldi antenna with a size of 135 × 145 ×
2 mm3 on the penetration ability through a concrete wall
was presented in [8], which indicated that the system using
the self-grounded Bow-Tie antenna has 6 dB higher signal
level that is using the Vivaldi antenna. The antipodal Vivaldi
antennas used in [14] have even lower penetration ability
than the aforementioned Vivaldi antenna.

The measured time-domain response of the UWB radar
system is shown in Figure 3, when the two antennas are
separated by a distance of 250 mm in the face-to-face
configuration in an anechoic chamber. From the figure, two
time-response measures, the width of the pulse full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) τFWHM and the duration of the
ringing τr=0.22, can be obtained as τFWHM = 134 ps and
τr=0.22 = 260 ps, which states a fast time pulse response of
the radar system. Please refer to [15] for the definitions of
τFWHM and τr=0.22.

Note that in the antenna setup of the system, it is
required that the target should be a certain distance away
from the antennas for this radar system to have an accurate
ranging, because then the target pulse can be distinguished
clearly from the direct-coupling pulse between the antennas.
Since the pulse used in this work has a width of about
0.5 ns (Figure 3), which corresponds to 150 mm, the distance
between the target and the antennas should be larger than
150 mm. With enough margin, it is set in this work that
the minimum distance between the target and the antennas
should be larger than both the distance between the two
antennas and 200 mm for an accurate ranging result.

3. Signal Model

Figure 4 shows the signal model used in this work, where the
received signal r consists of the clutter re (unwanted reflected
signal from a static indoor environment, such as a wall), the
target signal rt that is reflected from moving targets, and
the noise e. Note that the definitions of the clutter and the
target can be different in different applications. The noise
e is defined as the channel noise, modeled by a zero-mean
random variable. Here, we assume that there is no jamming,
namely, no other sources of signals within the field of the
radar system.

In the Novelda transceiver, each measurement consists of
128 samples. The received signal r and its subcomponents re,
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Figure 3: Measured time-domain impulse response of the UWB radar system when the two antennas are separated by 250 mm in the
face-to-face configuration.
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Figure 4: Signal system model, where the received signal r is con-
structed of three additive parts: the clutter re, the target signal rt ,
and the noise e.

rt, and e are therefore expressed by 128-dimensional vectors
as

r = re + rt + e, (1)

where

r = [r(1), r(2), . . . , r(128)]T , (2)

with T transposition, and the same for re, rt, and e.
Let vectors ri−(n−1), ri−(n−2), . . . , ri−1, ri denote the mea-

surements at time ti−(n−1), ti−(n−2), . . . , ti−1, ti, and denote a
measurement matrix Xi at time ti by the present and past n
measurements as

Xi =
[

ri−(n−1), ri−(n−2), . . . , ri−1, ri
]

. (3)

From (1), the measurement matrix Xi can be written as

Xi = Xi
e + Xi

t + Ei, (4)

where Xi
e, Xi

t , and Ei are referred to as the clutter matrix, the
target matrix, and the noise matrix, respectively.

4. Adaptive Clutter Mapping

The Novelda transceiver has a particular property: the
received signal at each measurement may be rescaled and
shifted by a bias. This means that even in a static environ-
ment, the clutter map may change with the measurement.
Without losing generality, each clutter measurement rie can
be modeled by a rescaling factor αi and a shifted bias ci as

rie = αirc + ci, (5)

where rc represents the clutter vector, bias vector ci =
[ 1

...
1

]

ci,

and ci is a constant. Therefore,

Xi
e =

[

αi−(n−1)rc + ci−(n−1), . . . ,αirc + ci
]

=
[

αi−(n−1)rc, . . . ,αirc
]

+
[

ci−(n−1), . . . , ci
]

= Ri
c + Ci,

(6)

where

Ri
c =

[

αi−(n−1), . . . ,αi
]

rc,

Ci =
[

ci−(n−1), . . . , ci
]

.
(7)

The maximum rank of the clutter matrix Xi
e is 2 by the

assumption that there are only two independent vectors
[αi−(n−1), . . . ,αi] and [ci−(n−1), . . . , ci].

Due to the property of (6), the method of singular value
decomposition (SVD) [16] is used for the clutter mapping,
referred to as the SVD clutter mapping.
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Suppose that Xi is anm×nmatrix with a rank of L. Then,
it can be factorized as

Xi = UΣiVH = U
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VH , (8)

where U is an m × m unitary matrix, Σi is an m × n matrix
with diagonal entries of nonnegative-real numbers, and V is
an n× n unitary matrix. The nonzero entries σil , l = 1, . . . ,L,
the singular values of matrix Xi, are sorted in the descending
order. Thus, Xi can be expressed by a summation of L one-
rank matrices:

Xi =
L
∑

l=1

ulσ il v
H
l , (9)

where ul, vHl , and σil are the left eigenvector, the right
eigenvector, and the singular value of Xi, respectively.

According to (6), the two strongest singular values
represent the clutter map, that is,

r̂ie =
2
∑

l=1

ulσ il
(

vil
)H

, (10)

where r̂ie is defined as in (5) for the ith measurement ri.
Therefore, the clutter map can be removed from the mea-
surement ri, and the reflection of the target can be estimated
accordingly:

r̂it = ri − r̂ie. (11)

An example of the clutter mapping is shown in Figure 5:
100 consecutive measurements (n = 100) of a moving
metal plate (225 × 500 mm2). The overlapping part of all
measurements represents the clutter map r̂ie, and the pulses
different from the clutter map indicate the echoes from the
target rit. It is observed from the figure that although the
clutter is static, the clutter map has a certain variation (a thick
belt of the overlapped curve). This is due to the rescaling
factor αi and the shifted bias ci of the Novelda transceiver,
as described in (5).

The choice of the number of measurements n in the
measurement matrix Xi for the clutter mapping depends on
the applications. If n is large, the clutter map is more related
to the static environment with a higher computational
complexity. If n is small, any object that appears to be static
for a short time or moves slowly will be considered as a part
of the clutter, with a shorter computation time.

As a reference, the direct mean method is also used for
the clutter mapping (referred to as the direct-mean method)
for each measurement, which is defined as

r̂ie =
1
n

i
∑

k=i−(n−1)

rk, (12)
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Figure 5: 100 consecutive measurements of a moving metal plate
(225 × 500 mm2) in the presence of clutter. The overlapping part
represents the clutter map r̂ie, and the pulses different from the
overlapping part indicate the target signals rit .

that is, in the direct-mean method, the clutter map r̂ie is
obtained by averaging the measurements rk, k = i−n+ 1, i−
n + 2, . . . , i, over the n measurements. It is obvious that this
method assumes that the rescaling and the bias shifting and
the reflection from a moving target are zero-mean random
variables, which is not always true in reality.

5. Ranging

Three ranging techniques have been investigated. The first
two are sample based, which means that the ranging is
obtained by finding the sample index of the pulse front in
the received target signal. The last one is a fractional-sample
method, in order to get a higher ranging resolution.

5.1. Pulse Signature Matching. The received pulse signature
rs is defined first in this method.

In order to maintain the robustness over a range of
objects, the pulse signature is obtained by (1) averaging
target pulse signals over 20 different targets, measured in
anechoic chamber; (2) using a rectangular window (referred
to as the pulse signature window) to select the main lobes of
the averaged pulse signal ravg as the pulse signature.

Referring to Figure 6, we define

rs(m) =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

0, m < 0,

ravg(nst +m), 0 ≤ m ≤ Nw,

0, m > Nw,

(13)

where nst and Nw are the starting sample index and the
sample width of the pulse signature window in the averaged
signal, respectively.
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Figure 6: The pulse signature is defined by the main lobes (inside
the pulse signature window) of the averaged target signals over 20
different targets measured in anechoic chamber. The same window
sliding through the target signal sequence is used for STFT in pulse-
spectrum signature matching.

Then, the cross-correlation Xcorr(k) between the target
signal rt and the pulse signature rs with different time delay
k is calculated by

Xcorr(k) =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

128
∑

m=1

rt(m)rs(m− k)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, 1 ≤ k ≤ 128−Nw.

(14)

The peak value of Xcorr(k) appears obviously at such a time
delay k that the pulse front of the pulse signature coincides
with the pulse front of the target signal. Therefore, the sample
index of the target pulse front ̂j, referred to as the target
index, is estimated by

̂j = arg max
k∈(1,128−Nw)

Xcorr(k). (15)

In a traditional radar problem, this classic approach is
referred to as matched filter [17, 18]. It has its advantage
of simplicity. However, the similarity between the target
signal pulse and the pulse signature plays an important role
for the accuracy of this method. In far-field applications,
the distance between the radar system and the target is
much larger than that of the pulse duration. Namely, the
time it takes for the reflected signal coming back to the
receiver is much longer than the signal duration itself, and
thus the changing of the pulse shape can be ignored in
this case [19]. However, in short-range indoor applications,
the shape difference between the target signal and the
pulse signature will cause measurement errors. In addition,
multiple reflections between the target and the clutter may
happen and lead to complicated scenario. For example, the
ringing part can be very similar to the main portion of the
pulse, in both the shape and the amplitude. A big ranging
error may arise in such cases.

5.2. Pulse-Spectrum Signature Matching. The UWB signal
spans a large spectrum, and it has been observed in this work
that the spectrum of the Novelda transceiver together with
the SGBT antennas within a main bandwidth (such as 2–
4 GHz in this work) does not severely vary with different
scenarios. In other words, the changes of the spectrum with
respect to different targets and environments appear mainly
in a few frequencies, while the change of the pulse shape
in time domain can be significant. It is then natural to take
advantage of this spectrum-stable property, instead of using
only time-domain analysis. A joint time-frequency domain
ranging method, the pulse-spectrum signature matching, is
therefore introduced, as follows.

(1) The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [20, 21], is
applied in the first step to the target signal as

Rt(k,ω) =
Nw−1
∑

m=0

rt(m + k)W(m)e− jωm, (16)

where rt(m) is the sample of the target signal, W(m) is the
sample of a window function W , angular frequency ω =
0, 2π(1/Nw), . . . , 2π((Nw − 1)/Nw), and j, imaginary unit. In
this work, a rectangular window function (referred to as the
STFT window), with the same width of Nw as that of the
pulse signature window, is used; see Figure 6.

Within each window, the short-time Fourier transform
in (16) can be rewritten by the multiplication of the target
signal rt with an Nw-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
matrix W [22, 23] defined as

W = 1
√

Nw

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

1 1 · · · 1
1 e− j(2π/Nw) · · · e− j(2(Nw−1)π/Nw)

1 e− j(4π/Nw) · · · e− j(4(Nw−1)π/Nw)

1 e− j(6π/Nw) · · · e− j(6(Nw−1)π/Nw)

...
...

...
1 e− j(2(Nw−1)π/Nw) · · · e− j(2(Nw−1)2π/Nw)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

.

(17)

In general, we can define the STFT window function by

W′ = diag
(

β
)

W, (18)

where β = (β1,β2, . . . ,βNw ) is a coefficient vector whose entry
gives a weight to each frequency component, which can also
be referred to as the spectrum signature window, shown in
Figure 7. In this work, we set βi = 1 for all the frequencies in
the band of 2–4 GHz, and βi = 0 for the frequencies out of
the band.

(2) The Spectrum Signature is defined in the second step.
Applying the same STFT window as the pulse signature
window (the same width and sample index location) to the
pulse signature rs, the spectrum of the pulse signature can
be obtained by W′rs, shown in Figure 7. Here by using W′,
we use only the main part of the whole spectrum inside the
spectrum signature window as the spectrum signature, for
simplicity and robustness of the algorithm, such as the band
from 2 to 4 GHz.
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(3) The Spectrum Signature Matching is then introduced.
The cross-correlation Xcorr f (k) is calculated, similar to the
pulse signature matching method, by

Xcorr f (k) =
∣

∣

∣[W′rt(k : k +Nw)]∗ · (W′rs)
∣

∣

∣ , (19)

with k ∈ (1, 128−Nw), and the superscript∗ conjugation. A
clearly high correlation can be found between the spectrum
signature and the spectrum of the target signal when the
STFT window is located at such a position that the main
lobes of the target signal are inside it, while for the other
positions, the correlation is low. The target index ̂j can
therefore be estimated by

̂j = arg max
k∈(1,128−Nw)

Xcorr f (k). (20)

(4) The Pulse and the Spectrum Signature Matchings are
combined in the final step, in order to achieve a more
accurate and robust ranging algorithm. A linear combination
of the pulse and the spectrum signature matchings is applied
as

Xcom corr(k) = (1− γ)X ′corr(k) + γX ′corr f (k), (21)

with k ∈ (1, 128 − Nw), where the normalized cross-
correlations in time and frequency domains are defined by

X ′corr(k) = Xcorr(k)
max(Xcorr(k))

,

X ′corr f (k) = Xcorr f (k)

max
(

Xcorr f (k)
) ,

(22)

where max(x) is the maximum value of the vector x.
The final estimated target index ̂j (therefore the ranging)

is found by

̂j = arg max
k∈(1,128−Nw)

Xcom corr(k). (23)

The empirical constant γ = 0.7 is determined by cross-
validation.

5.3. Subsample Delay Estimation. The above-discussed rang-
ing approaches are sample based. The best achievable
ranging resolution is therefore half the sample resolution:
4.167/2 = 2.08 mm (refer to Section 2). In order to obtain
a better ranging resolution, the fractional sample shift has to
be determined. An estimation of subsample delay based on
the Fourier transform is introduced as follows.

Suppose that the target sample index ̂j has been obtained
by the pulse-spectrum method, and actually the target pulse
front of rt is located at sample ̂j + ̂jτ , where |̂jτ| < 1 is a
fractional sample delay around ̂j. Then, we locate the pulse
signature rs at sample ̂j and let rtmain = rt(̂j : ̂j + Nw − 1)
be the main portion of the received pulse. Since rtmain and rs
have a slight difference in both shape and phase, applying
the Fourier transform, we get the following relation for the
transformed signals Rt(ω) and Rs(ω) [24]:

Rt(ω)
Rs(ω)

= C(ω)e− jωτ , (24)

where τ is the time delay between rtmain and rs, and C(ω)
results from the shape difference.

However, since the main portion of the signal does not
change significantly and therefore the pulse signature rs is
assumed to be identical in shape compared to rtmain , namely,
we have

rtmain (t) ≈ rs(t − τ), (25)

and thus,

Rt(ω)
Rs(ω)

≈ e− jωτ . (26)

By retrieving the angle, we have

∠Rt(ω)
Rs(ω)

≈ −ωτ. (27)

The above expression is valid for all frequency points
within the bandwidth defined by the spectrum signature
window, that is,

ω ∈ [ωl,ωl+1, . . . ,ωh] = 2π
[

fl, fl+1, . . . , fh
]

, (28)

where fl and fh are the frequency points of the low and
the high ends of the bandwidth, respectively. For example,
fl = 2 GHz and fh = 4 GHz in this work, shown in Figure 7.
Therefore, the slight time shift τ can be retrieved from the
above linear relation by least squares estimation.
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6. Adaptive Calibration by Direct Coupling

Adaptive calibration is a necessity for this UWB radar system
due to the following. (1) The heating of the radar device due
to a long time continuous usage may cause different time
delays of the transmitted pulses. (2) The cables connecting
the transceiver to the antennas may have different conditions,
such as the length and the bending shape, which also
cause different time delays. An adaptive calibration by using
the direct coupling between the two antennas is therefore
introduced.

The estimated distance dit between the target and the
antenna center at the ith measurement can be expressed by

dit =
Δτ
(

̂jit − ̂jiat
)

2
, (29)

where Δτ is the ranging resolution between two consecutive
samples, ̂jit is the target index, and ̂jiat is the antenna-center
pulse sample index (the pulse sample index when the pulse
front is passing the Tx antenna center). Here, Δτ and ̂jit are
known, but ̂jiat is unknown.

Now, we utilize the direct coupling between the two
antennas to eliminate the unknown parameter ̂jiat.

Assume that the distance between the two antennas dant is
smaller than that between the antennas and the target. Since
dant is fixed and known, and the direct coupling is the first
received pulse, dant can be expressed by

dant = Δτ
(

̂jiar − ̂jiat
)

, (30)

where ̂jiar is the sample index of the first received pulse
determined by using the ranging methods discussed in the
previous section. Therefore, from (29) and (30), we have

dit =
Δτ
(

̂jit − ̂jiar
)

+ dant

2
. (31)

7. Tracking

A Kalman filter [25] tracking algorithm is applied in this
work, and the pulse-spectrum signature matching with the
subsample delay estimation is used as the measurements in
the tracking algorithm.

7.1. One-Dimensional Tracking. The state xk is constructed
of the position pk and the velocity ṗk as

xk =
[

pk, ṗk
]T
. (32)

The measurement zk is obtained by using the ranging
method presented in Section 5. Then the state xk is adaptively
corrected in real time by the Kalman filter update.

7.2. Two-Dimensional Tracking. For two-dimensional space,
a pair of the UWB radar systems are set up orthogonally,
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Figure 8: Setup for 2-dimensional tracking.

as shown in Figure 8, for the two-dimensional tracking. The
coordinate (x, y) of the target position can be calculated by

x = dx − rx cos(θx),

y = dy − ry cos
(

θy
)

,
(33)

where rx and ry are the ranging values measured by UWB
radars X and Y, with their positions at (dx, 0) and (0,dy),
respectively, and

θx = arccos

(

d2 + r2
x − r2

y

2drx

)

+ arccos
(

dx
d

)

,

θy = arccos

(

d2 + r2
y − r2

x

2dry

)

+ arccos

(

dy
d

)

,

d2 = d2
x + d2

y.

(34)

By extending the Kalman filter to the two-dimensional
case, the state and the observation vectors are defined as

x′k =
[

xk, ẋk, yk, ẏk
]T ,

z′k =
[

zxk, zyk
]T

,
(35)

where zxk and zyk are the observation values of x and y coor-
dinates, respectively, calculated based on the measurements
rx and ry by (33).

More details about Kalman filter equations and update
can be found in [25, 26].

8. Measurement Evaluations

All algorithms developed for clutter mapping, ranging, and
tracking are evaluated by the measurements.

8.1. Clutter Mapping. Both the SVD and the direct-mean
methods have been evaluated in an indoor environment with
and without moving targets.

Without moving targets, the measurement consists of
only the clutter and noise: ri0 = rie + ei, and we assume that
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Figure 9: RMSE values for evaluation of the SVD and the direct-
mean method without moving target.

the noise level is much lower than that of the clutter. Keep in
mind that in spite of the static clutter, the received signal ri0
varies a bit due to the rescaling factor and the shifted bias.

The evaluation is carried out in terms of the root-mean-
square error (RMSE) between the clutter map r̂ie (Section 4)
and the real measurement ri0, which can be expressed by

RMSEClutter =
√

√

√

√

1
n

n
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣r̂ie − ri0
∣

∣

∣

2
. (36)

Figure 9 shows the RMSEClutter values. From the figure, it
can be observed that the SVD clutter mapping gives smaller
RMSE values than the direct-mean method does, stating the
superiority of the SVD clutter mapping.

With the presence of moving targets in the clutter, the
evaluation becomes complicated since both the clutter map
and the target signal vary. An off-line emulating method is
therefore introduced for the evaluation of this case as follows.

A moving target is measured in the anechoic chamber
at our lab as rit, where it is assumed no clutter. Then, the
measured data rit is added to the previous measurements of
the clutter without moving targets ri0 = rie + ei to emulate the
scenario of the target in the clutter by

ri = rit + rie + ei. (37)

The emulated measurements are shown in Figure 10,
where n = 100 in the measurement matrix X. The RMSE of
the clutter map r̂ie (by both the SVD and direct-mean clutter
mappings) with respect to the clutter ri0 is defined in the same
way as (36). The data are shown in Figure 11, illustrating
again the superiority of the SVD clutter mapping.

8.2. Ranging. The off-line emulating method is used for the
evaluation of our ranging algorithms, since we do not have
any other means to obtain the accurate ranging values of a
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Figure 10: Emulated measurement matrix by adding the measure-
ments of a moving target in anechoic chamber to the measurements
of a clutter without moving targets.
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Figure 11: RMSE values for evaluation of the SVD and the direct-
mean clutter mappings with a moving target.

moving object than manually measuring a static object by a
ruler.

A clutter, an indoor environment without moving tar-
gets, is measured first. The measurement matrix X0 can be
expressed by

X0 = [r−99, r−98, . . . , r−1, r0], (38)

where we use n = 100 measurements for X0, and the
superscript i ≤ 0 represents the clutter without targets. Using
the SVD clutter mapping, the clutter map r̂0

e can be obtained.
Then, a metal ball with a diameter of 20 mm is placed

into the environment at 50 different locations statically. At
each location, one measurement is performed, referred to as
ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , 50.
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Figure 12: Evaluation of the ranging algorithms with the clutter
map removal.
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Figure 13: Evaluation of the ranging algorithms without the clutter
map removal.
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Figure 14: The setup for the evaluation of the one-dimensional
tracking algorithm through a concrete corridor wall.
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Figure 15: The estimated position by the Kalman filter tracking
algorithm for the one-dimensional see-through-wall evaluation.

The emulating measurement matrix Xi for the “moving”
metal ball is created off line by

Xi =
[

r−99+i, r−98+i, . . . , r−1+i, ri
]

, (39)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 50. For each Xi, the adaptive clutter map
r̂ie can be obtained, and the target signal r̂it is acquired by the
clutter map removal shown in (11). The ranging algorithms
are then applied to the target signal r̂it to have the ranging
values for these 50 locations.

Figure 12 shows the ranging results over the 50 locations.
As a comparison, the ranging without the clutter map
removal is presented in Figure 13. Table 1 summarizes the
RMSEs for the different ranging algorithms over the 50
locations. The true ranging values of the target are measured
by a ruler with 1 mm resolution.

The ranging evaluation starts from 250 mm, which is
longer than the distance of 200 mm between the Tx and the
Rx antennas, as explained in Section 2.2.

From Figure 12 and Table 1, it can be observed that
the pulse-spectrum signature matching together with the
subsample delay estimation gives the best result, achieving
a resolution of 1.4 mm, while the pulse signature matching
provides much less accurate ranging. Furthermore, it can be
concluded that the clutter map removal is very critical for the
ranging accuracy.

The pulse-spectrum signature matching is a fast algo-
rithm, since it involves only linear transformations (STFT)
and calculations of cross-correlation. This makes the algo-
rithm a very useful one in real-time applications, such as
tracking.

8.3. Tracking. It is difficult for us to evaluate the tracking
algorithm quantitatively, since the off-line method is not
valid for real-time applications, and we do not have other
means to get the accurate values of the position and the
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Table 1: Comparison of the ranging techniques in terms of RMSE
between the real and estimated position for each measurement i.

Algorithm
Without clutter

map removal
With clutter map

removal

Pulse signature matching 75.4 (mm) 48.1 (mm)

Pulse-spectrum signature
matching

7.2 (mm) 2.6 (mm)

Pulse-spectrum signature
matching + subsample
delay estimation

5.0 (mm) 1.4 (mm)
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Figure 16: The estimated velocity by the Kalman filter tracking
algorithm for the one-dimensional see-through-wall evaluation.

velocity of a moving target. The qualitative evaluation is
accordingly applied.

Figure 14 shows the setup for one-dimensional tracking
evaluation, by using the UWB radar as a see-through-wall
radar. The Tx and the Rx SGBT antennas are located on one
side of a 515 mm thick concrete corridor wall. The target,
a 213 mm-in-diameter metal cookie jar, is moved back and
forth manually behind and orthogonally to the wall.

Figures 15 and 16 show the estimated positions and
velocities by using the tracking algorithm. It can be seen that
the Kalman filter algorithm gives a very reasonable result: the
moving target has slightly different period and amplitude of
the back and forth “oscillation” of both the position and the
velocity, which agrees well with the movement by a human
hand.

It should be noted that if the target is not moving orthog-
onally to the wall, the one-dimensional tracking algorithm
with one radar device can only discriminate the distance
between the target and the antennas, but not the positions.

The two-dimensional tracking algorithm is evaluated
also qualitatively. Figure 17 (left) shows the setup: two UWB
radars are located orthogonally, and a metal object is moved
manually. The graphic user interface implemented in Matlab
shows the target with a red dot. We have observed that the red
dot follows the movement of the target very well. An image

Figure 17: An orthogonal measurement setup for two-dimensional
tracking (left) and the graphical user interface implemented in
Matlab (right), where the red dot indicates the location of the target.

printed from the screen is shown in Figure 17 (right) for the
illustration purpose.

9. Conclusion

A compact UWB radar system for indoor and through-
wall ranging and tracking of moving objects has been built
up by using the compact self-grounded Bow-Tie antennas
and the low-cost Novelda transceiver. Robust and accurate
algorithms for ranging and tracking have been developed.
The evaluation by measurements shows that the ranging
resolution of this UWB system has achieved to 1.4 mm RMS
accuracy, and a fast and real-time tracking solution for
through wall is obtained.

The main contribution of this UWB radar system is
that the system itself has commercially low-cost, compact
size. Equipped with the ranging algorithms, it provides
a very high time domain resolution. Furthermore, the
penetration ability together with the high resolution and the
compact system size gives possibilities for many applications.
However, the trade-off here is that due to the small size of the
system, the dynamic range is relatively low, and therefore, it
can only be used for short-range applications.
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This work presents an overview of available uniform asymptotic physical optics solutions for evaluating the plane wave diffraction
by some canonical geometries of large interest: dielectric slabs and wedges. Such solutions are based on a physical optics
approximation of the electric and magnetic equivalent surface currents in the involved scattering integrals. The resulting diffraction
coefficients are expressed in terms of the geometrical optics response of the considered structure and the standard transition
function of the Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction. Numerical tests and comparisons make evident the effectiveness and
reliability of the presented solutions.

1. Introduction

As well-known, the ability to describe and solve electro-
magnetic scattering problems is highly valued in many areas
such as radio planning, remote sensing for monitoring and
surveillance of ground, structures and infrastructures, and
through-wall building imaging. Numerical techniques repre-
sent a possible answer, but they have an inherent drawback:
the computation becomes very intensive (if not unmanage-
able) at high frequencies, where asymptotic methods based
on ray-tracing work more efficiently. In this framework,
the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [1] and its
uniform version (UTD) [2] have received considerable atten-
tion because of their peculiarities. When using GTD or
UTD, the first step is to resolve the original problem into
smaller and simpler components, each related to a canonical
geometry, so that the total solution is a superposition of the
contributions from each canonical problem. In other words,
such ray-based methods allow one to solve a large number of
real scattering problems by using the solutions of a relatively
small number of simple problems. In addition, they are easy
to apply, provide physical insight into the radiation and scat-
tering mechanisms arising from the various parts of the

structure and can be combined with numerically rigorous
techniques to obtain hybrid methods.

This paper presents a review of Uniform Asymptotic
Physical Optics (UAPO) solutions for diffraction problems
concerning some typical canonical structures: dielectric slabs
(individually considered or forming junctions) and wedges.
Examples of application are relevant to (a) through-wall
building imaging [3], where the structure can be decom-
posed into plates forming junctions and corners with other
plates and to (b) radar imaging for ground observation,
where the presence of ruptures caused by natural disasters
can be represented in the form of a wedge-shaped fracture
[4].

The starting point for obtaining a UAPO solution is that
of considering the scattering integral and using a PO approx-
imation of the electric and magnetic surface currents related
to the boundary of the object. A further useful approxima-
tion and a uniform asymptotic evaluation of the resulting
integrals allow one to obtain the diffraction coefficients in the
UTD framework. They result to be expressed in terms of the
reflection and transmission coefficients of the structure and
the standard transition function of UTD. Note that also the
heuristic solutions [5–7] have such characteristics, but they
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are not derived by means of a rigorous analytical approach.
Moreover, the time domain UAPO diffraction coefficients
can be determined according to [8] by taking advantage
of the UTD-like formulation of their frequency domain
counterparts. In light of the above statements, the UAPO
solutions have the same effectiveness and ease of handling
of those derived in the UTD context and, in addition, they
have the inherent advantage of providing the diffracted field
from the knowledge of the geometrical optics (GO) field as
the heuristic solutions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to the plane wave diffraction from the
edge of a half plane used to model a truncated thin dielectric
slab with finite conductivity. The PO surface currents in the
scattering integral are equivalent sources originated by the
discontinuities of the tangential GO field components across
the layer. The UAPO solution presented in Section 2 can be
extended to junctions by taking into account the diffraction
contributions of the slabs separately. Of course, this useful
feature is due to the linearity of the PO scattering integral. A
lossless dielectric wedge with obtuse apex angle and arbitrary
permittivity is considered in Section 3. Two separate plane
wave diffraction problems relevant to the dielectric region
and the surrounding space are tackled and solved by using
equivalent PO surface currents lying on the internal and
external faces of the wedge. Concluding remarks and future
investigations are highlighted in Section 4.

2. Dielectric Slabs

The diffraction problem considered in this Section refers to a
linearly polarised plane wave impinging on a thin dielectric
slab characterised by thickness d, relative complex permit-
tivity εr , and relative permeability μr = 1 and represent-
ed by a lossy penetrable half plane surrounded by free
space (see Figure 1). The angles β′ and φ′ fix the incidence
direction: the first is a measure of the skewness with respect
to the edge (β′ = 90◦ corresponds to the normal incidence),
and the latter gives the aperture of the edge-fixed plane of
incidence with respect to the illuminated face (φ′ = 0 cor-
responds to the grazing incidence). The observation direc-
tion is specified by the angles β and φ. The e jωt time
dependence is assumed and suppressed in the following.

The field scattered at the observation point P can be
evaluated by using a PO approximation of the electric (JPO

s )

and magnetic (JPO
ms

) surface currents involved in the well-
known integral:

Es = − jk0

∫∫

S

[(

I − ̂R̂R
)

ζ0J
PO
s + JPO

ms × ̂R
]

G(r, r′)dS,

(1)

where ζ0 is the free-space impedance, k0 is the free-space
propagation constant, r = xx̂ + y ŷ + zẑ = ρ + zẑ, and
r′ = x′x̂ + z′ẑ = ρ′ + z′ẑ are the position vectors of P and

x

y

z

β

β̂
φ̂

ŝ
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φ̂

ŝ

Figure 1: Diffraction by a thin dielectric slab.

the source point, respectively, ̂R is the unit vector from the
source point to P, I is the 3× 3 identity matrix, and

G(r, r′) = e− jk0|r−r′|

4π
∣

∣r − r′∣∣ =
e− jk0

√

(x−x′)2+y2+(z−z′)2

4π
√

(x − x′)2 + y2 + (z − z′)2

= e− jk0

√

|ρ−ρ′|2+(z−z′)2

4π

√

∣

∣

∣ρ − ρ′
∣

∣

∣

2
+ (z − z′)2

(2)

is the three-dimensional Green’s function. To evaluate the
edge diffraction confined to the Keller’s cone (β = β′), it
is possible to approximate ̂R by the unit vector ŝ in the dif-
fraction direction, that is, ̂R ∼= ŝ = sinβ′ cosφx̂ +
sinβ′ sinφŷ + cosβ′ẑ. Accordingly, it results that

Es = − jk0

4π

[(

I − ŝŝ
)

ζ0J
∗
s + J∗ms × ŝ

]

∫∞

0

∫∞

−∞
e jk0(x′ sinβ′ cosφ′−z′ cosβ′)

e− jk0

√

|ρ−ρ′|2+(z−z′)2

√

∣

∣

∣ρ− ρ′
∣

∣

∣

2
+ (z − z′)2

dz′dx′

=
[(

I − ŝŝ
)

ζ0J
∗
s + J∗ms × ŝ

]

Is.

(3)

The expressions of the PO surface currents are obtained
in terms of the incident electric field Ei by assuming such cur-
rents as equivalent sources originated by the discontinuities
of the tangential GO field components across the slab, and
then

ζ0J
∗
s = (1−R⊥−T⊥)Ei⊥ cos θiê⊥+

(

1+R‖−T‖
)

Ei‖
(

ŷ×ê⊥
)

,

J∗ms =
(

1−R‖−T‖
)

Ei‖ cos θiê⊥−(1 + R⊥−T⊥)Ei⊥
(

ŷ×ê⊥
)

,
(4)

where θi is the standard incidence angle and ê⊥ is the unit
vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The reflection
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(R) and transmission (T) coefficients for the parallel (‖) and
perpendicular (⊥) polarisations are given by [9]:

R‖,⊥ =
R‖,⊥

[

1− e− j2βeqd/ cos θte−2αeqde j2k0d sin θi tan θt
]

1−
(

R‖,⊥
)2

e− j2βeqd/ cos θte−2αeqde j2k0d sin θi tan θt
, (5)

T‖,⊥ =

[

1−
(

R‖,⊥
)2
]

e− jβeqd/ cos θte−αeqde jk0d cos(θi−θt)/ cos θt

1−
(

R‖,⊥
)2

e− j2βeqd/ cos θte−2αeqde j2k0d sin θi tan θt
,

(6)

in which

R‖ = εr cos θi − √εr − sin2θi

εr cos θi +
√

εr − sin2θi
,

R⊥ = cos θi − √εr − sin2θi

cos θi +
√

εr − sin2θi
.

(7)

Formulas (5) and (6) account for the propagation of a
nonuniform wave in the layer as considered in [10]. The
terms βeq and αeq are the equivalent phase and attenuation
factors and θt is the angle (labelled ψ2 in [10]) between
the direction of propagation in the layer and the direction
normal to the surface (direction of attenuation).

According to (4), (3) can be so rewritten in matrix form:

Es =
⎛

⎜

⎝

Esβ

Esφ

⎞

⎟

⎠ =M
1

(

Ei‖
Ei⊥

)

Is=M
1
M

0

(

Eiβ′
Eiφ′

)

Is=M
(

Eiβ′
Eiφ′

)

Is. (8)

The matrices M
0

and M
1

involved in the above expression
are reported in the appendix and account for the GO
response (i.e., reflection and transmission) of the structure
and for changes of local coordinate systems. After analytical

integrations and representations, the integral Is can be recast
as:

Is = e− jk0z cosβ′

2 sinβ′
1

2π j

∫

C

e− jk0ρ sinβ′ cos(α∓φ)

cosα + cosφ′
dα, (9)

where C is the integration path in the complex α-plane
shown in Figure 2. Then, the Steepest Descent Method is
applied to Is, and a uniform asymptotic evaluation of the
integral along the steepest descent path furnishes the diffrac-
tion term Id. As a consequence, the diffracted field Ed can be
so expressed:

Ed =
⎛

⎜

⎝

Edβ

Edφ

⎞

⎟

⎠ =M

(

Eiβ′
Eiφ′

)

Id = D

(

Eiβ′
Eiφ′

)

e− jk0s

√
s

, (10)

where s is the distance along the diffraction direction and the
2× 2 diffraction matrix D is

D = 1

2
√

2πk0

e− jπ/4

sin2β′
(

cosφ + cosφ′
)

Ft

(

2k0s sin2β′cos2
(

φ ± φ′
2

))

M,

(11)

in which Ft is the UTD transition function [2] and + (−) sign
applies when 0 < φ < π (π < φ < 2π).

A set of representative results is reported. They concern
a slab characterised by εr = 4 − j0.23 and d = 0.15λ0 (λ0 is
the free-space wavelength) when a plane wave impinges on
it and the observation point moves on a circular path with
ρ = 7λ0. Figure 3 shows the β-component magnitudes of
the GO field and the UAPO diffracted field when Eiβ′ = 1,

Eiφ′ = 0 and β′ = 45◦, φ′ = 60◦. As expected, the GO pat-
tern presents two discontinuities in correspondence of the
incidence and reflection shadow boundaries at φ = 240◦

and φ = 120◦, respectively. The UAPO field contribution is
not negligible near such boundaries and guarantees the con-
tinuity of the total field across them as shown in Figure 4.
The case of normal incidence is considered in the following
tests as a useful scenario for comparing the UAPO-based
results with those provided by the RF module of COMSOL
MULTIPHYSICS [11]. As can be seen in Figures 5 and
6, an excellent agreement is attained, thus confirming the
effectiveness of the UAPO solution.

Accounting for the linearity of the PO radiation integral,
the UAPO-based approach for the diffraction problem
involving one truncated dielectric slab can be extended to
junctions by considering the diffraction contributions of the
layers separately. Accordingly, in the case of junctions formed
by two slabs, it results:

Es = − jk0

∫∫

S1+S2

[(

I − ̂R̂R
)

ζ0J
PO
s + JPO

ms × ̂R
]

G(r, r′)dS

= − jk0

∫∫

S1

[(

I − ̂R̂R
)

ζ0J
PO
s1

+ JPO
ms1
× ̂R

]

G(r, r′)dS1

− jk0

∫

S2

[(

I − ̂R̂R
)

ζ0J
PO
s2

+ JPO
ms2
× ̂R

]

G(r, r′)dS2

= Es1 + Es2
(12)
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Figure 3: Dielectric slab. The β-component magnitudes of the GO
field and the UAPO diffracted field at ρ = 7λ0 when εr = 4− j0.23,
d = 0.15λ0, β′ = 45◦, φ′ = 60◦ and Eiβ′ = 1, Eiφ′ = 0.
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Figure 4: Dielectric slab. The β-component magnitude of the total
field at ρ = 7λ0 when εr = 4− j0.23, d = 0.15λ0, β′ = 45◦, φ′ = 60◦

and Eiβ′ = 1, Eiφ′ = 0.

and thenD = D
1

+D
2
, withD

1
given by (11). The diffraction

matrix D
2

related to the wave phenomenon originated by
the second layer forming the junction can be determined by
taking into account that if the external angle of the junction
is nπ, a (n−1)π rotation of the edge-fixed coordinate system
must be considered.

3. Dielectric Wedges

A two-dimensional scattering scenario involving a lossless
nonmagnetic dielectric wedge with obtuse apex angle α =
(2− n)π is sketched in Figure 7. Since β′ = 90◦, the incident
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Figure 5: Dielectric slab. The relative magnitude of the total field
β-component at ρ = 7λ0 when εr = 4− j0.23, d = 0.15λ0, β′ = 90◦,
φ′ = 30◦ and Eiβ′ = 1, Eiφ′ = 0.
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Figure 6: Dielectric slab. The relative magnitude of the total field
β-component at ρ = 7λ0 when εr = 4− j0.23, d = 0.15λ0, β′ = 90◦,
φ′ = 140◦ and Eiβ′ = 1, Eiφ′ = 0.

electric field is resolved in two orthogonal components
directed along ẑ and ̂φ′.

Note that the two-dimensional diffraction problem
involving a right-angled dielectric wedge has been tackled
and solved by the authors in [12]. In addition, a UAPO solu-
tion for the three-dimensional diffraction problem originat-
ed by a nonpenetrable arbitrary-angled wedge with finite
conductivity can be found in [13].
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Figure 7: Diffraction by an obtuse-angled dielectric wedge.

The methodology adopted for penetrable wedges identi-
fies the inner region (dielectric material) and the surround-
ing space as separate observation domains and the scattered
electric field in each region as originated by electric and
magnetic equivalent PO surface currents located on the
inner/outer faces of S0 and Sn. According to [12, 14], the
UAPO diffracted field can be so expressed:

⎛

⎜

⎝

Edz

Edφ

⎞

⎟

⎠ =
(

Dzz 0
0 Dφφ′

)

⎛

⎜

⎝

Eiz

Eiφ′

⎞

⎟

⎠

e− jkρ√
ρ

=
(

Dzz0 +Dzzn 0
0 Dφφ′0 +Dφφ′n

)

⎛

⎜

⎝

Eiz

Eiφ′

⎞

⎟

⎠

e− jkρ√
ρ
.

(13)

The analytical expressions of the diffraction matrix elements
in (13) depend on the incidence direction and the geometric
and electric characteristics of the wedge. In the following,
the terms R0,n and T0,n denote the standard reflection and
transmission coefficients [10] related to S0 and Sn. The inci-
dence direction defines two cases: (1) both the faces of the
wedge are illuminated; (2) only one face is illuminated.

Case 1 ((n − 1)π < φ′ < π). Both the faces of the wedge
are illuminated by the impinging wave, and the GO field
presents two reflection boundaries in the space surrounding
the wedge and two transmission boundaries in the dielectric
material.

(i) Outer region:

Dout
zz0
= [(1− R0⊥) sinφ′ − (1 + R0⊥) sinφ

]

hout
0 ,

Dout
φφ′0

= [−(1− R0‖
)

sinφ′ +
(

1 + R0‖
)

sinφ
]

hout
0 ,

hout
0 = e− jπ/4

2
√

2πk0

Ft
(

2k0ρcos2
((

φ ± φ′)/2))
cosφ + cosφ′

,

(14)

where +(−) sign applies when 0 < φ < π (π < φ <
nπ), and

Dout
zzn =

[

(1−Rn⊥) sin
(

nπ−φ′)−(1+Rn⊥) sin
(

nπ−φ)]hout
n ,

Dout
φφ′n

=
[

−
(

1−Rn‖
)

sin
(

nπ−φ′)+
(

1+Rn‖
)

sin
(

nπ−φ)
]

× hout
n ,

hout
n = e− jπ/4

2
√

2πk0

Ft
(

2k0ρ cos2
(((

nπ − φ)± (nπ − φ′))/2))
cos
(

nπ − φ) + cos
(

nπ − φ′) ,

(15)

in which the sign +(−) holds for (n − 1)π < φ <
nπ(0 < φ < (n− 1)π).

(ii) Inner region:

Din
zz0
=
[√

εr sinφ −
√

εr − cos2φ′
]

T0⊥hin
0 ,
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= −
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T0‖hin
0 ,

hin
0 =

e− jπ/4

2
√

2πk
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(

2kρcos2
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√
εr cosφ + cosφ′

,

Din
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εr−cos2
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nπ−φ′)
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Tn⊥hin
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Din
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εr sin
(
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εr−cos2
(

nπ−φ′)
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Tn‖hin
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e− jπ/4
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2πk

Ft
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2kρcos2
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nπ−φ−cos−1
(

cos
(

nπ−φ′)/√εr
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√
εr cos

(

nπ − φ) + cos
(

nπ − φ′) .

(17)

Case 2 (0 < φ′ < (n − 1)π). Only the external face of S0

is illuminated by the incident wave, and two different cases
must be separately accounted for.

Subcase 1 (0 < φ′ < (n − 1)π and cosφ′ <
√
εr| cos(nπ)|).

The field transmitted through S0 does not illuminate the
internal face of Sn and therefore Dzzn = Dφφ′n = 0. Shadow
boundaries related to the incident and reflected fields appear
in the external region, and only a transmission shadow
boundary is present in the wedge. The expressions of Dzz0

and Dφφ′0 are equal to those reported for the Case 1.

Subcase 2 (0 < φ′ < (n − 1)π and cosφ′ >
√
εr| cos(nπ)|).

The field transmitted through S0 penetrates in the dielectric
region and illuminates the internal face of Sn. It is sub-
sequently transmitted through Sn with coefficient T0n and
reflected with coefficient R0n. Accordingly, shadow bound-
aries related so the incident, reflected, and transmitted-trans-
mitted fields are in the space surrounding the wedge, whereas
only the shadow boundary associated to the transmitted-
reflected field exists in the dielectric material.
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Figure 8: Dielectric wedge. The relative magnitude of the total field
z-component at ρ = 5λ0 when α = 110◦, εr = 1.25, and φ′ = 160◦.

(i) Outer region:

Dout
zzn = −

[

cos θtn + sin
(

nπ − φ)]T0⊥T0n⊥hout
n , (18)

Dout
φφ′n

= [cos θtn + sin
(

nπ − φ)]T0‖T0n‖hout
n , (19)

hout
n = e− jπ/4

2
√

2πk0

Ft
(

2k0ρ cos2
((

cos−1
(−η)±(φ + (1− n)π

))

/2
))

cos
(

nπ − φ) + η
,

(20)

where

θtn = sin−1
(√

εr sin
(

(2− n)π − sin−1(cosφ′/
√
εr
)

))

, (21)

η = cos(nπ) cosφ′ + sin(nπ)
√

εr − cos2φ′, (22)

and the +(−) sign holds when (n − 1)π < φ < nπ(0 < φ <
(n−1)π). The expressions ofDout

zz0
andDout

φφ′0
are equal to those

presented for the Case 1. Note that the total reflection occurs
on Sn when cosφ′ ≤ | cos(nπ) + sin(nπ)

√

εr − 1|. In such
a case it is appropriate to set Dout

zzn = Dout
φφ′n

= 0, since the
surface waves are not taken into account in the UAPO-based
approach.

(ii) Inner region:

Din
zzn =

[

(1−R0n⊥) cos
(

nπ + θt0
)

+ (1+R0n⊥) sin
(

nπ−φ)]

×√εrT0⊥hin
n ,

Din
φφ′n

= −
[(

1− R0n‖
)

cos
(

nπ + θt0
)

+
(

1 + R0n‖
)

sin
(

nπ − φ)
]√

εrT0‖hin
n ,

(23)
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Figure 9: Dielectric wedge. The relative magnitude of the total field
z-component at ρ = 5λ0 when α = 110◦, εr = 1.25, and φ′ = 30◦.

hin
n =

e− jπ/4

2
√

2πk

Ft
(

2kρ cos2
((

cos−1
(−η/√εr

)−(φ + (1−n)π
))

/2
))

√
εr cos

(

nπ − φ) + η
,

(24)

in which θt0 = sin−1(cosφ′/
√
εr). The expressions of Din

zz0
and

Din
φφ′0

are equal to those presented for the Case 1.
Figures 8 and 9 show comparisons with data provided

by an “ad hoc” developed code implementing the Finite-
Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method [15]. They refer
to a wedge characterised by α = 110◦ and εr = 1.25 when the
observation point moves along a circular path with ρ = 5λ0.
The good agreements assess the effectiveness of the presented
UAPO solution also when considering dielectric wedges.

Note that the case corresponding to π < φ′ < nπ is not
reported here because it can be tackled and solved in a similar
way.

4. Conclusions

UAPO solutions have been presented in the UTD context for
evaluating the field diffracted by penetrable dielectric slabs
and wedges. They are in closed form, simple and easy to
handle and yield total field levels in good agreement with
data obtained via numerical tools. In addition, the UTD-like
formulation of UAPO diffraction coefficients facilitates the
analytical evaluation of the time domain counterparts. These
characteristics encourage the use of UAPO solutions for
diffraction problems of interest in many application areas.
Future research activities will be directed towards three-
dimensional scenarios involving penetrable wedges with
finite conductivity.
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Appendix

M
0
= 1
√

1− sin2β′sin2φ′

(

cosβ′ sinφ′ cosφ′

− cosφ′ cosβ′ sinφ′

)
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M
1
=M

7

[

M
2
M

4
M

5
+M

3
M

4
M

6

]

,

M
7
=
(

cosβ′ cosφ cosβ′ sinφ − sinβ′

− sinφ cosφ 0

)

,

M
2
=
⎛

⎜

⎝

1− sin2β′cos2φ − sinβ′ cosβ′ cosφ
−sin2β′ sinφ cosφ − sinβ′ cosβ′ sinφ
− sinβ′ cosβ′ cosφ sin2β′

⎞

⎟

⎠,

M
3
=
⎛

⎜

⎝

0 − sinβ′ sinφ
− cosβ′ sinβ′ cosφ

sinβ′ sinφ 0

⎞

⎟

⎠,

M
4
= 1
√

1− sin2β′sin2φ′

(

− cosβ′ − sinβ′ cosφ′

− sinβ′ cosφ′ cosβ′

)

,

M
5
=
(

0 (1− R⊥ − T⊥) cos θi

1 + R‖ − T‖ 0

)

,

M
6
=
(
(

1− R‖ − T‖
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cos θi 0
0 −(1 + R⊥ − T⊥)
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(A.1)
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Compressive Sensing (CS) provides a new perspective for addressing radar applications requiring large amount of measurements
and long data acquisition time; both issues are inherent in through-the-wall radar imaging (TWRI). Most CS techniques applied
to TWRI consider stepped-frequency radar platforms. In this paper, the impulse radar two-dimensional (2D) TWRI problem is
cast within the framework of CS and solved by the sparse constraint optimization performed on time-domain samples. Instead of
the direct sampling of the time domain signal at the Nyquist rate, the Random Modulation Preintegration architecture is employed
for the CS projection measurement, which significantly reduces the amount of measurement data for TWRI. Numerical results for
point-like and spatially extended targets show that high-quality reliable TWRI based on the CS imaging approach can be achieved
with a number of data points with an order of magnitude less than that required by conventional beamforming using the entire
data volume.

1. Introduction

Through-the-wall radar imaging (TWRI) is a topic of
current interest due to the wide range of public safety and
defense applications. The TWRI technology is particularly
useful in behind-the-wall target detection, surveillance and
reconnaissance, law enforcement, and various earthquake
and avalanche rescue missions [1–9].

Through-the-wall radars image the targets behind the
wall by transmitting short pulses and processing the signal
returns from the wall and targets. Several effective through-
the-wall beamformers that take into account the wall
reflection, bending, and delay effects have been proposed for
imaging of targets behind walls. Most of these algorithms are
carried out in the frequency domain, such as the delay-and-
sum beamforming (DSBF) and the linear inverse scattering
algorithms [3–9]. Both algorithms have an upper limit on
the downrange and crossrange resolutions. The downrange
resolution is restricted to c/2B, where c is the speed of light
and B is the bandwidth of the signal, whereas the crossrange

resolution is restricted to the diffraction tomography limit,
which is related to the antenna array aperture size [10]. In
order to achieve high resolution in both downrange and
crossrange, an ultrawideband signal should be transmitted,
and a long antenna array aperture should be synthesized.
This results in a large amount of space-time/space-frequency
data, long data acquisition time, and large storage and
memory requirements. Reduction of the data volume is
important in TWRI applications, as it accelerates processing
and, subsequently, allows prompt actionable intelligence. It
also relaxes constraints on system aperture and bandwidth
and creates different design and deployment paradigms,
which are more flexible than those underlying conventional
SAR operations. It is also noted that data reduction and
fast acquisition ease the requirement of slow target motion
and/or stationarity, which could be necessary to avoid image
smearing and imaged target displacements [11].

Recently, a new framework, referred to as compressive
sensing (CS), for simultaneous sensing and compression has
received considerable attention and has been successfully
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applied in many fields, that is, signal/image processing, radar
imaging, communication, geophysics and remote sensing
[12–23]. In CS, it has been shown that a signal/image, which
is sparse or has a sparse representation in some basis, can
be captured from a small number of random nonadapptive
linear projections onto the measurement basis. The original
signal can be reconstructed with incomplete measurement
data through convex optimization that uses the sparsity as
an important piece of a priori information [12–16]. The
capability of CS to reconstruct a sparse signal from far fewer
nonadapptive measurements provides a new perspective for
data reduction in radar imaging without compromising the
imaging quality. There have been several approaches that
apply CS for radar imaging [18–24]. In [18, 21–23], CS
is applied for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging to
obtain high-resolution imaging with very few measurements.
Gurbuz et al. proposed a compressive sensing data acqui-
sition and imaging method for step frequency continuous
wave (SFCW) ground penetrating radar (GPR) [20], where
the sparsity property and limited number of buried objects
are successfully utilized for improved target detection and
resolution. In [22, 24], similar data acquisition and target
reconstruction strategies were applied for SFCW through-
the-wall radar imaging. The above-mentioned compressive
GPR and TWRI algorithms are discussed in the framework
of SFCW radar. As a viable alternative to SFCW radars,
the impulse radar is commonly used for subsurface and
through-the-wall imaging owing to its simple design and
range resolution enhancement. The hardware design for
impulse radar has been well-developed in the past few
decades and it is now widely used in many applications.
The signal measurement and processing for impulse radar
are performed in the time domain, which enables easy
employment of time-domain techniques. A data acquisition
system was proposed in [19] for pulse GPR based on CS by
exploiting the sparseness of point targets in the image space.

In this paper, we examine the application of CS to TWRI,
which was introduced in [22] and further developed in [24–
28]. Specifically, we consider impulse radar platforms and
deal with sampled radar returns in the time domain. In order
to improve the imaging quality while significantly reducing
the amount of data measurements and collection time, the
image reconstruction problem is cast within the framework
of CS and solved by the sparse constraint optimization. We
assume that the scene is spatially sparse and no transform
sparse representation is required [28]. By employing the
point target model, a linear relation between the radar
returns and the target space is obtained and represented in
vector-matrix form. For the compressive TWRI system, a
direct measurement of the received time-domain signal at the
Nyquist rate is not applied. Instead, linear projections of the
returned signals with random ±1 sequences, called random
modulation preintegration (RMPI) architecture [13], are
used to reduce the number of CS measurements below
the conventional Nyquist sampling rate, without noticeable
degradation of the image quality. With the informative CS
measurement data, the TWRI is solved as sparse constraint
optimization problem which well-exploits the sparsity of
the targets space and enables high-resolution, less-cluttered
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Figure 1: TWRI geometry.

images. We closely follow the development in [19], but apply
CS to TWRI, rather than GPR, using EM modeling examples
of point and spatially extended targets. The latter includes a
human. It is important to note that in this paper, we assume
that wall mitigation techniques have already been applied to
remove the strong wall backscattering, allowing the targets to
be electromagnetically visible to the imaging system. Recent
techniques combining CS and wall mitigation for stepped-
frequency radars were discussed in [29, 30].

The organization of the remainder of the paper is as
follows. In Section 2, we first describe the TWRI signal model
and then provide details of the compressive sensing data
acquisition, and the impulse radar CS imaging algorithm
for TWRI. We present simulation results and discussions in
Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Compressive Sensing for Impulse Radar
Through-the-Wall Imaging

2.1. Signal Model. Impulse through-the-wall radar scans a
region of interest by transmitting short pulses and processing
the reflected signals. Figure 1 depicts a simple TWRI scenario
using monostatic SAR. The transceiver interrogates the
targets behind the wall with a short pulse s(t) at M locations.
The coordinates of the mth transceiver location are denoted
as rtm = (xtm, ytm). The targets are located in an inaccessible
investigated region behind the wall. The permittivity and
thickness of the wall are denoted as εr and d, respectively.

For a single-point target located at rq = (xq, yq), by
employing the point target model, the received signal at the
mth receiver can be written as

βm(t) = αqs
(

t − τm
(

q
))

, (1)

where αq is the reflectivity of the point target and τm(q) is
the propagation delay from the mth transmitter to the qth
target. The point target model is based on first order Born
approximation, which ignores the multiple scattering effect.
Thus, the received signal is essentially a delayed and scaled
version of the transmitted pulse.
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Given the exact knowledge of the wall permittivity
and thickness, the propagation delay τm(q) from the mth
transceiver to the qth target can be calculated as [31]

τm
(

q
) = 2

(

lmq,air1 + lmq,air2

c
+
lmq,wall

v

)

. (2)

As depicted in Figure 1, lmq,air1 is the wave traveling distance
from the mth transmitter to the wall, lmq,air2 is the wave
traveling distance beyond the wall to the target for the mth
transceiver, lmq,wall is the wave traveling distance inside the
wall, and c and v are the wave propagation speeds in the air
and the wall, respectively.

The analytical expressions for the calculation of the
distances lmq,air1, lmq,air2, and lmq,wall were derived in [3, 7, 31]
and are given by

lmq,air1 = ytm
cos θmq

, lmq,air2 =
yq − d
cos θmq

, lmq,wall = d

cosϕmq
,

(3)

where θmq is the angle of incidence and ϕmq is the angle of
refraction for the mth transceiver, which can be computed
by solving the following equation [3, 7]:

(xq − (xtm + ytm tan θmq))2 + y2
q

= l2mq,wall + l2mq,air2

− 2lmq,walllmq,air2 cos
(

π + ϕmq − θmq
)

.

(4)

The incident and refraction angles satisfy the Snell’s law

ϕmq = sin−1

⎛

⎝

(

sin θmq
)

√
εr

⎞

⎠. (5)

Suppose Q point targets are located behind the wall. The
received signal at the mth receiver is then a superposition of
echoes of the transmitted pulse:

βm(t) =
Q
∑

q=1

αqs
(

t − τm
(

q
))

. (6)

In the above formulation, we have assumed that the
returns from the wall itself have been removed or mitigated
and we only consider the effect of the wall on signal
transmission as it propagates to and from the target. Wall
return mitigation has been addressed in several recent
publications [6, 32–34]. In [6, 34], the wall thickness and
dielectric constant are estimated and used to model the wall
returns, which are then subtracted from the measurement
data. The approaches in [32, 33], on the other hand, do not
estimate the wall parameters, but they rather remove wall
reflections by relying on the similarity and the strength of
the wall returns measured from different antenna positions
parallel to the wall. Spatial filtering and subspace projection
methods can be applied for this purpose.

2.2. Compressive Impulse Through-the-Wall Radar Data
Acquisition. Conventional time-domain imaging uses the
standard backprojection method to reconstruct the target
scene [5, 19]. In order to achieve a high crossrange resolu-
tion, the radar needs to synthesize a long array aperture with
a fine spatial sampling rate. Meanwhile, in order to perform
matched filtering of the received data, the time-domain data
should be sampled at least at the Nyquist rate. This results in
a large amount of data from collection time perspective and
still cannot break the conventional resolution limits. On the
other hand, in CS, O(K log (N)) measurements are sufficient
for reconstructing exactly a K-sparse N-dimensional signal
via L1 minimization, regardless of the positions of the K
nonzero elements, which can be either adjacent or separated.
This implies that not only reconstruction of the sparse
target can be achieved with a limited number of incoherent
measurements, but also we can resolve two closely spaced
targets that are otherwise unresolved by the point spread
function associated with conventional imaging.

Sparsity of the target space is an important a priori piece
of information, which has only been recently exploited in
step-frequency TWRI [22, 25–28]. In TWRI, the region of
interest is divided into a finite number of pixels in crossrange
and downrange. The sparsity in TWRI implies that the
number of target pixels is much smaller than the total
number of pixels in the image, which holds for most TWRI
applications.

For Q pixels constituting the target space, that is, the
region being imaged, the image pixel values can be related
to the received data in the matrix form using (6) as follows:

βm = Ψmα. (7)

In (7), βm = [βm(t0),βm(t1), . . . ,βm(tNt−1)]T , where t0 is the
initial measurement time, tNt−1 = t0 + (Nt − 1)Δt, Δt is
the sampling time, which should be higher than the Nyquist
sampling rate, and Nt is the total number of time samples.
The qth column of the Nt ×Q matrix Ψm is given by [19]

[Ψm]q =
s
(

t − τm
(

q
))

∥

∥s(t − τm(q))
∥

∥

2

, t = t0, . . . , tNt−1. (8)

Further, α = [α1,α2, . . . ,αQ]T in (7) is a vector indicating
the property of the target space. That is, if there is a target
at the qth pixel, the value of the qth element of α should be
nonzero; otherwise, αq = 0.

For compressive impulse TWRI, instead of directly
measuring the Nt-dimensional signal βm, we measure its
projection on a basis Φm

zm = Φmβm = ΦmΨmα, (9)

where Φm is a J × Nt measurement matrix and J <<
Nt. In order to achieve the minimum coherence of the
measurement matrix with the matrix Ψm, some typical
random matrices are proven to be universal, such as the
Gaussian random matrix and the Rademacher matrix [12–
15]. The Gaussian random matrix is constructed by sam-
pling independent, identically distributed entries from the
Gaussian distribution N(0, 1). The Rademacher matrix has
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Figure 2: RMPI architecture for the hardware implementation of
compressive impulse through-the-wall radar.

random±1 entries with probability of 1/2, which satisfies the
symmetric Bernoulli distribution. Considering the hardware
complexity and cost, it is much simpler to generate a random
±1 sequence than the random Gaussian sequence. In this
paper, the RMPI architecture in [13] is adopted for the
implementation of the impulse TWRI radar CS projection
measurements (see Figure 2). In the RMPI architecture, the
random sequences can be efficiently generated using field
programmable gate array (FPGA). The generated sequences
are used in the optimization process. By employing the above
data acquisition strategy, the random measurement matrix
condenses the Nt-dimensional signal βm into a J(<< Nt)-
dimensional signal zm.

2.3. Compressive Impulse TWRI. As depicted in Figure 1, the
transceiver interrogates the targets behind the wall with a
short pulse along a scan line at M locations. For coherent
processing of the received data, we can superpose the matrix
equation in (9) for all M illumination locations to form a
large matrix:

z = ΦΨα = Θα, (10)

where

z =
[

zT1 , zT2 , . . . , zTM
]T

, Φ = diag [Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,ΦM],

Ψ =
[

ΨT
1 ,ΨT

2 , . . . ,ΨT
M

]T
, Θ = ΦΨ.

(11)

The target space can be reconstructed by solving the
following basis pursuit problem [13, 35]:

min
α
‖α‖1 subject to z = Θα. (12)

For radar imaging applications, the measurement data is
always contaminated with noise. For noisy measurements,
(10) can be written as

z = Θα + u, (13)

where u = [uT1 , uT2 , . . . , uTM]T and um is the measurement
noise at the mth antenna location. From [20, 24], robust
reconstruction of a sparse signal under noise corrupted data
can be achieved by solving the following convex optimization
problem, which is also referred to as Dantzig selector:

min
α
‖α‖1 subject to

∥

∥

∥ΘT(z−Θα)
∥

∥

∥∞ < δ, (14)

where δ represents a small tolerance error. All matrices and
vectors in this paper are real valued, thus (14) is a Linear
Programming (LP) problem and can be efficiently solved
using the interior point method [35]. In this paper, the
Dantzig selector solver in the sparse constraint optimization
package L1-magic [36] is employed for solving (14). In
the optimization procedure, the choice of the error δ is
the key to rendering desirable results. An improper choice
of the error will probably lead to missing true targets,
introducing false targets, or even cause divergence with
increased iterations. We employ the cross-validation (CV)
strategy for an automatic selection of the error value in
the optimization process. In essence, the cross-validation
strategy divides the measurements data into estimation and
cross validation sets. The steps of the CV-based optimization
can be described as follows [20, 37]:

(1) Initialization. Set δ = γ‖ΘT
E zE‖∞, i = 1, where γ < 1.

(2) Estimation. Solve (14) to estimate the target location α(i)

with the estimation data set zE, ΘE.

(3) Cross-validation. If ‖ΘT
CV(zCV −ΘCVα(i))‖∞ < δ, set δ =

‖ΘT
CV(zCV −ΘCVα(i))‖∞, else terminate the iteration.

(4) Iteration. Increase i by 1 and go to Step (2).
where the subscripts E and CV stand for the estimation and
cross validation data sets, respectively.

3. Results and Discussions

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach for ultrawideband impulse TWRI with compres-
sive sensing, several numerical examples are presented in this
section.

The first simulation is the reconstruction of three point
targets which are located at (−0.15 m, 0.4 m), (0, 0.6 m),
and (0.1 m, 0.5 m) in the (x, y) plane. The transceiver array
illuminates the targets at a distance of 0.3 m from the wall,
along a line from −1 m to 1 m with a step of 0.05 m. The
dielectric constant and thickness of the wall are εr = 6
and d = 0.2 m, respectively. The excitation signal is a
modulated Gaussian pulse which covers the frequency range
from 0.6 GHz to 3.2 GHz (as shown in Figure 3(a)). The time
step used in the simulation is Δt = 19.245 ps and the total
number of time steps is Nt = 600.

The conventional pulse radar collects the time-domain
response from the targets at each receiving location and the
measurement data is shown in Figure 3(b), which consists
of 41 × 600 space-time measurements. Instead of the direct
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Figure 3: Imaging results of three point targets: (a) Excitation pulse, (b) Conventional radar measurement, (c) TDBP result with full data,
(d) TDBP result with undersampled data, (e) CS measurement, and (f) CS result.
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Figure 4: CS imaging results under different noise levels (a) SNR = 5 dB; (b) SNR = −5 dB.

measurement of the time-domain signal, CS makes 10 inner
product measurements at each antenna location. This was
carried out in the simulation by taking the product of the
time-domain raw data with rows of a random Rademacher
matrix of size 10 × 600. In the simulation, the size of
the image to be constructed is 0.4 m × 0.4 m, which is
divided into 40 × 40 pixels, resulting in 1600 unknowns
for the sparse constraint optimization. Figure 3(c) is the
time-domain backprojection (TDBP) imaging result using
the 41 × 600 space-time measurements of Figure 3(b). If
only 10 uniform samples are taken from Figure 3(b) at
each antenna location, the TDBP imaging result is blurred,
distorted, and has higher sidelobe levels, as evident from
Figure 3(d). Figure 3(f) depicts the imaging result by solving
the sparse constraint optimization problem of (14) with
10 projection measurements (shown in Figure 3(e)) at each
antenna location. From the CS reconstructed image, the
three targets are clearly identified at the true positions. That
is, using the same amount of data as in Figure 3(d), a much
higher resolution and cleaner image can be obtained through
sparse constraint optimization with the CS projection mea-
surements. The compressive radar imaging system condenses
the large amount of data into far fewer incoherent projection
measurements, which carry independent information of the
targets.

The simulation results in Figure 3 are performed for
the noiseless case. In order to demonstrate the performance
of the proposed approach for noisy data, we compute the
imaging results for the three point targets scene, contam-
inated by additive Gaussian random noise with signal to
noise ratio (SNR) from −15 dB to 20 dB; only the results for
SNR = ±5 dB are shown in Figure 4. We observe that the CS
technique suffers under low signal-to-noise ratio conditions
and some false targets appear in the reconstructed image
as a result of the reconstruction residual, which basically
increases with the noise level. This phenomenon has been
previously reported in [20, 22, 24]. We characterize the
imaging quality under different noise levels by the mean
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Figure 5: MSE under different noise levels.

squared error (MSE), which is plotted in Figure 5. The MSE
is defined as the norm of the error between the reconstructed
image and the ground truth image, normalized to the norm
of the ground truth image. From Figure 5, we find that the
MSE is reduced with increasing SNR.

It has been shown that the imaging resolution beyond
that of conventional pulse radar can be obtained by
using sparse constraint optimization [20, 25]. In order to
demonstrate superresolution in TWRI using the proposed
approach, the CS imaging result of three closely spaced point
targets is presented in Figure 6(a). The working conditions
are the same as the previous simulation example, except that
the three point targets are now located at −0.05 m, 0.5 m,
−0.05 m, 0.45 m, and 0, 0.5 m. For comparison, the TDBP
imaging result using the full set of 41 × 600 space-time data
points is provided in Figure 6(b). From Figure 6, we observe
that, even with the full space-time data, we are unable to
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Figure 6: CS and TDBP imaging results of three closely spaced targets: (a) CS result and (b) TDBP result with full data.

Table 1: Target spatial characteristics.

Target type Size Center position

Target 1 Square 0.2 m × 0.2 m (−0.5 m, 1.1 m)

Target 2 Cylindrical Radius = 0.1 m (0, 1.0 m)

Target 3 Rectangular 0.3 m × 0.2 m (0.65 m, 1.2 m)

resolve the three targets using the conventional TDBP algo-
rithm. However, by using the CS projection measurement
and through sparse constraint optimization, the three point
targets are clearly resolved, and superresolution imaging is
achieved.

The effectiveness of the proposed TWRI approach for
spatially extended targets is shown by the following two
simulations examples. In the first example, three two-
dimensional (2D) perfectly electrically conducting (PEC)
objects (as shown in Figure 7(a)) are considered. The
spatial characteristics of the three targets are specified in
Table 1. The measurement data is generated using 2D Finite-
Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) code. The monostatic
radar measures the return signal at a distance of 0.3 m from
the wall over a synthetic aperture extending from −1 m
to 1 m with a step of 0.05 m. The dielectric constant and
thickness of the wall are εr = 7.66 and d = 0.2 m,
respectively. The time step is Δt = 11.79 ps, and the total
number of time steps is Nt = 2120. The investigation
region is 2 m × 1.6 m and divided into 49 × 40 pixels.
The space-time response signal from the aforementioned
targets is shown in Figure 7(b), which consists of 41 × 2120
time-domain raw data. Figure 7(c) is the TDBP imaging
result using the full measured data of Figure 7(b). For CS,
we only take 20 projection measurements at each of the
41 antenna locations, which results in a total of 820 CS
measurements, shown in Figure 7(d). Figure 7(e) is the CS
imaging result by solving the sparse constraint optimization
problem in (14). One-sixth of the 820 data points were used
for the cross validation, while the remaining were used for

the estimation. From Figure 7(e), we observe that, even with
only 20 measurements taken at each antenna location, the
three targets are clearly observed at their true locations. In
order to give a qualitative description of the imaging result,
the image SNR (ISNR) defined in [38] is introduced for the
characterization of the imaging quality. The ISNR is defined
as follows:

ISNR = 10 log
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where Q is the total number of pixels in the normalized
image, with QR pixels whose intensity is within −10 to
0 dB, |μi|2 is the image pixel intensity value above −10 dB,
and |ηj|2 is the image pixel intensity of the remainingQ−QR

pixels. For the CS imaging result of Figure 7(e), the ISNR
is 65.8 dB whereas the ISNR for the TDBP imaging result
of Figure 7(c) is 17.3 dB. Along with a significant reduction
in the amount of data, the proposed CS imaging approach
provides superior performance over TDBP in terms of the
ISNR.

To illustrate the performance of the CS scheme under
noisy measurements from a scene of spatially extended
targets, we provide in Figure 7(e) an image of the scene
in Figure 7(a) corresponding to an SNR of 0 dB. Similar
to the CS results for imaging of point targets under
noisy conditions, the scene reconstruction in Figure 7(e)
successfully localized the three targets, but does suffer from
several false alarms.

Finally, the simulation results for a human behind a
homogeneous concrete wall are presented. The measurement
configuration is shown in Figure 8(a), along with the front
and side view of the human. The dimension of the high
fidelity (HiFi) male human model is 0.57 m × 0.324 m ×
1.88 m and is made up of 2.9 mm cubical FDTD mesh
cells, consisting of 23 different tissue types. The radar
standoff distance from the wall and the synthetic aperture
array are the same as in the previous FDTD example.
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Figure 7: Imaging results of three PEC objects: (a) Target scene, (b) Conventional pulse radar measurement, (c) TDBP result, (d) CS
measurement, (e) CS result, and (f) CS result under SNR = 0 dB.

The REMCOM XFDTD numerical simulator was used for
generation of the measurement data. The dielectric constant
and thickness of the wall are εr = 6 and d = 0.2 m,
respectively. The time step is Δt = 11.55 ps and the

total number of time steps is Nt = 2400. The received
time domain signal at each antenna location is shown in
Figure 8(b). Figure 8(c) is the TDBP imaging result using the
full measured data of Figure 8(b). For the CS measurement,
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Figure 8: Imaging results of a human behind the wall (a) target scene, (b) conventional pulse radar measurement, (c) TDBP result, (d) CS
measurement, and (e) CS result.
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we take 20 inner product measurements at each of the
41 antenna locations and the resulting 820 measurements
are shown in Figure 8(d). Figure 8(e) provides the imaging
result using the proposed CS imaging algorithm. Comparing
Figures 8(c) and 8(e), we see that the CS imaging result
accurately locates the human with reduced measurement
data and is sparser and less cluttered than the TDBP image.
The ISNR for the TDBP and CS imaging results are 22.5 dB
and 41.1 dB, respectively. The sparse constraint optimization
seeks a solution to the optimization problem in (14) with
as few as possible nozero elements, thus producing more
desirable imaging results.

4. Conclusion

Conventional UWB impulse through-the-wall radar faces
considerable challenges, such as large amount of data
measurements, long data acquisition and processing times,
and huge data storage requirements. In TWRI, it is desirable
to reduce the space-time measurements so as to relax
constraints on target motions and ease requirements on
imaging system setting and design. In this paper, the impulse
radar through-the-wall imaging problem was cast within the
framework of compressive sensing. Rather than sampling the
time-domain signal at or above the Nyquist rate, the RMPI
architecture was employed for the CS projection measure-
ment and led to significant data reduction. Sparsity of the
target space was exploited to solve the TWRI problem using
sparse constraint optimization. Numerical imaging results of
point-like and spatially extended targets clearly showed the
merits of applying CS in urban sensing applications.
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